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FOREWORD
IN THE month of May of the year 1926

7
travelers

bound for the conference of the National Federation of

Settlements at Cleveland discussed the recent congres
sional hearing on the drink question, and Dr. Haven
Emerson s subsequent article in The Survey of May
15th, wherein he challenged the social workers to speak
out.

In council the next day it was conceded that Dr.

Emerson was justified in charging the settlements with

failure to articulate Ifor the public their observance of

changes in neighborhood life accompanying the opera
tion of this most significant social legislation.

There followed the appointment of a committee to

investigate and to assemble authoritative information

of such changes in family life as may be credited or dis

credited to the enactment of the Eighteenth Amendment.

Those who read the following pages will, of course,

realize that this study attempts that and nothing more.

It is solely an urban study and gives no evidence of the

benefit or loss to students in colleges or schools, to the

holders of large bank accounts, or to the criminal classes.

In this compilation there has been little attempt to

prove or disprove the value of prohibition by statistics.

That has been extensively undertaken by both sides of

the controversy and with criticism equally destructive

to both. .

It seems worthy of record to add that there has been

no desire to influence the interpretation of the data
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gathered. Assurance of this can be based upom ine

opinion of the staff composed of a
&quot;wet,&quot;

a &quot;dry,&quot;
and a

&quot;doubter&quot;;
and on the fact that the study was financed

by personal contributions from believers on eachf side

of the question.

The book is not a scientific study, but the realistic

stories, conscientiously and carefully prepared by social

workers in the settlements and by affiliated organizations

from Maine to California. It should present a close-up

view not possible in the argumentative presentations

which have been offered to the public.

Should the testimony here gathered add a chapter of

human interest to this most controversial of all amend

ments, the committee in charge could be easily encour

aged to gather in the stories of the amendment as it

affects rural and village life, for prohibition was born and
raised in the country.

LILLIAN D. WALD,
Chairman of the Committee.
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To the Committee:

This book is built on the 193 reports that have come as

material for this survey. We found, on studying them,
that just to know that people either did or did not break

the law, that they were or were not prosperous or well

or happy since the Eighteenth Amendment passed, meant

very little. The important thing was to know why these

things were so, to determine not only where we are now
but what goal we are headed for. To discover this line

of progress we had to know the point we had come from.

Marion P. S. Kellogg has dug for these points of de

parture in histories and reports and statistical charts,

and overlaid the map with the trails of the migrating

groups who carried distinctive drink habits with them.

Mary Field Parton has interpreted these out of her own

experience and investigations. I think that the historic

background is bullet proof and that the color will wash.

We have tried to follow your instructions and make

this an appeal to those who get their information from

newspapers and magazines, and to remember the plain

tive cry of hard-pressed social workers;

&quot;I hope this material will be used for some good

purpose and not just more statistics !&quot;

Plenty of us are like that I One statistic at a time is

as far as we can go. We only assimilate facts with the

original flavorsbefore denaturizatioa. So this book is

not a statistical report but an authentic document of

professional opinion couched in the language in which
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it came to me. Not one statement in it bulf- was
made by some social expert who was asked to contribute
to the study; not one fact that we do not believe we/ have

verified; not one quotation that is not from a signed re

port now on file in the office.

This book is as true as we can make it.

MARTHA BENSLEY BRU&RB,
Director oj Study.
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CHAPTER I

THE BACKGROUND

THIS study began with questions those which people

asked me and those I asked them. It has continued by
this process for seven months, sometimes rising to the

volume of an antiphonal chorus and sometimes sinking

to the faintest blur of a wireless that can t quite come

through:
&quot;Do you find that conditions are better or worse?&quot;

&quot;Is there more or less drinking?&quot;

&quot;Is it true that boys and girls drink all the time?&quot;

&quot;I suppose the test would be the alcoholic wards v

aren t there more in them than there were?&quot;

&quot;People wh^o never drank before are drinking now-^
1

have you heard about Kansas?&quot;

&quot;Have you got a report from Maine? You know they

have been trying it there for fifty years, but the last

time I was in Bar Harbor, well
&quot;

&quot;It s wonderful to live in a dry age! Isn t it inspiring

to think of those young men who are growing up never

having seen a saloon?&quot;

&quot;Do you find any place where it s working at all?&quot;

&quot;I suppose you have noticed what the papers say about

rum raids. How do you account for them?&quot;

&quot;Don t you think that a law that makes people go

blind from wood alcohol ought to be repealed?&quot;

1
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&quot;How about everybody taking to drugs the w^y they

are?&quot;

j
&quot;Do you think it s right to make a man pay $1.25 for

a drink?&quot;

&quot;Can you see any democracy in the way they sacked
the amendment over while all the soldiers were &way?&quot;

&quot;Don t you think it s heavenly to be in a city where

there aren t any saloons?&quot;

&quot;When are they going to repeal the amendment, any

way?&quot;

I was lunching in the New York Women s City Club,

with a hot July wind blowing in. Other women who had

to be in town in July were lunching languidly all about

me. The secretary of a philanthropic organization

leaned across from her table and said: &quot;I ll tell you

something for your prohibition study. A friend of mine

went into Youngstown last week. You know Youngs-
town s one of those big steel places. Well, he got off the

train and asked the first policeman he met where he

could get a drink. What do you think the officer said

to him? Do you see that corner to the right? Well,

you go around there and the fourth door is a shoe-shine

shop. That s the only place in Youngstown you can t

get it.* That shows you, doesn t it?&quot;

Fact or fancy, those things make public opinion, and,
fact or fancy, people act on it.

&quot;What do you know about the situation?&quot; I asked
Anne O Hagan Shinn, who lives on, the edge of a settle

ment neighborhood.

l, I can tell you something that happened to me*

to Qreenwich House for a woman to clean aad
sent me Mrs. Murphy, one of those refiaed, ge&tte
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little Irishwomen
that life is so hard on. Where is your

husband? I asked her. Oh, I ain t got him now! Twas
the drink! Before the law, twas no more than jolly

he got.; Oh, Mrs. Shinn, tis a contentious fluid they do

be givijo/ em now. He was that cruel to the children of

a Saturday night that I said to him, GoP &quot;

For seven months now I have followed the trail of that

contentious fluid.

It was in New York City that we planned the ques

tionnaire with a view to answering the inquiries with

which the air was filled. The committee brought to it

what they believed to be real knowledge of the situa

tion. Had there not been three periods one before the

passage of the law, then possibly three years when the

law was reasonably well enforced and we saw what, if

anything, prohibition could do, and the period since then,

when enforcement had been more lax? The short period

of enforcement was not perfect, of course, but at least

it was a measuring rod. We worked out our little ques

tionnaire with fifty-two questions, covering most of the

phases of human experience as they might be supposed
to have occurred in these three periods, and we sent them

like a migrating flock of grackles to every settlement

in the National Federation and to other organizations of

social workers. Before resentment bad time to rise,

or the questionnaires to get themselves dropped into the

settlement waste baskets, I started across the continent

on a personal follow-up.

Any one traveling from place to place in this country

feels publie opinion blowing against him like a trade

wind; it is heavy with what people say, with what news

papers print, with what the movies show, and with what

looks back from the pages of the magazines.
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The newspapers in Rochester were carrying a\3 lurid

headlines as Rochester could be supposed to tolerate: a

rum raid, arrests for drunkenness, aspersions on the

police force, nothin| to do but confess our failure and

repeal the law! With these in my mind, I went to see

the police matron, who had been at her post fof more
than twenty years. There was no comparison, she told

me; things were much better; nothing like so many poor

young things brought in from the street now that liquor

wasn t dragging them down. As between the press and
the police matron, where was the Voice of the People?

Dining with an old friend in the station in Buffalo,
I met public opinion again.

&quot;The situation here is terrible. (Do put that cover

on the sugar so that the flies won t get in!) Everybody
gets it. One of my sister s friends was telling me the

other night that he asked a policeman where he could

get a drink, and the officer said the only place in town
he couldn t get it was a millinery store.&quot;

Next morning the Buffalo papers told of deaths by poi
son alcohol. &quot;LET THEM DIE/ said one editor. &quot;S&va

OUB PEOPLE,&quot; cried another.

Pittsburgh, smudging its smoke across the sunset like

an artist s thumb spreading purple paint.

&quot;See that row of buildings?&quot; said Mr, &quot;Charles C.

Cooper. &quot;That u^ed to be a solid row of saloons. Now,
there is a movie and an A. &amp;lt;fc P. store and it s a decent

^

Street.&quot;/

&quot;VioB AND RUM RIOT IN PITTSBUBGH,&quot; said the morn-
paper.

to Cleveland, clean, dry, ita face just washed by
i& my hotel, a staggering man being helped totio

toe efevator,
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&quot;Hcfw s prohibition?&quot; I asked the woman in charge of

my floor.

&quot;They tell me it s pretty bad,&quot; she said. &quot;There was

a gentleman just got in yesterday, and he asked a police

man Mhere he could get a drink. And the cop told him

that down in the next street was a little Jewish tailor-

that was the only place where he couldn t buy anything.&quot;

&quot;Nothing to drink served
here,&quot;

the head waiter told

me at dinner.

Which of these is the Voice of the People?

&quot;How s prohibition working?&quot; I asked the taxi driver

who took me to the University of Chicago Settlement.

&quot;Failure, same s everywhere,&quot; he assured me.
T

That night a Polish woman took refuge in the settle

ment from a drunken husband. Next morning there was

a hijacking and shooting story in the papers,

&quot;I hardly dare say it, I hardly dare even think it, but

I have been here thirty years, and it seems to me that the

situation is a little better,&quot; Miss Mary McDowell said

at the breakfast table.

The train for Minneapolis, and a square, gray woman
in the diner telling me about her daughter s friends evil

ways.
&quot;A gentleman told a friend of mine you could get it

anywhere in Minneapolis except, maybe, in the Chinese

laundries,&quot;

Getting into Minneapolis in the rain, the lights shining

on the streets, which were like wet rubber wide streets,

washed clean. And then the quiet and serenity of East

End Neighborhood House, where I caught up with our

questionnaire.



CHAPTEK II

THE UNITED STATES OF MINNESOTA

IN THE territory centering in Minneapolis and St. Paul

a new act of national creation is in process. A variety

of races within the Nordic and Slavic groups are being

slowly welded into one people under the pressure of the

twentieth century. And one of the elements in their

amalgamation is the Eighteenth Amendment! The in

dustrial hardships that accompanied the use of alcohol

in the homelands of all these races are considerably miti

gated in Minnesota and now the attempt to remove alco

hol itself is being made^ Does it work?

The people of these two cities look as we expect

Americans to look blond and blue-eyed and a bit given

to bone but they do not sound that way, for the blonds

are Swedes and Norwegians, Finns and Danes, blond

Poles and blond Germans, blond Canadians and blond

English; and by way of decorative contrast, a few Rus
sian Jews, Rumanians, Czecho-Slovakians, Austrian^

and Negroes. It is a city of not quite half a miUkm,

three-quarters of whom are native-born white?, and most
of the foreign-born are of the races which we have been

busy making into Americans for a century and a halt

Cotton Mather and Roger Williams would have felt at

home in a Minneapolis town meeting, had they not

bbe confusion of tongues.

At home, too, in their occupations, which aafe Hk0
6
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of a New England village, only amplified, organized,

standardized, electrified and modernized. The village

smithy has grown to the United States Steel Plant; the

flour mill still stands on the edge of the stream, only

the stream is the Mississippi and the miller is the group
of companies who grind grain for half the world. Minne

apolis and St. Paul sit at the head of the great valley

which is the heart of America, as Concord sits on the

Merrimac; and as the New Englanders once made their

apples into cider so the people of the United States of

Minnesota once made their grain into beer.

Minneapolis is like a New England village also in that

it has not a tenement and no slums that anyone who
knows the great cities of the East would recognize as

such. Instead, the settlement neighborhoods are filled

with comfortable wooden houses built perhaps fifty or

sixty years ago, set each in its little yard and on its tree-

shaded wide street. It is true that the houses needed

paint, that there were sometimes pickets missing from the

fences, that the gates hung by one hinge and that the

grass was frequently uncut and the flower gardens

neglected. They were, however, surrounded by space and

light and air, conditions which mean luxury in New
York. But in these houses, which had been respectable

middle-class residences of two generations back, there

were now living two, three, or four families, for the hous

ing shortage has struck Minneapolis as it has struck the

rest of the world.

What all the social workers testify to is that these

new citizens are enjoying the rising standard of living.

Whatever the clause of their prosperity high wages,

steady employment, increasing health education, resferff*

tion of immigration there is no Darticular reason iter
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&quot;misery drinking/ Conditions, economic and social, are

quite bearable as they are. The first reaction of these

hardy, hard-drinking, but essentially law-abiding peo

ple shows in the reports.

&quot;There always was a certain amount of protest against

the prohibition law in this neighborhood with the ethnic

background as it is. It is not surprising that the Slavic*

groups would protest against what they considered an

infringement of their personal liberties. There was no

organized group protest* However, the reaction of the

different nationals with whom we come in contact was

distinctly in opposition to prohibition, Th war-time

submission to the yoke of the government wai responsi

ble, I think, for the mildness and cautiousness of the

protest that was so feebly made* They dartd not speak
too openly and the sign of the times was that snob oppo
sition as existed was to be mentioned only to intimate

friends. The savings from liquor as well as from high

wages in this neighborhood were spent ehiefly OE tfa

articles usedf in clothing the family, in ih building of new
homes and in the remodeling of old homes. Tim remodel

ing took the form of stuccoing the house and adding sleep

ing porches. The number of hoaaei that wtrt staaroid

and to which sleeping porches wore added wai astonish

ing. Th0 neighborhood began to taki on m tWy dif

ferent exterior aspeot during this short period
&quot;It is generally conceded that there wag a period of

gtotml well-being wad small amount of pwerty , but I

think it was steady work and good wagea not

of less drink because the same pro-war ahiftlt&s

still exist.

*fGf course many resisted the irawdmeat; oroe wtf$
all right, others declared for personal liberty, and thore
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was in the neighborhood comparatively little boot

legging,&quot;

The protest did not remain long in that passive stage,

About seven months after the passage of the amendment,

certainly within a year, the old folkways reasserted

themselves,

&quot;There is bootlegging and illicit manufacture in the

neighborhood, Wo see it continually and smell it The

bootleggers do not use it, but sell it openly to anyone who
wants it. Quito young boys peddle it&quot;

Throughout the city the people have begun to make
their own drinks and that without any great legal opposi

tion* It is an art which has been in disuse since their an

cestors came to this country. They have revived it,

however, but the quality doesn t yet satisfy them, &quot;Every

year my woman makes it better,&quot; one of them told me*

&quot;Soon we have drink as good as Sweden.&quot; What they

want is to make th United States of Minnesota as good

as Sweden or whatever country they happened to come

rrom. They have gathered together in their race groups;

they have established their Lutheran churches; they

speak their own language, and their great choral socie

ties sing their own songs, They have every intention,

of being law-abiding and they make good, hard-working

thrifty eititens, but to diink is one of their immemorial

folkways* The old habits, centuries inbred, asserted them

selves, varying with the race exactly as in other cities;

for the Slavs of Chicago, of QmaM, or wherever they be,

&t according to their folkways* Into the homes came

stillf and home-brew outfit. The hardware tores sold

them* From the American sections came the demand

for their prodiaati*

The pKxiwti wtrt used also by the darker peoples.
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particularly by the Negroes, of whom there are in Minne

apolis nearly four thousand. I went with a settlement

worker to the center of the worst Negro quarter of the

city. Here in an ill-lighted back street the Negroes and

the Whites are drinking together, men and women both,

and they are not drinking beer or wine, but that conten

tious fluid which is the native manufacture and sells

cheaply. Disorder, crime, rioting and street brawls!

&quot;I do believe that there is a great deal of bootlegging

and illicit manufacture of liquor at the present time/

says one of the St. Paul reports. &quot;This statement is

based on the numerous arrests made for drunkenness and

the number of convictions made in our local and federal

courts for the manufacture and sale of liquor. It m also

based on the fact that a great many clients make com

plaint of members of their families and neighbors drink

ing md selling liquor. As I look over my case-load at

the present time, every relief case except three has

drinking as one of the family problems* In those three

cases the man of the family is incapacitated***

A director of boys* and men s dntm sent m statistics

which describe a curve dipping from 8,843 ecra&ltted for

drunkenness in 1018 down to 68? in 1920, and then

sweeping upward to 8,691 in 1926. Not only is tfat num
ber in 192$ practically the same as It was in 1913, but

ijso the percentage of drunks to the total number com-

mitted.

Sttttement workers intwritvred all sorts of wpmnt*
ttw people in tibeir nd^boifeoods* The proprietor of &

hardware store said; &quot;Financially people ar in better

&amp;lt;femptitaots* PiuotioaHy everyone is the Btighborfaood

i$ maMag moonshine a&d selling it; tibis aeeoimts for the
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A priest thought people defied the law because they

felt they had a right to drink. Not the use but the abuse

made it harmful as did over indulgence in lemon pie.

He thought conditions much worse. Now boys and girls

are at times under the influence of liquor and bottles are

found strewn around outside the school Formerly there

was no evidence of this at all.

A storekeeper believed that those people engaging in

the manufacture and sale of liquor are the ruin of many
families; in some cases of the husband, again of the

young men and women. She knows a family, on the

other hand, who made a trip to Europe and bought a car

on &quot;moonshine&quot; money.
1

A policewoman thinks conditions are much better; that

children are better clothed and fed, families more pros

perous since 1918. There m lass evidencejof drunkenness

on the streets now and fewer street women seen. Condi

tions are better because lees money is spent on drink.

The fomjpa-born are drinking more than the native born.

The assistant principal of a high school reported that

before JL918 boys used to hang out on Street and

com to ol&s&es under the influence of liquor* In the new

High School, the principal says there has never been, to

her knowledge, a boy in school under the influence of

liquor. She thought thinp had improved in every way in

spite of nonobservanoe.

The superintendent of a large railway repair shop

declared tfatt eonditions are decidedly better, Men are

much bd*e? off financially and in all ways* He said that

proMbttion has been a gain, but we must educate the

people to it now; it is not legislation but education that

we need to xn&kt it tffeetlm

A man in ttie office of & b$wtog company tdd tttat
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the brewing business has fallen off greatly during the

past two years, due to the selling of moonshine ifa grocery
stores. There are no licenses and restrictions now.

Prom a social worker in the Family Welfare Associa

tion comes the report: &quot;The visitors of the family agency
no longer see the bone-bare poverty which they met

occasionally before prohibition* There is less drunken

brutality in families and much less filthy conduct in

public. There are no corners which people avoid passing
because of drunken men assembled there. Fewer young
family men are drinking, though drinking among young
boys and girls (high-school age) has increased* Drunken
men rarely come to the district office; they are so infre

quent that our present generation of workers do not
know what to do with the few who do eome. We have
no cases of delirium tremens any more* Wa do feel gam
bling in conjunction with drinking has increased* The
very secrecy of drinking places makes supervision more
difficult There is more chance for immorality at parties;
at least, women now tell us they were giwa ^mefcblug

1

in liquor and then didn t know what happened after that*

We did not hear that explanation before prohibition, la

general, drinking among women has dramwd* Thart
are more drinking parties at home on holidays The
neighborhood stem teads to make them mom ipilffc

than they might otherwise be,&quot;

Minneapolis aad St Paul &re laoed together by #lx

gorpws bridges. At Bight they a like so mimy striop
of glittering diamonds strung acroes the MmsLsmppL
Btrt St Pwl is jtist a Mttle different from Minneapolis^
a little less industrial, & little less Nordic, a little quieter
and more residential.

setmkgly
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and buying the luxuries of civilization,&quot; writes an ex

perienced worker. In this position she is upheld by a

social worker for the Family Welfare Association, by
high-school teachers and by the testimony of settlement

neighbors. It is thought the police aid and shield the

business.

What of youth growing up in the Twin Cities? Thir

teen representative individuals were asked this question.

Eleven of those thirteen answers are, in summary, that

as far as youth is concerned, things are worse since the

passage of the prohibition law. &quot;Young people are drink

ing as they did not drink before prohibition,&quot; is their ver

dict.

To this statement Dr. William J, Johnstone, a minister

of St Paul, replies, &quot;The so-called drinking among yotog
people in our cities is a slander! There is not as much

drinking among them as in the days of the old saloons.&quot;



CHAPTER III

THE HIGH PLAINS

THAT questionnaire, when I studied it on the train

from Minneapolis, seemed to me inadequate. Certainly

it^was not a satisfactory thread to lead one through the

maze of conflicting opinion as to how the amendment
was actually working. It was too extensive on the one

hand, and far too limited on the other. The prohibition

situation as it had begun to unfold in Minneapolis was

to be understood only as part of the general situation.

Simply to say that there was bootlegging in your neigh

borhood and thus and so were the reasons that you be

lieved it, did not seem to get at the root of the matter at

all. The prohibition situation was not a dead thing;

it struck its roots through publie life; it was fed by di

verse race groups; it was related to the oceupatiot* of

the people; it hung on the flow of the Mississippi Rivr,
on the climate of the Mississippi Valleyt wfabh m&dt it

& place where Scandinavians felt at home, where their

kind of farming would prosper and where their rnoe drink

habits would persist Metaphorically shaking, 1 wst
the questionnaire from me and went on tmhsraptrtd

through the region of Bttle lakes into the Amerie&a Btli
It is the same land, geologically speaking, m tfetl in

northern Wisoonsiiau Some great immortal, looking d0w&
0& this region from above and remembering back & mil*

lion yenrs or so, would know that the^e multitudinous

14
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lakes are merely trifling pools left from that old inland

sea which once covered the Mississippi Valley. Rivers

have carried away the water century by century, and

left old sea-bottom land of such richness as will grow
incredible crops when the frost waits long enough for

them to ripen; and incredible crops mean a prosperous

people; and a prosperous people has no need to mitigate

the conditions of life by drink. &quot;Misery drinking
7 need

have no place in this land of little lakes. In the United

States of Minnesota, as a matter of fact, drinking docs

not have much place except as it is a hang-over of the

old folkways which the people have brought with them

from a time and place of hardships.

The route west from the Twin Cities is one hundred

miles to the north of the Covered Wagon Trail not the

same people pushed along it, nor in the same way, nor

for the sam purpose. This migration was a gradual in-

filtration&amp;gt;
& stand by this little lake, a farm on that fertile

upland* The New England stock was in the vanguard,
with the Scandinavian people close after*

One hundred and eighty miles west from Minneapolis

this migration reached the Big Sioux River, an Immemo
rial highway into the north. In South Dakota, near

the corner of Iowa where the river holds up traffic by

dropping on hundred: feet in half a mile, thirty thousand

people form the city of Sioux Falls, Except for the power
from the river, the city would be no more than an agri

cultural center like the other cities of the state, but

through the generosity of the Big Sioux it has industries

and a group of industrial workers, South Dakota was

admitted to the Union in 1889 as a prohibition state.

There was ccmgida?%Me trouble in enforcing the law, and

about 1896 a lodal option law was adopted; this oon*
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tinned until 1916, when the state by a majority of 10,000

Toted into its constitution a bone-dry law. The city of

Sioux Falls went dry by twenty-four votes,

Miss Estelle Jamison of the County and City Welfare

Association, with the assistance of Mr, J T, Sanders,

reports on the prohibition situation there:

&quot;At the time of this election the city of Sioux Palls had

thirty-three licensed saloons. Liquor was served from
the soda fountains in the drug stores, to anyone regard*
less of age or sex, in numerous clubs, in hotels and res*

taurants, and in a red-light district. Some few policemen
died premature deaths because of the free liquor given
them by saloon keepers; a chief of police died in this

manner*

&quot;In the days of the saloon there was established by
charitable-minded persons what was called *The Mission.

Every winter this place was filled to capacity with men
who spent all their earnings in the saloou sometimes m
many as fifty down-and-out men of a ni{$bt

&quot;Many saloons would put up elaborate suppers, Roast

young pig, roast wild duck, oysters in sasoa~rioh and

tempting food woulH be set before the laborer, and h%
coming in hungry, would forget all about hi mft and

family and gorge himstlf white his family was iufftrfng

for the plainest of food*

&quot;This meant that Juit as BOOB as a child could black

boots, work as bell hop in the hotel, earry ms$ap for

tite Western Union Telegraph Company, that ehild was
ites tmployed. This evil was somewhat ourtailfd by
&* @&ieta@&b of a compulsory educational law*

saloon was a gatberi&g plaea for all the

s, not only of the city, kit of the aunoundiag
try at well; whenever a crime was committed the first
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place to look for the criminal was in the saloon, and, if

he was not located there, then the red-light district would
be overhauled.

&quot;There were at one time four regularly recognized red-

light districts outside the business part of town. Beer

always was sold there at one dollar per quart bottle,

wines and other liquors at the same rate of profit. At
one time the city reaped such large fines from the owners

of houses of prostitution that it was possible out of them
to pay a railroad a large bonus for coming into the city.

&quot;Immediately after the state went dry, and before na

tional prohibition, there was evidence of improved condi

tions among the people generally; this is to be ascribed

to the disuse of liquor and not at all to the high wages.
&quot;We had a law in this state which provided for check

ing up the habitual excessive drinker; any employer, any

relative, any police chief, any city mayor, the county

commissioners, could put an habitual drunkard on the

black list/ This notice was served by the county sheriff

on every place or person handling intoxicating liquors,

prohibiting any^sale to such blacklisted person* The
black list did not work out so well, for the reason that

while the blacklisted fellow had to keep out of crowds

in the saloons, he could get some disreputable fellow to

buy the liquor for him and, what is more, the most of the

liquor sellers connived at this selling of liquor to black

listed men; thus the law waa to a great extent a failure,&quot;

The black list covering the twelve years between 1902

and 1914 contains 171 names, of which 90 are American,

84 Scandinavian, 20 Irish, 14 German, 6 French, 4 Scotch,

2 Italian, and 1 Jewish* Of the complainants, 24 were

parents, 99 wives, 28 other relatives, 14 employers, and

11 officials*
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&quot;Now the great mass of these men are leading sober

lives,&quot; says Mr- Sanders, &quot;and the worst that might be

said is that some of them occasionally make contact with

a passing bootlegger,

&quot;In Sioux Falls there were two liquor cures doing a

thriving business. Both cures went out of business for

lack of patronage with the advent of prohibition,

&quot;Almost immediately with the advent of prohibition

the schools in the city of Sioux Falls became over

crowded. Last year there was an enrollment at the high
schools of 1,200 students, and mind you, th population
of the city is only about 30,000, Thb indicates that 4

per cent of the entire population are attending high
school. The grade schools are proportionately filled,

In fact, since the advent of prohibition it is with difficulty

that the city can provide the necessary school buildings

to accommodate the school children,

&quot;We have more crime now than in tfa days of th

saloon, but much less disorder, due to the atmuc of

drunken people on the streets and in publie place.
Police records show a tremendous falling off in tfa jurrost

for intoxication,

&quot;Since the advent of prohibition the ml*li^h,t dlitriot

and the disorderly houset have passed out of ^dibinee*

The necessity for a red-light district i$ted to pass away
when the saloon went out of business.

**Th SoaoadiaaviMi appear to b the dominant na
tional group in this city. They are a type of people
who drink alcohol and vote for prohibition. Th^y are

good men to put on juries where liquor violations mf at

iaaue. A jury composed largely of Scandmavians usuftlljr

convicts liquor violators if the evidence is at all conclu

sive. Wd liawmm Irish to tb ifcy a&d It m tha
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tice not to let jurors of that nationality sit on liquor

cases, because their tendencies seem to favor the viola

tion of the liquor laws. The same might be said of the

Germans, especially of the old timers who were interested

in the operation of saloons* The native American stock,

that is, people whose ancestors came to this country sev

eral generations ago, as a rule are in favor of the enforce

ment of the liquor laws and, therefore, make good jurors

in liquor trials. There are not many Jews in this city,

but the few that we have seem to react very favorably to

the observance of the liquor laws; while none of them is

ever drawn on the juries, yet it can be said that none of

them is ever mixed up in liquor violations. Since the

closing of the saloons there has been very little trouble

with the colored population. Prostitution and drunken

ness among th colored people in this city have dropped

to next to nothing; at any rate, the police do not seem to

have the trouble with the bad niggers they used to have

in the days of the saloon*

There is but very little bootlegging and illicit manu&amp;gt;

faoture of liquor* The majority of the people are m
favor of enforcing the liquor laws, and the sheriff and the

chief of polio are very active in running down boot*

loggers and stills.

&quot;The poverty obtaining now can be ascribed wholly

to the industrial situation and other causes outside of the

use of alcohol

&quot;Th famllit of th bootleggers are prosperous only

while the boafetejjHier Is at large, and that is usually not

for long* At * TOtet
while tibe bootlegger is languishing

in Jail, hit JtttUy becomes m object of charity. Th

iw^vity of tfa* k&amp;gt;0ilegprs to this teity is so limited that

th* aonmi&t of ftgmt sold does not appear to have any
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effect on the community* Bootleggers do not remain

in business very long, however* There is not enough
illicit liquor consumed in this city to make any notice

able change in the general health of the community.&quot;

Of 22 men who were formerly saloon keepers or bar

tenders in Sioux Palls, 1 is dead, 1 has moved away, 1

is sick at home, 2 have retired on their incomes, 2 are

packing-house laborers, 3 are in the real-estate business,

and there is also a day laborer, a waiter in a caWS, an

auctioneer, a janitor of a church, a baker, an operator of

a lakeside resort, a truck farmer, a butcher, & groeer, a

salesman of electric apparatus, and a secretary of a dub*

&quot;There is mwh complaint about the prevalence of

drinking among ytnjng people of high-school ago, but an

investigation of sucl) rumors always resulta in finding

that such drinking is confined to a very few young peo

ple. In no instance h$s it beea found that the young

people are acquiring the drink habit; even if they should

wish to, the source of supply is too limited. People
will start rumors that drinking is more oommoa now

among young people than in the days of the saloon, that

ycmng women will not go with & youag fellow he

carries something on his tip; but the moment that tfat

names of specific young women are demanded, t onee

comes the reply that, *It is common talk; everyone knows
the young people ar drinking* I am only irtpeattng what

eroiyone 5s talking about* Occasionally there will be

a young ma& or a young woman picked up by the poUee
to a state of intoxication, and on this rnre occurrence

people $t up a olamor
, but to only namM tfaty e&a

furnish $ the n&mes of the ernes whom the pollet fam

oatighi P&rtate nevfsr admit that &m own ohiWim
on thair hips, or that their young dwigb*
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ter will not go out with a young man unless he is able

to give her a drink of hooch on demand. There is no

movement among the young people to counteract the

habit of drinking, for the reason that there is no necessity

for such a movement.

&quot;The Irish, Germans, French, and Italians and the

immediate descendants of these racial stocks are not very

enthusiastic about the enforcement of the liquor laws.

As a rule, they did not favor prohibition in any of its

initial stages. The Italians are so few that, while they

complain about being forced to do without wine, yet they

observe the law fairly well Only one Italian has been

arrested for intoxication on homemade wine. The Jews

are, also, few in numbers. There has been but one Jew

arrested for misusing wine in the entire state. The Nor

wegians, Swedes and Danes are noted as alcohol drink

ers; and while many of them are inclined to use liquor to

excess, yet these same people will always vote against

liquor and want the law enforced against bootleggers and

moonshiners*

&quot;The bootleggers and moonshiners have no political

pull in this state whatever; not even the Democrats will

get mixed up in any way favoring the relaxing of our

state liquor laws. Our city and county officials, from

the highest to the lowest, are all elected on dry pla1&amp;gt;

forms*

&quot;Ther are some hold-over liquor addicts who insist

on becoming intoxicated on canned heat, flavoring ex

tracts and similar impossible drinks, but these people

are as a rule the derelicts left over from the days of the

saloon. They we rapidly passing and leaving no sue*

cessors.

&quot;Weeks p&ti by now to Sioux Falls without a siagto
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arrest for intoxication; while during the days of the sa

loons on Monday morning there would sometimes be as

high as thirty cases of intoxication to be tried by the

Municipal Court.

George W. Burnside, who was mayor of Sioux Falls

twenty-one years, calls attention to the disappearance of

the old-time saloon clean up. Men who were down and
out because of the drink habit, are no longer to be seen.

&quot;

Judge Gibbs, the present judge of the Municipal

Court, emphatically says that the business transacted by
his court is a sure index of the improved conditions of

the citizens of this city, as compared with the days of the

saloon.

&quot;Dean Woodruff of the Episcopal Church says that

siaoe the outlawing of the use of liquor there is not the

squalid poverty in this city that obtained before prohi
bition.

&quot;The Hon. Mr, Gunderson, member of the legislature

and candidate for United States Senator on the Demo
cratic ticket, who lives at Vermilion, where the state uni

versity is located, says that there is not the drinking

among the young people; you do not see any drunken

people ; you d&quot;o not hear the boisterous and loud talk*

&quot;George Boardman, sheriff of Minnehaha County, says

that everybody knows that there is but very little liquor

uaed BOW and that there are no people becoming habitu&l

A Noordie*Ameriean eity which appears to be really

trying out the Eighteenth Amendment and finding it

good!

Straight west of Sioux Falls, at the other edge of the

High Plains where the Platte River comes through the

Laruraie Mountains, la the town of Casper 25,000
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people, largely Nordic-Americans agricultural, lumber,
cattle and mining interests. Social work was not organ
ized in Casper before prohibition.

Of the present Miss Isabelle Price of the Associated

Charities says:

&quot;We doubt whether a third of our cases of poverty

can be traced to alcohol The largest number of cases of

poverty due to alcohol are old men, ranging in age from

sixty to ninety years* They are men who have lived in

the West all their lives, who were sheep herders, cattle

punchers, and ranch hands, and who were used to liquor

from boyhood* The majority of them were paid once a

year and made a practice of coming to town and blow

ing their money in gambling ^nd booze. For this reason

they are all practically penniless at this time, and when

the infirmities of old age overtake them they become sub

ject to county assistance. This office is not closely asso

ciated with people who actively engage in bootlegging.

They seem to get along somehow, without appealing to

charity, but still that class of people is not considered

prosperous. This ia probably due to the fact that there

are too many grafters getting a share of the profit.&quot;

North over the High Plains of Wyoming lies Montana,

Twenty-six hours my train took to cross the state,

twenty-six hours during which I saw increasingly what

an industrious river system bent on drying up a country

can actually accomplish. The geese from the north,

flying south, In September hurry on by Montana, In the

middle of Montana the fertile belt on the edge of the

watercourses Is not more than a foot wide, and there are

plenty of places where the bare brown land ends at the

edge of the wtte? in a iharp line. It must b a terrible

thing to be a grass-eating mammal and find oneself in-
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advertently born into a place like that! This is the land

of the diy farmer, the land where it takes courage
to put seed into the ground, even though they say that

dry farming in a good year is not so very bad. The
towns in Montana are far apart. There will be a little

store with the square false front, a few little houses, and
a road going off into the distance somewhere with a pale,

dusty automobile on it Montana must be th place
where all good Fords go when they die,

Th land lifts and lifts all day long, and at last it

comes into the country of the buttes and mountains and
the High Plains ara broken into the copper country, Here
the train circled around and the porter came hurrying

through* &quot;Look!&quot; he said. &quot;There arc tho lights of

Butto.&quot; And there lay before me a great diamond pen
dant such as the old Earth Goddess might have worn a

perfect oval of glittering light and one long slender ehain

of diamond beads to hang it up by, I am glad that I saw
Butte first as this lovely jewel of the night In the day-
time there m no green tiling in th city nor anywhere
around

it&amp;gt;
for this is the Anaconda copper country. The

fumes of the smelters are as harf on vegetation as abso

lute drought Butte it not dry, ataohoHcally speaking,
but a trained nocial worker who wa there during the

summer $ays that it is drier than it was, that in spite

of raw foreign labor coming into the rainea, the accident

art few and tha general law and order improved*
Mrs. J, G. McDonald* of th W. 0. T. U., says that

before prohibition them ware fchrt hundred optn saloons

and m many blind pip, Now the murehanti say that

bilk am paid mort promptly and the bankem say that

ar mar savings deposits. This k obviously tot

due to higher wages, because the purchasing power is
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much less. There were three drink cures operating in the

city before the amendment; now they are all closed.

There is &quot;lots of bootlegging/ but in spite of it crime

and lawlessness are said to have decreased and the gen

eral well-being is higher.

&quot;I can account for the last contest, making the state

seem wet only by the fact that it rained on election day,&quot;

a special investigator told me. &quot;A man thinks twice be

fore he rides from twelve to twenty miles on horseback

over Montana roads in the rain to east a vote that has

no influence on the national situation anyway. Oh,

Montana s dryl&quot;

Beyond Butte, the High Plains break themselves more

and more into mountains. One gets beyond the region

where even the dry farmer will try out an existence,

where nothing but the hope of riches in the mine will

make men stay. On, up, and by and then over into

the Inland Empire.



CHAPTER IV

THE INLAND EMPIRE

AN OLD sea bottom, BOW a domain rich beyond the
calculation of HO canny a statesman an Daniel Webster,
who opposed ita annexation^ m our Inland Empire of the

Northwest This includes most of Idaho and a little of

Washington and Oregon, The covered wagons rolled into
this fertile country, dropping settlers along their course

whit settlers of Nordic stock. A gold rush in the sixties

brought in eager hordes of immigrants, Nordic, for

fa most part These aturdy, lanky, blond folk cleared

land, hewed forests, planted, took metal from the moun
tains* harnessed rivers for irrigation and for the driving
of the wheels of industry. Cities rose, centers for trad
and exchange. They remained Nordic as to race domi-

nance; Puritan in matters of conscience,

Tha population of Idaho in 1920 showed 426,668 per
sona, with 40,747 foreign bom; theim ww 4,451 English,

4,148 German, 4,954 Canadian, 5,112 Swedish, and 1,410

At tfao Houthorn #nd of the Empire, half a mile up in

the tabielandg, site Boiw City, still a frontier town, oon~

Heeled with tha outride world only by a branch railroad

and *tafio witch. Around Balm City live wyaefaers, home-

^teiult^im, dry farmers, orehardiste, shepherds, oowboys,
worker* in iirigition clitehw and powtr plantt. In tbi

of ibd mlmn mtn
f leaving die women and

m
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children at home, used to come roaring into Boise on

Saturday nights as they did into other frontier towns.

They were men who worked on lonely isolated jobs and

were hungry for companionship. To and fro the saloon

doors were swinging till Monday morning.

&quot;Boise City was the only place in southern Idaho not

already dry through local option when the state went dry
in 1916. Therefore, Boise ought to reflect the utmost of

wetness that there might be in the state,&quot; says the Hon
orable Ern Q. Eagleson, mayor of the city, &quot;and yet,

with double the population, but 10 per cent as many offi

cers were required for liquor-law enforcement in 1925 as

were necessary in 1910,

&quot;There is just one material factor the 191040-1915

law-enforcement officials had to contend with that no

longer exists. This was the intoxicating-liquor business

that was operated through 26 licensed saloons, 7 licensed

wholesale liquor houses that employed several delivery

wagons in their exclusive use, 11 permits for th sale of

liquor in drug stores 44 places where liquor oould be

purchased. The number of liquor cases has decreased

from 1,162 in 1910 to 322 in 1925.&quot;

A social worker, homesteading on the edge of the city,

told us that after prohibition clapped to the swinging

doors of Boise s saloons, a wave of religious enthusiasm

swept in upon th city. Men went |&amp;gt;ajtoPBby ^ffSStl

and children had better clothes and they went in in

creased numbers to the churches, The circuit ridor, the

evangelist, the exhorter eame and got a following, Th

Holy Rollers grew in numbers. Fords appeared in front

of isolated raneh houses and the whole family drove

to church in them, Th elmreh grew and became a social

center, Radios connected lonely farm with the big
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cities. Bank deposits increased. The mail-order houses

seat better clothes into the homes.

Speaking of conditions as they exist today, Mrs. Ma-
belle Keyset, City Welfare Director, says that there is

still illicit manufacture and sale of liquor* that minors

drink in the spirit of daring. She bases her opinion on
the fact that arreste for liquor violations are still made,

But th mayor takes issue with her* &quot;While I realize

that this is quite a generally accepted view of the Bitua-

tion&amp;gt;
not only by the police and others, 1 doubt very

much if that is the actual case. It m almost imponmble
to get figures on such a mutter. Drinking and sexual

errors have always been indulged in by the youth in a

much greater degree than by thono older than that uge*

&quot;The Mexican beet-field workers have introduced a

new problem- th smoking in cigarettes or pipes of

marmjuana, or grifo* Ita uac k m demoralfcmg as the

use of narooticB* Smoking grifo m quite prevalent along
tho Oregoa Short Lino Railroad, and Idaho has no law

to cope with th use and upread of this dangerous drug.**

&quot;You will be i&tereat^d in tin* story from Boise City/*

said Mary Partoa. &quot;When I was there n man told m
ho had just aaked a policeman where ho could get a

drink* You 00 the aecorsd turn to tJbe right?
1
th offiw

said. Well, go down there and the fourth door m a milli-*

Mr shop, That
9

tho only place you can t buy it.
1 TWs

Is the way it is in Boto.&quot;

The workers ay ^iat mm itill maku liquor at

home fr^aa tti fruita of their cwhards; thero is m^i*
shine to tho mounUin*, but drinking under the of

the womenfolk k not tha m drinking the

^yo of tht old barttnder* When tht Chinook

the poplin and the men from the tnountam* come
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down to the city, the movies blossom where saloons once

invited. Department stores display new fashions and

utilities, for the women come now with their husbands

for a Saturday in Boise, The honking of auto horns has

taken the place of the cracking of pistols in this Western

town,

As Boise City focuses the southern part of the Inland

Empire, so Spokane, the City of the Sun across the

border in Washington, focuses the northern section. The

city is new even newer than Boise City for it was not

till 1874 that there was any permanent settlement there.

It is distinctly an American town, even more so than

Boise City. The city parks are full of little blue-eyed,

brown-haired children and tall, lanky parents. It was a

covered-wagon town. The lumberjacks came drifting

into it from the forests and the Indians from the reserva

tions,

&quot;Your questionnaire rather embarrasses me/ said a

jocial worker in Spokane. &quot;You see, alcohol is no longer

a special problem with us. We had state prohibition in

1914 and national prohibition made no difference to us.

We have very few foreign bom; we haven t had lately &

boom of prosperity to account for any extra luxuries, and

we are not an industrial city, so that your Eastern prob

lems, your Southern race problems, are not ours.&quot;

The social workers took pains to interview responsible

people who remembered pre-prohibition conditions. The

consensus of opinion is that conditions among their

clients have improved The problem has sifted down

from a general economic one to a social and moral one

among the young people, There were formerly saloons

into which boys and girls went and from which thty

came out in an &quot;intoxicated condition.&quot; As far as out-
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ward appearances go, conditions have dec

proved.
There are but three active eases in whicl:

factor was bootlegging, on their files. One is

of a bootlegger who came from Idaho, whc
served a prison term for a similar offense, and
in the county jaiL The second is that of i

whom his friends call a &quot;landscape gardener/
real job is cleaning up lawns and raking leave*

caught operating a still on the aide and is

sentence, while public charity supplies clothes,

fuel for his wife and five children* The thi

that of a couple, both over ninety, dependent
grandson, once known as the &quot;king of the bo
who is now in jail*

Drunkenness on the streets m practically uiil

they believe that another generation may fa

measure results,

&quot;Ninety-seven per cent of the bootleggers vi

ain t white men/* aid an enforcement office;

that he meant they were &quot;foreij^aem* and not M

&quot;Spokane is reasonably dry and! is iprcmi&g dri&amp;lt;

Since the report from Spokane came in, a 1

ma that a group of people, including som publi
have bean iadioted for ooaspkaoy to violate th&amp;lt;

tion laws. Spokane has apparently BO intent*

ting the situation get out of hand,

Spokane i & wide, clean, &m0 d&y with & i

$ 80 per mat* of h$r people mm faoim
water powtr k at her door, and Mia ^aormi

0f^ NcmEb tim all-Aio0(ieiyB-~witfe hit PHI
dtiiOM al dry ocmviatloii ofoiwg th E
Amendment In this capital of the Inland ECmpin



CHAPTER V

!THE MOUNTAINS

SOOTH of the Inland Empire the high Sierras cross and

crisscross. They divide populations from one another,

interests and occupations. Mountains, deserts, and table

lands know both solitary prospectors and city popula

tions. Here lies a wilderness tamed by religious

devotion; there is a wilderness not yet tracked except

by wild creatures. Here is a man s world and men s

work. Can prohibition be enforced under these physical

and psychological conditions?

Colorado, in a revolt against the saloon, went dry in

1914* The dry votes came largely from the small towns

and cities with a Nordic population, from the agricultural

districts and financial centers. Labor generally and the

mining camps of southern Colorado were wet* Here are

populations from the south and east of Europe and

from Mexico, It was believed by many that the elimina

tion of the saloon would diminish labor troubles, which

at times, in the Colorado Fuel and Iron mines, had de

veloped into veritable warfare.

Toctay, reports from the social workers show the old

lines of cleavage. The press of the cities and rural dis

tricts is dry and for enforcement The mining camps are

relatively wtt and the rank and file of labor is for modi*

fio&tiQa. Labors It&ders tend to copy th bossesto

ipeak &quot;dry*

11 Btow1
! local enforcement problem 1$
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complicated by the fact that the city is a Mecca for con

ventions, for great hordes of summer vacationists, for

a transient population which brings in a personal in

terpretation of the law. There is further complication

by the winter hibernation of hundreds of Mexican beet-

field workers in the city. To them bootlegging is not a

serious crime.

&quot;We believe,&quot; writes Mrs. Anna G. Williams of the

Denver Social Service 3ureau, &quot;that while rum was a

great disturber of domestic peace, it was but a minor

cause of poverty. Prisoners in making application for

parole used to state that they were intoxicated at the

time they committed their crimes. Among the poorer
families statistics show greater savings and a higher

standard of living.&quot;

The report from a social worker of Boulder is en

thusiastic. Here is the state college and here there has

always been local option.

&quot;In a recent election, Colorado overwhelmingly de

feated the attempt to change the Volstead Act. Colorado

may not be entirely satisfied with prohibition enforce

ment, but it is not entirely satisfied with the divorce laws,

either. Burglary still goes on, but we do not repeal the

laws against it because they do not operate, Boulder has

no recent comparisons to make, for it refused to con

sider saloons for years, but the surrounding towns, par

ticularly mining camps, were hotbeds of drinking and

vice. Boulder escaped the delirium tremens, poverty,

crime, undernourished children, and dirt of the surround

ing mining camps where saloons flourished,&quot;

&quot;The only noticeable effect of state prohibition, which
came in 1914, was the decrease in the number of homeless

men,&quot; writes Mr, Justin L. Hills of the Colorado Springs
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Associated Charities, &quot;And we felt that in all proba

bility this was because the men who were making their

transcontinental tours followed the northern route

through Wyoming, which had remained wet, or the south

ern route through wet New Mexico.&quot;

Colorado Springs, since its founding in 1871, has al

ways had a clause in all deeds that no intoxicating

liquors shall be manufactured, sold, or otherwise disposed

of in any public place or upon any premises within the

city of Colorado Springs. An infraction of this law

causes the property to revert to the original owner.

&quot;Therefore,&quot; Mr, Hills writes, &quot;with the enactment of

national prohibition there was no noticeable change in

the family problem. Probably the amendment has had

no effect one way or the other in the amount and nature

of crime and disorder in this distinctly American town,

where public conviction is wholly on the side of law en*

forcement.&quot;

Jtifit as Colorado is made sectional by its geography,

so is it made sectional by religion, by industry, by race.

It is natural that the enforcement of prohibition should

also ahow sectional differences. The Klan, Protestant

and dry, has fought the Catholics, fought &quot;wets/ fought

&quot;foreigners/
7

Issues have become confused by the injec

tion of extraneous factors* A
&quot;dry&quot; foreign miner is

driven into the camp of the &quot;wets&quot; to protect himself

from junker AmericaniBm. An American with sentiments

for H modification of the Volstead Act is driven into the

camp of the
&quot;drys&quot;

because of the attack on his religion.

This confusing of interests, this blending of hatreds, has

divided the state in factional allegiances and complicated

considerably law enforcement.

In southern Colorado, among the coal and metal
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miners, and in the beet fields among the Mexicans, there

is widespread feeling that prohibition was imposed upon
the workingman by the mine-owning class and large em

ployers who thought thereby the better to control and

further to exploit him. They see the law unequally ap

plied; the homes of the workingmen unlawfully entered,

judges holding that if liquor is found the entry was

justified. They know the homes of the financially power

ful are safe against such raiding* With the knowledge
that the interests which they have so long fought in their

struggle for wages and protection are publicly dry and

often privately wet, labor has always been antagonistic

to dry laws, and officers without the backing of public

sentiment find enforcement in mining camps extremely
difficult, Lonely gulches and isolated ravines furnish

places, as in the mountains of Kentucky, for the manu
facture of &quot;moonshine,&quot; and people used to hard liquor

as well as to drudging labor are resistant to the Eight-*

eenth Amendment*

Enforcement officers in Colorado have geographical

barriers on their side, Colorado is as isolated as a&

island from the mainland of bootleggers* Northt of tht

state are mountains and barren plans; east of it am
driest Kansas and sparsely settled Oklahoma; south is

New Mexico with its deserts and sandstorms; west is

Utah, dry Mormon territory* With the militant Klsn^
with newspapers, with great financial mteiwte, with a

large Nordic*Amerioan population, with an arid bouad-

ajcy, all on the side of the Eighteenth Ame&dmtnt, Colo*

rado s enforcement problem should not be BO difficult m
that I other mcm&t&in states.

A$ Nevada s, for iasteim The eenmj for ID20 givai
Nevada s sx&amp;gt;puMoa as 7T,407&amp;gt; scattered ow 84,99
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square miles seven-tenths of a man to a square mile.

The bulk of this population is in Reno and a few other

towns. Painted deserts, with twisted Joshua trees and

uncanny cactus plants, lonely and solitary; weird de

serted mining camps, before whose wind-swept saloons

are heaped dust-covered mounds of empty bottles; empty
hotels bespeaking the gorgeousness of the gold days; a

divorce colony; a surplus male population; the warm
earth like the sleeping beauty awaiting the magic kiss

of water; cattle and sheep in roving thousands on the

watered tablelands; space; horizons; elbow room, a mile

either side of each man s elbow that is Nevada.

What of Nevada s attitude toward the Eighteenth

Amendment? In November, 1926, Nevada, in a vote of

12,500 as opposed to 8,290, demanded that a constitu

tional convention be called for amending the Volstead

Act Nevada further said, in a vote of 11,840 as against

3,350, that &quot;experience has demonstrated that the at-

tempt to abolish recognized abuses of the liquor traffic

by the radical means of constitutional prohibition has

generally failed of its purpose.&quot;

This is the conclusion of the desert state with a surplus

male population after eight years of national prohibition.

According to Mrs, F, E. Humphrey of Reno, a former

social worker, the net gain of prohibition is that the

saloon is done away and with it the treating habit* Al

cohol wag only a minor cause of poverty and many of the

social and economic troubles of other states &quot;are not real

troubles her/*

As regards youth, Mrs. Humphrey says that &quot;the situ

ation is much worse than before prohibition. It is now

title smart thiag to carry a flask. Nobody respects a law

that cannot be enforced. The danger of blindness is a
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menace. There are rings everywhere and anybody can

get liquor.&quot; Mrs. Humphrey, herself a club woman,
says that many mothers clubs feel a grave mistake has
been made and the majority of people who voted

&quot;dry&quot;

want the law amended to governmental control.

&quot;I come in contact with all classes of people and I

have yet to find one who thinks it possible to have a

dry nation.
&quot;

Mrs. Humphrey and her husband voted dry. They are

large employers of ranch labor. Many of their workers
used to go to town on Saturday night, drink their week s

wages, and be back Monday morning. Now they do the

same, but are never able to return to work Monday.
Other social workers give a different picture. Mrs.

M. L. Macauley, executive secretary of the American
Red Cross, says: &quot;I do know that many families who
knew no comfort under the saloon conditions, whose
earners spent every dollar obtainable drinking and left

their dependents to be fed, clothed, and cared for by
charitable organizations or kind neighbors, now are in

dependent. They buy food, clothing, and small luxuries,

enjoy the movies, go into the higher grades in school,
and are generally progressive.

&quot;While we hear of the cases of bootlegging all too often
to suit law-abiding people, they are really not numerous
when compared with the great bulk of our people who
are going along, without a thought of stepping backward
after the big move forward.

&quot;The poverty we are meeting in our work here in
Reno is largely due to the restless spirit bred by unem
ployment. Many unsuccessful people, believing that an
other locality will afford better opportunity, buy cheap
mrs and start out. Result: greater oovertv and
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for help elsewhere. Drink does not enter into our cases.

Of old it was the great trouble. All of the causes con

tributing to poverty cannot begin to furnish the trouble

that was due of old to drink alone.&quot;

The principal of the Reno high school, Mr. E. Otis

Vaughn, says: &quot;I know from my experience, dating back

to 1907, that there is very much less habit-forming drink

ing. I believe that prohibition has been very successful,

when we consider the slight hold that the liquor habit

has on our young people today.&quot;

With this conclusion, Mr. J. A. Fulton, director of the

Mackay School of Mines, connected with the University

of Nevada, agrees : &quot;At our meeting of deans of the dif

ferent departments here in the University last Monday,
I asked the assembled deans what their opinion was as

regards the beneficial results of prohibition here in the

University among the student body. The replies were

all of a uniform nature, namely that the student body
was much more orderly, that there was much less evi

dence of drinking at dances and at other gatherings, and

that the opinion of the deans was that there was no

question that the Eighteenth Amendment had been very
beneficial to this student body,&quot;

Nevada, in the orderly way provided by democratic

government, in a vote of over three to one, says prohibi
tion has failed Colorado by the same test says it is a

success,



CHAPTER VI

NEW AMERICA

AFTER the Inland Empire and the mountains, after

the dry lands east of the Cascade Range, to reach Seattle

and find rain! Rain in long slanting lines that cut out

the bay and left the city a mere series of cubic blocks

set up and down the sides of steep hills. Rain which,

together with their wonderful harbor, was the reason why
the people of the covered wagons had pushed on past
the unrecognized fertility of the Inland Empire, forded

the Snake River, struggled through the mountain passes,
and made a settlement at Seattle as early as 1852.

Seattle had combined the diverse elements that created

the lumber interests, the shipping interests, and the de

scendants of the early settlers into a fairly coherent

American city enjoying a crisp clear-cut prosperity when,
in 1914, the state went dry. It was not an excessively
rich city; wages were not then, and are not now, as high
as in the East; there is always some unemployment and
the great industrial boom that Seattle has waited re

ceptively for has not yet come. But the city has one

great advantage it has taken on its metropolitan civili

zation at a point where the cities of the East have left

&amp;gt;if theirs it profits by experiments it has not made.
There is no settlement in Seattle in the sense that there

s a group of social workers living in a crowded, congested
parter. TMs may be due to the fact that in the Basterq

38
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sense there is no congestion or crowding. As in Minne

apolis,
there are districts abandoned by the well-to-do

where houses are converted into lodging houses, some

times occupied by two or three families. But the rows of

tenements of the Eastern industrial cities are unknown on

the Northwest coast. The poor as well as the rich have

space for yards and for sunlight and air. It is true that

congestion inside these buildings is sometimes as great as

anywhere in New York City, but it is impossible to think

of such a thing as a &quot;lung block&quot; there.

Aside from one Educational Center, the social service

of Seattle is in the hands of the Social Welfare League,

which is Seattle s answer to unemployment and poverty.

It is an organization of young eager people who are tak

ing on their social work in the same way that the city

has taken on its construction, at the place where the

cities of the East have left off. The Social Welfare

League undertook to make the study of prohibition by

interviewing prominent and reliable citizens of varying

types who had been in Seattle long enough to make com

parisons. The following is the list of people interviewed:

superintendent of city hospital, captain of police depart

ment for twenty years, chief of police for twenty years,

policewoman, Women s Protective Division, grade-school

superintendent, three high-school superintendents, girls

adviser at high school, judge of Superior Court, news

paper woman, water-front employer, druggist and resin

dent of Seattle for twenty years, Commissioner of Labor

and Industries, two business men, head of Lutheran Mis*

sion, real-estate man and old-time resident of Seattle,

dentist, doctor, social worker of long residence in Seattle,

During the Klondike rush in 1896 Seattle was consid

ered
1 m open town, Men going to and from Alaska spent
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a great deal of money in saloons and disreputable houses

Hundreds of men would come into Seattle from the lum

ber camps, where they had been for months, and in

single night or week lose all their earnings in the saloons

gambling and drinking. In the mills in Seattle the men

returning from their work and having to change cars

would cash their pay checks in the corner saloon, and by

the time they reached home would have very little left.

There was much rivalry in the saloon business and there

were men outside soliciting business and stopping the

workingman on his way home, inducing him to come into

the saloon. Before state prohibition Seattle had a re

stricted red-light district south of Yesler Way. There

were saloons on every corner and three or four in a block.

People spoke with bated breath of &quot;south of Yesler

Way,&quot; and women did not go into this district except on

special missions. Most of the disorderly houses were

here and the women in the houses sold liquor | openly.

It was a common sight to see drunken men reeling along
the streets and drunken brawls were very frequent. Since

prohibition that has all changed.

The people interviewed made little distinction between

state and national prohibition. In general, there was a

decided change for happiness and well-being due to

higher wages and better school-attendance laws, as well

as prohibition. A director of the Lutheran Mission in the

downtown district expressed himself as feeling that con

ditions in his neighborhood were vastly improved since

the passage of the law. They have few men coming to

the mission showing signs of intoxication and the near-by
streets are comparatively free from drunken men, whereas
in the past they were everywhere in evidence. Doctors
and dentists, also, believed conditions improved, and
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school teachers found parents more inclined to cooperate

with them.

The Commissioner of Labor and Industries, when in

terviewed, reported that figures on accidents in all lines

of work, particularly in logging camps, showed a marked

decline since prohibition, and reported that the loggers

were living in better quarters, on a higher plane, and were

generally better off than before.

The superintendent of the city hospital felt that condi

tions were better. One man interviewed believed that

the use of drugs had largely increased, but a druggist of

long residence in Seattle said it was all &quot;hot air/
7 that

there were fewer drug addicts and much less drugs being

brought into the city. One judge could not see that their

use had increased or was related to prohibition. Much
less dope was peddled and in use along the water front,

according to an employer of longshoremen; and one man
in charge of pawn shops had also noticed a decrease. A
business man stated that dope is causing more trouble

than ever before, but that the number of dope fiends

does not begin to compare with the number of drunkards

pn. pre-prohibition days.

As to an increase in crime, both the chief of police and

a police captain agreed that conditions were improved
and did not wish to return to pre-prohibition days. One

judge, who was chief of police during 1914 and before

that was member of the City Council, said that many
criminal charges are for drunkenness which would not

have been called so in earlier days; for instance, a man
whose breath smelled of liquor, driving an automobile,

would be arrested now, even though he was not drunk.

Automobile crimes, of course, have increased with the use

of automobiles.
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One judge and a policewoman agreed that there were

fewer women soliciting on the streets than formerly;
some drinking still existed in dance halls, but the movies

seemed to be crowding the dance halls out. Half a dozen

cabarets which were flagrantly immoral have been closed

and there are fewer disorderly houses.

There was a general belief that considerable bootleg

ging is going on, but no one had very definite information.

There had always been bootlegging in Seattle, in the

old days by a disreputable lot of people, now by some of

the so-called better class. One man who had had a

great deal of experience with casual labor thought boot

legging was not on the increase.

Many mothers and children are working today, but

different factors enter into this, such as general restless

ness, the greater independence of women, high cost of

living, low wages of men, and the desire for luxuries.

Health conditions on the whole are improved; the hos

pitals do not have any more cases brought in than before

prohibition, and very few women are brought to the hos

pital as a result of alcohol. There was more suffering
from poisonous liquors, but less from delirium tremens^
and few deaths from the former. In the past there was
hardly a week when there was not a death in the saloons

of a certain district downtown, and conditions were far

worse than at present.

As to the question of young people drinking there

was difference of opinion. A judge said the present

drinking of minors is much exaggerated and there is not
much drinking in defiance of the law; a policewoman
thought there was more drinking for smartness, but that
it was not habit-forming. A high-school principal and a

girls* adviser believed there was a great improvement
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over pre-prohibition days. Their school used to have

trouble with liquor parties connected with pool rooms.

Now the pupils do not attend the pool rooms. There is

a boys committee that looks up bootlegging rumors but

has invariably found them unfounded.

A clean, fresh town with an intelligent middle-class

people trying to bring their citizens into line with the

laws they themselves have helped to make a city not

seriously considering the repeal or modification of the

Eighteenth Amendment, any more than any other law,

but taking it with a light-hearted acceptance and en

forcing it with a free-handed gayety. Men drink in

Seattle just as they take dope, but not by the mass; it

has become an individual, not a social problem.

Out of Seattle in the early morning and on the train

to Tacoma! The hills are turning red in the autumn,

but the flat, rain-drenched valley through which we hurry

is as green as summer. The pastures along the river

bottom are full of black-and-white cattle and the corn

is not yet ripe. We stop now and then at ugly little

villages with false-front buildings, like those in Montana,

canning plants and lumber mills, and with no paved

streets except the automobile road that goes straight

through. Two beautiful things stand out against the

ugly towns the great red-cedar logs piled on flat cars

at the sidings and the lovely blond children who look up

at the car windows as we pass.

A lanky blond man back of me was talking to a sales

man he d made friends with. &quot;Say, I brought my wife

out here from back East Iowa it was twenty years ago,

and she cried all the time, wanting to go back. Now
she won t even go home for a visit 1 Says it s God s

America, for the Americans l

n
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I reached Tacoma on a September day which acted

like Aprilshowers suddenly slushing down the steep

streets in sheets of water, and then clouds breaking to

show the sun shining on the snows of Mount Rainier high

above. The city, bracing itself hard against the hill

side, is not an accident. It was willed into existence by
the Northern Pacific Railroad and made a terminal city.

Down to Tacoma, twisting, winding, bumping, shoving,

come thousands of fallen giants the &quot;redwoods&quot; of vir

gin forests; they converge into the mills of Tacoma from

brooks and rivulets; they come on* flat cars over narrow

rails. The city smells of fragrant wood* Out from Ta
coma goes in endless stream lumber for the houses of

America, for homes, for churches and schools, for book

cases and libraries, for shops and counters, for chairs and

tables and barrels and pencils, for bread boards and wine

presses, for paper pulp for great newspapers, for ships

and napkin rings. Tacoma looks young; youth is in her

streets; youth is in her eyes.

What is public opinion in this young city of young
Americans regarding prohibition? I have before me
forty-two editorials clipped from three different papers
which take up almost every phase of the question as it

affects Tacoma. They are concerned with better en

forcement, with education in prohibition, with a Cana
dian agreement that will prevent rum-running not one
with the repeal of the law!

To discover how the Eighteenth Amendment is actu

ally affecting family and neighborhood life, I went to

the Family Welfare Association, for Tacoma, like the

other cities of the American Belt, is not a town of social

settlements. Miss Anne 0. Schwennsen, the executive

secretary, had copies of the questionnaire made so that
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she could get Information from as many sources as pos

sible that would cover both the time before prohibition

and after.

A member of her board stated that the percentage of

families suffering actual poverty from alcohol was com

paratively low. He felt that in the mind of the saloon s

patrons, the saloon keeper had been their friend. They
were not particularly interested in anything so weighty as

politics and the saloon keeper could naturally influence

many votes. Another evil was that a large percentage of

patrons of disreputable resorts would not have gone to

them had they not been keyed up by liquor.

Dr. H. G. Willard said that his own private opinion is

that prohibition has done much to cut down the number
of cases of mild alcoholism and to increase the ability

of the average man to meet his obligations. He felt,

however, that the drift was steadily back toward the

old state of affairs,

A comprehensive report was secured through Dr. Bur
ton A. Brown of the Pierce County Hospital, from which

the following are quotations:

&quot;My observation has been that there is a marked im

provement in general happiness and well-being. The
chief cause is because less money is being spent on drink.

High wages and steady employment would account for

this while it lasted, but the general trend has been toward

steady employment, both before and after the amend
ment. I believe, however, that it is the experience of the

average doctor and dentist that they collect more bills

at the present time thap. they did before prohibition. My
observation is that the use of drugs during this period has

largely increased. I am not one of those, however, who

believe that this increase is due to prohibition.
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&quot;There is a great amount of bootlegging and illicit

manufacturing in the county and state. My belief is

based upon almost daily contact in hospital work with

intoxicated individuals brought in by the police for treat

ment of severe alcoholic intoxication, and for injuries

resulting from accidents directly due to intoxication.

There has been somewhat of a tendency for minors to

drink, but this only in a few instances which receive

publicity. On the whole, there has been very little of

this. The feeling of defiance with a sense of daring and

sporting probably has existed, but the reaction to it, at

least in this community, has tended to stamp it out.

There are no definite movements among the young peo

ple to counteract it, as the need has not been sufficient.

I do not believe that the illicit consumption of whisky
has increased poverty in any manner comparable with

conditions when the saloons were open. Present poverty
is due more to the industrial situation, illness, and dis

abilities incident to disease.

&quot;There is no political significance in the present disre

gard of the amendment. I do not believe violators in

our city and county are protected politically, although

they may have been at one time. They do not appear
to be connected with any political ring or party.&quot;

Dr. C. E. Taylor, superintendent of the Western State

Hospital at Fort Steilacoom, says: &quot;It is my impression
that the forms of mental disease classified as alcoholic

psychosis are considerably fewer in state hospitals since

prohibition came in. At least, the more chronic types,
due to excessive drinking over a period of many years, do
not occur so frequently.&quot;

Mr, H. S. Nettletpn, president of one of the retail

furniture concerns in Tacoma, stated that according to
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statistics gathered throughout the country since prohibi

tion laws became effective, families have had more
money to spend, and that there was at once a material

change for the better in the home-furnishing business.

More families started to purchase furniture and the in

crease of business seems to have been permanent. The
percentage of bad accounts has been much lower than

previous to the prohibition period.

From another angle comes the interesting variation of

this opinion; a clergyman stated that his information ap

plied to the time since the enactment of the prohibition

law and must be confined to the Italian settlement where
he has been working. He stated that the poor Italian

immigrant in general disapproves of prohibition; that

those from Calabria and Sicily, even before prohibition,

were temperate and with few exceptions never got drunk.

He felt that the saloon keepers were bad, but thought
that the bootleggers were more numerous and were still

worse. He had not noticed a great change in family

happiness and prosperity since prohibition, and thought
that open disregard for prohibition has brought disregard

for all laws among the poor immigrants.

The prosecuting attorney of Pierce County felt that it

was now a rare thing to see anyone under the influence of

liquor. Some complaints, undoubtedly, come in of young

boys carrying bottles in their hip pockets, but in his own

opinion there is not so much liquor used today by the

younger element as formerly. It was also his opinion

that the liquor traffic is being lessened as time goes on.

Mrs. Carrie G. Benjamin, vice-president of the Pierce

County W. C, T. U., says that &quot;there are a good many
bootleggers working around Tacoma. The cheers arrest

a good many and^et numbers of stills; but for every gal-
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Ion they make and sell now, the saloons used to sell

barrels of booze. Tacoma has been through several

strikes since prohibition, and they were carried on with

out a single fight or shooting scrape something unheard

of in the old wet days.&quot;

Blanche Funk Miller, justice of the peace, believes that

the present prosperity is due greatly to prohibition. Per

sonally, she handles many collections for different

agencies; sickness and not drink is usually the reason

now for a man s being in debt. Experience and observa

tion disprove the claim that the use of drugs has largely

increased; she believes that to be mostly propaganda.

Young men are seldom brought into court for drunken
ness. Only the old victims of alcohol are left. As city
clerk and chief registration clerk with 40

;
000 registered

voters, she does not believe that there is as widespread

disregard of the amendment as the &quot;wet&quot; propagandists
insist. She believes that poverty in Tacoma is prac

tically all due to industrial conditions, and because of her

position she speaks with authority. Drink is less and
less a subject of serious consideration among the groups
in the neighborhood, though the mothers and teachers as

a group are ardent defenders of the law. She does not be
lieve that alcohol is bothering the younger group; this

problem does not belong to their generation and if the
law remains unchanged will cease to be a problem. It is

not the people of this community who support the agita
tion for a change, but the foreigners. Tacoma is so free

from this problem that many of the questions seem ab
surd. Judge Miller concludes: &quot;When all the answers
came in, you will probably know how free our country
is of the liquor problem.&quot;

Tacoma, more than most cities, is the product of its
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environment. It is not to be understood except as it is

the center of a widespread territory a very young
daughter of old conditions. I took the bus out to Olym-

pia and from there went on back through Aberdeen into

the great forests from which the city takes its life the

evergreen trees, pines and firs and spruces, eight, ten,

fifteen feet through the butt, one hundred, one hundred

and fifty, two hundred feet high, a tangle of fern about

their feet, rich moss hanging like green silk from their

lower branches and still dripping from the last shower.

There are tracts where the trees have been sent to the

great saws that shriek out as one passes the mills; the

refuse from them burns like the catafalques of kings

in iron cages high above the mills. And when they are

down, the young men of the lumber camps and the saw

mills and the shingle mills give way to the young fanners

who clear away the tree stumps and find a soil rich in

leaf mold, drenched with warm rain from the Pacific,

and well watered from the &quot;Fountain Breast of Milk-*

white Waters&quot; of Mount Tacoma, the great mother

mountain, a railroad at hand, rivers on which to ship

crops, and the hungry markets of the Pacific waiting.

This is the vast rich hinterland of Tacoma the All-

American city which has neither slums nor dire poverty

to induce &quot;misery drinking,&quot; no great mass of foreign

population with drink traditions difficult to combat, a

dare-devil disposition with other sources of satisfaction

than alcohol, and a Nordic disposition to honor the laws

they themselves have made.

Dining in Aberdeen, and a young man leaning across

the table toward me:

&quot;III tell you how prohibition works in Oregon. Fve

just come up from Portland. A man asked a policeman
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where he could get a drink. See that high building on
the left? Well, you go round the corner from that and

you come to a bookstore it s the only place in town
where you can t get one. Good story, isn t it?&quot;

South from Tacoma, through the passes of the Cascade

Kange, to the goal of the covered wagon Oregon, the

country that Daniel Webster didn t want! Long before

the covered wagon got there the Hudson s Bay Company
had made the region dry. Dr. John McLoughlin, their

chief factor, writes in his journal: &quot;From morality and

policy I stopped the sale and issue of spirituous liquor to

the Indians, but to do this effectually I had to stop the

sale of liquor to all whites. In 1834, when Mr. Wyeth
of Boston came, he began by selling liquor, but on my
assuring him the Hudson s Bay Company sold no liquor
to whites or Indians, he immediately adopted the same
rule.&quot;

One of the early settlers, Ewing Young, started a dis

tillery. Jason Lee wrote a petition in favor of temper

ance, which was signed by every settler in the Wil
lamette Valley and sent with a friendly letter to Young
and his assistant, Carmichael, setting forth the dangers of

liquor among the Indians and the whites, and urging
them to abandon the distillery. &quot;Recognizing the expense

they had already incurred, Lee offered them sixty dollars

which the signers of the petition had subscribed for tem

perance work. Young abandoned the enterprise but de
clined with thanks the contribution.&quot;

The first great wave of settlers came through Missouri
in 1843 and arrived nine hundred strong in the already
&quot;dry&quot; land of Oregon. Year by year they flooded in,

hardy American pioneers, to cut the forests, trap the

game, and found Portland, a lonely little village on the
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Willamette River, with just enough foothold on the edge
of the forest to keep from rolling into the river. Their

descendants are in that city now that it is in the front

rank as a wheat and flour shipping point and the largest

lumber-producing city in the world.

The dry tradition of the region has held. As a terri

tory it was dry in 1844. In 1883, when it had become a

state, a law passed both branches of the legislature which

prohibited manufacture and limited importation. In

1914 the state went &quot;bone&quot; dry by 36,000, and confirmed

it two years later by a majority 20,000 greater. Obvi

ously these apple growers and lumber men, these salmon

fishers and traders, want Oregon to be as dry as the Hud
son s Bay Company did. Does prohibition work in their

chief city?

Mrs. Cora M. Davis of the Public Welfare Bureau was
a little surprised at my questions they seemed so far

away from this clean, wide, prosperous, law-abiding
American tity. She promised to answer the questionnaire

later, and this is part of what she wrote:

&quot;I find it somewhat difficult to send you material that

will be very valuable to you, for the reason that alcohol

ism as a problem in our family case work has been a

negligible factor. The number of families presenting

such problems is so small that it cannot be estimated in

terms of percentage. For that reason, we have for the

last three years left it off our statistical cards altogether.

I believe a fair estimate would be about three a year on

an average. As nearly as I can remember, we had but

two such families last year. In January, however, drunk

enness was a factor in eighteen cases. The saloon as a

temptation to boys and young men has disappeared as

well as the haMteal drunkard,* Unquestionably there is
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bootlegging and illicit manufacture of liquor in our city.

We know this from the confiscations that are continually

made. The bootleggers are prosperous, but they sell

mostly to people who can afford to buy. Our Italian

families and other foreign groups make their own and
divide it with their friends, perhaps without cost. Com
paratively few of the poorer workingmen are now ad

dicted to the use of alcohol The illicit traffic in drink

is deplorable, but in spite of that the passage of the

amendment has otherwise improved conditions.&quot;

Obviously, it does work in Portland.

The region roughly covered by cutting the 96th merid

ian off at the Canadian border and again a little south

of Sioux Falls and sweeping it straight west on the smooth

tracks of the parallels of latitude till it splashes into the

Pacific, is the New America.

In spite of its incredible extent, of the rivers that cut

it and the mountain ranges that have thrust up through
its serene surface, it is still a coherent unity. It does not

matter that it is divided into four great watersheds nor

that its climate varies from the coldest in the country to

that where a snow flurry is a rarity editorially com
mented on. It does not matter that geologically its sur

face belongs to a dozen different eras and was created

millions of years apart. Humanly speaking, it is one

thing all belonging to the same generation, and with the

family resemblances evident to the eye.

From the north end of the Mississippi Valley the Scan
dinavians drifted slowly north and west after the pioneers

people &quot;once heavy drinkers who talk wet and vote

dry&quot; many of them in Minnesota, fewer in Wyoming
and the Dakotas, a mere sprinkling from the salt shaker
over Montana, but still inching along toward the north
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and! west. Nordic people in process of amalgamation.

To the south of their migration swept the great covered-

wagon trail, also headed north and west, a far swifter

migration beginning in 1843 and lasting but thirty years,

a migration that passed through the land without taking

possession till it reached its goal in the far Northwest

Washington and Oregon. A Nordic migration, too, a

continuation of that trek that brought one generation of

steady ale and rum drinkers from England, Scotland,

Wales, and Ireland to the New England coast, kept them

there facing the pioneer hardships and drinking Ja

maica rum for another generation; sent their children up
to Vermont and New Hampshire and the hard-cider

country; brought the next generation down again to

western New York and Pennsylvania to an easier life, the

beginning of temperance talk, &quot;Ten Nights in a Bar

room&quot; as a refined entertainment in the farm villages;

sent their children on again into the Mississippi Valley

to find food in such prodigal plenty as civilized man
had never met before and the growing sentiment that

alcohol was the devil s servant; on again to the North

west five generations from Europe to Oregon. And
then &quot;gold rushes/ a succession of them swinging west at

still greater speed and further to the south. Adven
turers of the same race stock, headed for Colorado

and Nevada and Idaho floaters, largely, who came and

drank and went on and after them health pilgrims

who stayed in order to live. All these of one race

the American Belt! Pressed on by Mediterranean

peoples who have followed as far as the Mississippi,

crowded from the south by the Mexicans pushing up

through Colorado and Nevada, polka-dotted with Slav

groups at the mining centers, stopped by the Pacific,
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these Nordic Americans are still a protected group as

individual as the kangaroo, tall and blond and bony,

striding rather than walking regardless of distance or

hills or weather, born in this country but with English,

Irish, and Swedish names. In the American Belt the

Eighteenth Amendment was nothing new they had
solved their problem for themselves. This group has ex

perimented with the liquor problem by local option and
state control, by fines and black lists, has come from dry
to wet and back again, and by the long, slow, costly
method of trial and error found what is right in the sight
of its own eyes prohibition. With them alcohol has
ceased to be a social problemr.



CHAPTER VII

THE MUSTARD TRAIL

THE Tehachapi Mountains cutting California beltwise

in two great sections mark more than a physical boun

dary. They divide not alone a state, but a state of mind.

The capital of the northern empire is San Francisco; of

the southern, Los Angeles. The River Rhine itself does

not divide peoples of greater divergence in customs and

traditions, in temperament and antipathies. To under

stand so divided a state as California in its reaction to

prohibition one must understand its history, for it is

history and tradition that help to shape human behavior.

A$ the French fathers planted pear trees along their

journey up the Great Valley to the Great Lakes, eo the

padres sowed a Mustard Trail up through California,

planting a mission at the end of each day s journey along

the way and naming the missions for the saints and the

angels.

The northernmost mission, founded by Father Juniper
Serra was named for the loved St. Francis of Assisi San

Francisco. About the mission clustered the ranchos of

Spanish grandees and conquistadores, worked by peons
and Indians. The fathers brought with them the grape-

vine and planted it on the hillsides, teaching the

neophytes its care and culture. Stone wineries were built

into the rocky hillsides and in the spring the vines were

blessed by the priests and part of the yield consecrated

to the church.

55
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Such is the early background of San Francisco.

In 1849 the magic word gold flashed around the world

... a great mother lode of gold. Overland, hastening,

rushed caravans of men, stopping only for the relaying

of horses. Migrations of young men poured across the

plains and mountains, reckless and eager; single men,
with but youth at stake. The winds from the four cor

ners of the world blew white-winged clipper ships into

San Francisco Bay from Shanghai, from Buenos Aires,

from Marseilles and Barcelona, from New York and

Boston.

San Francisco drowsing on its poppy-covered hills

found itself a gold camp, a city of men, jostling, pushing,

crowding, paying for its wine in gold dust pinched be

tween thumb and forefinger. The Chinaman with his

queue mingled with Italian and Frenchman. Japanese
and East Indian rubbed elbows with lads from Boston

and New York.

Overnight San Francisco became cosmopolitan, tol

erant. It remained so. Later immigrations have not

changed its character. Foreign peoples in Los Angeles

have been swamped by the Middle Western tides, where

as in San Francisco, both European and Asiatic peoples

have influenced its culture and contributed flavor and

piquancy to its daily life. Today an old San Franciscan

eats chop suey, ragout, enchaladas, spaghetti, and Boston

beans with equal gusto and mourns the fact that once he

ate them with wine.

Migrations to San Francisco have brought uniformly a
different type of folk from those turning south. Owing
to its bracing sea breezes, its white ghost fogs and cold

mghts, its steep hillsides, San Francisco has drawn to

itself the sturdier, the younger, the more daring, the
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healthier, the more adventuresome of the people &quot;back

East.&quot; It has drawn fewer women than men. It is a

man s city to whose merry streets in the winter flock

the lumberjacks of the northern redwoods, the itinerant

worker in orchard and ranch and cannery, the salmon

fishers of the northern rivers. Men s boarding-houses,

men s hotels, coffee houses, pool rooms are everywhere

south of the slot.&quot; Streets like Howard Street swarm

with men.

Before prohibition wine flowed freely. It was like

bread and salt, universally on every cafe table, and San

Francisco was a cafe town. &quot;Wine bums&quot; were more

common than whisky drunks. Festivals were celebrated

with wine the opening of a new sewer system, a real-

estate division, a branch car line. New streets were

opened with pageantry and wine. Always there were

bands playing and always men, men on the streets, and

wine to celebrate.

National prohibition came. Los Angeles celebrated

one way, San Francisco another. Los Angeles celebrated

the enactment of the law in its churches; San Francisco,

wistfully, in its caf6s, toasting in wine the passing of

the grapes of the padres.

But there is abundant testimony that wine has not

passed entirely away from the city. No social-service

worker denies the presence in San Francisco today of the

bootlegger. No worker denies that Americans are cus

tomers. The prosperity of the bootlegger has been con

spicuous and taken him from poorer sections to better

ones. &quot;The Italians are making money because Ameri

cans are buying from them,&quot; says a playground director

in an Italian section. From a community center of mixed

nationalities, with Mediterranean peoples predominating,
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comes the report that the &quot;well-being of the entire neigh

borhood is higher . . * that an amazing number of people

are growing prosperous at the bootleg business.&quot;

&quot;The only resentment against wet conditions seems to

be the injustice of the law that gets the small man and

protects the big one.&quot;

The Chief Supervisor of Dance Halls, Alice Bar

rows, says that &quot;prohibition has changed the character

rather than the amount of intoxication, that a better

class than formerly and a much younger class are

drinking now.&quot;

Neighborhood House in an Italian district is the oldest

settlement in San Francisco. It is in a district filled with

cafes which cater not only to the large excess male popu
lation of San Francisco, but also to people from other

parts of town. From the reports it seems that, though
these cafes are in the neighborhood, they are not largely

patronized by the people with whom the settlements come
in contact. The young people who are seen coming from
them at all hours of the night are not the young people
of the settlements. It is the same problem which is

found in New York City where people from one neigh
borhood go to another neighborhood to eat and drink.

Occasionally a settlement boy has had too much wine
but he has had it at home not at a caf6 party. The
dance halls in the district are so well supervised they
have ceased to be a menace. The hip bottles are kept
out to a remarkable extent.

From the Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Association,
which ,is on the edge of the old, disbanded Barbary
Coast, comes the record of changes signed by Miss Alice

Griffith, Margaret Johnson, Elizabeth Ashe, social work
ers who have known this district for over twenty years:
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&quot;Since the passage of the amendment the entire out

ward appearance of the neighborhood has changed; the

streets are quiet and orderly. We hear many unverified

reports of bootlegging, but this evil is overshadowed by

the good effect of the closing of the saloon. The fore

man of a big factory testifies that he notices the greatest

change in the regularity and promptness of attendance

of the employees, the large majority of whom now have

savings accounts. Workers at the Neighborhood House

all testify that there has been but one case of drunken

ness in the gymnasium or dance hall in three years. Pre

vious to 1920 intoxication was very common. The boys

stopped at the open saloon before coming to the dances

and slipped out frequently during the evening for a

drink. The hip-pocket flask is not used to any great

extent.

&quot;Children used frequently to sit on the steps of the

Neighborhood House, completely stupefied by the drink

ing of red wine. Our nurses have revived many in the

dispensary who were made unconscious by the use of

this supposedly harmless drink. This is not an exag

gerated statement We have seen children in the kinder

gartens put their little heads on their arms and sleep

through the entire session, so influenced by red wine.

&quot;After careful investigation we have decided that con

ditions in this neighborhood are 90 per cent better.&quot;

From another Italian district, comes the report that,

as in Italian districts the country over:

&quot;We see very little drunkenness, although there is

bootlegging all around us. One of the old boys came

to see me the other day. He has been living out in the

Mission District, running a bootlegging establishment,

sales running as high as a hundred dollars a day. But
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the police were getting so high priced there was little

profit left after paying the retinue, so he has given it up
and gone back to the old job of truck driving. The out

standing changes seem to be that the community is

more prosperous and has less regard for the law than
before. The Italians are making money because the

American people encourage them to break the law.&quot;

&quot;There is more drinking among young boys and girls

than ever before to my knowledge,&quot; says a social worker.
A boys club leader says on this point, &quot;It is a fact that

very young boys carry flasks when they go to parties,
I abhorred the open saloon, but I think there was more
control then than now,

77

Prom the Booker T. Washington Community Service

Center in a neighborhood where there are colored people,
the consensus of opinion is that &quot;prohibition has not been
conducive to better morals. The majority seem inclined
to believe the present seeming popularity of drink is due

mainly to the ban placed upon it* The majority are

agreed that there is less poverty since the abolishment
of the saloon.&quot;

A public-health nurse testifies that the Italian neigh
borhood in which she works is much better off &quot;boot

legging, of course.
77 On the whole, she says, there is little

change. One school principal says that the neighbor
hood has grown prosperous because of bootlegging, while
another principal believes that the effect of lawlessness
on the children is demoralizing.

&quot;Do you see those new flats over there? Mrs, P
used to go out washing while the children shifted for
themselves* Now she owns flats and a fine big car.&quot;

Dr. Pltilip King Brown, one of the leaders in the recent

attempt to repeal the prohibition state enforcement law,
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believes that prohibition is not the success it was hoped

it might be and that it encourages lawlessness. &quot;I firmly

believe that a law that attempts arbitrarily to suppress

normal habits of normal men is not enforceable.&quot;

Mary Roberts Coolidge, professor of Sociology in Mills

College in Oakland, sums up the situation:

&quot;There is not in California more lawlessness nor dis

respect than has been usual in the United States on occa

sion of any new issue, whenever tradition or habit has

been curbed by law. We are still individualists in this

country, only partially socialized.

&quot;What are called improper laws (i.e., prohibitory in

stead of regulatory) arc the very least of the problem.

All laws that one doesn t like are improper until one

becomes convinced that they are inevitable or necessary,

&quot;There are several specific classes of persons who

would inevitably wink at enforcement:

&quot;a. People with whom drinking is, as they think, a

necessary phase of entertaining.

&quot;b. The Bohemian set, closely allied to extreme in

dividualists, lawless by pose on any matter which they
don t like,

&quot;c. The first-generation and many second-generation

European foreigners, especially the wine-drinking soutii

Europeans. They do not see that what may be tolerable,

even useful, in European climates and under their pecul

iar economic and social conditions, is not so in America

where good food is more abundant and the general cli

mate more stimulating.

&quot;d* Non-drinking is associated, in the minds of young
people, with piosity

* and Puritanism
; consequently as a

matter of pride they break the law in order to be man-
and independent,
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&quot;Even in this wine-making state there is a slowly crys

tallizing sentiment for honest enforcement.&quot;

Following south on the Mustard Trail we come to

Santa Barbara. Santa Barbara is nearer Los Angeles

in sentiment than San Francisco. Here are the homes

of multimillionaires set like the palaces of the Medici

above the sea. During the winter months financiers and

industrial princes of America come to Santa Barbara in

their private cars. &quot;Gentlemen s ranches&quot; extend up
into the lovely hills. Sybaritic hotels, evergreen golf

links, glistening automobiles bespeak Santa Barbara s

riches. Here is a large bungalow colony of the mod
erately well-to-do. Beneath the high lacquer of wealth

is the serving class those who live by catering to the

privileged group.

Santa Barbara closed its saloons before national pro
hibition went into effect. This change took place when

incoming tides of Easterners outvoted the native Cali-

fornians and the Italian and Spanish settlers. But
the well-to-do and the middle class could buy bottled

goods from wholesalers
;
the hotels were not deprived of

purchasing case lots.

&quot;Following prohibition there was apparently a greater

well-being among the wage-earning class, particularly

the day-laborer group,&quot; writes a correspondent &quot;Fewer

arrests, fewer old people turned over to the county.
This is judged to be because families had a greater

margin and spent their money on the home and not for

drink. There were no war-time industries in Santa
Barbara and no general advance to much higher wages.&quot;

Wealth has come to the Spanish and Italian vineyard-
ist all along the Mustard Trail Grapes, selling before

prohibition at $20 a ton retail, today sell for $120* Or-
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chards are being taken out and grapevines put into the

soil. The grapes from the vineyards go to every section

of the country.

&quot;There is a large amount of bootlegging and a con

siderable amount of illicit manufacture in and about the

region between San Francisco and San Diego. Ship

ments of liquor are often seized when landed from ships

and it is common knowledge that there is immense traf

fic in bottled goods. This is landed at some of the un

populated points on the shore and shipped in trucks to

the cities.&quot;

Is Santa Barbara dry? A chauffeur for a multimil

lionaire answered: &quot;That depends &quot;upon whether you sit

inside or outside the limousine.&quot;

The Mustard Trail leads on like a streak of yellow

paint to Los Angeles.

The oldest and largest grapevine in America is in

southern California. Spanish missionaries brought it

from Spain along with their missals and crucifixes, and

planted it in the patio of the old
?dobe mission. A semi-

tropical sun nourished it. Under its ever-extending shade

the padres converted the Indians to Christianity. From
its grapes they made the oportos and sherries of the

mother country, Spain*

For years after the conquest of California from Mexico

southern California slept beneath the sun. Not until a

decade after the northern gold rush did men realize that

something more precious than gold lay in the fertile

earth, that the earth itself was gold. Then farmers in

the snow-bound Dakotas, in ice-locked Canada, in moun
tainous Idaho and Montana, read, as they huddled closer

to the kitchen stove, of southern California s perpetual

sunshine, of four crops a yearl Farmers in wind-swept
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Kansas read of the quiet and sun of breathless valleys.

In Iowa they read the same story. In Nebraska, in Ar

kansas, stories of warmth and flowers, of a land where

oranges grew luxuriously even while the snow lay daz

zling on the mountain tops, of golden fortunes to be had
for the lazy turning of the plow.

In hamlet and town, in farming centers, American
farmers closed out their holdings and following the old

Sante F& Trail of the Indians, went westward and south

ward in search of the sun and its more abundant life.

They fled as convicts from prisons escaping the steel of

winter. Thousands upon thousands took their small for

tunes from the great Middle West. Hundreds upon hun
dreds of American-born farmers from Iowa joined the

great migration that flowed down the Mississippi basin,

branching southward toward the City of the Angels.

They were followed by a horde of petty merchants, shop

keepers who would never again need to put up a storm

door against the snow, who need never again think of

frozen pipes, of furnace fires. They were a people run

ning away from the lash of winter.

Like a fairy tale often told came back to the East

the story of the evergreen year, of exotic flowers and
enormous fruits, of a warm land, of easy living, of joy in

the sunlight Old people went in search of longer life,

of cures. The discouraged went. They came on stretch

ers. They came leaning on the arms of their children.

Los Angeles was a Lourdes for sick Americans. The

poor migrated, the failures in other places, reasoning

always that with the sun on their side, what could be

against them? With the factor of the cold eliminated,

there would be less to struggle against, Los Angeles was
El Dorado for poor Americans. Rich tourists came an-
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nually to spend the winter months. Lured by the beauty

of the groves, of the warm winter evenings, by the

warmth of the ocean water, the days on end out of doors,

they came to play, to escape boredom.

Los Angeles grew like Jack s beanstalk, overnight.

From a sleeping mission with droning neophytes, it awoke

to find itself a great sprawling American city, as widely

advertised as Monte Carlo, as Paradise itself, with real-

estate developments extending tentacles up into the re

mote hills. Over the miles and miles of roads that con

nect Los Angeles with &quot;the States&quot; tourists and settlers

arrived daily by the thousands, in Fords, in wagons,

on foot The railways brought them in Pullman cars

and tourist coaches. Boosters and advertisers moved in.

There was truth to exploit in its climate. The gold rush

of northern California was but a trickle compared with

the flood tide of Americans to the south.

And the people who made these migrations were a dif

ferent stock, a different folk from those of the north.

They were people who came from sections of the country

where the sentiment for prohibition was already strong.

Winter they left behind them, but their notions and con

victions they brought with them into the south of Cali

fornia. Back in &quot;the States&quot; they had voted dry. In

Los Angeles they voted dry.

Another factor differentiating the south from the

north was the preponderant number of women who came

in the migrations from the East. The women of the

gold camps were of questionable origin, of questionable

pursuit; they were rugged, manlike, the decent as well

as the outcast. But the women of the south were wives

and mothers who lived on the land, women who wel

comed the change from the harsh life behind them, Al-
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ways they had been against liquor, always back in

Kansas and Idaho and Iowa.

Men, bone dry before they reached their promised
country, women dedicated to the spread of the idea of

prohibition, old and sick people fencing with death,
these folk brought a new tradition to California and

planted it beside the old grapevine. The old traditions

of the Spanish padres vanished, crumbled, and decayed
with the adobe missions. Although the Mexicans came
in large numbers to work as common laborers in the city,

their foreign ways and drinking habits never influenced

the population. The foreigner never played the part he
did in northern California. There was always plenty of

cheap American labor. Los Angeles, the articulate Los

Angeles, is American, where things &quot;foreign&quot; are under

suspicion. So when elections occurred, involving the

question of prohibition, San Francisco and the north al

ways voted wet; Los Angeles and the south always voted

dry. For in the land of old Mexico the language of

Iowa is spoken, of the Middle West, the language of the

bone-dry, back-home state.

In this far-famed Mecca, writes one of the social work
ers, &quot;many arrive by auto with little gasoline and no
funds. Many arrive by trains so ill as to need immediate
hospital care, A good deal of unemployment compli
cates the situation . . . there is a strong feeling of in

stability , . . children, legitimate and illegitimate, are

given away frequently. . . . The county Outdoor Relief

Department carries about 6,000 cases ... and these are
cases where the family income is about thirty dollars a
mouth.&quot;

I dined at a little Spanish-American restaurant with
a group of women who knew the city from the social
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workers point of view. What went into the making of

the prohibition situation they gave me in quickly form

ing and dissolving views. I made myself a fresh film for

each of them they had been so real. A woman leaned

across the table. &quot;Let me tell you what happened to a

friend of mine.&quot; I felt the smile set on my face. &quot;He

asked a policeman where he could get a drink and the

man said
&quot; How hard life is when even the clearest

amber must hold its fly!

There is much poverty in Los Angeles today, but it is

not due to liquor or to prohibition; rather to the lure that

this city has for the sick and indigent, the failures from

other sections of the country.

Nevertheless, Miss Louise Drury says that &quot;the Juve

nile Protective Association has had few cases in the last

year and a half where children have been neglected, mis

treated, or improperly supported primarily because of

drinking.&quot;

Little homes in the suburbs, cars, furniture, radios,

electric equipment on the installment plan, savings, these

things have blossomed from the pay envelopes of work-

ingmen since the closing of the saloons, is the testimony

of Miss Bessie Stoddart of the Los Angeles Settlement

Association.

&quot;Our settlement people s children, now grown,&quot; Miss

Stoddart writes, &quot;are much better off financially and so

cially, owing, we feel, in great part to their having got

ten away from the constant domination of the saloon,

which was one of the chief causes that held their parents

back. In those days saloons were not allowed in resi

dential
7

districts, but thousands of the poor had to re

side* in districts not honored by the high-sounding phrase,
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so their children had to have thrust upon them what the

better off would not allow in their neighborhoods.&quot;

Mr. Carl L. May, Supervisor of Adult Probation,

speaking of those who were released on probation since

prohibition became effective, writes, &quot;I have had less

occasion to refer destitute cases to the County Charity

JBoard and men are less troublesome, especially as relates

to their family and home conditions men now on pro
bation generally have savings accounts, are buying

homes, or are supporting dependents in a much larger

proportion than before prohibition became effective.

After fourteen years of experience in probation work I

can safely say that men placed on probation today are

greatly assisted in rehabilitating themselves with prohibi
tion on the books.&quot;

A social worker in a Japanese and Mexican neighbor
hood says that the former are &quot;prosperous and digni

fied&quot; and, like Jewish groups the country over, have

no liquor problem. Among the poor Mexicans liquor

plays a minor r61e and prohibition has not changed mat
ters greatly. They are able to get liquor still.

&quot;Before we had the saloon; now we have the boot

legger; both are bad enough,&quot; she says. &quot;Yet I consider

the bootlegger as preferable to the saloon in that he is

not permitted by law but only flourishes in the inade

quacy of its reinforcement.&quot;

&quot;Since prohibition there has been a decrease in mis

demeanor cases but there has been an increase in nar-

CQtic cases,&quot; says Judge Carlos S. Hardy of the Superior

Court; but he relates neither condition to prohibition,
nor does he connect the increase in felonies with liquor.

The reports which come to us from Los Angeles tell

little of youth drinking. &quot;Occasionally a school principal
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tells me that he thinks there is drinking among the stu

dents in high and grammar schools in a way unheard of

before prohibition. This is particularly true with out

lying communities. This assertion is partly denied by
other school principals,&quot; writes Miss Ethel Richardson in

charge of adult education of the state.

All social workers tell of bootlegging. The Mexican

border is near and the outlying country dotted with

grapevines.

A social worker gives the same testimony that has

come from the cities of the East: &quot;The immigrants came
with high ideals of American life and find citizens jeering

at the laws of their own making and indulging in a thriv

ing trade of this illicit nature. They see the wealthy
offender go free and the poor one dealt with with undue

severity.&quot;

Some of the Los Angeles newspapers seem wholly com

mitted to the present law and have a wide influence.

The sentiment of the community is against any modifica

tion, and consequently Los Angeles, as its reports show,

is relatively dry, although one report states that &quot;it will

take a generation or two before prohibition wins out.&quot;

The Mustard Trail leads on to San Diego, where, far

to the south, is the semitropical play city. The incoming

people have brought it five years of prosperity.

&quot;In our last annual report we did not find that in

temperance was given as the primary cause of poverty

in a single case,&quot; writes Miss Helen Ramage, the execu

tive secretary of the county Welfare Commission. &quot;We

are writing to say that economic conditions under prohi

bition show a very definite improvement as compared

with the days of its open saloons.&quot;

San Diego is but a few miles from the Mexican bor-
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der. The end of the Mustard Trail. A constant stream

of automobiles rolls over the line into Tia Juana and

Mexicali, where saloons line the streets. &quot;The large per
cent of the people on the streets are Americans,&quot; say the

social workers, and the border conditions complicate
enforcement in southern California.



CHAPTER VIII

OUR HERITAGE FROM SPAIN

Our of Los Angeles in the early morning of a hot Sep

tember day. No rain for nearly four months and the

world a brown, dry, rolling prairie with dust blowing

against the car windows. I came out of a doze with a

gentle tinkle in my ears, a soft twanging of strings, and a

pretty Spanish song going on and stopping and going on

again. A song about nothing in particular, ending no

where. When the song defined itself sufficiently, I turned

to see a pretty, plump Mexican mamma with a tiny

guitar; beside her a slender Mexican daughter, and oppo

site her a plump, complacent Mexican papa; between

them a table with an open lunch basket and a bottle of

red wine. I smiled at mamma and she smiled back.

There was an interval in the lunch and she resumed the

guitar. Why should a lady talk when she could sing? I

looked around the edge of my seat again and she hos

pitably offered me a glass of red wine, a courtesy in the

Spanish manner, a part of gentle living and, like the

guitar, brought from below the Mexican border a heri

tage from Spain,

The dust blew and blew. The windows were shut tight

to keep out the heat, and we entered Arizona. It was

only 104 in the car, with the fan going. What was it

outside? Grapevines trimmed like bushes, drooped wea

rily in the sun. Their grapes had been given for the sea-

71
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son, why not die and be done with it? But grapes fetch

a high price, and slow-footed, tranquil Mexicans, their

brown skins impervious to sun and sand, kept them just

alive, for man and grapevines depend on each other on
the edge of the desert.

Phoenix is the center on which the activities of Arizona

converge. Also, Phoenix has a Social Service Center so

that there is some one to ask about how prohibition
works in this country whose people make money and take

pleasure in the vine.

&quot;The questionnaire is not at all applicable to Phoenix,
7

writes Mrs. William G. Elder. &quot;Prohibition was enforced

in Arizona as a state law before the Eighteenth Amend
ment was passed. Previous to that time Arizona was a

territory. Saloons and gambling places were running
full blast, but this condition, as a whole, did not affect

the family. Generally the patrons of these places were
miners and cowboys who were not married. At the pres
ent time there is more poverty in Phoenix than there has
ever been before, but that condition is not due to boot

legging. Our city has grown, poor people have come
here for their health and on account of the mild climate,
and they have not had the strength or initiative neces

sary to make good.&quot;

From Arizona word comes that &quot;the traders who were
to a man wet, ten years ago, now say frankly that the

Mexicans spend their money for goods instead of drink

and for the first time their children have shoes in win

ter; consequently, the trader is for prohibition at any
rate, for the poor!&quot;

No eye can see the border between New Mexico and

Arizona; both are tine joint heirs of Spain and of eastern

America. But New Mexico inherits, perhaps, a little
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mure of American influence. The Rio Grande, hurrying

down from Colorado, is the axis of the state because it

is the source of irrigation and, therefore, of fertility.

With irrigation, the land on the Rio Grande is the rich

est in the world, even richer than that in the Valley of

the Nile. Long before the Americans came in, the Mexi

cans irrigated the land. Earlier still, the Indians of the

pueblos did the same thing. Neither of these races is

foreign to the valley they got there before we did.

The operation of the Eighteenth Am$hdment in New
Mexico is dependent on several different factors: the

drink habits of the Mexicans and Indians; the geo

graphical nearness to the Mexican border, over which

alcohol can be smuggled; and the rainfall which deter

mines whether people shall or shall not have leisure and

money to devote to the problem of getting alcohol.

Miss Lillian Franzen, a former social worker in the

state, says: &quot;The difference between saloons and no

saloons is most apparent in the mining camps, and in

these places there seems to be decided improvement in

conditions. New Mexico is just emerging from a ten-

year drought that almost completely did away with the

ranching industry. The ranchers were financed by the

banks and the result was that three years ago we had a

series of bank failures. New Mexico has been very busy,

trying to retrieve her fortunes by developing her many
resources her tremendous stores of coal and metal, the

lumbering industry, adding more acreage to the irrigated

areas, and trying out diversified farming by introducing

the cultivation of the sugar beet and the cotton plant.

There may be a prohibition problem in New Mexico;

there undoubtedly is, but so far it has been an individual

one and has not yet risea to the social consciousness
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calling for concerted action. We have been too busy
retrieving our years of loss and developing our resources

to give the prohibition problem the consideration it is

receiving in other places.&quot;

There are no settlements in New Mexico, are not, in-

&amp;lt;4&%&} any cities large enough to demand them, but

through Miss Franzen we have secured reports from peo

ple in touch with social conditions from three of the chief

cities and one pining town.

Mr. Charles fiVStearns, Deputy Prohibition Adminis

trator of Albuquenjne, writes that since the passage of

the amendment, &quot;The poor have food and clothes; chil

dren and parents have nearly all become self-respecting.

Merchants are unanimous in the opinion that money for

merly spent in the saloon is now devoted to the home.

Hardly 1 per cent of poverty at present is due to drink.

There has been no change in the nature of crimes, but

they have been reduced by half. There is much bootleg

ging, but the quantity of liquor consumed is but a small

percentage of pre-Volstead days. The aliens do not, as

a rule, respect the Eighteenth Amendment and are our

chief offenders, I do not believe young people are drink

ing as much as they would if saloons were running. New
Mexico has been unfortunate in that the state enforce

ment law was declared unconstitutional&quot;

Mr, George Miksch, superintendent of the Defiance

Coal Company of Gallup, the spot from which the

pack trains leave for the Painted Desert and the

Rainbow Bridge, writes: &quot;There is scarcely any poverty
now. Wages are spent for the comfort of the families

and for automobiles. Nearly everyone in this commu
nity, including Mexicans and Indians, owns a car* We
have scarcely any arrests for drunkenness, and we hardly
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ever have a murder case any more. Under open saloons,

I have known as many as three such cases in one year,

and they were directly due to drinking. There is some

illicit manufacture and bootlegging, but it does not

amount to anything compared with the twenty-three

saloons we had when we went dry. I do not see an in

toxicated man once a week, now, where we used to see

them by the dozens every day. Most drinking men will

admit that it is better now than it was during the saloons,

if you pin them right down to it. I think not nearly so

many are drinking as used to when fathers and mothers

sent their children to the back door of the saloon to bring

a can of beer. I have not seen any boys and girls drink

ing and have not seen any who were drunk. Prior to

prohibition, when we paid the men at the mine, it was

useless to try to operate the mine the next day, and some

times it would take as much as three days to get enough
men back to work to pay to operate. After prohibition

we could pay any time and have a good turn-out of men
the next day. Prohibition was better enforced during

the first years after it went into effect than it is now.

Our town is much more prosperous than before. Most
of the best people are well pleased with prohibition and

everyone here seems to want more stringent laws passed.&quot;

And then from Santa F6, the cultural centers of the

New American invasion, comes the report of Mrs. P. M.

Ruleau, head of the Division of Vital Statistics of

the Bureau of Public Health: &quot;Prohibition was voted

upon in 1917, as I remember it, and started off gayly in

October, 1918. There never was a state health depart

ment or any similar provision until after the adjourn

ment of the 1919 legislature, so that there are absolutely

no figures on which a comparison could be based. Dr*
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Luckett, state health director, seems to think there has

been no increase in Mope using; and we are disposed to

believe (although, frankly, without any sound founda

tion) that deaths attributable to liquor are not quite so

frequent. My own observation, which isn t worth a hoot

as statistical data, is that what we are prone to call

the better class of people drink considerably more (at

least, they make a lot more noise about it) than pre

viously, but that the poorer people drink much less.

This applies as well to the native Spanish-American as to

the Anglo-American. No one can get all he wants

firstly, because it is difficult to ferret out and get; sec

ondly, because he can t afford it. And the quality is so

rotten that no person of reasonably good taste would want

much of it. So far as our knowledge extends, the use of

bootleg liquor has not materially affected health prob
lems in this state. Undoubtedly the use of the quality
of liquor that is bootlegged would be more disastrous

than the same use of liquor of a better quality, but we
have no reason to believe that as much of it is used as

in pre-prohibition times.&quot;

A social worker in one of the mining towns, says:
&quot;Our town has always been a closed camp, so that the

camp manager had a great deal of authority. When I

came here the prohibition law, state or national, had
not been passed. Saloons closed at nine o clock and
there was no such thing as disorderly houses or prostitu
tion. There was a great deal of drinking, but a man
would not try to work if he had been drinking, as the

company was very strict with them along that line* In
the state vote on prohibition the camp went forty^nine

majority for the law.

&quot;At the present time the company does aaot make ar~
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rests where wine is made and used in the home. If it

finds anyone selling wine it is very severe. The main

effort is to keep out professional bootleggers who dis

pense hard stuff. Government agents drop in occasionally

and spill the wine. If a man is a continual lawbreaker

the company gets rid of him rather than punishing him

in courts.

&quot;I feel that we have too much drinking here as else

where, but not nearly so much as they have in open towns

like Raton and Trinidad. In our camp, crooks of any
kind are unwelcome, and do not stay if they happen to

get in here. Carnival people are told just how they
would better act when they come to town if they wish to

stay overnight. There is a certain fear of the law here

that is not found in other places where I have lived.

&quot;I do not believe that there is as much drinking now
as there was before prohibition.&quot;

If you follow the Rio Grande down, which is to reverse

the course by which Spain entered the country, you get

into Texas. Texas as a state has coquetted with the

problem of prohibition ever since she came to us from

Mexico, Now she would and now she wouldn t! Again
and again the dry rural counties would almost push the

wet cities over the line, and almost every form of local

option and regulation that could be tried was experi

mented with in that vast state. Only under the excite

ment of war-time prohibition did the state as a whale

actually go dry,

A public official in Texas writes: &quot;There seem to be

three sources of the liquor supply in Texas one through

Mexico, one through the ports of Galveston and Port

Arthur, and the other one bootleg. What whisky I have

tasted in Texas is of a higher grade than that in Chicago.
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The beer I have gotten hold of has been terrible. There

is little difference in the amount of liquor consumed in

Texas today and in the days before prohibition, because

Texas had considerable prohibition by local option be

fore the Eighteenth Amendment was passed.&quot;

Texas prohibition was never very drastic in the big

cities. The people were against it and the same problems
of enforcement which the other parts of the country are

struggling with today these cities too have wrestled with.

Dallas, up near the center of the state, has nearly 200,000

people and it is a point of distribution for the inland

markets of Texas. Dallas has no settlement, and, as

Miss Flora Saylor of the United Charities says, &quot;Since

the war, because our families move about so much and

refuse to stay settled, it has been almost impossible to

obtain data concerning them that is sequential and con

clusive. However, may I say succinctly that before the

war we did not believe, from our findings, that alcohol

was so largely at the root of the poverty we found? We
felt that much of the poverty was more dependent on

industrial conditions on casual industry and lack of

technical training than on drink.&quot;

The train hurries into Dallas as though it were glad
to get there. A woman on the train said to me: &quot;You re

coming back from California, too, aren t you? Well, I

don t wonder you re headed this way! If all the Golden
West was offered me, I d take Dallas! Going to New
York? Well, if there s anything you want to see it s in

New York to be seen, I guess but give m Dallas!&quot;

Mr. Elmer Scott, the executive secretary of the Civic

Federation of Dallas sends records and vital statistics

that show drunk-and-disorderly arrests for 1916 were
30.7 per 1,000 population, that after the amendment was
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passed they dropped to 4.6 in 1918, and that with the

amendment still theoretically in force they rose to 25.3

per 1,000 in 1925. His records show also that there were

13 deaths from alcoholism in 1916, that the number

dropped to zero in 1920, and that in 1925 it had gone up
to 10. This is one of the few places west of the Missis

sippi where the record does actually follow the lines

of the questionnaire where it did what we had thought
it would.

My train, hurrying on through the hot desert, reached

El Paso in the rain. There was no reason for rain at that

season of the year. It never happened, they told me,
but there it was. The city was washed clean of its dust.

I could feel the moist air in my lungs after the dry heat

of the past week. But next day the sun shone! El Paso

had the reputation of being a town with the lid off. Is

it not on the Mexican border where alcohol can come in

unimpeded? I was prepared for El Paso as it used to be.

But El Paso of today is a
&quot;sport.&quot;

It is a law unto

itself and it is, in effect, bone dry. It has no red-light

district; crime and disorder are not seen in its streets,

and there is a general effect of order and quiet and pros

perity. I visited the United Charities, the offices of the

Community Chest, the Y. W. C. A. and the Y. M. C. A.

Mr. A. L. Holm of the Y. M. C. A. writes: &quot;Just let

me say this: I have been a resident of El Paso for

twelve years. We had a saloon, known as the Coney

Island, which had a record as bad as any in the old days

in El Paso. Many were shot down in cold blood in

this saloon by drunken men. With the going of this

saloon through prohibition one of the worst eyesores in

this whole section was wiped out. Several other saloons
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were almost as bad. Before prohibition we had many
young men come into the Y building under the influence

of liquor; this was especially true around the holidays.
We seldom have any of this now. We don t have drunken
men on our streets any more. Of course, an occasional

drunk gets off the cars from Mexico.&quot; His board mem
bers are all for prohibition.

But to find El Paso dry is no final solution of the

problem, for El Paso is the gate to Mexico and it con

nects with Juarez by two bridges across the Rio Grande.

A man has only to walk across the bridge to get a drink

of real liquor. Juarez is, in effect, the segregated district

of El Paso. I took a motor across to this town. There

is a very nice-looking customhouse there, a rather su

perior jail, and the Cathedral of Guadaloupe, closed now
for the first time in three hundred years. There is some

thing that looks like a schoolhouse, but my driver con

sidered this improbable, for why should there be a school

in Juarez? Beyond that there is nothing that approaches

decency or respectability in Juarez; the streets are lined

entirely and without exception with saloons, usually with

American names above them Jake s Place, Pete s Place,

and the like with gambling houses with gay French

ified names, and with disorderly houses of the most bla

tant type. Raucous music was coming out of them in

the middle of the afternoon. Beyond these things and

the picturesque, though squalid, quarters where the Mexi
cans live and the tiny stores at which they buy their

food, there is nothing in Juarez. I went through every
street in the town.

&quot;Show me,&quot; said I to my driver, &quot;the best gambling

place in town.&quot;
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He took me to the Tivoli, a large, cheap Coney-Island-

like gambling resort. The music of a mechanical piano

blared out as the doors swung open and shut.

&quot;What is inside?
7 I asked.

&quot;Roulette, faro, keeno anything you want,&quot; he

answered.

&quot;Anything to drink?&quot; I said.

&quot;Sure,&quot;
said he.

&quot;Women?&quot;

At that he only shrugged his shoulders.

&quot;Stop here and I will go in a minute,&quot; said I.

&quot;No m,&quot;
he answered, stepping on the gas.

&quot;But suppose I want a drink,&quot; I said.

He turned and looked at me as the car went zigzagging

over the unpaved street.

&quot;You don t want no drink,&quot; he said.

As I came back over the bridge the customs officer

stopped the car.

&quot;Did you buy anything over there?&quot; he asked me

through the window.

&quot;No,&quot;
I replied

&quot;Drive on,&quot; he said to my chauffeur,

It didn t seem like a very thorough inspection, but I

heard afterward that the officials know that the drivers

of cabs will indicate to an officer if the passenger is

likely to be bringing in illicit goods. The bridges be

tween the two towns close at nin& o clock. If a man
goes there for a drink he must either be home early or

stay all night. There is a movement on foot to close

than at six, and I was told that the sentiment among
the business men of El Paso was so strongly in favor of

prohibition m m aid to business that this measure was

likely to go through*
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Into the train again and on toward the east.

&quot;Where are you goin ?&quot; a woman asked me on the

train.

&quot;San Antonio/ I said.

&quot;Oh, San Anton !
7 she drawled. &quot;That s goin to be

the greatest winter resort in the state befo long.&quot;

In 1876, while Philadelphia was celebrating its centen

nial of civilization in hooped skirts and high beaver hats,

San Antonio boasted a yellow mud street, dobe shacks,

three saloons, gambling places, three stores, two stage

stations with their adjoining horse corrals, no church,

no schools, no white collars, no laws, thirty resident

Americans, some Mexicans and Indians. Centuries be

fore the whites came to America, Indians roaming down
the ancient Santa F Trail into Old Mexico met other

Indians crossing at right angles westward to the Pacific

over the San Bernardino passes. Here at the crossroads

was water for horses and men. Tepees were pitched.

Fires lighted. Pipes smoked in the quiet of the vast

mesa.

With the conquest of the region by Spain, the Spanish

king put a Christian name upon the crossroad dot. San
Antonio was written on Spanish maps and Franciscan

monks raised rough altars.

Time passed. The Indians passed. The Spanish went.

But San Antonio squatted on the crossroads, silent, wait

ing for the next scene in the American drama. In 1879

men spied on the clear, sunlit horizon four railway lines

converging toward Ben DowelFs saloon, the heart of San
Antonio. If civilization was coming, it was time for the

town to shake the dust from its boots and elect a mayor*
It did so. It elected Ben Dowell, the most important
man in the region.
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From 1880 to 1890 people poured into San Antonio

at the rate of one hundred a day. The fame of San An

tonio, a man s playground, was blown like tumbleweed

over the mesa. The licensing of the pleasure and drink

ing resorts paid all the taxes. There was much money,
much carousing, much drinking. Men were individuals,

enforcing a rough law with guns. The roulette %heel

spun twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week; the

bartenders worked up and down long bars in shifts; the

dance-hall music played to sunlight and moonlight. A
wide-open man s town with ample pleasures and amuse

ments. Once the Indian man; then the conquistadore

and the padre; now the frontiersman of America.

With the coming of hotels, lawyers, churches, homes,

paved streets, brick buildings, laundries, white collars,

plate-glass windows, and wives came the inevitable

changes.

Today, writes an old resident of the mission outpost,

&quot;San Antonio is a town paved, pious, and solid. The
lids are down on dance-hall pianos, the whirr of the rou

lette wheel is stilled, the click of chips is no longer

heard, the bartenders have folded up their white coats

and silently stolen away.&quot;

Wives, babies, rubber-tired gocarts, go-getters, wealth,

churches, golf, and prohibition have come to San An
tonio.

San Antonio, like other Texas cities, has no settlement.

A social worker wrote us she thought the Volstead Act

had given old and young alike an utter disregard and

contempt of the law. The only difference between now
and before prohibition is that a citizen pays a very high

price in an illicit manner for extremely poor whisky.

The young people of today, in obtaining this whisky
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in a sub-rosa manner, feel they are getting &quot;forbidden

fruit/
7
while before prohibition it at least did not have

the fascination of mystery.

On from San Antonio to Houston, another distributing

point of merchandise to the surrounding territory. The
workers of the Social Service Bureau feel that in general

prohibition has helped things. Mrs. Elizabeth Lyles,

the Supervisor of Child Welfare, states, &quot;There is no

doubt that the Eighteenth Amendment has made a de

cided improvement in the home.&quot; Mrs. Lyles men
tioned &quot;that some idea of conditions could be gained by
the fact that a special police officer went with clients

to collect the wages of family men every pay day, be

fore they had the opportunity to come in contact with

the saloon. After the Eighteenth Amendment was en

acted the officer was transferred to other duties.&quot;

Figures from the police department sent by Dr. E. H.

Willisford, superintendent of the Bureau, shows that

&quot;from 1918 to 1923 there was a material decrease in the

number of arrests. How much this decrease is due to a

stricter enforcement of law, I am unable to say. My own

opinion is there has been some increase in drinking during
the past few years, due probably to the general lack of

public interest in law enforcement. Just now there seems

to be a revival of interest and an effort to secure a

stricter enforcement of law. From my knowledge of the

city and that of those who have been in a position to

know the social and economic situation of Houston, I

feel confident in stating that the city as a whole and the

type of people to whom we most minister have been

greatly benefited by the closed saloon.&quot;



CHAPTER IX

THE MOUTH OF THE MISSISSIPPI

LONG before daylight the smell of the swamps began
to come in through the car windows the scent of wet

vegetation, of moist decay and tropical growth. After

long days in the desert where the air is too dry to carry

odors, the wet swamp smell had body and substance; it

was a presence that crowded the train. As the sun rose

the swamp steamed up to meet it perfume and miasma

together. Here was the place where the Mississippi was

continuing its age-long building operations; the thick

mud had been the dry soil of Montana and the Dakotas

not so long ago, as geology counts time, and the North

west itself, the High Plains and the Land of Little Lakes,

were still moving bodily down to the Gulf.

How does prohibition work in this land where every

bayou is a possible hiding place? Where a hundred

little streams and estuaries lead to the Gulf and pos

sibly to waiting rum-runners? Where two races live

side by side on two social levels, and with laws differently

interpreted for each. How does it work in Louisiana?

Lafayette, one of the smaller cities a few hours west

of the Mississippi, has a Home Relief Association as its

center of social work. Mrs. Hattie W. Hart, the secre

tary, says that immediately after the passage of the

amendment family welfare had improved and the budget

maintained the family, as there was less spent on drink

and more regularity and stickativeness at work. Health
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records seemed to show a decided change for the better.

But still people were drunk at unsupervised dances,

and a neighboring town to which the automobile road

runs was getting rich from the sale of liquor.

&quot;Crime and accidents from reckless driving have in

creased/ says Mrs. Hart. &quot;More women are drink

ing and both boys and girls drink. Drink is made
in every home and the majority seem to like it. The
mothers clubs have taken no action to counteract the

drinking, except to sponsor temperance talks, and there

is no movement in the parish against drink except in

the church.&quot;

The Mississippi was full to the brim, full and spilling

over, when I crossed to New Orleans, heavy, too, with

stolen soil from the Northwest, strewn with broken

branches and driftwood that it had picked up on the way,

swinging sullenly from side to side, as though impatient
at the stays the levees had bound about it a dangerous

patron saint for a city!

That first night I met a group of social workers, nurses,

teachers, health workers, probation officers, and organ
izers of the Community Chest, besides the settlement

residents.

&quot;Do you think that there is illegal manufacture or

bootlegging in your neighborhood?&quot; I asked them.

There was a moment s courteous silence, and then a

ripple of laughter started and swept around the room
and back again men s laughter and women s laughter,

the laughter of young and old. &quot;Where wouldn t you find

it if you looked? New Orleans is said to be America s

wefcbe&t city. It is probably America s most romantic

and dramatic city, or, rather, collection of cities, for there

are at least four different ones that touch but do not
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mingle. The old French city with its narrow streets and

its high balconies, that has the wine-drinking traditions

of the French everywhere; the Irish city, seventy-five

years old, whose men drank as a matter of course; a

great Negro city permeating the others and kept as dry
as possible by them; and the new American city, come in

since the Civil War, busily building skyscrapers and de

partment stores and apartment buildings and develop

ing New Orleans to the pattern of Detroit or Portland

the city of the well-to-do Americans, who are the most

profitable customers of the bootleggers.

The Irish New Orleans is the one which outsiders seem

to know least about, and yet it has been a large stable

community for at least seventy-five years and a work-

ingman s neighborhood. The people with whom I talked

said that the third and fourth generations still live and

work where their fathers landed. The pioneers came over

in sailing vessels, taking months to make the journey.

Most of the men found work on the river front and

eventually; became cotton rollers, screw men, or long

shoremen. Before the passage of the amendment the

neighborhood was a homogeneous group devoted to the

church and loyal to one another. Drinking was more

or less general among the men, but women drinkers were

rare after the passage and fairly effective enforcement

of the law prohibiting the sale of liquor to women and

minors. &quot;He never drinks to hurt his family&quot; would be

the description of the man who might spend all of his

pocket money at the saloon, yet was sober enough to go

to his job on Monday morning. The husband or son,

not so good, stopped at the saloon with his pay envelope

and left a good part of his week s earnings there, or per

haps drank so heavily that he could not work on Monday.
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I was told that between 1918 and 1921 there was a

marked change for the better in neighborhood living con

ditions. The smaller amount of money spent on drink

had something to do with it, but high wages and steady

employment were the more important factors.

All social workers do not agree with this statement.

The truant officers complain that there is a grave amount

of truancy and irregular school attendance, due to many
causes. This is true of the outlying fringe of people,

the country folks moving in, and the transients. A
judge of a juvenile court says: &quot;In one thousand cases

in the court of domestic relations recently recorded, al

coholism was the major contributing cause in only

twelve. Before prohibition the proportion was three

times as great, to put it very conservatively.&quot; The
record of a day nursery, however, shows alcoholism as

the cause of desertion and nonsupport in ten out of fifty

families. The relief workers in the district are all new;

they report that in the cases carried by them now, al

coholism is a negligible factor.

The only difference seen by a social worker in the drug
situation was that caused by the introduction of maria-

juana. The presence and use of this weed came to our

attention about 1918. Its use has increased alarmingly

since that time, not only in one district, but throughout
the city. The officials are now conducting a vigorous

campaign against it

&quot;There are fewer industrial accidents than before pro
hibition and fewer workers staying out on Mondays.&quot;

This statement is not verified by all of the industrial

plants in the neighborhood. Some claim that there has

been no change.
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The Irish-American male population has an attitude

of resentment toward the prohibition amendment and
feels no qualms about breaking it. The making of home

brew, a beer with a considerable alcoholic content, is

almost universal. Of this household drink, usually made

by the father, the entire family partakes, even the baby.
&quot;It is cheap and not harmful, except when used exces

sively,&quot; is the neighborhood verdict. The women feel

that it is better to have this beer made at home than to

have the men going out to get the poisonous stuff so

often sold to them. One mother who makes the family

beverage regularly, says: &quot;My boys stay at home and
drink this in moderation. I do not know what they
would do if I did not have it for them.&quot;

At the neighborhood dances there is little or no evi

dence of drinking, but almost always a few empty flasks

are found the next day. No pass-out checks are issued,

however, because it is known that there are places in

the neighborhood where drinks are sold.

The soft-drink stand and the corner drug store have

taken the place of the saloon as a social meeting place.

Here is where both mariajuana and liquors can some

times be bought. A neighborhood coffee house and jpool

room was operated from 1918 to 1923. It was used and

enjoyed until places began springing up where liquor

could be bought.

Bootlegging is carried on rather extensively, especially

by Italians. Social workers have used lists furnished by
neighbors and have reported places. Sometimes arrests

have been made. The fines have been cheerfully paid and

business usually resumed after a very short time. The
men who were hard drinkers before prohibition find no

difficulty, apparently, in getting a supply and their
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families suffer as they did before prohibition. There is,

however, a difference.

&quot;My husband/
7

said one woman, &quot;used to just go to

sleep and sleep it off. He never was cross or noisy. Now
this stuff he gets makes him wild-like. I feel afraid

sometimes that he ll go crazy.&quot;

The bootleggers are buying property and are increas

ingly prosperous. This is a great temptation to well-

meaning respectable people. They have no scruples

about the law. &quot;Why, everybody does it/ they say.

When hard times come through loss of employment or

sickness, what better way, they think, to supplement
the family income than by a little venture in boot

legging?

The young people who come to the neighborhood
dances do not, as a rule, indulge in wild parties. They
have a rather old-fashioned point of vtew and look with

scant respect on the girl, especially, who drinks, smokes,
and goes to wild all-night parties. The members of a

neighborhood mothers club feel that the disregard of the

law is so universal that they do not connect any sense

of personal responsibility or conscience with it. When
questioned closely they are none of them willing to stand

for the return of the open saloon.

Th$ observation of the social work group may be sum-

mariz0d as follows: there is general disregard of the

law and a scorn for it; there are numerous opportunities
for buying liquor, especially &quot;overnight&quot; and &quot;white

Hghtoing&quot;; most of the men drink something every day;

by far the larger proportion of them drink what they
make in their own homes and many drink only tem

perately, as they are afraid of the stuff that is on sale;
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they spend much less on liquor now than in the day of

the open saloon; hence their families are better off.

On the whole, while conditions are by no means so

good as they should be, they are unquestionably better

than they were in the day of the open saloon.



CHAPTER X

THE SOUTH

CENTURIES ago Ponce de Leon sought in Florida the

fountain of perpetual youth and continuous happiness.

Today thousands of men and women, facing the reality
of winter and the autumn of life, seek to prolong youth
and its joys, to defer old age by living on the warm sun-

flooded beaches of Florida s mild seacoast.

Near enough to complicate Florida s problem of pro
hibition enforcement lie the British Bahamas, a group
of little, wet, tropical islands lying off Florida s eastern

coast. Tourists in Florida travel to and from Nassau, the

principal city of the Bahama group, passing pleasantly
from a legally dry Palm Beach to the legally wet island

of New Providence. The rich man s yacht can make the

round trip in four hours. Excursionists, lingering in Nas
sau, take a much longer time. Prohibition in Florida,
it is said, has made the Bahamas rich. How has it af

fected Florida itself?

Florida reports the same complications that all other

coast and border cities report. There is much smug
gling of illicit liquors. The demand on tite part of the

many rich tourists gives impetus and rich reward to the
trade. Officials find it difficult to be severe on petty
offenders whose wealth cannot defend or protect them.

&quot;

is a notably wet
city,&quot; reports the general sec

retary of the Family Welfare Association, &quot;BotJti

92
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police and federal authorities are extremely lax. It is

quite likely that many families, who under other circum

stances might be dependents, are earning a rich living

through bootlegging. Liquor is sold almost openly and

there is also a great deal of drinking among the young

people. The sentences for drunkenness are very light

and the results of a short time in prison not effective.&quot;

According to this social-service worker, intemperance

has not been a serious problem in the families coming

under the care of the association. Florida experienced

a brief financial boom which attracted the attention of

the entire nation. This boom brought hundreds of thou

sands of inadequately financed people scurrying south

in their automobiles. The roads into Florida were choked

with cheap little cars. Camp fires lighted the way along

the roads from Minnesota into the new El Dorado.

Work was plenty. Building was booming skyscrapers

and bungalows and gorgeous hotels. Real-estate hold

ings soared. Banks loaned generously for granite and

mushroom enterprises.

The boom lived the normal life of booms and was fol

lowed by the inevitable period of deflation and read

justment. In the summer of 1926 a hurricane rose out

of the sea and struck Florida, ruining crops and harvests,

toppling down buildings, wrecking hopes, and spreading

devastation in a wide swathe.

&quot;For the last year there has been a serious financial

depression and a great deal of unemployment,&quot; says the

report from the social worker in . &quot;In 97 per cent of

the cases applying to the Family Service Association from

September 1st, 1924, to October 1st, 1925, intemperance

played no part in the family distress. During the follow

ing year, intemperance as a cause of distress increased
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but .3 per cent in the families under our care. It is quite

likely that intemperance is the problem in many more of

our cases than we know. In the few cases which we
have had, women have shielded their husbands and pro
tected them from court action. The number of cases in

which intemperance has been a contributory cause to de

sertion and nonsupport has increased steadily in the past

year; however, this number is still small and represents

a email per cent of the number of intemperance prob
lems which there probably are in .&quot;

Leaving the coral reef which is Florida, traveling north,

we come into Georgia, a state far more typically South

ern both physically and psychologically than the more
southern state. The palm trees of Florida beneath which

a large leisured class rest and play fade into the picture

of three million spindles, ceaselessly swirling and whirl

ing, and attended in their dervish dancing by thousands

of young children. Over 50,000 looms weave, weave;

yardage enough to swaddle the earth and to throw a
lariat over the moon; looms weaving new destinies for

&quot;poor white folk&quot; and the Negro race, weaving new des

tinies for the Old South, weaving shrouds for its old,

dead traditions and altar cloths for its new sanctities.

Georgia is the second cotton state in America. Water

power is abundant and it drives the spindles and looms.

Forty-two per cent of the population are Negro and 15

pet cent of its population are illiterate. It was the con^

junction of cheap water power, cheap labor, and prox

imity to the raw product that induced owners of

New England mills to move south. Employers have
found in Georgia and other Southern states, at least tem

porarily, relief from contentious strikes, from high wages
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and hampering legislation; from the necessity of im

porting both the raw material up from the South and coal

from Western fields*

Georgia voted for state prohibition in 1907 and there

fore it has had twenty years in which to test the social

effects of prohibition upon the working people; to note

whether social happiness and prosperity are dependent

upon other factors than intemperance.
&quot;We have made a survey of our present open cases in

order to see how far today the question of intemperance
is a problem in our work,&quot; the secretary of the Family
Welfare Society of writes. &quot;This month we have

1,220 families under our care. In twenty-eight of these

families intemperance is an important factor in the situa

tion. That is, in about 2 per cent and a little over.

Twenty-seven of these families are white, and one is

colored. In four of the white cases we have recently

had men in the families serve a sentence on a liquor

charge. This will indicate that at present the question
of intemperance is only a small factor in our social prob
lem. Undoubtedly this is a result in part of the passage
of the amendment, but since oui; society kept no sta-tis-

tical records during the period before the prohibition law

was passed, we are unable to supply any comparative
statements.&quot;

Even with this showing for a typical Southern mill

town it would seem that prohibition enforcement has

been effective among the workers; far more so than for

the dwellers under leisurely swaying palms.

We are still in the land of cotton in South Carolina.

On the moist, sub-tropical coaat grows the sea-island cot

ton, the finest in the country. More spindles whirl here
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than in Georgia, more looms weave. From the port of

Charleston thousands of bales of cotton are shipped to

the waiting spindles of England, of France, of Italy and

Germany. South Sea Islanders, East Indians, Samoans,

Guianans, and Eskimos will wear the cottons of the

Cotton States. Kimonos and loin cloths, and trousseaus;

fairy embroideries of St. Gall for baby princes, and

coarse prints for naked coolies; bandages for the dying
and veils for the brides such the separate destinies of

the cotton from our fertile South.

Much of the cheap labor of South Carolina is supplied

by mountain families, &quot;poor whites&quot; who generations ago
retreated into the mountains rather than demean them

selves by working in competition with Negro slave labor.

Now that the word &quot;labor&quot; is no longer synonymous with

the word &quot;slave&quot; and
&quot;Negro,&quot; the poor whites have been

lured down from their remote hills. The whistles of the

factories have shattered their isolation. Exchanging the

slow yield of the ungracious mountains for the quick re

turn of the weekly pay envelope, these untutored, simple

people have crowded into the factories, letting their chil

dren of fourteen years and over by the thousands tend

the indifferent spindles. New towns have sprung up
about new mills, brand-new towns owned exclusively by
the mill company from the door sill of the spinner s shack

to theftip of the church s spire. The mill whistle is sys

tole #nd diastole of the town life.

Oyer half of the population of South Carolina is Negro,

Eighteen per cent of the population is illiterate, but this

figure is a tremendous drop from 1910, when it was over

25 per cent

South Carolina, in common with the South in general,

has not been a statistic-gathering -state; hence inquiries
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as to how prohibition was working were difficult for so

cial workers to answer in terms of absolute comparisons.

Prohibition was not precipitated upon the state by na

tional enactment, South Carolina having gone dry in

1915 after a unique experiment with a state dispensary

system. During this period South Carolina sought to

take the profit motive out of the sale of liquor by con

ducting the business itself.

case supervisor for the Bureau of Social

Welfare in-
, says that &quot;of the thirty-five children

under their care in September, 1926, alcoholism appears

as a major cause in the dependency of sixteen children;

twenty-seven of the thirty-five children are whites, and

the remaining number are Negroes. Among these chil

dren we have a legal custody of five children whose father

is a bootlegger and who is well known to be in the employ
of one of the bootleggers, who seems to be beyond the

ppwer of the law. These cases which I cite are a very

small number of cases on which to base any conclusions

and I hesitate to quote them on that account.&quot;

Very dramatic raids have been conducted in Hell Hole

Swamp and in the county generally.

&quot;There is, however,&quot; a South Carolinian social worker

states, &quot;a very strong sentiment that the people largely

responsible for the industry, as usual, escape. The gen

eral sentiment in this community is that the law is unen

forceable and, beyond a few outstanding temperance

people, there is absolutely no sentiment or feeling that

there is any disgrace attached to the violation of the

Eighteenth Amendment.&quot;

From Charleston com$s a report that the fact that be

cause the city is a seaport, a naval station, and an army
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post, enforcement of national prohibition is complicated

manyfold.

The 5,000,000 spindles of South Carolina drop to 700r
000 in Virginia. The Negro population drops to about 30

per cent of the whole. Illiteracy drops to 11 per cent.

Tobacco takes the place of cotton as first in importance
in the state. The cigar and cigarette industry led all

other industries with a product of over $60,000,000 in

1923. Poor whites &quot;hill billies&quot; as they are called and

Negroes do the work of factory, mill, and field.

In old Virginia grew the flower of American feudal

ism. An atmosphere of leisurely romance clings still to

the state and its lovely, stately homes with their white

pillars and overhanging wistaria. The Blue Ridge Moun
tains, Shenandoah Valley, early American history, and
culture are part of her fame. And the whisky bottle

on the political buffet of the Virginia gentleman, the

port in its crystal carafe, these, too, are part of Vir

ginia s tradition.

One by one Virginia renounced her traditions, feudal

ism and chivalry and slavery; renounced the life of

leisurely elegance for the staccato beat of modern factory

production; even renounced the decanter on the old Chip
pendale sideboard. Virginia went dry in 1914, a short

time before the national enactment of prohibition.

&quot;The effect of state prohibition was almost impossible
to measure because of the war conditions and high
wages/ writes a former worker in the Associated Chari
ties of . &quot;I do know that there was a very great dif

ference in the amount of work done due directly to the
removal of the saloon. This condition continued for a
number of years after the prohibition law was passed in
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Virginia. The superintendent of the Lying-in City Hos

pital told me the free wards for women were almost

empty for months afterward. She attributed this fact

entirely to prohibition. She told me that the lack of

shooting cases, accident cases, and women s diseases had
almost emptied her formerly crowded wards.

&quot;The number of cases coming to us in which drinking
was the main cause of poverty had not gone back to pre-

prohibition figures when I left the work, but they had
increased. Also we strongly suspected that many of the

men of our families were engaged in the bootlegging busi

ness. The large profits possible may have accounted for

our having fewer calls from drinking men s families. It

was impossible to get accurate information as to whether

fewer calls from the families of drinking men were due

to the profits of bootlegging or to there being less drink

ing/
7

Cotton drops almost out of the picture as we come on

up the coast north and into Maryland. The Chesapeake

3ay, a wide arm of the Atlantic, cleaves the state and

makes Baltimore a great seaport. We are still in domi-

nantly American country, more American than Boston,

more American than Providence. The Negro population

is about 17 per cent of the white population. The per

centage of illiteracy for the whole state is but 5.6 and

educational advantages for the masses are fast lifting this

burden of ignorance from the state. Part of the de

crease in illiteracy is due to the migrations of many
Negroes from Maryland, as from other Southern states,

to Northern factory centers.

Working people in the cities and towns are employed
in the garment trades, in stetl and rolling mills, in to-
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bacco factories. They labor in the oyster beds, in the

fields, in the coal mines.

Maryland did not have state prohibition before the en

actment of the national law. In contrast with the flour

ishing sentiment for prohibition in other Southern states,

sentiment for such legislation grew slowly in Maryland.

By 1884 only thirteen of her twenty-three counties were

dry. Some of these changed their minds and by 1914,

when fourteen states were under state prohibition and

vast areas under local option, Maryland remained where

she was in 1884. Baltimore particularly insisted on pre

serving the old traditions associated with liquor and hos

pitality, insisted on drinking in spite of the fact that

the most noted medical school, Johns Hopkins Univer

sity, was in her midst.

&quot;The old saloon was a cause of poverty and took much,

of the earner s money before he ever reached home,&quot; is

the opinion of
,

a social worker in Baltimore.

&quot;There were all kinds of saloons in Baltimore, those that

were the source of family discord, of disorder and crime ;

those that were cheerful meeting places for homeless

men; those that were places where the poor man in his

working clothes and the immigrant felt at home,

&quot;Since the passing of the saloon there is less apparent
disorder on the streets and a noticeable change for the

better through this entire community, A family which

had been known to a charity organization for a period

of over five years, went through one of the most startling

changes I can remember at this time.

&quot;The man had come from a long line of drinking peo

ple and had been a chronic drinker ever since his mar

riage. There were four children and they had never

known anything but the utmost poverty, The wife, a
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woman of fairly good type, had become shiftless, lazy,
and despondent. She was constantly appealing to the

Welfare Association for funds. When prohibition went
into effect the husband could not get whisky at the cor

ner saloon and did not have the money or apparently
the enterprise to get it elsewhere. He had always made
fairly good wages as a day laborer and these wages
now went into the home for furniture, food, fuel, and

clothing. Both father and mother became interested in

fixing their home attractively and for the first time in

their lives they had coal in their cellar. Every phase
of their lives was influenced by this change.&quot;

His story is matched in Baltimore, according to this

social worker, in many other homes where furniture, the

cheaper makes of autos, musicaj. instruments, radios were

bought and amusements afforded. &quot;The women like the

law, but the men do not/ she says. &quot;The Baltimore

court records show that there is a great deal of illicit

manufacture and bootlegging and considerably more

drinking than formerly among minors,&quot;

Florida, Georgia, the Carolinas, Virginia, and Mary
land are Southern coast states. Rum-running along the

coasts is a new industry. The innumerable indentures of

the seacoast, the isolation of many miles of coast from

population, the rivers feeding up into the back countries,

add to the difficulty and expense of enforcing the pro
hibition law; a difficulty which far inland states caa

scarcely understand.

An old home of &quot;moonshine&quot; whisky has been for

many, many years the Tennessee and Kentucky moun
tains. Tip in lonely cabins, defending themselves with

guns against their enemy, the revenue man, mountain

eers have been making corn whisky for generations,
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These people Americans resented being told by their

state what they should do with their own &quot;cawn.&quot; Re
sented paying a tax on their own home-still profits.

Sought to escape the expense of the revenue tax. Their

product was &quot;bootleg&quot; long before national prohibition

made that product famous, and statewide.

Today, the mountaineer resents federal interference

in his inherited &quot;right&quot;
of whisky making, just as he

resented state interference. These resisters are not city

foreigners, not late arrivals from Europe, not criminals

in the sense that the yeggman of the city is, the hold-up
man. In all other respects than moonshining he is a

solid, lanky citizen, cherishing Nordic prides, patriotic

to frenzy when the demand is made upon him. These

moonshiners are Americans with an ancestry as straight

back to early days as the Emersons of Boston.

Kentucky and Tennessee tilt downward like a wide to

boggan from the Great Smoky Mountains to the Mis

sissippi River bottoms. Its mountains and tablelands

are contiguous; both states have the same broken, un
even topography; both states are eminently American;
in neither state is the foreigner significant in influence.

Kentucky is famous for its &quot;blue-grass country/
7
for

its thoroughbred horses, for its races, for its &quot;blue-blood

Nordics,&quot; and formerly for its iBourbon whisky. The
distilleries of Kentucky looked across the Ohio River

to the breweries of Ohio. A few foreigners, Germans in

preponderance, have crossed the Ohio River into Ken
tucky, but Americans are everywhere dominant. Ameri
cans do the work of the state; they labor in the vast corn

and tobacco fields and tobacco factories; they labor in

forests and mines and in oil fields.
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In 1919, in a closely contested election, Kentucky
adopted state prohibition after forty-five years of con

tinuous agitation. Previous to this election many sec

tions of Kentucky were already under local option. Such
a section was the mountain section of the state where

the &quot;poor whites&quot; lived. From this district comes a re

port from the Pine Mountain Settlement School of Har-
lan County.

&quot;You see,&quot; writes Miss Katherine Pettit, &quot;all the moun
tain region was put under local option by legislative en

actment along about 1870, because of the lawlessness

and inability to enforce the law in a country where

people live so far from the county seat, sometimes two

days journey. The United States government imme
diately gave license to establish government stills in

this locality, which made a very bad state of affairs.

I have been working in the mountains thirty-one years,

and it is true that there is not nearly so much drinking
now as there was, though there is still moonshining in

some localities. The ones who drink are mostly the older

people and the younger ones who do not come to our

schools.

&quot;There is still a great deal of murder on account of

drunkenness. Only the other day at a weddinfea drunken

boy killed his brother and shot two otimr men, but

there is much less of this than formerly, and on the

whole things are greatly improved along this line.

&quot;A number of the mountain women from the neigh

borhood came to see me one day and they all remarked

on how much better the liquor situation is. Of course,

there are the same opportunities for making moonshine

that there always have been, but we do find that the chil

dren who have been to our schools do not drink, and of
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course do not partake in moonshining, so it seems that

our salvation lies plainly in education of the children.&quot;

Up here in the Kentucky mountains live a poor peo

ple; everybody is &quot;working people/
7

says Miss Pettit.

Saloons, dance halls, ward bosses these are unknown
words to them. Prohibition has not brought the flood

of luxuries and amusements that social workers think

it has brought in other places. The life of the Ken

tucky mountaineer is a &quot;hard life with no amusements

except what the schools offer. Prohibition has made no
difference in family prospects. Our mothers clubs are

much opposed to drinking and do not let their children

have it. There is, on the whole, less drinking in this

neighborhood because of education. Education is our

real problem and things are improving along all lines of

social well-being through education. Education is our

hope.&quot;

In Tennessee s mountains live Americans. On the

high plateaus and tablelands live Americans. On the

rich river bottoms live Americans. By rocks and rills,

in the woods and templed hills, live Americans. Not
even 1 per cent of her people are born outside of America.

The only division in the population is a division of

Americans white Americans and Negroes. American
muscles wield the axes that cut the deep forests of poplar
and oak, hemlock and chestnut and gum. American
hands feed the sawmills and pile lumber on the great flat

river boats. American hands, black and white, raise the

cotton, bale it, spin it, and weave it on looms* American

backs bend over the tobacco plants and American work-

legmen dig the coal Tennessee is as American as the

Declaration of Independence.
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Tennessee, in its reconstruction period following the

Civil War, passed a law forbidding saloons within two

miles of a school. If a group of Tennessee folk didn t

want a saloon they had only to vote for a school. More

over, this radius of two miles kept growing longer and

longer until all Tennessee except three big cities and

two small ones was swept within the ever-widening cir

cumference. Then in 1909 Americans voted Tennessee

all dry from Mt. Lookout on its eastern border to the

Mississippi River. Tennessee was the seventh state to

follow the Maine example and to follow the Puritan con

scientious objection to drinking.

&quot;We suffered as all states did which had passed state

prohibition laws, by liquor being brought into the state,

and the only improvement at that time was there was no

saloon tolerated. There was much drinking, trouble,

and misfortune. However, it would be a mistake to say

that alcohol was an important cause of poverty or social

hardship, as poverty in Tennessee has not disappeared.

Poverty is due more probably to economic conditibns.&quot;

These are the conclusions of a worker in one of Ten

nessee s large cities.

&quot;There can be no question that the demon rum was

a disturber of domestic peace and it has also been used

as a good piece of temperance propaganda.
&quot;After years of prohibition there is still little civic

pride or spirit manifested in the group coming to this

organization. One sees fewer drunks and I think that

happiness and well-being may have had an upward trend,

but poverty since prohibition has not lessened. Wages
have not been extremely high in the textile mills in this

community during this period and the general happiness

seems to me to come from the fact that the male member
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of the family comes home in better frame of mind.

There does not seem to be more money available.

&quot;In our community a mill group in spite of pro

hibition, deserting husbands and fathers are on the in

crease. There are more children removed from parents

by the Juvenile Court than at any time since the court

has been established. Most Juvenile Court cases, accord

ing to the judge, have always been and still are due to

parental ignorance and indifference, and the utter in

capability of parents for the responsibility of parent

hood.

&quot;The Police Commissioner states that the records of

the department show that crimes of every description

are on the increase, that the streets are crowded as ever

with disorderly women. Our connection with the drug
clinic proved that people who had been addicted to the

use of alcohol turned to drugs in alarming numbers.

&quot;It is the opinion of the Police Department that the

passage of the national prohibition amendment made

very little difference one way or another with crime; but

since the law is becoming less observed than imme
diately after its passage, crime has been on the increase

in .

&quot;My personal observation, and also that of those who
are dealing with youth in this community, is that drink

ing among minors is on the increase. Violators of the

amendment appear to be protected in some way; prob

ably more through the laxity of enforcement than

through graft or politics. The fines are small and mean,

nothing.

&quot;As to poverty among the people the Associated

Charities handle, I cannot say that illicit manufacturing
or bootlegging of whisky has very much to do with
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poverty. The poverty of this section is largely due to

the industrial situation and this has always been the

case. There are hundreds of children between the ages

of fourteen and sixteen working. Out of the 2,500 fami

lies handled by this office during the year I should say
that 70 per cent to 80 per cent of the mothers are wage
earners.

&quot;Race groups feel that prohibition has been beneficial

and group behavior seems to have improved.
&quot;Eastern Tennessee is the headwater of illicit whisky.

I base my statements on the fact that the mountain folk

have inherited the knowledge of making corn whisky.

They are still continuing to do it and there are innu

merable raids on such places during the year. There
are no bootleggers that we know of in the social group

coming under our attention.

&quot;The different X. M. C. A. s and the large Bible groups
feel that the Eighteenth Amendment should be enforced,
and up in the mountains in a summer camp for boys
the leader teaches the boys obedience.

&quot;The heads of two different settlements feel that their

neighborhoods have been greatly benefited, particularly

with the abolition of the saloon.&quot;

Alabama, the real Old South, is one of the states south

of the Mason and Dixon line which is experiencing the

&quot;gold rush&quot; of capital within its boundaries. Too, it is

experiencing all the consequent dilemmas involved in so

cial readjustments and revaluations.

Cotton is its oldest, and is still the leading, industry

with a million and a half spindles and over 25,000 looms.

Cotton growing, cotton spinning, cotton woven into fab

rics, into talk and dreams, into fortunes and wages. New
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York nervously awaiting the flash of the news of the

crop; tickers and wires sending messages about cotton

to the Bourses of the world. The great federal govern
ment hovering over the cotton fields like an anxious

midwife, offering advice, furnishing service, fighting blight

and boll weevil. The bread of the worker in Manchester,

England, bought with the cotton of Alabama the South.

The morning croissant of the little midinette of Paris

dependent upon the cotton of America.

But cotton is not all. Lately the mineral interests have

made of Birmingham a &quot;Pittsburgh of the South.&quot; De
posits of iron ore and many, many square miles of coal

lie beneath the ground awaiting only the drill of the

miner, the inrush of capital. And the soil itself is richest

silt. It is all-American soil washed down by the Appa
lachians. And Alabamans are all Americans, there being
less than three foreigners to a square mile.

For less favored soils than Alabama there are the

nitrate-fixation plants on the Tennessee River rapids at

Muscle Shoals. Here power is generated in great units;

here nitrate is taken from the air for fertilizing deserts.

In Alabama, two out of five people are Negroes; in

some counties 80 per cent of the population is black,

Six years ago the census showed that 6.5 per cent of

the white population was illiterate and 31.3 per cent of

the Negro population.

Alabama passed a state prohibition law in 1907 which
was &quot;violently repealed&quot; in 1911, but reinstated in 1915.

By many people it was considered a necessary means of

controlling the enormous undisciplined
4

, uneducated, ir

responsible colored population,

&quot;When I began work in Alabama in 1915 there were
no saloons in the county, owing to the local option law,&quot;
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writes a social worker connected with one of the Asso

ciated Charities in northern Alabama. &quot;Alcohol was not

an important cause of poverty or at least did not seem

so to me. It may have been that I was so much more

interested in other conditions that I did not notice such

cases of intemperance as there were. I found drunken

ness in only a few families. What I did see was the

lack of compulsory education and lack of provision for

children needing special care.

&quot;Then came the period of the war when this section

of Alabama was crowded with people from all sections

of the United States on account of the work being done

here by the government the building of the two nitrate

plants, and later the Wilson Dam at Muscle Shoals.

Wages were high and drinking was common among the

workmen, although it did not seem to affect our clients

directly. We were not so much bothered with drinking

as a problem, but we were swamped with cases of de

sertion, immorality, and illegitimacy.

&quot;We had a host of unstable families and individuals

who came as camp followers/ With the completion

of these government projects our population has grad

ually become more normal and we have less of the type
mentioned above.

&quot;The last year we have been troubled with an entirely

different phase of the prohibition problem. We have a

number of widows arrested for bootlegging. We have

also had a number of families to care for in which the

father was in jail for bootlegging. Secondhand Fords

are the bootlegger s chief deputies. It does not seem to

be the clients of the Charities that do the drinking; it

is rather the man higher tip/

&quot;There is discrimination in the enforcement of the law.
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The men who buy liquor who have friends and influence

and money are either not arrested or are allowed to go
with fines. The poor man who makes the stuff must pay
the full penalty. There have been a great many par
dons for violation of the liquor law.

&quot;I noticed a few days ago an item in the daily paper
of an adjoining county, stating that there were more

prisoners in the jail than there had ever been before in

its history. Most of the men had been arrested for mak
ing whisky and were from remote sections of the county.

Nearly all were poor men. I know of one or two in

stances in which men have made money bootlegging and

are in comfortable circumstances. One such was ar

rested a few weeks ago but escaped by a technicality, al

though his still was the largest one ever found in this

vicinity.

&quot;People openly resent the discrimination in the en

forcement of the law, I talked with one county sheriff,

an upright, intelligent man, regarding this matter of dis

crimination in law enforcement. He stated, Why
the people would not stand for the arrest of men of stand

ing in the community for violation of the liquor laws.

&quot;A probate judge recently told me that he would stand

no chance for reelection, as he had made too many ene

mies by the stand he had taken on the enforcement of

the prohibition law. He stated that men did not talk

this openly, but that he knew it was true.

&quot;We seem to be making hypocrites out of people, and
yet with all we may say against prohibition I believe

society is better than when we did not have the law/ 7

Shedding light on the situation, in the South comes a
letter from a college-bred colored woman, giving the at-
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titude of the intelligent Negro toward the question of

prohibition and its enforcement.

&quot;The effect of state prohibition was certainly bene

ficial among both white and colored people. Before that,

just in our own neighborhood there had been so much

disturbance from drunkards of both races that high fences

with gates surrounded the yards of certain residents to

keep out unwelcome night loafers. This particular cor

ner seemed to be a favorite lounging place for those who

had been drinking, and also a convenient place to throw

their empty bottles.

&quot;Colored people,&quot; she says, &quot;dared not sit in a lighted

room with their shades up, for fear of falling easy prey

to those who carried hip guns as well as hip flasks and

who shot for fun.

&quot;Ours is a factory town with quite a large population

of working people who hold Nordic traditions of race

supremacy. Saturday night it was not wise nor safe for

colored people to go to town.

&quot;With the coming of state prohibition, fences were torn

down and the town became as safe for the colored popu
lation as a Southern town ever is safe for a Negro, and

poverty was somewhat decreased. Now one seldom sees

a drunken person of either race on the street.

&quot;With the enactment of the Eighteenth Amendment

came a change. With its jealousy of state rights, white

Alabama found it to be an evidence of personal as well

as state independence to show it could still drink. Boot

legging, which already had some adherents, became a

really profitable and flourishing business. Colored peo

ple find it easier to get than in the days between state

prohibition and national prohibition. Then, too, there

are some who profit by bootlegging.&quot;
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She sums up the situation, especially as it relates to

her own race: &quot;Without doubt prohibition has been of

untold benefit to this community and we are fervently

thankful for it. There are hundreds who are sustained

and strengthened by not having the temptation of the

open saloon and the easy access through grocery store,

caf6, and drug store.&quot;

Not one report from the South gives over-indulgence
in liquor as the chief source of poverty or even of ham
pered and limited existence. Among these wage earners^
these factory hands and field workers, among the dis

tressed who turn to the Charities for the solution of their

difficulties, among the sick who turn to public nurses

and welfare agencies among all these people liquor does

not appear, except in a few cases, to be the primary cause

of distress.

In the first place, the South has been dry over a longer

period than any other large section of the country. Where
state prohibition did not obtain, local option .covered

great sections of the state. It is the opinion of social

workers generally that the prohibition laws were fairly

thoroughly enforced for the Negroes, if not so conscien

tiously interpreted for the whites. This situation does

not rise in the innate wickedness of man, to be scourged
out of him by punishment. It rises rather in an eco

nomic necessity or out of a psychological attitude, or

both.

The need of keeping a large, illiterate, childlike race

sober, that the necessary work of the world be done,
became apparent in early days throughout the cotton

country, Moreover the white race, with its traditions of

race superiority, felt itself the guardian of the &quot;Inferior&quot;
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race, its habits and morals. A &quot;white man can carry his

liquor&quot;
was sanctified tradition. A Southern gentleman

had a decanter of sherry on his sideboard, but the cotton

picker had neither the sherry nor the sideboard.

As Northern capital began to flow into the South, as

factories and workshops began to appear, as mills moved

down from New England, as mines opened, it became

even more apparent that labor, for the most part illit

erate, undisciplined to factory life, unaccustomed to ma
chines labor must be kept sober. It must be kept safe.

For liquor had a way of releasing the pent-up passions

and hatreds of a race so recently a slave race, still held

in a position of racial inferiority.

The South knew how to interpret its own laws, inter

pret them as laws always are interpreted, according to

the established customs and traditions of the community.
Prohibition was like the franchise everybody had it in

theory, but in practice it was found expedient to put class

limitations upon it. There was nothing evil or even

disobedient in the attitude of the South. Interpretation

of their laws followed the mores of the people and found

their sanctions in something far deeper than moral com

pulsions and reasoned &quot;justice.&quot;

Then came federal prohibition. Federal officers what

do they know of the problem of the South, of Southern

traditions, of daily contacts with an &quot;inferior race&quot;?

There was jealousy of state rights. Political jealousies.

A Republican government with its immense patronage

was telling the Democratic South how to run prohibition

enforcement. And so there was friction.

But far more pressing than the problem of enforcing

prohibition are other problems confronting the social

workers. Poverty is a problem not the poverty of
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drunkenness at all, but the poverty that results from

ignorance, from an inadequate mental equipment with

which to meet new situations, from extraneous factors

such as overproduction of cotton, the disuse of cotton as

a result of the substitution of silk and rayon products,
the hurricane that rose out of the sea, ruining harvests

and crops, illnesses and sicknesses that beset the illit

erate, ignorant worker and his family; and most of all

the poverty that arises not in a. temporary condition

but has its origin in inadequate wages.
Education is the problem that bulks largest in the

South today education to fit the exploited &quot;poor white&quot;,

to deserve and demand better wages, a fuller life; educa

tion to fit the colored man for recognition. Teachers,
social workers, nurses, without exception, of both races,

say education is their problem.
The race problem presents itself, runs through the

story of enforcement. Why enforce prohibition when
the other amendment the franchise for all citizens is

nonenforced? asks the black man. A race problem, dark
and sinister, and the darkness and danger of an illit

erate proletariat in its ignorance breaking down the high
standard of American life that makes living in America
the dream of every hungry foreigner. The answers &amp;lt;to

the prohibition survey from the South were not full.

Social workers returned them, saying, for the most part;
&quot;These are not our problems. Education is.&quot;



CHAPTER XI

COTTON, CORN, AND CATTLE

ON both sides of the Mississippi lies the cotton coun

try the old cotton country of Mississippi the new cot

ton country of Oklahoma. It is characteristically agri

cultural, and cities and towns occur infrequently and

irresponsibly, and even when they are discoverable there

is apt to be no organized social service. The old country
is more or less a one-crop region and does not tend to

large cities or the presence of social workers; its prob
lems are the problems of the country and largely of the

Black Belt. It has been the immemorial custom of the

white race to see to it that the black race did not drink.

The report of Mrs* Freeman Brougher of the Community
Welfare Association of Jackson, Mississippi, is probably

typical.

&quot;We have no settlement houses in Jackson, noth

ing resembling one, and the questionnaire is so long and

tedious, I can answer for our town in a few words. Mis

sissippi has had a local-option law since 1886 and Jack

son has had no saloons for over thirty years; therefore,

the question of drunkenness has never entered into our

social problems to any degree- I have one case only at

this time where the man is a confirmed alcoholic and

drinks e^ctractS) Alcorub and other stuff.&quot;

Oklahoma is a different case. It does many things be

sides grow cotton and cane. It drills oil and plants

115
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wheat; it entertains Indians unawares and rather spe

cializes in bustling young cities. It came into its state

hood only in 1907 and it came in dry. Thi was

theoretically for the protection of the Indians whose do

main it had been and who still lived there in large num
bers. The government s policy everywhere, as distinct

from the policy of the traders, had been to keep alcohol

and Indians apart. It was the policy of the Hudson s

Bay Company in Oregon, and it is practically the same

policy and pursued for the same reason that made Mis

sissippi and other parts of the South dry the dominant

whites feared the effect of liquor on the subject race and

were willing to break the law themselves, if they must, in

order to be safe. But the white population of Oklahoma

is a far more diverse group than the whites of Missis

sippi they are a new people homesteaders, exploiters,

and the traders that serve them; and if prohibition had

not been written into the Oklahoma constitution as a con

dition of statehood, there is every indication that, In

dians and Negroes notwithstanding, the state would have

been wet. How does the amendment affect it?

Tulsa is its largest city very young and very rich.

It has established, however, a Family Welfare Society.

Miss Grace E. Cone, the general secretary, says: &quot;We

do not see very many drunken persons on the streets of

our city. There seems to be a considerable amount of in

temperance among the Indians, We do not have many
families come to us where drunkenness is the cause of

their dependency. During the year and a half in which

our society has been in existence we have had quite a

number of families reported to us where drink has inter

fered with their happiness and general prosperity. In

most of these cases the man is middle aged or past, and
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began to drink in his early youth. Our case count from,

April 1, 1925, to December 31, 1925, shows that intem

perance was the problem in ten families.&quot;

Oklahoma City, not quite so large but a little older,

has also a family service organization the United Prov

ident Association.

Miss Grace A. Browning, Supervisor, District No. 1,

says: &quot;Of course, some of our workers recall that when
Oklahoma City was under Oklahoma territorial govern

ment, there were many open saloons here and they
formed a center for much of the lawlessness and dis

order which were prevalent. It would be difficult to de

cide, however, how much of this disorder might be

attributed to the existence of the open saloon and how
much was a natural part of life in a boom town/

&quot;We do not find that the manufacture and consump
tion of liquor have been the determining factors in the

cause of poverty among our families, although it is in

many instances a contributory cause. At the present

time we are reasonably certain that several of our fami

lies are engaged in the illicit manufacture and sale of

liquor, and occasionally a man is prosecuted and the

care of his family falls on us while he serves a term.

We also have several families where it is reported to us

that the man spends most of his income for liquor, but

it is hard to determine whether he would adequately

support his family even if he were not permitted to

drink.&quot;

For whatever reason they started it and for whatever

reason they keep it up whether it works unjustly as

between classes and races or whether it is a fair and

democratic regulation, honestly applied on the whole,

as the social workers of these two states see it, there
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is a reasonable enforcement of the law; in neither case

is alcohol a grave social problem.

There can be no better proof that the success or fail

ure of prohibition laws depends on the people they are

tried on, and the circumstances under which the trial is

made, than the history of events in Kansas. Ever since

the beginning of this study people have been asking,

&quot;How are things in Kansas? 77 Some have told me that

the Eighteenth Amendment has absolutely destroyed

what prohibition the state had achieved previously, that

everybody drinks there as a matter of course, and that

the demoralization of the young is appalling. Others

point with pride to the much-heralded generation which

has grown up in Kansas &quot;without ever seeing a saloon.&quot;

The truth of that statement would seem to depend on

what part of Kansas they grew up in.

The state went dry in 1880 and bone dry in 1915, and
in the country districts, which are most of Kansas, this

was a complete and effective performance. In those

parts of the state given over to cities the drought was not

by any means so complete. The saloons ran in such

cities as Wichita, paid the fines the authorities imposed

upon them and ran on. While it is true that the Kansas

generation that never saw a saloon must have remained

uninterruptedly upon the paternal acres, it is also true

that the group which insists that, since the amendment,
the state has indulged in a drunken orgy, has simply no
basis of comparison.

Wichita is as typical a city as Kansas has. A cattle

town in the early days, it became a grain town and a

distributing market and a railroad center* It has ac-

eumulated some 100,000 inhabitants and has effectively
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organized its social work. Mr. M. W. Woods, executive

secretary of the Wichita League for Social Work, writes:

&quot;I cannot answer the questionnaire in the divisions and

subdivisions as presented. I have lived in Kansas for

twenty-seven years, my children have grown to woman
hood, graduated from college, and have never seen a

saloon. Kansas has always been constitutionally dry,

and has always been practically dry in the larger part
of its community life. Here and there were isolated

communities where real saloons existed and where regu
lar bars were established, but they were always in. de

fiance of law and existed over the protest of the large

majority of Kansas citizens. Wichita was such a place
when I first came to it; it had its commercialized vice

and its open saloons. It was the last stand of the old

frontier cowboy days. But one day Wichita woke up,

wiped the entire thing off the map, and in six months

time every corner that had been occupied by a saloon

was occupied by a respectable business.

&quot;There were a few other wet places, almost exclusively

confined to the mining districts of southeastern Kansas.

These in turn gave way, long before the Volstead Act,

to a respect for Kansas prohibition. During the past

twenty-five years it was only a very, very isolated com

munity where the open saloon was tolerated. Kansas,
as Kansas, has always respected and enforced, as best it

could, its prohibitory law. Of course, there were viola

tions in every community and liquor was sold in every

community, just as men in every community continued

to steal and to violate other laws, and I presume will con

tinue to do so as long as men are human, law or no

law.

&quot;The saloon and commercialized vice in Wichita were
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independently the product of the last stand in frontier

life; both disappeared as Wichita emerged from the som
brero to the tuxedo. I want to register this as my own

personal conviction, that the open saloon in the early

days of Kansas was not an institution by the people and

for the people, but an absolutely separate thing, pro
moted and maintained by a very small and unrepresen
tative class of people. At no time did it voice the spirit

or desires of Kansas. It had but little, if any, influence

in tibe economic welfare of the communities or in neigh

borly or civic affairs.

&quot;There has been little or no change whatever, so far

as we can see, either in the matter of general happiness
or the amount of poverty, or in the general well-being

of community life. The drinking of liquor in Kansas

during the past years has never been a serious economic

question. If liquor has been sold, and I think there is

no question as to the fact, yet wages have increased dui&amp;gt;

ing the past few years and given people many more
comforts and larger incomes, but if any of these crea

ture comforts has been purchased because less has been

spent on drink, I am very free to state that I do not

know of a single instance where such has been true*

&quot;In the seventeen years that I have been the executive

secretary of a family welfare agency I have never been

able to find a great deal of relationship between the use

of alcohol and poverty. Those cases having alcohol as

the exclusive cause of distress are so few as to be al

most a vanishing point. It is true that we have a

small number of cases in which the occasional use of al

cohol as a beverage appears, but it is only one of the

contributing causes, and not often the main cause. In

the 350 cases of the past month I can think of only one
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case in which the use of alcoholic drink presents any
problem.

&quot;I am very much amused at your question as to what

took the place of the saloon. First of all, we never had

any saloons, except a few here and there, but I travel

quite frequently, and in those states where they have

saloons there is one thing that I miss very, very much,
and that is the Kansas drug store with its soda fountain,

thoroughly equipped and most efficiently managed.
Somehow or other you do not find in those states where

they have saloons the same kind of institution as we
have in Kansas in our drug-store soda fountains. At

tempts were made to make near-beer gardens supply a
common meeting ground. These have been failures. The
soda fountain has triumphed, and I believe is used in

Kansas as in no other state in the Union. The saloon

never had a place in Kansas and I am safe in saying

today that 90 per cent of the boys and girls, natives of

Kansas, who are in our schools and high schools today
have never seen a saloon, so your question is immaterial

and irrelevant.

&quot;There is another question that amuses me somewhat;
it is: If the family of the bootlegger is increasingly

prosperous, what of the rest of the neighbors? I am
willing to stake a new hat that you will not find a pros

perous bootlegger in Kansas today. He may flourish for

a time, but the law finally gets him and always breaks

him. He seldom goes to jail, but all his profits are swept

away keeping him out of the penitentiary. I cannot help

but smile when I think of the bootlegger as increasingly

prosperous. About the only burden that the use of alco

holic liquors brings to this office is the caring for the

bootlegger s family while he lies in jail serving his sen-
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tence, not having made sufficient profit to pay his fine.

We usually have two or three families such as this under

our care at all times. The Lord pity the poor bootlegger;

certainly the courts do not I

&quot;I presume there are many stills in Wichita and that

there are many stills all over the state of Kansas, an&amp;lt;J

that there are many bootleggers plying their trade, and

that there is considerable so-called liquor consumed, but

when you take into consideration all the factors, the

marvel to me is that our prohibitory laws are as success

ful as they are; but I am convinced of this, that Kansas

enforces the prohibitory law just as successfully as it

enforces its law against grand larceny, murder, arson,

and other crimes against person and property.

&quot;Probably this statement will answer every question

you have asked: we have never had saloons except in

certain quarters, so we have had to deal only with the

bootlegger. We have watched him flourish as the green

bay tree and we are now watching him pass out* He has

never been an organized force; only a fleeting force.

The Volstead Act did not disturb social conscience and
traditions in Kansas as it did elsewhere, so that the

basis of comparison is not here.&quot;

The situation in Topeka, as Miss Mary Neiswanger of

the Provident Association sees it, is not so very different

from Mr. Woods* picture of Wichita.

&quot;As Kansas has been a prohibition state since 1880,

there was no before the war-time prohibition. From
1018 to 1921 there was a continuance of that happiness
and well-being that had prevailed for the years since

1880 in Kansas. Wages were high, employment rather

steady, and less money spent on drink. There is no
doubt in the minds of any that there is bootlegging
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and illicit manufacture in some localities of every city,

This belief is based upon the arrests made. In 1925

in Topeka there were 786 liquor violations, 561 of these

being drunks. In the first six months of 1926 there have

been 228 liquor cases; 150 of these were drunks. Kansas

has been considered as 90 per cent enforcement. There

have been only a few financially successful bootleggers

in Topeka in the past year, due to the high court cost,

fines, etc., put into more strenuous effect the past year.

The violators in the city are not politically protected;

there is no political graft in the disregard of the amend
ment.&quot;

Wichita and Topeka are large; Emporia is small and

by that fact more typical of the state. Mrs. G. EL Ran

dolph of the Welfare Association says: &quot;These questions

pertaining to liquor have no meaning in Kansas. It has

been forty years since we had any experience with liquor

sold in saloons or joints or speak-easies. We are so far

removed from the saloon that no native Kansan now

living has a memory of its evils, except a child s memory
that does not seem real.

&quot;Prohibition has been a force in Kansas so long that

the Eighteenth Amendment made very little difference to

most of us. There are people in Emporia with grown
children who never saw a drunken man. This did not

come about all at once. When Kansas first had prohibi

tion, eminent and respectable citizens did just as they

are doing now where it is being initiated. While not al

ways convicted, there was a loss of prestige they could

not afford and the violator of the prohibitory law came

to be classed with other lawbreakers. We have no fami

lies under our charge because of the father s drinking.

We have several families to help because the father
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tried to get rich quick bucking the law by selling liquor.

Their children are learning that this doesn t pay, just as

more influential men and their children learned they
could not sell liquor in a bar back in a drug store.&quot;

That public opinion in Kansas has been so solidly

back of the law which the state kept on the statute books

for thirty-eight years before the federal amendment was

passed is unquestionably due to that group of able edi

tors who control the newspapers of the state. William

Allen White of the Emporia Gazette, to whom I wrote

for information, replies: &quot;One of the major troubles with

prohibition is that people have such short memories;

they forget the saloon. The young people particularly

have no ugly memories of the thing, and would wel

come it back in the spirit of adventure with which youth

always regrets the passing of the dragon. The people
who were devoured by the dragon have no such illusions.

The Pontius Pilate cry, What is truth? is the only lan

guage in which to reply to the prohibition tangle. Out
here the truth is one thing. Doubtless the truth is some

thing quite different elsewhere.&quot;

While Wichita, Topeka, and Emporia exemplify, so

far as cities may, the feelings of rural Kansas on prohibi

tion, Omaha is very far from expressing the feelings of

Nebraska, That long even slant of land from the Mis
souri river bottoms up to the mountains, where 100,000

American-born fanners are raising wheat, corn, and cat

tle, went dry in 1914. Omaha is blatantly and per

sistently wet. But then it is to be remembered that

Omaha has not only a large foreign-born population,

used to drinking alcohol for generations, but also that

it is distinctly a service city a sort of comnussary d#~

partment for tibe state* It packs and cans the cattle and
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hogs; it sells the corn and the wheat. More than most
cities in the Great Valley it lives for its job.

Miss Helen Gauss of the Omaha Social Settlement,

says: &quot;Omaha has little to contribute to this study. The
state went dry in 1914, but bootlegging had already long
been practised. In pre-prohibition days, after hours

and Sunday selling in many saloons (contrary to law)
amounted to more than that of the entire rest of the

week.&quot;

Of the total arrests on the south side of the city, the

percentage for drunkenness is a continually rising one,
from less than 25 per cent in 1916 to nearly 33 per cent

in 1925, with only a slight drop in 1918 and 1919 when
the amendment first went into effect. The Settlement is

in the packing-house district, composed of twenty-five
different nationalities; many of the foreign-born have
never accepted prohibition and home brew is a matter of

course. And yet, the high-school principal eays that

drinking is not observable among the students; while the

Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court says that, though
there is probably some improvement, the young people
are drinking, with automobiles an added evil. The Asso
ciated Charities states: &quot;Unemployment and non-en
forcement are together increasing the case-load. The
fact that so many prosper through bootlegging is at

tracting small wage-earners to the business. Drinking
is common among the younger generation.&quot;

Business opinion in Omaha is divided. &quot;Bankers rec

ognize increased prosperity; ascribe it partly to general

higher level of wages, to general prosperity, to war and

post-war influences, and partly to prohibition. Packing
plants see improvement in their labor, smaller turnover,
and steadier labor. No women with babies in arms come
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in on pay days to rescue the pay check. Drinking con

tinues, but without the evils of meeting and treating
7

in saloons. The working classes have gained where

others haven t.&quot;

And then comes the same sinister statement that has

met me in every large center except in the cities of the

American Belt: &quot;The foreign-born are encouraged in the

manufacture of bootleg by the patronage of the Ameri

can-born. And sentiment is against the injustice of en

forcing the law upon the poor and not upon the rich.&quot;

Miss Gauss sums up tie situation: &quot;My strong feel

ing on the subject, however, is that with things here in

Omaha no worse than they are now, that in itself is an

argument for prohibition.&quot;
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Des Moines in dry Iowa is on the Des Moines River,

a tributary of the Great Mother river. Miss Flora Dun-

lap, who lived in the Roadside Settlement, a section

known as &quot;the Bottoms,&quot; writes of the old days of the

saloon and the present:

&quot;The Bottoms in 1905 was a district of small houses,

each set in its own dooryard, more like a village or min

ing camp than a city tenement section. The people about

us were nearly all from northern Europe, or native-born

Americans, with a sprinkling of Negroes, and more recent

Lithuanian immigrants. It was on the whole a dismal

and impoverished community. Drunken men were the

commonest sight in the street, as were disconsolate, hag

gard-looking women and dirty, ragged, undernourished

children.

&quot;Iowa had, as far back as 1905 and earlier, many
restrictions on the operation of saloons. Drinks must

be taken standing. It seemed to me a sad way to take

drinks, and as I passed saloon doors, in the late after

noons, and saw below the half screen the line of feet, my
own ached in sympathy for men condemned to such tiring

festivity.

&quot;Our section of the town was served by one trolley

line, and two noisy, dingy old cars made half-hour trips

between the downtown section and the Bottoms. No
woman who knew the Bottoms, nor any sober man, took

the car that left the downtown station as the saloons

were closing. They waited for half an hour because that

car, especially on Saturday nights, was filled with a

drunken crew, sick, cursing, refusing to pay their fares,

threatening the conductor.

&quot;As the Roadside corner was a popular one for un

loading on Saturday nights, we always locked the front
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door and surveyed from a window the arrival of the

drunk car/

&quot;Sunday morning was a gray morning in the neighbor
hood. Perhaps the northern and native born take liquor

more sadly than the southern Europeans.
&quot;Roadjside provided the first public baths in Des

Mbines. We occasionally found drunken men fully

dressed in a bathtub. We always expected, and some
times hoped, to find a really drowned one. But they
were always heard and dragged out. The police patrol

was a frequent caller for neighborhood husbands. For

tunately, or unfortunately, the complaining wives nearly

always forgave them.

&quot;In June, 1916, there was a state referendum on full

suffrage for women. I went to the polls early to vote

on a bond issue. Although Iowa was at that time legally

dry, most of the election board seemed slightly tipsy.

One member was so drunk he fell headlong, and as I

passed out of the booth he uttered denunciations of

women who wished to move out of their divinely ap

pointed spere/ After 1920 I served in the same precinct

in every election for three years and there was never in

that time any man who was in the slightest degree under
the influence of liquor, so quickly did the old order pass.

Its passing may be credited to woman suffrage, or to

prohibition, or to both. Prohibition came into effect in

Iowa by state legislative enactment in 1916. Liquor was
still accessible and, even, after the saloons closed, men
were able to secure it.

&quot;With the passing of the saloon in the Bottoms, fami

lies that had no furniture began to collect a few pieces;

bedsteads and mattresses were seen where there had
been but heaps of rags in comers. Children who had
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stayed away from school because they lacked suitable

clothing became more regular in attendance. More shoes

were seen that appeared to have been bought for the

feet that wore them. Women appeared in new dresses.

Men who had never been seen publicly with their wives

and children escorted them occasionally to Roadside

parties.

&quot;Since 1918 there have been periods when our neigh
borhood seemed very dry and when it seemed very wet.

My successor at Roadside told me that this year was a

period of unusual activity in both drinking and selling

liquor, and that in the past two years there have been

alternating periods of comparative wetness and com

parative dryness.

&quot;In August of this year I sat in a Mend s house and

asked her opinion of the liquor situation. She had lived

in the Bottoms almost as long as I had. She said,

Every house in the next block, on this side of the street,

is making or selling liquor. I asked her how she knew
this and she said chiefly by the number of expensive

automobiles which stop in front of the houses and the

well-dressed men who go in and out. I asked if she

thought the situation as bad as before prohibition, and

she said, Yes/ and then she hesitated and added: Well,

I m not sure. There are not so many drunken men on

the streets and there are no children carrying pails home.

They all said that most of the licjuor is bought by out

siders,

&quot;I asked a group of half a dozen women, members of

a settlement club, what they thought of the liquor situa

tion in the Bottoms. They agreed it was terrible and

one added, There are some women drinking, too, axid

some Belling/ I asked them if it seemed as bad as in the
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saloon days, and they agreed th^t the present situation is

not comparable with that period.

&quot;We talked about unemployment, which is very gen
eral in Des Moines now. Was that caused by prohibi

tion? They thought drink had very little to do with un

employment. The agricultural depression of the whole

state reacts everywhere in Iowa. I asked them if women
were not better off since prohibition. One answer was

enlightening: Women aren t so helpless now as they
used to be. Girls can do more kinds of work, and even

middle-aged women can find jobs where the work is not

so hard and where they make good money. The thought

was that women, now, would not tolerate the old order

of poverty and abuse.

&quot;Summing up our conversation, the impression seemed

to be general that most of the drinking in Des Moines

is in the well-to-do sections of the city. Drinking among
the young men and women in our neighborhood is not

general. The well-to-do can keep both a flask and a car;

in our neighborhood we must choose, and generally we
choose a Ford.

&quot;Early one Sunday morning last summer I drove the

length of Street. In more than half the dooryards

there was a man or a group of men, sometimes a woman
or two, almost always a child or several children, all

interested in an automobile. Most of the houses are

painted now and well kept and the children and grown

ups who come out of them look well fed and comfortably

dressed, I recalled the appearance of those same houses

twenty years ago and I felt that, after all, using a high

proportion of the family budget for a car is infinitely

better than using the same proportion for strong drink.
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Standards of living have so changed that it is difficult to

compare the Bottoms of twenty years ago and of today.

&quot;Yes, there are illegal drinking and selling in the Bot

toms as there are in so many communities, especially on

rivers. But drunkenness in the Bottoms twenty years

ago and drunkenness there today are as smallpox was

before and since men learned vaccination.&quot;

And so on up the river to the Nordic races, where sen

timent is for enforcement in spite of old habits, and rural

districts are increasingly dry, we come to La Crosse,

Wisconsin. Here is a story of earnest effort at enforce

ment, yet even here is bootlegging a little, and even here

youth revolts at control.

&quot;Poverty in La Crosse is dependent more upon the in

dustrial situation than upon the use of alcohol/ says
Mrs. S. B. Bruce, general secretary of the Social Service

Society. &quot;I know that moonshine is being made in

many families and I believe its effect on the children

is the teaching of lawbreaking in the homes. Our boys
and girls drink, the liquor being provided from bottles

carried by the boys in their hip pockets. I do not

suppose there is a public dance held in La Crosse iu

which liquor is not dispensed in this way. It is also

carried by the men in automobiles going to and from

parties and taking joy rides.&quot;

On up the river, and inland a few miles. Chippewa
Falls is a lumber town on the Chippewa River, famous

for its logging operations and the location of a large

Weyerhauser Mill. In the spring, when the lumberjacks

came off the &quot;drive,&quot; the saloons attracted them and

there was the amount of drunkenness incident to lumber

towns in those days.
&quot;For the first five years of the work of our association
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until 1918, we found drunkenness heading the list of the

immediate causes of dependency/
7

writes Mrs. I. D.

Wiltrout, general secretary of the Associated Charities.

The effect upon our children was shown mentally and

physically. Frequently an effort was made to enforce

the black list which forbade the selling of liquor to known
drunkards.

&quot;After the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment one

of our clients stopped drinking voluntarily, saying if his

government was going to go so far to help him, he d

never drink another drop. He went insane, but recovered

in an asylum. His family no longer live in poverty; they

are happy and an asset to the community.

&quot;Mothers frequently told us of their joy because their

husbands no longer drank. One woman said, Christmas

was the happiest day Fve had for seventeen years, as my
husband! was sober for the first Christmas in that time/

I believe the increased prosperity among the people with

whom I come in contact is due not to high wages and

steady employment, but to less money spent on drink.

&quot;The gasoline filling stations have taken the locations

of the old saloons, and movies have become the recrea

tion centers for the whole family.

&quot;Yes, there is bootlegging and illicit manufacture in

our town, but it does not materially affect our clients.

Those who drink moonshine usually make it, and when

arrested have the money to pay their fines. The worst

ravages are on the young people and in. dance halls- The
lack of enforcement certainly has a marked influence

upon the regard children have for obedience. There has

been an increase in juvenile delinquency. However, pro
hibition has contributed largely to social work along

many lines in Chippewa Falls.&quot;
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Halfway across Wisconsin, between wet, urbane Mil
waukee and dry, rural Iowa is the university town of

Madison. According to the 1920 census, the University
of Wisconsin matriculated 10,155 students in that year.

College life and college students give the town its char

acter. But there is another section of Madison besides

the campus where a group of young people immigrants
are learning lessons in Americanism. This new com

munity is composed chiefly of Italians and Jews, with a

smaller number of Negroes. They bring to Wisconsin, to

Madison, new race strains, another culture into this

older community of Northern peoples.

&quot;The total Italian population in 1916 was 1,100, of

which 35 per cent were under ten years of age, 50 per cent

were between the ages of twenty and thirty-nine, and but

5 per cent were forty years or older. A large number of

men were single, or their wives were yet in Italy. There

were practically no single women,&quot; writes a social worker.

During the period between 1918 and 1921, &quot;there was
a change for the better, but probably this condition can

be almost entirely accounted for iix general civic growth
and improvement, and by the price cycle resulting in

steady employment and good wages.&quot;

As the Italians and Jews had always had wine, even

when transplanted into this northern distinctly American

community and under an American law, they &quot;continued

to use wine and beer as before. Pool rooms, soft-drink

parlors, hot-dog stands, in which there is much boot

legging have multiplied,

&quot;There has been a general improvement in the stand

ard of living among the Sicilians in this neighborhood,
and poverty is practically exclusively a resultant of other

factors than the use of alcohol There is much bootleg-
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ging from this section; there are raids and arrests and
convictions. National customs and prejudices, however,
remain strong in this group. Our neighbors look upon
violations as a natural result of attempting prohibition;

they are opposed to the law and favor its abolition or

the substitution of light wines and beer. Among the

women coming to us there is opposition to bootlegging,

but they are doubtful of the prohibition law. The men
and boys, on the contrary, have little or no objection to

bootlegging and are opposed to the law. There seems
to be a growing disregard for the law and an increased

laxity in enforcement. The police and the court both
state that there is no political protection.&quot; The report
concludes that as far as the neighborhood is concerned

no significant change has occurred since the prohibition
enactment.



CHAPTER XIII

SEVEN AGES OF CHICAGO

RETUKNING to Chicago is always an adventure for

me. It is always a new place not because it changes

rapidly, but because it looks so different against different

backgrounds. In August I saw it against the back

ground of New York a wide-spreading sprawl, but with

an amazingly close congestion in the district of the Loop,

a circle of elevated railroads from which long, slender

lines branch off like, the tentacles of a jellyfish, feeling

about for new subdivisions and improvements.

To the north the Loop almost touches the Chicago

River, which, west of the Loop, branches like a Y, divid

ing the city into three parts, and no common interest,

no bridge spans, no bored tunnels have ever been

strong enough to hold them together so that the cracks

do not show. There is the North Side with its smart line

of suburbs strung along the Lake shore. There is the

South Side, not so smart, its Lake shore given over to the

railroad, its stockyards balancing its parks and play

grounds and university and reaching along down through
market garden and still unclaimed swamp to the Indiana

line. And there is the West Side, not smart at all, shut in

between the arms of the river and still blurring off re^

motely into the original prairie poorer, larger, grayer

than the North and South sides. The pleasant, simple

diversion of early Chicagoans on a Sunday afternoon, to

141
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go out and look at the Lake, is denied the dwellers on the

West Side. But if a West Sider is dissatisfied with his

neighborhood, he can always try one further west; there

is no limit to the possibility of this drift to westward

except, perhaps, the Pacific Ocean. Manhattan, held

tight between the East River and the Hudson and the

Harlem, and with nowhere to go but up, has no idea of

the problems of a place like Chicago, without natural

geographical limits, or defendable boundary at which
an outgoing or incoming liquor truck can be caught.
In August, Chicago was gasping in one of those winds

that hurry up from Kansas, faster and faster, for days on

days, and drive out the city smell with the scent of ripen

ing fields. Neither the clothes of convention nor the

laws of control can stand against a wind like that.

Chicago was in its shirt sleeves and seemed freer, more

careless, and much more lawless than the cities I had

just come from. I returned to it again in October,

making my slow way up the Great Valley from easy

going New Orleans, through gentle-voiced Memphis and

soft-spoken Nashville and tentative St. Louis, and found
it against this different background to be intense, definite,

and bent on doing something about something right

away.
A cold rain was driving horizontally through its streets

as I stood before the group of social workers assembled
at Hull House to discuss the prohibition situation. They
gave the impression of such a vast amount still to be
done. Their Chicago was struggling with the problems
of a great cosmopolitan family; she was more like the

old woman who lived in a shoe than that gay young thing
with the high-held chest and &quot;I will&quot; blazoned upon it.

The intricacy of Chicago s problem depends on her
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big cosmopolitan family. In 1920 nearly 7 per cent of

the foreign born in the United States were in the city

of Chicago. There were over three-quarters of a

million of them. The largest eight groups range from

138,000 Poles down through Germans, Russians, Italians,

Irish, Austrians, English to the 26,000 Hungarians, and

on through a horde of other races in lesser numbers.

These people come, all of them, from countries where al

cohol is taken for granted and at least a half million

of them from races that were known as heavy drinkers.

There are also 112,000 colored people, many of them

newly arrived from the South and presenting separate

race habits. So about half of Chicago s population does

not come within the group which put the Eighteenth

Amendment over.

Industrially, what is Chicago s problem? What in

ducements has she offered to this vast army of the

foreign born? Where do they get their living? Packing

plants, steel mills, grain and lumber, machine plants and

mail-order houses. The city is second only to New York
in the value of her manufacture; and more than half of

her population, young and old alike, as wage earners.

Skilled or unskilled, the people of Chicago work. It has

appeared from this study that people in certain occupa

tions, like the packing plants as they were seen in

Omaha, and the steel mills as we found them in Pitts

burgh, and factories everywhere with long monotonous

shifts, at speeded-up machinery, are more likely to drink

than people in clerical occupations or mercantile estab

lishments. It is also apparent that the well-to-do, living

slightly apart from their work, feel that the amendment
does not apply to them and, being well able to afford al

cohol, they drink it. Chicago has both these drinking
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types in large measure, and that group of social workers

I saw in October is neighbor to them all.

Two decades back, people outside of Chicago thought

of it as the place where the stockyards were, and spoke

as though cattle ran wild in the street. It was merely

the smoke of the stockyards and the smell from the ren

dering plants that spread down upon the people, sur

rounding them in what was sometimes a visible pall.

&quot;&quot;The University of Chicago Settlement report says:

&quot;The stockyards community is made up almost entirely

of foreign born and children of foreign born. The pre

dominating nationalities are Polish and Slavish, with

German and Irish represented in the remote parts of

the community. There is also a very small proportion of

Italians and a recent influx of Mexicans.&quot;

The opinion of more than twenty-five residents of this

community is summarized in this description of what

the neighborhood was like before prohibition. At

&quot;Whisky Point&quot; there were five saloons at the intersect

ing point of three streets. A few blocks north there was
one block and a half of nothing but saloons, this section

appropriately called &quot;Whisky Row.&quot; As one of the early

residents expressed it, &quot;the open saloons were to the

working man as candy and ice cream were to the child.

It was the young man s customary Sunday afternoon pro

gram to visit half a dozen saloons with his chums and

treating was expected at each stop. Monday morning
and days following pay days were outstanding for the

large number of absentees from work in the yards. Reg
ularly on Saturdays and Sundays the settlement had
drunken men with bloody faces and sometimes bloody
noses from fights applying for aid. On Saturday night,
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the Poles used to go up the alley shooting in the air like

Kentucky mountain people.

&quot;It is the unanimous opinion of all these long-time

residents that a greater amount of poverty did exist in

those early days than we now have.&quot;

The neighborhood surrounding the stockyards is old

for Chicago, but the newer districts had no special ad

vantage over them in prohibition days.

&quot;A scant sixty years ago the lower West Side, in which

Gad s Hill Center is located, was prairie and swamp
land. The early settlers of the district were Irish and

German; they came after the famine of Ireland and the

German Revolution of 1848 and 1850. For the most

part they bought small holdings of land for truck farms

or found work in the brickyards and lime quarries. The

saloon, with its German or Irish keeper, was the meeting

place after working hours and provided a back room for

dances, weddings, and the like.

&quot;A little later Bohemians moved into the east end of

the district and the Cesky Hostinek was to them the

interpreter of the laws of the land and a dispenser of

rough justice.

&quot;The district has changed from that of truck farms

and one or two industries, and now within one and one-

quarter miles there are more than two hundred industries

and thirty to thirty-five thousand people, of sixteen na

tionalities, the German and Russian Pole predominating.

&quot;In 1914 there was much unemployment, much pov

erty, and a great deal of drunken disorder. Men, worn

out hunting jobs, hungry and cold, sought the saloon for

its warmth, sympathetic companionship, and chance of

getting occasional free drinks. In those days many
women protested the selling of liquor to their husbands,
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and in some instances they were upheld by the saloon

keeper, but more often not.

&quot;If there was, in those trying times, an element of so

ciability and comfort offered to the men by the saloon,
it did not reach the family or benefit it. Saturday nights
and Sundays were quarrelsome and disorderly times.

The patrol wagon was in constant demand and the Mon
day-morning crowd was made up in the police court of

men waiting to be tried for disorderly conduct, and their

frantic wives not knowing whether to plead for a heavy
sentence or to give him annoder chanct, please, Judge!

7

&quot;The dance halls ran wide open, with liquor served to

those on the floor regardless of age. The people snatched

at any form of amusement where there was gayety which

promised some relief from the poverty and endless quar
rels at home.&quot;

Another settlement in a quarter with an increasingly
Polish neighborhood writes of this pre-prohibition time:

&quot;Children frequently were sent to the settlement for help
or to call the police when the family was terrified by
the drunken father. The day book recording family and

neighborhood cases during 1917 and 1918 and 1919 con

tains cases such as this with considerable frequency;
Man drunk all the time, four little children in family.
Two women reported drunk and abusing children.

7 A
neighbor of ours is drunk and has knocked his wife
senseless/ The man next door is drunk and has chased
his wife out/ My husband drinks all the time and never

supports family. These were common emergencies and
residents had always to be in readiness to meet them.

&quot;Just before the saloon license was raised from $500
to $1,000 there were more than 400 saloons in our neigh-
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borhood a mile square. This meant one to every 11

voters at that time.&quot;

When the amendment swept down upon Chicago the

city bowed before it. From one settlement comes the

report that &quot;the Italians were bewildered and could not

understand why wine should be prohibited. They all

make it in large quantities and continually quote thai

two hundred gallons per family are permitted. The

Greeks also made great quantities of wine. The Italians

did not markedly change their habits, although the

drinking became more surreptitious. They have always

drunk sitting in small groups, with much talking and

often petty gambling.

&quot;There was a great change in the standard of living;

many people moved into better neighborhoods. How
much this was due to prohibition or to war-time wages
it is impossible to state. Certainly the general happi
ness of the mothers of families was enormously in

creased. Certainly the family received more nearly the

full envelope of wages, which had been impossible under

the treating system. Certainly there was much less petty

crime and so-called disorderly conduct. A large section

of the city House of Correction was closed, as was the so-

called tremens ward at the county hospital. The local

drink-cure establishment closed for lack of patients. The

neighborhood registered a general lack of street dis

orders and also of family quarrels which had so often put
a mother and little children in the streets. A great

change came also in the number of the women of the

streets and disorderly houses, but partly due to the clos

ing of the red-light district in the city. On the other

hand, it would have been enormously difficult to do this
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without the prohibition of liquor, upon the sale and use

of which their business so largely depended.

&quot;There is no doubt that various drug substitutes were

tried by the habitual drinker in the early days of prohi

bition. He often came to the settlement in a piteous

state, sometimes appearing drugged when he was suffer

ing from the lack of alcohol.&quot;

Another settlement reports &quot;in the first few years of

prohibition it was not so easy to find liquor to drink,

and it cost more money, since it was not being made in

quantity, and I am sure less money was spent on drink

for a time.

&quot;The tremendous change for better came in our neigh

borhood, however, through steady work and high wages,
but I believe this led to less rather than to increased

drinking. For the first time our people had money
above the immediate necessities and they at once began
to buy cars, clothes, and furniture, as well as to look for

ward to owning their own homes.&quot;

The story of Michael O Toole shows clearly what the

brief period of enforcement meant to one family, and
also what happened afterward: &quot;Michael O Toole s his

tory was stormy because of Mr. OToole s intemperance,
He was frequently unemployed, as he could never be

counted on to get to work Monday morning. His health

was undermined and he was diagnosed as in the early

stages of tuberculosis. The family usually had lived in

small basement rooms, sometimes seven of them in only
three rooms. The children were intelligent and had good
school records, but suffered from the poor quarters in

which they lived, the inadequate food, and the constant

quarreling in the family, for Mrs. O Toole was not inar

ticulate under her cross. Bridget, the fourteen-year-old,
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was sensitive because her father had appeared in front

of the school drunk, and other children made fun of

her for having such a father. Fifty-one registration

agencies indicate some of the attempts that were made to

serve the family. But from February, 1918, to Decem

ber, 1921, a period of almost four years, there were no

registrations to indicate that the family were in trouble,

and later talks with Mrs. O Toole confirmed this. In

1923, however, the father began drinking with renewed

vigor. He was a sewer digger and said a flask was always

passed among the workmen on their tiresome and dreary

job. On a call at the house in April, 1923, the social

worker found Mr. OToole on the verge of delirium

tremens. He had crawled under the bed and threw

everything within his reach at some imaginary person

who was pursuing him. He left the house during the

call to get a drink to steady his nerves. After several

attempts to get him under medical care, it seemed neces

sary to arrest him.&quot; Mr. O Toole had apparently no dif

ficulty in finding that drink. Though in the years

immediately after the passing of the amendment when en

forcement was relatively successful, he had got on with

out it. Lest the gentle reader should be distressed over

the OToole family, let me hasten to add that after being

&quot;officially safeguarded
7

for some time, he has now a job

as watchman and in the face of decreased temptation is

able to keep his seat upon the water wagon.
&quot;The United Charities report that in 1916, 625 out of

7,000 cases showed alcohol as a serious cause of trou

ble. In 1920, 33 out of 5,000.&quot;

The situation in Chicago involved too many divergent

race habits and industrial strains not to break out some-
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where. What happened is much like what happened in

other places.

&quot;Pool rooms and soft-drink parlors began to buy up
saloon property. The chartered clubs grew in numbers

and in memberships and in their clubs were found almost

the first stills in use in this neighborhood. As neighbor

hood stills grew more and more prevalent, the wisdom
of the pool room and soft-drink parlor owners in buying
saloon property was seen. Here they could make and

serve in secrecy and safety with much the same atmos

phere as of old. The finding of stills in the home became

more and more frequent and deaths from moonshine a

common occurrence and topic of conversation.&quot;

This situation seems to have been duplicated all over

the city stills were established here and there and the

liquor sold first to the neighborhood and then quite gen

erally. Three things helped to make this possible it is

hard to determine which were the primary and which the

secondary causes. The technique of distilling became
more and more understood and more and more people
were able to produce alcohol; the business of market

ing and transporting was developed and organized; it

was seen just how much protection the illegal traffic re

quired and just what tax it could bear; the demand was

largely increased because the cellars of the well-to-do

were largely depleted, and the well-to-do set an example
that increased disastrously the lawlessness of a young
generation that had rather unusual opportunities for

kicking over the traces, anyway.

TJiey knew what the life of the rich was, better than

any generation that had gone before; not an advertising

campaign, or a movie house, or a newspaper, or a popu
lar magazine that did not paint it for them as to be
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envied and almost within their reach. The young have
no desire to follow the down-and-out drunken bum. The

gutter has no irresistible attraction for them
;
but to be

come like the rich hero of the headlines, one of whose

characteristics is that he carries a hip flask, is another

matter. The reports from Chicago show the coming of

this phase very clearly.

&quot;Boys of fifteen and eighteen years of age proudly

display flasks and drink heavily in their basement club-

rooms. Mothers bewail the fact that since the passing
of the saloon it is impossible to protect their girls from

being tempted to drink, as the boys carry it with them

to the soft-drink parlors or buy it on the premises to

mix with soft drinks.

&quot;The young people themselves say that there is more

drinking among young people now than formerly, and

that liquor is served now more generally at young peo

ple s parties in the neighborhood. Under the influence

of liquor boys occasionally come to the Settlement Boys
7

Club. Public places where young people drink are not

neighborhood places, but places in the center of town

or in the outlying districts.

&quot;No doubt young men especially are eager to demon
strate their superiority to law, and to display what Irv

ing Fisher calls the aristocratic attitude by displaying

liquor which they were keen enough to obtain illicitly.

They consider this a very sporty thing.&quot;

The police of one neighborhood say: &quot;The attitude of

the youth of today is caused to a great extent by the pub

licity and lauding of notorious offenders given by the

press. The youth accept them as heroes and attempt to

imitate them. The automobile itself has been a large

contributing factor in the youth situation. Our neigh-
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borhood youth are not high-toned enough to be affected

by the practice of carrying hip flasks prevalent in other

neighborhoods.&quot;

It is the same type of thing that is happening in vary
ing degrees in all the cosmopolitan cities youth mak
ing his grand gesture at what he thinks is the enviable

life.

And one of the dangers youth shares with all those who
drink illicit liquor is that of getting the &quot;contentious

fluid&quot; that frequently results somewhere along the &quot;line

of operation&quot; of the amateur distiller. In the first slump
after the short relatively good observance of the amend
ment, this was a very real danger in the unprivileged

parts of Chicago. I quote again from the reports, first

from what people in the different neighborhoods say:

&quot;Before, my man he just get drunk; now, he crazy
from moonshine and kill somebody.&quot;

&quot;Men used to take a quarter and buy ten cents

worth beer and fifteen cents
7 worth whisky. Now they

spend more than one dollar and get crazy drunk.&quot;

&quot;It was better before. Folks could then get real alco

hol. Now it s turpentine or anything else. One man
was brought on from the East and was paid $1,500 a
week to make the poison.&quot;

&quot;Concerning poisonous drinks, the doctor and one

druggist whom I interviewed felt very decidedly that
the health of the neighborhood was being affected to a
lamentable degree by the poisonous drinks now being
consumed. They instance the case of one man who
seems to be losing his mind through drink, of another
who drank occasionally before prohibition, but now is

an absolute bum through moonshine
; and several cases

of Polish families going to the bad/ as they said, through
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making moonshine and consuming too large a quantity

of it.&quot;

&quot;Another man s drinking began to take a pathological

aspect, for he would buy several bottles at a time,

come home and drink himself into a stupor which would

last several days. When intoxicated he made shameful

exhibitions of himself at home, something that he had

never done before prohibition. He said, sadly, It is

no longer possible to drink and be a gentleman at the

same time, and I do not want my boys to continue to

look upon me as a lawbreaker. 7 &quot;

One druggist remarked, &quot;They don t get intoxicated;

they get sick,&quot; and added that formerly men who had

been drinking could come into a drug store and obtain

a bracer that would clear them up to a certain degree,

but that now a man could only hope that time alone

would wear it away, and he had arrived at the point
where he had to refuse to try to doctor &quot;drunks&quot; up
himself or allow them to enter the drug store, as other

wise they would be around all day, once admitted, and

so ill that he could do nothing fcxr them!

Over and over again comes the cry against the con

tentious fluid, and coupled with it complaints of the

official laxness and indifference that make the situation

possible.

Hijacking in particular flourished during this stage;

not that it is peculiar to Chicago, but that, owing to the

fact that the city is threaded with dark alleys as a sort

of secondary network of streets, and that practically all

roads lead to the open country and safety, there is a

pretty good chance to make a get-away. For the benefit

of those unused to the vocabulary of crime, here is a

social worker s explanation of what hijacking is.
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&quot;A hijacker is one who holds up a truck of booze,

frightening the driver with his gun until he induces him

to desert his load. The driver dares not call upon the

police to protect his illicit freight, and when he is obliged

to abandon it, can only telephone to his gang and try to

intercept the hijacker later and in turn terrify him with

guns in order to recover the precious stuff. If the origi

nal owner of the booze later calls upon the police at

all, he can make a charge only for the stealing of the

truck, without daring to mention what was loaded upon
it. Of course, the profession of hijacking is highly lucra

tive. He obtains his booze with all the profit it stands

for without even the difficulty and the expense of-manu-

facturing it. He sometimes operates directly upon the

manufacturing still and empties the storeroom of its con

tents. Such places are also easy victims of the regular

hold-up men, which accounts for the fact that many of

them are equipped like a small arsenal. Of course, the

owners of such places which have been robbed are filled

with vengeance, and unending warfares are thus started.&quot;

But there are signs that in Chicago bootlegging and

illicit manufacture, which could not possibly have reached

its present stage of organization without protection, are

not as unchallenged as they were. The guerilla warfare

between rival gangs became a public scandal and there

has been a recent shake-up in the police department on

account of it. The mayor is out for enforcement and

has closed 1,200 soft-drink parlors as well as improved
the dance-hall situation. The same reports which show
the police corruption show also improved conditions over

a worse situation.

There seems to be a general agreement that things are

better with the young people. &quot;In the younger people s
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groups, the girls are outstanding in favor of the amend

ment and outspoken in their condemnation of those who
are breaking the law about drinking.&quot;

&quot;Gee! any girl is a fool to go riding with a guy that

has a few drinks packed away with him, or who will go
to some road house and drink with him. Whatever hap

pens, she sure has it coming to her for being such a

goof!
77

&quot;In interviewing young women, those employed in fac

tories and other low-wage industries, it was interesting

to note that they were eager to talk upon the subject

and their general view of the situation differed from that

of their mothers. They do not hold with drinking, but

admit that they sometimes drink or go out with drinking

men just for the sake of having company. They do not

want to marry men who drink, but consistently ask,

Where are we going to find husbands who don t drink?

They say there is much drinking going on in dance halls,

as nearly all the boys carry flasks, but deny that it is

necessary to popularity to drink with them, and they
believe the boys drink more among themselves than with

the opposite sex. They say in the better dance halls

the manager does all that he can to stamp out this sur

reptitious drinking. They believe much of the drinking

done by the very young men is a mere gesture of free

dom and sophistication, but are puzzled as to what the

outcome of it will be for these young men lateor on, and

say it complicates getting married-a lot, for none of them

wants to marry a man who will continue drinking. They
are determined about that.&quot;

This attitude on the part of young women is confirmed

by report after report.

There is the same agreement as to the effect of prohibi-
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tion on industry. &quot;The bank records show an increase

in savings-bank deposits since prohibition, but no one

can say just what part prohibition played in this. For

the country at large, prohibition has done a great good;
for this particular community, they tend toward the

opinion that beer and light wines might alleviate the

home-brewing situation. However, in spite of the pres

ent deplorable conditions, they believe that conditions

on the whole are an improvement over those of the open
saloon days.

&quot;Prom an industrial point of view, prohibition has

been a great factor in stabilizing industry. In one of the

largest packing houses, records foo* several years show

that the large number of Monday and after-pay-day

absentees of pre-prohibition days was cut 80 per cent

for the period of time which these records cover. While

the number of such absentees has increased somewhat,
no doubt, within the last two years, still it is almost

negligible in comparison with the figures of pre-prohibi

tion days. Also, the number of persons dismissed from

work on account of drunkenness has been reduced to al

most nothing.&quot;

&quot;We
feel,&quot; says Miss Mary McDowell of the Uni

versity of Chicago Settlement, &quot;that prohibition is here

to stay, but at least twenty-five years will be necessary
to test its effectiveness in a large industrial cosmopolitan

neighborhood such as this,&quot;

&quot;The situation in Chicago is a very difficult one,&quot; says
Jane Addams of Hull House. &quot;However, to give it up
now or to modify the Eighteenth Amendment would be

to obtain not even a negative result. The general public

opinion in the city neighborhood against its enforcement
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Is of course a large factor. In this aspect its present

failure is like the failure of the first attempts in the South

after the abolition of slavery. The Southern people did

not believe slavery should have been abolished. They
did not believe that the United States had the right to

legislate about it, and so the slaves were barely free;

they lost their votes, they fell into peonage, and all sorts

of things happened to them; yet in three generations no

one would venture to say that the descendants of slaves

are not enormously better off than if the legislation had

not been passed.&quot;

The situation in Chicago is not by any means static.

It is perpetually in process. These ao*e the seven ages of

Chicago.

Pirst: that long interglacial age when the inland sea

was drying up in the Great Valley and uncovering rich

bottoms that were to grow food for the world; defining

also the Great Lakes over which this grain and meat
could be shipped; and Chicago, a mere no;rth-and-south

sandbar under the water.

And then the frontier town at the edge of such prodigal

abundance of fish and flesh and fowl as the world had

never seen and nothing standing between it and either

wealth or attack.

Then the young American city hot after inhabitants

and business and experimenting with local option in its

residence districts at a time when this was a high

handed thing to do.

Then an acquiescent city entertaining the Eighteenth

Amendment as if it were a visiting dove and offering it a

swept and garnished nesting place.

Next a city, half foreign, shooing the amendment away
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and making and drinking and selling alcohol and joy

ously flaunting the fact.

Sixth: a city making timid gestures of invitation, to

that disgruntled amendment in case it still brooded

within reach.

The last stage is not yet!



CHAPTER XIV

DETROIT

DETKOIT looks across a narrow blue river to Canada.

A man can scull the river in a few minutes. Ferries

ply back and forth all day, all night. Men and women
who work in Detroit s mammoth factories and assem

bling shops may have their homes on the opposite bank,

Canada is wet and Detroit is
&quot;dry,&quot;

and there is only
a narrow blue river between them: a supply of liquor

on one side of the river, and a demand on the other and

only a law a narrow blue law between.

Once Detroit was an Indian camp. Later it became a

French-Canadian village and French city planners

thought to grow a city lovely as Paris on the Seine

wide, tree-planted streets, radiating from central cir

cuses; but Detroit decided to become a hobbledehoy
American city just a planless sprawl in every direction,

with great factories as hubs, and streets feeding into

them. From a lazy river village Detroit grew like Her

cules, a giant city of over a million people.

Today a product from Detroit rolls across the steppes

of Russia; over the high Himalayas; across the staring

Sahara; across sullen iceflows of Finland; into the for

bidden cities of Bagdad and Lhasa; into the resentful

jungles of the Amazon. Something from Detroit is the

ubiquitous, all-conquering Ford 1,500,000 a year.

Sometimes more, sometimes less.

159
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The automobile has utterly changed human thinking.
It has redefined the words far and near. It has broken

up incrusted habits. It has emptied churches, and again
it has filled them. It is the servant of all. Librarians

and gypsies, magnates and hobos, preachers and way
ward youths, movie queens and tramps, families and lone

adventurers roll along the highways of America. Isola

tion is obsolete. The day of the hermit is gone. The
hub of the entire automobile world is Detroit, the old

Indian village where Indians once hid their swift canoes
in the sedges of the river, a river now flanked by mighty
wharves.

Throughout this entire survey runs the story of the

automobile. It occurs in every report. &quot;Since prohibi

tion, families now buy Fords and go picnicking/
7

write

scores of social workers. &quot;Our trouble with the young
is not drink, but the automobile,&quot; say othetr scores.

&quot;Fords have taken the place of the saloon.&quot; &quot;Bootleg

ging is made possible by the cheap autos,&quot; social workers
write from north and west and south and east. And
&quot;because of the cheap automobile, the road house has
risen on every highway.&quot; &quot;The road house and the auto
have taken the place of the saloon,&quot; is well-nigh a chorus

from the social agencies. &quot;Delinquency among young
girls, crime among young boys, is directly traceable to

the cheap automobile. It supplies an easy get-away.&quot;

&quot;Juvenile delinquency now expresses itself in stealing
autos and automobile parts for which there is great de
mand.&quot; City Fagans are auto thieves. &quot;Bootleggers and
hijackers use autos.&quot;

Moreover, it is said that the roads of Canada have
been built by and for the American tourists in their

myriad cars, escaping their own dry country. Certain
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it is that since the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment
the roads to Canada and Mexico are auto filled, and far

resorts are made near by that laugher at distance the

automobile.

But the automobile is not all of Detroit, though most

important. Iron from northern smelters makes stoves

and machine-shop products, engines, and water wheels,

sheet-metal goods, iron and steel forgings. Wood from

the northern forests becomes planing-mills products

furniture, paper and wood-pulp in this industrial finish

ing shop.

And what does all this mean and what is its bearing

on prohibition?

This: A rush to Detroit of over half a million people

in ten years, for the most part foreigners, to work in the

factories. Negroes pouring up from the South, and Can

ada just across a narrow blue river.

Detroit had a legacy of beer and wine-drinking habits

from its early settlers, the French. More so than in

many American cities this custom held. Although the

state went dry in 1916 on an initiative vote, the ma

jority of votes against state prohibition came from De
troit. The foreigners who flocked to the city were Ru

manians, Serbians, Syrians, Russians, Italians peoples

with drinking habits long established by ancient folk

lore.

There is no denial by the social workers that today

Detroit is comparatively wet, using, say, Topeka, Kan

sas, as a standard of dryness. Its foreigner, its many
rich Americans, the boarder, the city itself, the French

traditions about the use of wines, &quot;enforcement officers

who, like a large proportion of the citizens themselves,
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are not in sympathy with the law&quot; these make enforce

ment most difficult.

&quot;Intoxicating liquors can be obtained by anyone who

wishes them; drunkenness is common on the streets. In

spite of this fact I am convinced, personally, that condi

tions are not so bad as generally pictured, nor are we in

a worse plight than we were before prohibition/
7

writes

one of the social workers, adding that what we need &quot;is

a fair enforcement over a long period of years.&quot;

From Dr. T. K. Gruber, superintendent of Detroit

General Hospital, comes the statement, &quot;It is a well-

known fact that the so-called hard liquors are just as

easily obtained in Detroit as before prohibition. The

drinking man changed from a beer and light wine drink-*

ing habit to that of drinking more potent varieties,

These potent varieties, being impure, improperly made,
and green, certainly have a bad effect on the individual,

We see an increased number of alcoholics and an in

creased number of individuals to whom alcohol is more or

less of a background. I would say that conditions are

very much worse at present than before the days of eo-

called prohibition. The use of drugs,&quot; Dr. Gruber adds,

&quot;is decidedly on the decrease.&quot;

The war and post-war market conditions brought great

prosperity to Detroit, a penetjrating prosperity that

sought out the humblest worker. Labor shortage, limi

tation of immigration, a wasted world needing rehabili

tation, brought years of steady work and constantly

rising wages. It is difficult, therefore, for the social

workeirs in Detroit to ascribe to prohibition alone the

up-rush of the common people to the higher levels of

comfortable living.

&quot;Our neighborhood of foreigners, factory workers, im-&amp;lt;
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proved after 1918,&quot; writes a former head resident of the

Franklin Street Settlement, &quot;owing to steady employ
ment, higher wages, and the abolishing of saloons.&quot;

Sharing in this widespread prosperity are the bootleg

gers. &quot;A Belgian family in the neighborhood, owning a
combination grocery store and blind pig, has grown
rich. Although several times raided and fined, they go
on selling. They are buying a home in a millionaire

residential district and sending their children to an exclu

sive school.
77

Detroit s foreigners have done as all foreigners have

done, responded as all foreigners have responded,
&quot;Our impression,&quot; says Miss Selminski of the Franklin

Street Settlement, &quot;is that our neighbors having come for

the most part from home-brewing countries, know how to

make their own beer and wine. They find a ready de
mand. The cheap automobile seems to play a part in

bootlegging, although not infrequently we see the expen
sive automobile from some other parts of town parked
outside neighborhood blind pigs. Our young people are

from homes where beer and wine have always been part
of the daily diet. There seems to be no change in the

attitude of minors in our district.

&quot;The general belief among our neighbors is that the

prohibition law is unworkable and an unwise method for

the control of drinking. The young men are indifferent.

Women deplore the present condition, especially women
in families where men are drinking. Before 1918 it was
unusual to find Syrians drinking. Now, in contrast, we
find them both drinking and bootlegging, though not to

any great extent. Some of our Italian young men are

now hardened criminals, having found that bootlegging
offers a way of easy money.&quot;
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Does prohibition work in any way in Detroit? Au

thorities and social workers disagree. What about family
stability?

The records of the Child Caring Department of the

Society of St. Vincent de Paul indicate that, &quot;desertions

have increased since the introduction of prohibition; the

most striking difference is in the increase in the number
of mothers who deserted their husbands and children.

The percentage in which drunkenness was a major cause
is about the same now as before prohibition, but the per

centage of cases of drunkenness among women is higher
now. Allowing for the increase in population, it is my
impression that the number of the children removed from

parental custody is both a relative and an absolute in

crease. In general I am quite convinced that the work
of this department has not been lessened by prohibition;
and in some ways e.g., drinking among women and

familiarity with drinking among children prohibition
has increased our problem.&quot; A worker at the Bureau of

Domestic Relations said that, &quot;98 out of every 100 cases

in 1926 have their cause in drunkenness on the part of

either father or mother.&quot; A director of the Children s

Aid Society states that in proportion to the increase in

population there has been no difference in the number
of homes broken up. &quot;Alcohol,&quot; she says, &quot;is a result

of other conditions rather than a cause.&quot;

Does the poorhouse tell a story? According to the
statement of a public welfare worker the number of

cases of adult attendance sent to Eloise County Home
was, in 1914, 1,607; in 1925, 4,137; allowing for the in

crease in the population of Detroit, this worker said that
25 per cent of the cases sent in 1915 were the result of
alcoholism. That 50 to 75 per cent of the cases sent in
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1925 showed these results. The public welfare worker

says that &quot;before 1918 it was unusual to have men com

mitted before the age of fifty-five years. Records show

now frequent commitments of men from twenty-six to

fifty years of age. This condition is due to the inferior

liquor now available.&quot;

Do the banks tell a story of the effect of prohibition?

A manager of a bank in a foreign district says that

people are not saving money since prohibition; a large

part of their earnings go for liquor. Many of the savings

accounts are those of bootleggers.

Information sent from the statistics department of the

Board of Health shows a decrease in the death rate for

alcoholism in 1916, 16.6, dropping to 8.0 in 1925.

Figures from the police department show that in 1917

the arrests for drunkenness based on the per thousand

population were 26.8. In 1920 this figure fell to 6.6 per

thousand of the population and rose again to 13.1 of the

number of arrests in 1925.

What, in general, are the opinions of the settlement

residents?

Some say that the situation is much worse than in the

days of the saloon, although they decidedly should not

wish the return of the saloon. If people could have

light wine and beer, the liquor problem would disappear,

and gradually, as the process of education went on,

liquor could be legislated out. Another worker believes

in prohibition but not in the present ways of regulation,

saying that prohibition &quot;as it now exists is a curse.&quot;

Generally it is conceded by the social workers of

Detroit that prohibition is much to be desired; that it

is difficult to attain but attainable; that education in

attitudes toward right living is important; that the
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newer education in home making and child training, in

vocational guidance, is preparing the coming generation
for prohibition, as well as the growing popularity of

indoor and outdoor sports.

It is upon education that the social workers of De
troit base their hopes.



CHAPTER XV

THE FINISHING SHOP

CLEVELAND, Pittsburgh, and Buffalo are specialized

to the work of fabricating raw products to the use of

man. They are a little out of that region along the At

lantic coast that has been called the Finishing Shop of

America, and yet they belong there because they manu
facture many ultimate products things ready for the

consumer. This fact is the basis of their prohibition

problem,
If one could walk eastward from Detroit on the sands

and gravels of the shore of Lake Erie, pull through the

swamps in spote and swim for it in other spots, one

would come to a wide, bright, prosperous place Cleve

land. Compared with Chicago, it is clean; compared
with Detroit, it is leisurely; compared with New Orleans,

it suffers with a continuous insomnia ! Lake Erie offers

to Cleveland not only beauty and health, but an easy

entrance for Canadian liquor. How is prohibition work

ing here?

The Cleveland reports present a mass of contradic

tions.

&quot;Alcohol is a minor factor of poverty,&quot; says a chari

table organization.

&quot;Alcohol is the important cause of poverty,&quot; replies

the neighborhood visitor of a settlement.

&quot;It is doubtful whether there has been any noticeable

167
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improvement in the general happiness and well-being of

the people/ states a charitable organization.

&quot;There came a change in the general happiness and

well-being of the people of our neighborhood,&quot; testifies

a settlement visitor. &quot;And ours!&quot; says a second. &quot;And

ours!&quot; says another.

&quot;We have noted little change in the prevalence of pov
erty since the early years of prohibition, unless it is in the

increase of the number of bootleggers and new rich and
the increase in the drinking by the young people,&quot; is the

report from a settlement.

&quot;If the individual s adjustment to society, especially
recreational and economic, were complete and satisfying,
alcohol would be no problem at

all,&quot; so, states a trained

worker for a charitable organization.

&quot;Stricter enforcement and time for education are the

remedy for present conditions,&quot; say settlement workers.

&quot;Modification to light wines and beers is our solu

tion,&quot; say the women s club of a settlement and the young
men of the neighborhood.

And so it goes. Affirmation. Denial. All blessings

flowing from prohibition. New evils supplanting the

former. Staggering new problems exchanged for the

old ones. Subtle and devious problems, more difficult

because less obvious.

Part of this disagreement is due to the different race

groups with which they have to deal and the different

drink customs among them Cleveland, an industrial

city of nearly a million, is only a little more than half

native-born whites. Poles, Negroes, Hungarians, Ger
mans, Italians, and Russians are the largest groups.
The explanation is tfrat for the purposes of a study

like this, Cleveland is not one city, but at least four
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different towns; that it has not one people, but a collec

tion of peoples who are as yet largely unassimilated;

and that not only are there these large racial chunks still

individual in the social melting pot, but that they do not

remain long enough in one neighborhood to give perma
nent character to it. What has happened around

is a good example of the situation.

&quot;In our neighborhood, usually, the family was large

and the family income, even if every cent were spent

wisely in the home, was hardly sufficient to maintain a

fair standard of comfort. But instead of the income all

going into the upkeep of the home, more or less of it went

to the saloon keeper, and the family suffered accordingly.

It was the usual thing for the saloon keeper to cash the

pay check, and as his reward a liberal amount came back

in trade. The treating
7 custom increased this. The re

sultant poverty in the family was evidenced in poorly

clad and poorly fed children, poor living quarters, the

necessity for free medical service, unpaid bills (at the

grocer s, not at the saloon) , help from charitable organi

zations of all sorts, the necessity for the mother and

minor children supplementing the family income and

often in eviction of the family.&quot;

To understand the reports of the prohibition situa

tion in Cleveland it is necessary to dissect that city,

which has nearly a million inhabitants, into an Italian

city, a Croatian city, a German city, a negro city, and

an American city which is made up of about half the

population. Not one report that has come in seems to

be typical of the city as a whole.

Considering first the Italians, whose group is not the

largest but perhaps the most racially intact, the reports

agree that before the amendment &quot;there was, of course,
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a good deal of moderate drinking both in homes and in

saloons, but mostly of light wines and beer, as is custom

ary in foreign neighborhoods. There were the confirmed
drunkards that brought social hardships on their fami

lies, but these were not an important factor. In a

neighborhood of about thirty saloons before prohibition
there is at the present time illicit selling in many more
places. Wine was used in great quantities, as was beer.

One saloon keeper says that very little whisky was sold.

Perhaps a barrel a year. The groups remained in the

neighborhood for social affairs, and commercialized

drinking from the outside was unknown.&quot;

Though the Jews were the first bootleggers in Cleve

land, the Italians began very soon to sell the wine which

they had formerly made for their own use. This boot

legging, together with the steady employment, has

brought prosperity and a higher standard of living to the

Italians. &quot;We find much more drinking among our

boys than previously. The girls are not affected. Of

course the sporting element of the thing is there, but I

feel that we have other factors which are vastly more

important. I know of no movements among the young
people to counteract drinking among minors.

&quot;At first the Italian groups thought prohibition af

fected only Vhisky
1

drinkers, which they felt were low
down* anyway, and went ahead with their wine, many
times quite openly. It was a year or more before I

heard of any bootlegging by Italians, and the first few

arrests were for possession of wine and were considered

so unjust that they caused bitterness which led to de

fiant lawbreaking. One Italian saloon keeper was con

fident until the last day that they could not, or would
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not, put him out of business when he run a good place

and never nobody get killed here.
7 &quot;

The Hungarian city is a* distinct one, preserving its

own drink habits, which seem to include bootlegging.

&quot;We have noted little change in prevalence of poverty,

child labor, etc., since the early years of prohibition un

less it is an increase in number of bootleggers and new

rich/ and an increase in the drinking by young people.

We are inclined to believe that no more of them drink

than formerly, but that so much more emphasis is laid on

it. Bootleggers are more prosperous than their law-abid

ing neighbors. Sometimes this causes trouble among
neighbors because of airs put on by the newly rich/

Jealousy arouses all sorts of suspicions; airs of supe

riority rankle among those who sooner or later try the

same methods of money-making. Then business grows ;

this leads again to disturbance because of customers be

ing lost or gained. Bootlegger s morals naturally fall;

this affects especially their children. Money is plentiful;

they have no principles as to how they get it so long as

they have it. The well-being of the group may be higher

economically but not morally; also, they spend more

than they really can make.&quot;

Said a Hungarian tradesman: &quot;Now I find where

liquor is sold, I can send Tootsie&quot; (his son of twelve)

&quot;for it. Before, I had to go myself.&quot;

In Cleveland for the first time the reports show a

group of Croatians large enough to be especially con

sidered. One of them a small merchant says: &quot;Like

better wet or dry? Like better wet.&quot; Bills are collected

just the same now as before 1919 because we only trust

people we know. &quot;Now people sell bad whisky, make
sick. Before prohibition, when a man was drunk, he
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sang, he was happy, not sick after. Now he no happy,

he crazy in head and very sick, maybe die after ! Now
wine and whisky sold in homes. No good for woman to

stay and sell liquor to mens all day. They get drunk

and say bad things before children and she forget hus

band and children. Saloons was better; no children

could go there and no women. Men who got drunk be

fore prohibition get drunk now, but it costs them more.

We want to have wine to drink, but dare not buy it for

fear of being raided. Men used to go to a saloon maybe
once a week and get a drink. Now go one or two months

without a drink. Then meet a friend, go to private home,

take one drink, then two, then another because they know
it will be long before they can have more, and end by

spending their whole pay and then getting very sick.&quot;

The Irish, the Jews, the Poles, and the Germans show

the same drink habits that they do in other large cities

a report from Cleveland might be from New York or

San Francisco. Of the constantly incoming colored pop
ulation, the same thing seems to be true that is said

of New Orleans and Chicago they are frequently acting
as bootleggers, but drink is not one of their race prob
lems.

There is no difference of opinion among the social

workers of Cleveland that since 1917 there has been, in

general, a golden prosperity that filtered down into dark

neighborhoods where poverty, unemployment, inadequate

wages, and saloons were common. Testimony is abun
dant that cheap automobiles, new furniture, recreation,

good clothes, good food, education, new houses, fruit and

vegetables and milk, radios and pianos, have made their

way into homes of former meagerness from the cornu

copia of America s prosperity.
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And at the same time the saloons were closed by law.

To what do the social workers of Cleveland attribute

these blessings? To prohibition? Some of them do.

Says a worker among the Hungarians: &quot;After the aboli

tion of the saloon, savings were accumulated and houses

bought. Wages had been high and employment steady
before prohibition without these results.&quot;

How about the three questions that have been slowly

emerging from this study? What is the effect on youth,
on industry, and on the enforcement officials?

&quot;I do not think there has been any large amount of

defiant drinking among the young people of our neigh
borhood. I think there are two reasons for this. First,

The Italian young people respect home standards and

discipline too much to try it very much, even if they
wanted to. They do not inherit a taste for more than

wine, which most of them have in their homes even

now. I do not know an Italian boy or young man who
would not be shocked and disgusted to see a young
woman in his company who was drunk, or who would

think it smart/ of her. Second, The other nationalities

are not so much a unit in their opinion on this subject

as are the Italians, but do divide into crowds where it

is done7 or where it
f

is not done/ Some of the Slavish

groups do not feel the disgrace of women drinking, and

do not feel the sportiness of it, either, and accept the

habit among the men much as a matter of course. Much
this same attitude, I imagine, is true of the colored,

although the better class of them look down on a drinking

woman and feel that she is beyond hope.&quot;

A member of a woman s club of the middle working

class said: &quot;Young people drink much more now than

before prohibition and worse stuff. A Greek sells a mix-
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ture of Jamaica ginger and pop that intoxicates and

makes them terribly ill

&quot;The present situation affects the youth of our neigh

borhood very little; they drink now just as they always
did

;
there is a feeling among them that to defy the law

is daring and sporting, and therefore, it is more talked

about. This, perhaps, was a logical sequence and is not

disturbing us so much as it would if there were no signs

of a movement among the young people to counteract it.

This movement is slight and just beginning, but is

nevertheless strong. For example, in one of our

groups of young men who used to expect drunkenness

among members, there is a rule that whoever drinks any

place, any time, is automatically dropped from member

ship; clubs whose dances outside the settlement were

more or less drunken brawls, now prohibit any guest

who has been drinking. They sell pop instead of serving

punch and are thus enabled to keep out the hip flask.

&quot;Young girls are drinking more than they used to.

They used to go to parties at about eight o clock in the

evening; now they wait until about twelve, and in the

conversation overheard among them the talk is not of the

good times they have or expect to have at a party, but

whether or not there will be drinks. Formerly men
of twenty-one could buy liquor, and this law was veiy

strictly enforced throughout the neighborhood. Now
boys of any age can get liquor and much younger boys
are drinking.&quot;

If the young in Cleveland are drinking it is not to the

point of insanity, anyway. Dr. G. H. Williams, super

intendent of Cleveland State Hospital for the insane,

says that the percentage of patients admitted because of

alcoholic and drug psychoses dropped from 21 per cent
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in 1913 to 1.9 per cent in 1921. And as regards youth,
he says, &quot;We do not find that in 1913 and 1914 there were

any admitted under twenty years of age, and the same

applies to the year 1924. In 1925 there was but one

case, but we do not believe that this has any special
connection with the question you are investigating.&quot;

Youth is youth in Cleveland as everywhere. It is rest

less, inquiring, experimenting with life. All social

agencies say that youth is drinking, some say more,
some say less. However, the workers of one settlement

report that &quot;the better group of young boys and girls in

this neighborhood are imbibing from American people
and from the schools a realization of the harm that liquor

does, and we feel, from conversation with them, that

they are not acquiring the habits of drinking that the

older people have and that this new generation will have

entirely different standards.&quot;

A probation officer states that drinking and smoking
are now customary among young girls, are openly a part
of the so-called good times. Bastardy cases are in

creasing rapidly. In seven out of every ten such cases

there has been a drinking party.

&quot;Drinking is daring and sporting, but there are signs
of a movement among the young people themselves to

counteract this tendency.&quot;

So far as industry is concerned, there is a general

agreement among employers. From a Hungarian neigh

borhood, the employers &quot;tell us that labor turnover has

markedly decreased, men are more prosperous, keener

and more alert mentally, and stronger physically since

prohibition. Where it was formerly impossible to select

only men who did not drink, it is now quite possible to

adhere strictly to this rule. &quot;They say that should
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prohibition go, they will never again do away with that

rule. It is interesting to note that the concerns em

ploying only rough foreign labor feel that among this

element conditions are worse than before prohibition.

One employment manager stated that in this latter class

labor turnover and minor accidents on Mondays had

increased, more medical care was required and more

money spent on liquor. The people have more liquor in

their homes, thus making excess easy. Homemade liquor

is more deadly, the real thing more costly, and the

older people who have grown up as drinkers either be

come abstainers or pay seventy-five cents a glass. He
added that from this condition improvement takes place

as a workingman leaves the class of rough labor and

moves into the skilled group, and on to the naturalized

and adjusted new American. His analysis was verified

by other employers and industrial physicians. Those

who do not employ the so-called rough foreign labor

had only good reports.&quot;

Industrial physicians report a decrease in accidents,

especially those caused by intoxication. One local physi
cian stated that he had fewer cases of delirium tremens,
but more of gastric disorders and more of alcoholic

poisoning, this latter especially among those from forty

to fifty years of age. The older and wiser either abstain

or drink only &quot;good stuff.&quot;

Accident admissions to the Lakeside Hospital, which
were diagnosed as alcoholic, decreased steadily from 47
in 1921 to 17 in 1925.

The account of official corruption is the same that

other cities are wrestling with almost the same methods,
almost the same words, almost the same protest at the

rich being free from raids and the poor subject to them.
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&quot;Men read their papers home and women have it nice

now/
7

says a thoughtful workingman living in a settle

ment neighborhood.

Two of the settlement houses in Cleveland are sure

that prohibition can work out. Two question its advisa

bility, and one is definitely against it. There are certain

things, however, on which they agree. One is that pro

hibition is not enforced and that the law has brought

about a disregard for law and order. The other is, that

the saloon is actually abolished and that they do not

want it back.

Out from the bright, bustling prosperity of Cleveland,

across rich farm lands, and then the train panting up
into the Appalachians and rushing over a floor of billow

ing green-spread earth in under a low roof of bil

lowing purple smoke, the green fading out and the dark

roof settling lower. Men here are not gathering gentle

fruits of the earth new grown in the sun. They are rifling

treasure laid deep in the ground millions of years back.

The old coal measures and the older iron ores are waiting

together to make steel. We have come to Pittsburgh.

All night long pulses a rhythm of fire and blackness.

All day a veil of smoke hangs on the hills. Thousands

and thousands of men, day in, day out, tend the furnaces

where steel is made: girders for skyscrapers; rails for

railways; ships for the commerce of peace and for war;
steel for the construction of empires and the destruction

of their armies. The fires on the Roman altars were not

so sacredly guarded as the fires of the Bessemer furnaces,

for today steel is a great god on whose altars the flames

are never quenched. Something more important than a

generation of men hisses white-hot from the furnaces;

the raw, malleable stuff of civilization itself.
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Puny men cannot make steel. From the earliest days

of steel-making the industry has drawn the brawniest

men Europe could send us. Their long day ended in

fatigue. Their working years were over at fifty. Thou

sands of them were single men taken from peasant fields.

In a steel town it takes a superwoman to make a home
in the American sense of the word where dirt and ugliness

and low wages as well as the saloon are pitted against

her.

What happened after the saloons closed?

At first a good deal. The report from Kingsley House

says: &quot;Residents in the neighborhood recall that a gen

eral increase in prosperity began about this time, due

rather to higher wages and to steady employment than

because less money was spent on drink. Some of the

mothers of the Mothers Club knew families whose hap

piness and well-being were increased decidedly because

the father brought his wages home instead of stopping
at the saloon, but the period was so brief and so long

ago that the direct relation of prohibition to the new
financial conditions is hazy in the minds of even the

doctors and school teachers.

&quot;Employers report a very definite change for the

better among their employees, due directly to the passage
of the Eighteenth Amendment, The Monday morning

7

difficulty in the mills was entirely eliminated in some
instances. Employers of large numbers of men them
selves against prohibition as it affected them personally
were often heard to say, I m against it for myself, but

it s fine for the working classes.

&quot;During this period the president of one of our largest

steel industries stated: My observations of the effects

of prohibition have been that it is an incalculable eco-
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nomic and moral blessing to millions of our people and

to the nation as a whole; there is far less drunkenness

and waste of time and money. There is greater steadi

ness among laborers, more saving of money, better care

of the homes and children of men who formerly spent

freely for drink.

&quot;Teachers report that truancy in general was greatly

diminished after the passage of the Eighteenth Amend
ment. One high-school teacher reports the development

of a new type of truancy among high-school boys and

girls due to money and machines namely, visiting road

houses and parks.

&quot;Figures pertaining to Allegheny County as a whole

show that the number of nonsupport cases dropped from

1,055 in 1919 to 746 in 1920; the Humane Society

figures show the number of cases of reported cruelty

to children due to drink fell from 163 in 1919 to

14 in 1920. The Associated Charities records showed

a decrease of 37 per cent in desertion and nonsupport

cases. The cases in which alcoholism was an outstanding

problem decreased from 545 in 1918 to 176 in 1920. The

Salvation Army and the Association for the Improve
ment of the Poor reported a decrease in drinking of about

75 per cent among the men at their industrial homes.&quot;

Miss Clara J. McDonnell reported that &quot;in 1921 four

drink cures closed their doors since prohibition went into

effect; that the alcoholic ward at Mercy Hospital has

been closed and the alcoholic department of the House

of the Good Shepherd has been discontinued.&quot;

Miss Anna B. Heldman of the Irene Kaufman Settle

ment says: &quot;The short period from 1918 to about 1920

we may refer to as a possible semblance of the prohibi

tion enforcement, or the intermission where the former
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owners of saloons and speak-easies stopped long enough
to take a breath or long enough to take stock prior to an

opening with advanced prices where quality was for

gotten and only quantity counted. During this brief

apparent enforcement of the law there was no enforce

ment, nor was there a necessity for it, since families were

consuming their private stock that they had purchased
for future use.

&quot;There was equally as much liquor consumed during
these years as during the preceding years, but it was
consumed in the home and not in the saloon. This pri

vate family stock ran low in most cellars the latter part

of 1920 and early in 1921, and gradually there was an

apparent demand for, and a supply of, liquor which was
not at all discouraged by those in charge of the law en

forcement.

&quot;One woman who was employed at day s work made
this statement to a settlement visitor, Would you be

lieve it, my husband is a changed man. He is home at

nights, he has not been on a real spree for three months
and that spree was not his fault. Some of his old saloon

friends got a quart, and of course they had to drink it,

but you know I haven t worked a day since. Thank
Godl I hope it continues. You can be sure prohibition

made a difference in our home. 7

&quot;After several weeks of violation of the Eighteenth
Amendment as nothing happened to the select few, others

joined, and in the spring of 1921 many old saloons were

doing business at the same old stand. Acquaintance
with the barkeeper was the password for a good old pre
war drink.&quot;

That s how it happened in Pittsburgh. They found

they could violate the law in relative safety and that
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there was money in it. Of the present, the report of

Mrs. A. B. Dick, former director of Soho Community

House, says: &quot;Through the past summer the steel mills

have been running full time and wages seem to justify

supporting a family in a haphazard fashion and also buy

ing the necessary drink. Bootleggers families certainly

are more prosperous than they were in pre-prohibition

days. They are building new homes and moving out of

the neighborhood.&quot;

The Irene Kaufman report shows the actual technique

of the bootleg industry, its production, transportation,

and marketing.

&quot;The bootlegging business is dependent upon the in

structor, the carrier and the go-getter. The duty of the

professional teacher, who may be a man or a woman, is

to instruct all new beginners how to run a still. For this

the teacher is paid fifty dollars for two weeks* instruc

tion. If the pupil is unable to run the still at the end

of the two weeks, fifty dollars more must be paid for

the second semester of two weeks/

&quot;The professional carrier is a woman who wears a

long shawl large enough to cover a gallon jug under the

arm. These women earn twenty-five cents a quart. If

liquor must be transported by street car, it is carried

in a suit case in quart bottles. For this service she re

ceives as high as three dollars for the trip.

&quot;The professional go-getter is a man who guarantees

customers to all new owners of stills, providing the owner

of the still will pay a dollar for each customer the man
secures. In turn the still owner must sell at least twenty-

five cents a gallon cheaper than the old-established

bootlegger. By cooperation, the new manufacturer and

go-getter profit by the transaction. However, the sea-
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son for the new manufacturer is short-lived if a second

still is installed in the neighborhood. This same pro

fessional procurer will persuade the now new customer

to patronize the now new manufacturer and in turn will

receive one dollar per customer. This has led to numer

ous quarrels among the illicit manufacturers, in fact

to family feuds.&quot;

From Miss Helen Harris of Kingsley House comes fur

ther information on bootleggers: &quot;An amazing develop

ment was the calmness with which older boys gave their

occupation as bootlegging/

&quot;We re trying to build up something at Kingsley

House and you are tearing it down/ I told one of them.
&quot; You mean the kids comin here to git taught clean

livin* and me settin em a bad example? Honest now,
what s so bad about sellin

1

whisky? Men are getting

rich off it and nobody says a word. I m just doin it on

a small scale. And it s the most excitin game I ever was

in. You ride around nights carryin your stuff and you
never know when they re goin to git you. It s not the

officers, no sir, it s the bootleggers you ve got to watch.

These little fellers move around in gangs and they re

ready to stick a knife in each other any minute. It s a

great game and you gotta take a chance/ &quot;

&quot;There are fewer arrests for drunkenness than before

prohibition and fewer women soliciting on the streets,&quot;

says Miss Heldman. &quot;The well-being of the entire group
is higher; there are more high-priced automobiles, more

long-distance travel in these machines, more high-priced

movies, more women have taken up smoking and bridge

parties, more money changing hands over the gambling
tables.

&quot;It will take at least a generation before we can say
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whether prohibition is a success or failure. Of this we
are sure, that there is less drink consumed today than

there was in 1917. Now loads are brought in; formerly

there were whole carloads brought in. If the law were

really enforced in the next ten years the country would

be as dry as the Sahara Desert.&quot;

It does look bad for Pittsburgh, even though there

is a general agreement that prosperity is upon the city.

All the reports agree as to the basic elements of the sit

uation, but it is left for Mr. Charles C. Cooper of Kings-

ley House to give the explanation.

&quot;Prohibition enforcement at the present time in the

city of Pittsburgh cannot be divorced from politics. Com
mencing with the primary for the United States Senator-

ship to the present time, there has been a fierce political

battle, with one senatorial investigating committee dis

closing the fact of large sums of money used in the pri

mary, and another committee to investigate more di

rectly the election of Mr. Vare.

&quot;While this controversy goes on there will be no well-

defined policy, either of law enforcement or law disregard,

upon the part of the city officials. In my opinion, the

present situation with regard to the enforcement of the

Eighteenth Amendment does not therefore represent the

conscience of Pittsburgh.&quot;

From Pittsburgh along the leg of the triangle to the

third great city of the finishing shop Buffalo.

While the work of Pittsburgh goes on by virtue of the

vast coal supply set ready to its furnaces, the main ac

tivities of Buffalo proceed because of the Falls of Ni

agara. And since the kind and quality of the population

attracted to a city depend on the way it can get its liv

ing there, and on the kind and quality of people depends
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the way law works among them, so the coal of the Alle-

ghenies and the water of Niagara Falls are the controlling

factors in the operation of the amendment in Pittsburgh
and Buffalo.

Ships from the Great Lakes have to stop at Buffalo if

they don t want to go over Niagara Falls. They come
to Buffalo loaded with grain and steel, ore and automo

bile parts, canned meats and vegetables from the Middle

West, which must be moved from ship bottoms to railroad

cars. Niagara Falls is also the source of a vast supply
of hydro-electric power, and, therefore, of manufactur

ing. Buffalo requires men to load and unload ships and
men to run the electrically driven factories. Poland,

Germany, Italy, Canada, Ireland, England, Russia, and
the Black Belt of the South have sent these men to her.

It is they who constitute the Buffalo which the social

workers know.

How does prohibition work among them?

The first and most distinctive thing that appears in the

report is that the population, drawn by new industrial

developments, pushed by racial affiliations, is drifting

about with such rapidity and producing such suddenly

changed conditions that it is difficult to catch any one

group still long enough to study it.

Of the conditions before the passage of the amendment
there is pretty general agreement. There were plenty of

saloons everywhere. In Irish, Irish-American, and Polish

neighborhoods alcohol was a major cause of poverty. In

Italian and Jewish neighborhoods it was not. There

was no sudden change after the passage of the amend
ment that could be attributed to prohibition; but there

have been many significant changes since, of which it

may or may not be the cause. Let me try to pick them
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out of the rapid race eddies that swing round and round

in the city.

&quot;Some fifteen years ago,&quot; writes Dr. McLennan of

Welcome Hall, &quot;our neighborhood was predominantly
Irish and alcohol was an important cause of poverty, so

cial misery and crime. Then the Irish moved out and

the Sicilians and Syrians came in
?
both reasonably tem

perate in their drinking. The former used their home
made wines; the latter, while indulging in their stronger

arrack, seldom became intoxicated. I cannot recall ever

seeing a Syrian the worse for liquor.

&quot;Up to the time of the adoption of the amendment we
had at our settlement a long list of mothers who went to

work. Many children left school because their families

needed help at home, or else whatever earnings they could

secure outside. For some time now we have had no list

of mothers wanting employment, and the attendance at

school is much better than in the old days. I believe that

prohibition has had something to do with this changed

condition, how much I doubt if anyone knows.

&quot;Between 1918 and 1921 there did not appear to be

in our neighborhood any particular change either in gen

eral happiness or in the amount of poverty. It was a

time when drink was considerably reduced in volume,

largely for the reason that the average person did not

know how to make or procure the stronger drinks. I

am inclined to think that so far as our neighborhood

is concerned the improved conditions were due more

largely to steady employment and good wages than to

prohibition. . . . My impression is that there was a

slight reduction in the amount of crime and disorder

during this period, and there was nothing to show that

the use of drugs had increased.
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&quot;The place of the saloon was supplied by the so-called

soft-drink place, which is such only in name. Many who

frequented the old saloon continued to attend the f

drink-

eries/ but the drinkery is not a political center though

it is a social meeting place and a place for card playing.

. , . I doubt if there is any so-called illicit manufac

ture of drink, as that term is generally understood, in our

neighborhood, but I do believe there is a good deal of

wine sold, not by regular bootleggers alone, but by our

men and women, who, either to accommodate a neighbor

or for the profit involved, will dispose of their home

made wines. I have it on the testimony of a well-

informed Italian that there are at least one hundred per

sons in our neighborhood who, if not strictly speaking

bootleggers, do a certain amount of bootlegging business.

&quot;The opinion of all of us at our settlement is that

there is not so much crime in our vicinity as before the

passage of the amendment.

&quot;Our Italian people, so far as I can discover, have no

conviction that they are doing anything morally wrong
in making and drinking their native wines. They can

not understand why prohibition was adopted. Generally

speaking, they feel that it is an evidence of fanaticism,

and while they are obliged in certain ways to conform

to the law, they have no special scruples against violat

ing it.

&quot;I do not believe that violators of the law in our neigh
borhood are politically protected. Doubtless there are

individuals who count on some protection from their po
litical party if placed under arrest, but I believe there

is a growing feeling that the federal government is not

to be trifled with and that political influence does not

count&quot;
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Mr. Gaetano Frankino, president of a men s club at

Welcome Hall, believes that while there are not so many
going to drinkeries as to former saloons, there is more

drinking in homes, and that the wine made from grapes
which come from California is stronger than that from

the local vintage.

In one district composed largely of recent Polish immi

grants and poor whites, before the amendment, in prac

tically every case of poverty drink was a contributing,

if not a main cause. The children were neglected and

half fed because the father spent nearly all his earnings

in the corner saloon. The mothers took in washing or

went out by the day. In the adjacent districts prior to

1919, 75 per cent of the population were Orthodox Rus^

sian Jews who did not drink, and the rest were German-

Americans who were old residents, Irish-Americans, a

few Italians and Negroes. All the cases which the social

workers of that time report as being due to alcohol occur

in the Irish families. Such changes as occurred after

the amendment was passed were partly due to the

changing neighborhood. The Negroes, whom great hy
dro-electric plants had drawn to Buffalo for war-time

industries, gradually crowded the Jews out, and their

numbers have increased so that the district is now the

center of the city s colored section.

&quot;Among the colored families, drink does not appear
to be a very great problem,&quot; says Miss Graham of the

Memorial Chapel Social Center, &quot;though poverty is very

common, it appears to be due to other causes than drink

sometimes to gambling, illness, or discrimination

against employing colored people.&quot;

From the various Buffalo reports it appears that be

fore the amendment alcohol was a factor of greater
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importance than today. In relation to the period be

tween 1919 and 1921 there is a distinct discrepancy in

the records of Buffalo. There was a marked reduction

in the consumption of liquor and in the amount of

drunkenness immediately following the enforcement of

the amendment. There was, however, a serious period
of unemployment in 1921-22 which influenced the city s

prosperity, but there was not anything like the amount
of drunkenness during those months of unemployment
which one sees now on the streets.

The records of the Health Department show the

deaths assigned to alcoholic causation to be in 1919, 17;
in 1920, 8. In the years following, the reports divide

them into chronic and acute causes. In 1921 there

were but 13 deaths attributable to alcoholic causation;
this number rose gradually year by year until in 1925

there were 71 such deaths. -

It is believed, however, that the acute cases are more

likely to be reported and cared for immediately now than
in the past, and that today many cases are cared for

in hospitals or taken before the courts which would
never have been noticed in the years preceding 1918.

&quot;The drinkery has taken the place of the saloon/ one
social worker writes. &quot;We have great numbers of these

today and pretty much everything which went on in the

saloon is going on in them. In a study made by mem
bers of my own staff three years ago it was a most fre

quent matter to have them send in a report that in

visiting a drinkery which we were listing, as they en
tered the room both liquor and dice would be swept out
of sight, and in one or two of the more open cases the
men did &amp;lt;not even take the trouble to put the things

away. There is no doubt in any of our minds that boot-
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legging and illicit manufacture of poor liquor exist in

many places in Buffalo today. The raids are constant

and some of the biggest hauls made by the federal gov
ernment have been in this city.

&quot;Drinkeries are licensed freely all over the city; on
the other hand, I do not believe that we are having a
terrific crime wave. A great deal of fuss is being made
over the morning court and the papers play up the num
ber of intoxicated individuals on Sunday mornings, but
I do not believe that before the passage of the amend
ment any space would have been given in the columns
to any of these agencies. And again, the record of the

Charity Organization Society would indicate that intem

perance is a less serious question.

&quot;Of course, there is in Buffalo, among the great num
bers of our foreign population, a distinct feeling that
a real imposition is being worked upon them in depriv

ing them of their privilege to buy and sell and make
alcoholic liquors. I think this an honest conviction

upon the part of many of them; but one can offset this

by a good many cases in which they feel that there may
be some advantage in making it more difficult to obtain,

This is true especially in the minds of the women who
have suffered from intemperance upon the part of their

husbands.

The Council of Churches in Buffalo has established

recently a Committee on Law Enforcement for which
their original aim was to get one thousand members.

Without a great deal of effort that number has been

increased to five thousand and people are still applying
for membership. These represent very largely the wealthy
and middle-class elements in the population, but are a

slight indication of the fact that opinion is developing
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in this community toward the idea that enforcement is

possible and obligatory.

Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo are busy fabricating
raw products to the use of man through the power of

gas and coal and water with the labor of great foreign

populations. Busy also with a score of different racial

drink habits, with lax public officials, and with the group
of well-to-do Americans whose patronage supports those

who make and sell liquor in defiance of the law.

Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Buffalo are more prosperous
than before the amendment, with rising curves in edu
cation and health.



CHAPTER XVI

FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS

IP WE had got Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, all three

at once into the field of a giant microscope, we might
have seen the Eighteenth Amendment sweep down upon

them, disturb them for a time, change their social and

economic functioning, and then settle into a tentative

adjustment that was not by and large an adjustment

through observance. Part of the explanation is that

their large foreign populations are used to drink; part

that they are under the terrific strain of our speeded-up

mass production, a new and preoccupying thing in human

experience, and from the strain of which alcohol is a

relaxation. If for these reasons prohibition operates im

perfectly in the great working centers of the American

finishing shop, how is it working in the smaller towns

and cities, in the lesser divisions?

All these places are conditioned by the way people

get their living; by the kind of industries their people

work in and the kind of workers these industries attract.

Very different men work in clothing factories from those

in steel mills and with very different reactions to the

prohibition law.

Take Akron, a busy, manufacturing city of over 200r

000 people. Rubber is its giant industry. Hundreds of

millions of dollars in rubber products, principally tirea

for the omnipresent automobiles of America. Millions

191
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in foundry and machine shop ;
machines to carry out the

inventiveness and cunning of the American genius. Hun
garians, Austrians, Germans, and English people work
in these industries. During the war hundreds of Negroes

migrated; and in recent years, Greeks have begun to filter

in. German and Teutonic peoples for the most part,

used to beers and ales malt liquors.

With this background, figures have significance. In

1919 when war-time restraints imposed their inhibitions

upon all people alike there were arrests for violation of

national prohibition laws. With the relaxing of these in

hibitions and the normal ways of living reestablishing

themselves, arrests for violation of prohibition laws rose

in 1925 to over one thousand.

During the war and afterward the world needed rubber

products, needed the machines of the machine shops.

Akron workers had steady work and good wages. &quot;In

1918 intemperance figured in 83 of the families applying
for aid to the Family Service Bureau. In 1925 intem

perance figured in only 84 families.&quot;

According to Mr. H. T. Waller, secretary of the

Y. M. C. A., &quot;racial groups traditionally accustomed to

free use of drink oppose prohibition, but the general re

action of these groups is fully as good as among Ameri
cans. Civic spirit has been developed to a much greater

degree since the elimination of the saloon, and the situa

tion among minors is for the most part much better

than during saloon days.&quot;

Mansfield, Ohio, is a typical, progressive American

city of 30,000 people with a foreign-born population of

over 5,000. Rotary, Kiwanis, Y. M. C. A.s and Y. W.
C. A.s, women s clubs, and churches, flourish* Flourish-
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ing with them, because of the difficulty of breaking off

old habits, is the bootlegger.

A settlement worker furnishes the background for one

section of the ctiy. &quot;We had not less than twenty-three
nationalities in our neighborhood, with Italians, Slavs,

and Greeks predominating. After the war there was an
influx of colored families. Mansfield is a railroad center

and also has independent steel mills and brass works.&quot;

A social worker who had considerable experience in

Mansfield at one time writes that &quot;when prohibition

went into effect, not a single saloon, as far as I know,
closed its doors. Even the shutters and green curtains

remained intact. They became soft-drink parlors and
coffee houses. To their number were added others; stores

that formerly had operated as secondhand furniture

shops, small groceries, fruit stores, and barber shops.&quot;

The report goes on to tell that raids followed, arrests

and fines. Sometimes the fines were paid by an associa

tion of men. However, other consequences than raids

and fines came to the neighborhood. Expensive cars

came, the cars of buyers and the cars of sellers; and

homes were built in the new real-estate developments.

&quot;If there is less poverty today it is because of boot

legging,&quot; says another report.

Our informant says that after about three years of

prohibition a well-organized &quot;ring&quot; was apparently in

operation; &quot;booze could be bought freely in the foreign

end of the town.&quot; This resumption of the sale of liquor

was gradual. Rich patrons made the business profitable.

The career of a poor Macedonian is cited. His family of

children virtually lived at the settlement. In two short

years, such was his industry, after prohibition, that he

purchased a large house and expensive car, bought a
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restaurant, and he and his wife went back for a visit

to the old country.

&quot;How can one expect young sons to be in love with

honest toil if the father gets rich quick by evading the

law?&quot; asks a social worker. &quot;While bootleggers in our

vicinity were buying property uptown, they supplied up

town trade as extensively as downtown. In the foreign

districts there were raids and fines, but I never remem

ber a single raid on an uptown cellar.&quot;

Mansfield, we are told by a former resident who knew

the town well, is a typical Mid-Western town, differing

in no wise from other communities where there are in

dustries and foreign populations and rich buyers, where

a new law is imposed upon old customs.

Springfield, Ohio, is a town where agricultural imple

ments are made; where foundry and machine shops turn

out their products ;
where steam, gas, and water engines

are manufactured. Its population is mainly native white.

Its foreign bom come for the most part from disciplined

and orderly Germany. English and Canadians live in

Springfield, accenting Anglo-Saxon traditions. Even in

this American setting &quot;foreign, groups are determined

to have liquor, so make it in their homes.&quot;

Prom Union Settlement House comes the statement

that in spite of some bootlegging, &quot;the family and social

conditions have immensely improved since prohibition.&quot;

One is conscious of Lima even in the night because of

the smell of crude oil that comes stealing through the

dark. A report of the Family Welfare Association says

that Lima is a city of cultured people. It has a back-*

ground of Dunkards and Mennonites whose religion en

joined temperance. It lies in the center of rich farming
section and is the county seat for the countryside. Of
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its 55,000 population only 5 per cent are foreign born,

these including mainly German, Irish, English, and Can
adian. Schools, clubs, and churches fill the life of the

little city; thirty-two Protestant and three large Cath

olic churches.

In spite of some bootlegging and home brew, prohibi

tion enforcement is apparently fairly well accomplished.

Enforcement has, according to old residents of Lima,
driven out the segregated districts and made the streets

of that section safe.

&quot;I have been told,&quot; says Mrs. Ella Brown, general

secretary of the Family Welfare Association, &quot;that drink

ing among minors is carried on in an unusual degree.

I have been told by a local physician that parents come

to him asking that he advise the young people.

&quot;Men spend more time and money at home now. They
pay the grocer and butcher in cash and women have sew

ing machines. A certain form of tobacco shops has

sprung up in Lima in which people meet and grow con

vivial.&quot;

The sentiment of the town is apparently for enforce

ment and they have it or something very like it

Toledo manufactures glass and steel. Its foundry and

machine shops, its electrical machine shops, its flour and

grist mills, its factories where automobile bodies and

parts are made, do a business way up in the millions, the

tens of millions, and employ besides native white peoples

a large population of foreign-born folk. To this city, too,

negroes have migrated in large numbers.

For a short time after the passage of the amendment

wages in the glass and steel industries were high and

work steady. The amendment, steady work and high

wages, apparently greatly improved neighborhood condi-
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tions. Then came a strike in the steel mills and indus

trial depression. New inventions enabled the glass manu
facturers to replace their skilled laborers with machines.

Then came poverty and need in spite of prohibition.

Bootlegging has come in, the young people demand drink,

and there are drinking parties on the marshes. How
ever, the Monday-morning court docket for disorderly

drinking has almost disappeared.

In a certain poor district in Toledo where employ
ment has slackened and wages fallen, a steady deterio

ration of the workers has set in, according to the obser

vation of social workers living in this section. &quot;This

condition we do not believe due to their nonobservance

of the prohibition law, but to the barren, quarrelsome

lives, immoral and irreligious, that so many of them
lead.&quot;

Up from Toledo to the lake shore and over the Penn

sylvania line is Erie, another of the units in the finish

ing shop. Here as in Toledo are factories and foreigners,

Americans with surplus money, prosperity and prohibi
tion. Are the skirts of the smaller town cleaner than
those of the other industrial cities?

&quot;There was for a period of time,&quot; writes Aaron M.
Lopez, general secretary for the Erie Associated Chari

ties, &quot;following the passage of the prohibition act, a tacit

observation of the law. Today there is an exceedingly

large quantity of bootlegging and illicit manufacturing
. . . there is a great deal of drunkenness and a substan

tial number of cases of illness and death because of the

kind of liquor used. In 1925, 62 families out of 783
needed relief because of alcoholic intemperance. Par
ticularly in the Polish district, it would seem that in al

most every other home moonshine was being made.
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There is apparently more drinking on the part of younger

people, both boys and girls, and boys frequently carry

liquor with them. 77

Then comes the usual qualifying statement, &quot;There

is without doubt less drunkenness than before prohibi

tion and less liquor consumed.&quot;

So Erie tunes in with Akron and Toledo and Mansfield

and other smaller towns and its problems are the same as

theirs.

From a small industrial town in Pennsylvania whose

social worker asks that name and place be not men
tioned comes this story. &quot;Our neighborhood is 90 per
cent better since prohibition. There were crime, dis

order, trouble in the homes. Children were compelled
to work.

&quot;After 1918 came great prosperity. Less money was

spent on drink and then there was increase in wages;
children were kept in school longer.&quot;

As to present conditions: &quot;We still have the saloon

and the copper boilers in the stores and drunkenness

in the homes. To me it is pathetic to see so many moth

ers drinking moonshine. There are three saloons across

the street from our settlement; one seems to be doing

a thriving business not only with foreigners, but with

many called our best Americans. Our foreign people

feel they have been unjustly treated and I think more

young boys are drinking, as liquor is in their homes

all the time. However, the situation is encouraging and

I can see improvement.&quot;

On and up through the Alleghenies, close cropped of

their forests to meet our insatiable demand for print

paper, over the Pennsylvania line and down through

Cattaraugus County into Olean with its car shops and
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its tanneries, its American population and its tuberculosis

survey still in progress.

&quot;In Cattaraugus County we are unable, with the ex

ception of possibly six cases, definitely to link up alco

hol either directly or indirectly with tuberculosis/ says

W. C. Jensen, director of the tuberculosis survey. &quot;In

six cases there is no doubt that excessive drinking has

played a definite part in the lowering of the social and

economic standard of the families involved.&quot;

And then over into the Genesee Valley and down the

river to Rochester. It was undoubtedly the falls of the

Genesee that started Rochester on its industrial career,

that established factories there. Vast amounts of raw

material are converted into clothing, boots and shoes, col

lars, furniture, baby carriages, books, dishes, toys. The

great Eastman Kodak plants are here. Much varied

industry makes employment relatively steady.

Rochester has foreign people. Has Americans with

money for its boots and shoes, its tailored clothes, its

cameras, its bootleg. Rochester has social settlements,

prohibition, and a city s problem of enforcement.

Two reports come to me from Rochester one from

a Jewish section fast losing its racial character; one

from a section largely Italian but with a slight mixture

of other foreign peoples.

Mrs. Gertrude M. Jerdone of the (Baden Street Settle

ment writes us that before national prohibition liquor

was &quot;only a minor source of hardship to the Jewish

neighborhood; that higher wages brought about the

higher standard of living.&quot; This opinion is shared by
the workers of the Italian Housekeeping Center, who
state that &quot;the improvement in the economic world is
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responsible for the present well-being among Rochester s

factory workers.&quot;

According to the Rochester Police Report for 1917
&quot;men and women resort to the barroom for social inter

course, games, music, singing, occasional dancing.&quot; This
social function of the saloon is now partly taken over

by the &quot;movies and auto
riding.&quot; The drinking factor

of the saloon is supplied by blind pigs, home manufac
ture. One of our neighborhood relief agencies reports
that at least ten of their families indulge in bootlegging
and are now self-supporting.

&quot;Crime has increased in our neighborhood and public
intoxication enormously, due, I think, to Americans
and foreigners other than our Jewish neighbors. Our

young people drink openly today,&quot; says Mrs. Jerdone.

Rochester, it must be remembered, is a city with a

great number of foreign-born workers over 22 per cent

of the population. Italians are in the lead, followed

numerically by Germans and Poles and peoples from

the British Isles.

In one of these groups is a settlement from which a

worker writes: &quot;None of the present workers in

have a single good thing to say for the present prohibi

tion situation, as we feel that it has ruined our neigh

borhood, where respect for law and order has materially

lessened. In the four years I have been here there has

been a very grave change for the worse.&quot;

A worker among Italians states that &quot;the young peo

ple have always had wine at home and among them

there is no great change. The automobile is more of a

problem than drink. Women as well as men resent the

amendment- All our neighborhood agree in their re

sentment* They are exasperated and dislike the law.
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Those breaking it are far more prosperous financially,

and the reaction of those who are not bootlegging is

naturally very bad. The workers feel that we have

seen a neighborhood wrecked so far as its better elements

of life are concerned. The worst of it is that drink

and drunkenness were practically never the cause of

the problems of our immediate group. We have nothing
to say in favor of the present situation.

&quot;

Against flagrant violations Mayor Martin O Neil and

Captain Kavanaugh are apparently waging conscientious

warfare. There was an increase of 474 arrests for the

month of September, 1926, over the corresponding month
of 1925. Three hundred white and colored lawbreakers

were driven from the city. &quot;One ward where speak-easies

and blind pigs flourished now has fifty-five vacant places.

Into vacated houses respectable families are moving. A
lifelong resident of this cleaned-up district said that

for the first time in five years a landlord in a section

which formerly was most vicious had considered it ad
visable to make improvements on his property.&quot;

On east from Rochester and into Connecticut. Driv

ing north toward Danbury we passed through lovely resi

dence towns one after another Bedford, Ridgefield,

Salem, Cross River, places where families live in the

houses their grandfathers built, under the trees their

grandfathers planted, where grandmother s tiger lilies

still blossom by the gate, and where the grandsons peren
nially renew the white paint on the clapboards and the
dark green on the original shutters. But when the road
has swung beyond these towns, crossed a little bridge and
climbed a hill into Danbury, the atmosphere of beautiful
New England culture is gone. To the left glitter the
windows of a hat factory, row on row. Danbury is given
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over, body and boots, to the making of felt hats. Though
there are machine shops and paper-box factories as sub

sidiary industries, hat making is the town s character

istic occupation.

The homes of the hatters of Danbury have not grown
lovelier from father to son. After the loss of their

famous strike a generation back, the court decision that

each individual striker was responsible for the loss the

factory owners suffered through the strike, resulted in

the confiscation of many of their homes and the dis

couragement of the whole town. Danbury is not bright
with white and green paint, but gray and discouraged.
The hatters have worked on from generation to gene
ration and they have little to show for it, unless you
count hatter s shakes, which is a form of mercury poi

soning.

How does prohibition work in Danbury?
Before prohibition there were fifty-four saloons in the

two blocks leading to the factories. An official in one

of the hat factories said: &quot;On pay day the workers used

to go out of one saloon and into another, or remain in one

till they had spent most of their wages.&quot;

As a result, on Monday morning about 40 per cent

of the force would fail to report for work, and it would

take till Wednesday to organize the shop thoroughly. A
great number of women would call for their husbands

pay to prevent its being all spent on drink, and children

would wait at the saloon doors to take home their

drunken fathers. There were many strikes, but no vio

lence, though the saloons used to be meeting places for

the townspeople. The director of the Americanization

League, who has lived in Danbury since 1882, says that
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treating was the curse of the community and that the

saloon was the breeding place for labor troubles.

Immediately after prohibition, drunkenness nearly dis

appeared from the streets, the jail was practically empty.
There is a feeling among people in the town that, since

the work of making felt hats is seasonal and lasts only
about five months of the year, during which time the

hatters are under great strain, and also because of

&quot;hatter s shakes,&quot; it is necessary for the workers to

drink, and so they gather in private clubs and speak
easies where they pay more for drinks and get poorer

beverages.

How much drinking there is nobody in Danbury knows,
but against the facts of bootlegging are balanced the

statements of a representative of another hat company
that &quot;Our Monday morning problem&quot; is now practically
nonexistent. &quot;Eighty per cent of the workers report for

work; they are better dressed and they seem better fed;

many of them have automobiles. No more do women
come to the factory to collect their husbands wages, nor
do children wait at the saloon doors to take home their

drunken fathers. Although the population of Danbury
has not increased, yet we have had to build a new high
school to relieve our overcrowded one.&quot;

After gray, depressed Danbury, into bustling Water-
bury with its brass and watch factories, its machine
shops and foundries, its factories where needles, pins
and hooks and eyes flow like little steel streams from
cunning machines, where 100,000 people are kept busy.

&quot;The largest foreign group is Italian, there being
about 20,000 of them. There are Lithuanians, Russians,
and Poles. The Yankees control the big business of the

city, while the Irish control politics.&quot;
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This town is prosperous; it has picked up since 1922

and banks show that savings accounts are increasing.

There is never a time when the American people is

willing to go without watches, needles and pins and hooks

and eyes and modern plumbing. Is it willing to go with

out a saloon and drink? A police officer stated: &quot;All

Waterbury is now a huge saloon; one drink of bad whisky

turns a timid youth into a bold hold-up man and much

of the present crime wave is due to bad liquor.&quot;

A Waterbury official stated that under the first two

years of prohibition the number of arrests for intemper

ance fell sharply from the number in pre-prohibition

days, but in later years there has been a steady increase

of arrests for drunkenness. The lowest number was 585

in 1921; there were 1,315 in 1925.

A man who has been engaged in social work in Water-

bury for thirty years, adds to the blackness of this pic

ture. He says that &quot;normal conditions among the young
as well as among the adults have become worse than prior

to prohibition* The city is as wet as the sound of its

name.&quot; Boys congregate with former saloon habitites

in speak-easies, private clubs, pool rooms, road houses

and public dance halls. Most of the places are not

licensed and, therefore, cannot be controlled.

There is, however, a dryer side even to wet Waterbury.
Mr. Eugene Kerner, who has been with the Lincoln

Welfare Association for fifteen years, said that he has

noticed a marked improvement among the poorer classes.

Only about 5 per cent of the applications for aid now are

due to intemperance. The percentage, prior to prohibi

tion, ran as high as 50 per cent. He said emphatically

that prohibition in conjunction with high wages and

steady employment has benefited the needy.
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Waterbury is an industrial city; it prospers with its

industrial plants; these are the barometers. One of the

assistants to the general manager of the Chase and Co.

Brass Factory stated that the factory physician reported

the health of the employees much better since prohibi

tion. Fewer accidents occur now in the afternoons than

when the employees would drink during the lunch hour

and return to work under the influence of alcohol. The
foreman no longer complained of the Monday-morning
problem, as 90 per cent of the force reports for work.

Employees are steadier and the labor turnover is smaller.

Even in wet Waterbury, where nearly 30 per cent of

the population are foreign born or of foreign parentage !

It is not far to Hartford where they make typewriters.

Other things incidentally, but preeminently typewriters.

Hartford is the capital of Connecticut and in the middle

of Connecticut s tobacco country. From the standpoint
of the workers, the production of typewriters is its chief

occupation. An enormous group of middle-class &quot;white

collar&quot; workers work in the printing and publishing con

cerns, especially for the life insurance companies who
have their headquarters in Hartford.

Hartford, roughly speaking, is a middle-class American

city. Among the foreign born or of foreign parentage,
the Irish are far and away in the lead, followed by Ger

mans, English, Canadians, and Austrians(. Southern

European countries have small quotas in this city.

The Charity Organization Society reports that in 1914,

9^2 per cent of all cases it handled needed help because
of intemperance; that in 1921, immediately after the

passage of the amendment, only 1J^ per cent came to

them for this cause; but that by 1925 the number had
gone up to 8 per cent The police docket, on the con-
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trary, shows a steady decrease. In 1914, 60 per cent of

the arrests were because of intemperance; in 1921, 40

per cent; in 1925, only 35 per cent. Strangely enough,
a public official doesn t agree with the record. He says
the number of bootleggers and speak-easies, as well as

the amount of drinking, has been steadily increasing.

Many of those arrested during Saturday and Sunday
are workers in tobacco fields who come to Hartford

to get drunk. &quot;That is the reason for the great number
of arrests found on our records Monday morning.&quot; An
other officer states that drinking prevails as much now

among all classes as it did prior to prohibition and that

he notices no change whatever.

But the head of the Welfare Department of one of

the industries which employs 4,500 workers says that

very few workers stay away from the job because of

drunkenness and that the nurses reports show that the

homes of the workers are in a better condition than prior

to prohibition. While this may be due in part to higher

wages and steadier employment, he has no doubt that

much of it is due to the fact that the workers do not

drink so much as in pre-prohibition days. Taking all

these elements together, he is convinced that the ex

periment of prohibition was well worth while and that,

at any rate, the drunkard is now off the street.

Big Hartford
1

has enough industries so that if a worker

loses a job in a typewriter plant there is a fair chance

of finding something else to do without leaving town. It

is different in Willimantic on the eastern side of the

state.

Here are only 12,000 people; and the only places to

work are in the thread and velvet mills. The population

of Willimantic is largely composed either of those of
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foreign parentage or of the foreign born. French Cana
dians predominate, Poles and Italians come next in

numbers, while many of the old settlers are Irish. It

is as much a woman s town as Los Angeles, but for quite

different reasons. Women go to southern California for

rest and for health and easy life. Women come to Willi-

mantic because even for the slightly skilled there is work.

Most of the breadwinners in the town are women. Not

only the widows and the spinsters, but the married

women have to work because men s wages are so low

that a man cannot support his family; and the children

enter the mill quite young, notwithstanding the sixteen-

year limit of the child-labor law.

According to one of the social workers the American
Thread Company dominates Willimantic both politically

and economically. To keep full power in its hands, it

went so far as to buy out the land purchased by the

Singer Sewing Machine Company so that the latter could

not build a factory there. The thread company has

practically forced the town to stand still.

Before prohibition, the Monday-morning problem was
not the difficulty it often was elsewhere, because 60 per
cent of the employees were women.

It is hard to make comparisons in Willimantic be

cause there was a strike in the mill and a large labor

turnover among the employees.
I went through Willimantic while this strike was in

progress. A miserable tent colony at the outskirts of the

town held the workers. They had been there a long
time when I saw them; the tents were gray; banners

were torn and faded. Autumn was beginning and win
ter was coming on.

A clergyman said, &quot;The last strike lasted eighteen
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months and my people were involved. Some of them

have worked forty years in the mill for the company and

by going on strike they lost their pensions. Yet there

was no violence nor actual starvation. They seemed to

get through it somehow and they are getting along some

how now, but if the saloon had been open it would have

been worse.&quot;

Shabby and dirty, Willimantic has no nice neighbor

hood because it has not a real middle class. The mill

workers own little or no property and are not sure of

their employment, while the mill owners live in England
and are not interested in the welfare of Willimantic. The
houses have few modern conveniences. A new coat of

paint is an unusual thing. Even when the young people

marry they must occupy the same kind of houses in the

same kind of neighborhood.

&quot;jBefore prohibition,&quot; said Mr. E. P. Chasbro, the presi

dent of the selectmen and the commissioner in charge
of all relief work, &quot;Willimantic had thirty-four saloons

located one after another along the Main Street. Sat

urday night was a busy one for the police. Men didn t

hesitate to spend their wages, since the women worked.&quot;

Mr. Chasbro says that very few cases for aid come to

him now that are due to drink. There are some heavy

drinkers, but even the old &quot;soaks&quot; have stopped drinking

because good liquor costs so much. Even the families

of those who drink are better off now and don t apply
for aid, though before prohibition they had to be sup

ported all the time. Willimantic did not go through the

great wave of prosperity that other localities knew. Im

mediately after the war there was a big slump and there

has been no period of real money-making since.

&quot;Notwithstanding the long-drawn-out strike, there
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have been fewer demands for relief than before the war.

Although many in Willimantic are making booze and

selling, and some have children working in the mills,

the real reason why there are not more applicants for

aid is to be found in the abolition of the saloon.&quot;

&quot;There may be many more speak-easies,&quot; said an offi

cial, &quot;than there were saloons prior to prohibition, but the

amount of money spent in them is not so large. Indeed,

a man cannot spend as much now as he used to because

two or three drinks costing him twenty cents to fifty

cents each will knock him out. There are many arrests

made for drunkenness, but the men s families do not

suffer as much as prior to prohibition when they left

their wages in the saloons.&quot;

He was very emphatic in his belief that the abolition

of the saloons was a good thing for the community, but

that prohibition was a failure. He also said that the

saloons and automobiles could not exist at the same time.

Miss Elizabeth P. Anderson of the Welfare Bureau

says that Willimantic had its poor before prohibition and

still has them, but they are not now in as dire need as

they used to be and drunkenness is not the direct cause

of their poverty.

Further east in Massachusetts are the old cotton-mill

towns of New Bedford and Fall River. Like Williman

tic, they were mill towns when the industrial revolu

tion came to America, The mill workers of that time

were the sons and daughters of those who had come

from England, Scotland, and Ireland a generation be

fore. With the speeding up of mill production, the

race balance shifted and the drink habits of the Anglo-

Saxons were changed for those of the Mediterranean

group.
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What the situation was in New Bedford before the

amendment is told by the Rev. C. F. Hersey, head of

the City Mission there for thirty-two years. ^In pre-

prohibition days we were surrounded by a circle of six

teen saloons, six drug stores, and five clubs, all dispensing
unlimited quantities of booze. Additional to these were

many speak-easies which did enough business to pay
the United States license but sold in defiance of the

state law and the city authorities. Our population at

the South End is cosmopolitan, mostly non-American and
about 40 per cent non-English speaking. Friday and

Saturday nights the saloons were packed to the limit,

extra bartenders were put on, and a big business was

always done on these days, which were pay nights in

the mills. Sundays the clubs and drug stores and the

speak-easies did a rushing business, also on holidays and

election days. The men came from the mill with their

pay envelopes and went direct to the saloon, paid their

score for the week and treated the boys before they went
home. When it was hard times and slack work the drink

ing man was the inefficient and undependable hand and he

was laid off first. They always took the children out of

school and put them to work as soon as the law would

allow. Drink was never legally sold at dances then or

now. Of course, the hip flask is there now as it was

then.

&quot;There is not much more bootlegging than in pre-

prohibition days. Certainly not as much liquor is dis

pensed as in the old days when we saw every Monday
morning huge drays filled with barrels emptied by
the trade of Saturday. We have much less of the ef

fects of liquor even with enforcement as poor as it is

than under license. Much of the bootlegging is under the
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direction of a big syndicate which is making money and

those they employ get good pay, but they are few.&quot;

Of the present situation a partial picture has come to

us through a group of collective opinions. This shows in

this cotton mill town many of the evils which have fol

lowed the operation of the Eighteenth Amendment in the

larger cities. Many of the descendants of the skilled

mill operatives are running stills in their own homes and

these stills, as in New York and Chicago, are being

tended by boys and girls. There seems to be no pre

ponderance of one race over another in this practice.

Since there is a large influx of Portuguese, quite natu

rally more of them than of other nationalities are engaged
in bootlegging.

The depression in the cotton industry in New Bedford

is the reverse of the rise of the cotton industry of the

South. Thousands of spindles have moved nearer to the

cotton fields and to the poor white labor. The fact of the

New Bedford industrial depression has sent women into

the mills quite without reference to the Eighteenth
Amendment.

There is no question in anybody s mind that if you
know the right people to ask you can get drink anywhere
in New Bedford. A group of women operatives in the

mills, many of whom were in favor of the law when it was

first passed, are now opposed to it because it brings liquor

into the home. They have said, also, that liquor is some

times sold clandestinely in the mills, and they feel that

the present situation is worse than the previous one.

Among the younger people, however, there is rising in

terest in athletics. The young men are devoting a great

deal more time to outdoor sports than they did previous
to prohibition. This is a phase which we have found in
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other parts of the country and the opinion seems to be

that athletics and alcohol do not mix.

Miss Thornton of the Children s Aid Society says:

&quot;We have an eighteen-year-old boy who says that liquor

is brought into the mill. About a month or six weeks

ago he drank a pint of this stuff and really was para

lyzed for about seven hours. He says liquor is brought
in all the time, but this particular brand was unusually

poisonous. He did not mean to drink it all, but he got

started and finished it up. This shows what goes on in

the mills.&quot;

Miss Rowe of the Family Welfare Society says:

&quot;There is a great deal of poverty in New Bedford,

but on the surface much of it seems to be due to the

present industrial situation. In our own families we
have not noticed any appreciable amount of drinking on

the part of minors.&quot;

I took the boat to Fall River to meet a group which

Miss Florence Nye had invited to King Philip Settle

ment House. This stands on a height of land overlooking

both the bay and the inland water supply, and under its

windows are mills and mills. Just as the 160-foot drop
of the Big Sioux River had made Sioux Falls, so the fact

that the fresh water stands there 129 feet above sea level

has created Fall River by giving employment to 20,000

people in the cotton mills and drawing to it the sort of

people who made good operatives.

&quot;The population fluctuates between 125,000 and 130r
000. Portuguese are about one-fourth; French Cana
dians about one-fourth; English, Polish, Italians and

many other nationalities in good numbers. The city is

85 per cent Roman Catholic.&quot;

Looking at that group of people who knew the prohibi-
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tion situation, I felt there was something impending

something sinister. As we talked together I wondered

what it was. Suddenly I knew! I was not prepared to

face it again. I rose and stood before them.

&quot;Fd like to tell you a story,&quot; I began. &quot;It was in

Keokuk or maybe Minneapolis that a man asked a po
liceman where he could get a drink, and the officer said:

Do you see the second turn to the left? Well, it s an

alley and you go down there to the fourth house where

a negro woman lives. It s the only place where . , / &quot;

There was a monitory stirring, but I ruthlessly put it

through.

Out of his thirty-seven years of experience as super
intendent of King Philip Mill, which employs approxi

mately 1,100 hands, Mr. Richard G. Riley gives the fol

lowing opinion:

&quot;In the beginning I want to state that to my mind the

Volstead Act as passed in 1917 is one of the greatest

blessings that ever befell the working people, especially
those in the textile business. I can honestly say that

I have seen more poverty, more distress due to drink

than to any other cause. For twenty-five years I have
been an executive of the mill and I have never known a

time, until the past few years, that we could pay off any
day except Saturday. If we did, so many employees
would be missing the following morning that we could

scarcely operate. Today we could pay off at any time
and open as usual the next morning* As for efficiency

in the mill, I can truthfully say that never have we
had such efficiency in the mill as since the enactment
of the prohibition law. We are accomplishing things
today which would have been impossible previous to the

passage of the Volstead Act. From the insurance point
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of view, facts and figures show that our insurance rate

is lower today than at any time in the history of the

mill. I believe that this is due to just one thing the

taking of rum out of the community. In giving these

instances I am giving absolute facts that I personally
know are true. The want in the mill neighborhood is not

10 per cent of what it was prior to the Volstead Act and
I sincerely hope that never again will we return to li

cense.

&quot;Conditions since the passing of the Volstead Act are

greatly improved. It is, indeed, rare nowadays to meet

an injured man with signs of intoxicating liquor. They
are, as a general rule, anxious to return to work in order

that they may earn full wages for the support of their

families. They also respond better to medical treatment
and we never have complaints from the injured men s

wives. Our experience also shows us that we do not have
as many Monday-morning accidents, and the number of

serious accidents in our factories have greatly decreased,
for the very reason that when the men report for work
each morning their nerves are steady and there are no
after effects from the night before.&quot;

&quot;There is more drinking in the public parks than be

fore national prohibition went into effect,&quot; says Mr.

Howard Lothrop, Superintendent of Public Parks, &quot;due

to the fact that habitual drinkers having illegally ob

tained liquor, seek the seclusion of shrubbery to drink

clandestinely and treat their friends. If not caught in

the act, they frequently become sufficiently intoxicated to

attract the attention of officers as they emerge from their

hiding places. It is the general feeling among the park
officials that drinking among the youths in public parks

has not increased during the last few years; that the of-
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fenders are those who habitually use liquor and have no

money to pay for the seclusion of clubrooms.&quot;

Miss Mary A. Jones, superintendent of the District

Nursing Association, says, &quot;Notwithstanding the gen

eral industrial depression of the past three or four years,

the years since the passage of the Eighteenth Amend

ment, conditions in most of the homes, so far as liquor

is concerned, have greatly improved. Many people have

sought work in vain and families have been obliged to

call on the city for aid or appeal to private agencies;

less money has been earned, but cases of poverty due

to drink have been fewer. It is believed that improved

conditions in some of these homes are due to money
earned by the illegal selling of liquor; but these homes

are few compared with the number of saloons which

formerly existed.&quot;

Mr. Henry Wade, for seventeen years a school-attend

ance officer in Fall River, says: &quot;Since we have had

prohibition I have never seen one person under the influ

ence of liquor in any home I have visited for the pur

pose of finding why children were absent from school.&quot;

Mr. Thomas Chew, superintendent of the Fall River

Boys Club, says: &quot;In the men s department, boys from

fourteen years to men, there is never any talk of drink

and out of 1,500 members I have seen no sign of liquor

upon them or in their lockers. They are not what may
be called good fellows, just average fellows, who work
in the mills. I think most of them are temperate from

choice. Athletics and rum do not mix,&quot;

Mr. John F. Callahan of the Society for the Preven

tion of Cruelty to Children says: &quot;As shown by the rec

ords of this society, working as it does with the worst

type of family problems, intemperance as a cause of child
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abuse and neglect is now down to nearly one-third of

what it was before national prohibition. Thus far, in

spite of certain admitted evils, we believe that the social

gain far outweighs the social loss.&quot;

Mr. John T. Swift, Police Commissioner, treasurer of

the Citizens Savings Bank, and an attorney of Fall

River, told me that before the amendment was passed, a

careful estimate had been made of the money spent in

saloons by the people of Fall River and that it amounted

approximately to $4,000,000 a year. &quot;Whether or not

there is any connection to account for the matter,&quot; con

tinued Mr. Swift, &quot;the result remains that during the

time since prohibition the increase in the savings deposits

of the local banks has amounted approximately to that

sum every year.&quot;

After the meeting of the social group was over, I went

with Miss Nye to see Captain Bogan, who had been

twenty years on the police force.

&quot;Better?&quot; he said. &quot;Of course it s better. Let me tell

you that for one the Volstead Act has made to suffer

there s nine it s done good to.&quot;

Fall River is relatively dry. In spite of the fact

that liquor is brought over the state line from Rhode

Island and that there are said to be rum-runners on the

coast, and that trolley lines and good motor roads con

nect it with territory where the federal enforcement of

ficers must ply their trade unassisted by the state, the

consensus of opinion of the social workers and those on

whose word they rely is that alcohol has become only a

minor problem since the passage of the amendment.
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MAINE

BEYOND the cotton-mill towns, still going east, though
the cold begins to send exploring fingers along the coast

and the Atlantic lashes furiously at the rocks it lapped
so quietly three months before. But it is so important
to know how prohibition works in Maine. The answer
should be conclusive, for Maine has had&quot; prohibition since

1851, There never has been much doubt in the mind of

a state of Maine man that prohibition will work. Four
times prohibition has been voted on and a popular ma
jority given in its favor.

Maine, with a population of less than the city of Bal

timore, is largely of Anglo-Saxon stock. It is Puritan
in origin; Puritan in allegiance. French Canadians work
in the timber forests, and along Maine s rugged coast

Portuguese fishermen from the Azores are the sturdy de

scendants of the old whalers. The southern Mediter
ranean peoples have shied away from the long biting
Maine winters, and Slavic peoples rush by Maine, head-
on into the great factories of New York, Chicago, and
the Middle Western cities.

Maine remained the home of the Anglo-Saxon. Di
versified is the state: lakes and mountains; a tortuous,

picturesque coast line, and deep forests white pine,

spruce and hemlock, balsam, birch and cedar, oak, maple,
216
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beech, ash, and linden trees that have lived with man
from earliest day.

The fact that French Canadians, wine users, lived as

neighbors; the fact that deep-sea fishermen have always

had their liquor, that lumberjacks in logging camps and

men doing heavy exposed work have always been hard

drinkers; the fact that tourists by thousands came dur

ing the summer to enjoy its pines, its sea these facts

did not influence the state of Maine man. He wanted

prohibition. He wanted the &quot;grog shop&quot; as he called it,

ruled out. Grog he had in his home, but he didn t want-

grog selling in his Anglo-Saxon state. He said so in 1838

and he kept on saying so. His was the first state in

1851 to tell the whole nation that the state of Maine was

a state of prohibition. However, notwithstanding the re

peated direct expression of the Maine man s will, &quot;Pro

hibition,&quot; says Dr. Leigh Colvin in his Prohibition in

the United States, &quot;Prohibition continued to be poorly

enforced most of the time.&quot;

The reasons of Maine s failure to enforce state prohibi

tion are interesting because these explanations parallel

those of social workers everywhere in explaining lax en

forcement of national prohibition.

&quot;The border,&quot; said Maine.

&quot;The border,&quot; say social workers of Detroit, Minneap

olis, and all across the northern states to Seattle.

&quot;The border,&quot; say social workers in Los Angeles, in

New Mexico, in Texas.

&quot;The sea,&quot;
said Maine, &quot;and coastwise shipping.&quot;

&quot;The sea, and the ships up and down the coast,&quot;
said

Santa Barbara.

&quot;The subversion and submersion of enforcement to
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gant eighties.

&quot;Politics and fixers* and bosses and heelers/ say our

reports in the less elegant today.

&quot;Ingenious devices to escape detection/ continues the

Maine man of the eighties.

&quot;Blind pigs! Blind tigers! Speak-easies!&quot; our report.

&quot;Legislators who ran the party in the interests of the

grog shops while making sham profession of devotion to

prohibition/
7

says the man from Maine.

&quot;Men who act wet but vote dry,&quot; replies the laconic

social worker.

&quot;Kitchen bars&quot; in old Maine.

&quot;Night clubs&quot; in young Chicago.
And the state of Maine man tells of the New Eng

land kitchen where on a Boston rocker, ruffled and pil

lowed, sat an old paralyzed grandmother and concealed

beneath her a jug of whisky. And the social worker
tells of &quot;booze flats&quot; where in the elegance of a metropoli
tan drawing-room liquor can be gotten if one has the

money and is &quot;known.&quot; Here the &quot;hostess&quot; receives

and a dainty maid in black gown and dimity cap and

apron serves the
&quot;guests.&quot;

&quot;Kitchens are easier to raid than drawing-rooms/
7

say wise social workers.

&quot;Liquor in canes, liquor In bustles and flasks,&quot; says
Maine.

&quot;Flasks!&quot; The state of Maine man on his old farm
with the well sweep and the social worker in cities the

country over use the same language.

&quot;Flasks,&quot; they say, and add, &quot;the young.&quot;

And the Maine man tells of Samuel F. Pearson of
Cumberland County, a gospel missionary who was elected
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sheriff on the platform &quot;The prohibition law can be

enforced. The prohibition law ought to be enforced. If

elected, God helping me, I will enforce the law.&quot;

He seized sixty-one rum shops on the first day. Hotels

and other places where liquor was sold, knowing Sheriff

Pearson, sent their liquor away. He kept right after the

lawbreakers. Did prohibition work? Say, Sheriff Pear

son turned back 40 per cent of the pauper fund to the

county in a year, and the county got out of debt and

the hotels did more business and the leading bootseller

allowed how he was selling the worst drunkards in Maine
boots of a Saturday night. Not a saloon, not a kitchen

bar open. And when he died the Boston Globe had a

piece in the paper about him, saying &quot;Upon the monu
ment . . . ought to be inscribed his own words, The

prohibition law can be enforced.
&quot;

&quot;By Gum! the prohibition law can be enforced,&quot; re

plied a sheriff along the old covered wagon trail.

The border, politics, ever-new evasions, supine officials

in Maine . . . but comparatively little of the great for

eign groups used to the vine, used to hard liquor, says the

state of Maine man.

&quot;An immensely longer border, far more intricate poli

tics, widening into international relationships, newer eva

sions, unsympathetic officials, large race groups organ

ized politically and disbelieving in the law your Maine

problem enlarged to a national scale,&quot; answer the workers

from every city up and down the country and width-

wise of it.

&quot;Maine has long been substantially enforcing prohibi

tion,&quot; says Clarence W. Peabody, judge of Portland s

municipal court, &quot;with the exception of isolated com

munities where there are other races accustomed to the
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use of liquors. In Portland, where the population has

always been preeminently American, the majority has

favored enforcement, but at times, owing to the power
of the liquor interests, officials were lax in their enforce

ment.

&quot;It is the elimination of this force in our local elec

tions which is perhaps the most noticeable result of the

adoption of national prohibition. Left to ourselves,

there is nothing to prevent the election of sheriffs and
others favorable to the strict enforcement of the law.

&quot;Our present sheriff has been repeatedly elected. He
is enthusiastic in respect to the enforcement of the pro

hibitory law. That is his one object in life.

&quot;The other most obvious result in Maine of national

prohibition is the character of the liquor business. This

still continues in certain localities. But the sales are

made in alleys or kitchens, and in the better parts of

the city by delivery to patrons at their homes, and there

is no gathering together for social drinking except in

a few lumberyards, wharves, or dumps. There is no

drinking at public banquets. Personally I have never
seen liquor drunk in Portland since the national pro
hibition amendment.

&quot;I understand that there are fewer cases of intoxication

in court than formerly. This is in no wise a safe test.

Those who belong to the more favored classes are not

brought into court, as a rule, unless they make trouble,
and those who have no homes to hide in always run the
risk of arrest.

&quot;My belief is that there is decidedly less drinking
among the well-balanced middle classes and among those

laboring men who have intelligence and self-respect,
and decidedly less drinking ainotig younger people ex-
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cept to show off. For the man who appreciates the

value of money the price of liquor is prohibitive. The

poor who have no appreciation of the value of money
may be worse off. They are led to spend their whole

fortune, and the result is somewhat deadly. I think

that among those of the wealthy classes who drink, the

change in the law and the cost of liquor make no great

difference except in the quality of their liquor.

&quot;On the whole, it is my opinion that the national pro
hibition law has made it easier for the local authorities

to control the situation. This has been somewhat offset

by the advent of the automobile and other changes in

custom.

&quot;I am speaking, of course, of my own community where

we want the law enforced. It can be substantially en

forced as well as any other law.&quot;

&quot;In order to appreciate fully the great change which

has come with the passage of the national amendment
one would want to understand that even though Maine
had a prohibitory law there were always times and lo

calities where it was not strictly enforced,&quot; writes Ben

jamin F. Cleaves, executive secretary of the Associated

Industries of Maine. &quot;It was entirely lawful for an in

dividual to have for his own use any kind of liquor sent

from a fwetr

state, delivered to a consignee. Druggists

were authorized to carry all kinds of liquor.

&quot;Under these circumstances it was a very easy matter

for almost any one to have any reasonable quantity of

liquor.

&quot;When I was judge of the police court of Biddeford, an

industrial town, every Monday morning was an event.

I would have anywhere from one dozen to fifty cases

up for intoxication.
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&quot;Since the passage of the amendment I have talked

with the judge of the same court and he says oftentimes

an entire week goes by without a single person being

brought before the court charged with any kind of crimi

nal offense.

&quot;Now human nature in Biddeford hasn t changed a

particle and the only new thing which can account for

the change in the court was the prohibitory amendment.

&quot;And now for our industries. Industrially, here in

Maine we have no Monday morning/ except that the

calendar so indicates. I hardly need to even call attention

to the selfish difference which that makes to the employer.

His labor turnover is much smaller, he has a reasonably
cheerful and healthy group in full force come to his

plant on Monday morning, and in that particular group
there is no particular grouch and no serious trouble; the

work which is accomplished is capably carried on, and

the manufacturer fully realizes the advantage which it

is to him from a purely selfish point of view. Of course

there is the benefit to the individual worker in health,

comfort, individual and family happiness, and in sav

ings-bank deposits in our industrial centers. I have
talked with bank men all over the state, and they say
that during even relatively hard times the number of de

positors since the Eighteenth Amendment has very ma
terially increased and the volume very substantially in

creased.

&quot;I know of many employers who are not teetotallers

but I guarantee that here in the state of Maine if any
suggestion of a repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment
was made they would make a vigorous effort to keep
the Constitution as it is and to continue effort for en
forcement of the law.&quot;
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A teacher writes from Augusta, Maine: &quot;I almost

never see a drunken man now. The last one I saw at

tracted the attention of the whole block. The public

reaction was one of great disgust compared with what I

have observed ten years ago.&quot;

She inclosed in her letter to us a clipping from a local

newspaper showing an increase of 11.8 in the sales of the

mail-order house over the previous year. The writer at

tributes this healthy condition to the closing of 171,000

saloons in the country.

She says that there are still raids, arrests, that stills

and bottles are found, but that liquor has become of

small importance in the industrial life of the town.

&quot;When the mills are running we are all happy.&quot;

&quot;I will say,&quot; writes Mrs. , writing from Augusta,

&quot;that this state is strongly behind the Eighteenth Amend
ment. The improvement among the laboring men is so

great that all employers admit the benefits. Banks show

marvelous increase in savings; the hospitals show de

crease in cases of alcoholism. No seeker for office could

be elected in Maine on a wet ticket. Maine is as firm

as ever, and when we can get all of our public officials

to deal as rigidly with this part of the Constitution as

the rest of it we will indeed have a dry state in spite of

our nearness to the Canadian border.&quot;

The state of Maine man is of the state of mind he was

in 1851 when he voted his state dry.



CHAPTER XVIII

THE PORTS OF THE ATLANTIC

THE great cities along the Atlantic are important in

any study of prohibition not because they are accessible

to alcohol, but because they are accessible to people.

Relatively little alcohol is entering through them, but

many people are coming in. It is true that immigration
is restricted, but visitors are not, and thousands of our
own citizens, both born and acquired, sweep periodically
out and in through these ports.

This study has shown that the operation of the Eight
eenth Amendment depends on race more than locality,

on tradition more than law, on active public opinion
more than active police officers. These port cities are the

least American part of the United States the Boston,

Philadelphia, and New York of the social workers are

foreign cities. For hundreds of miles the Atlantic sea

board is indented with harbors and in every harbor &
port of some sort for sea trade; at every harbor it is con
ceivable that men or alcohol might be landed Boston,
Providence, New Haven, all along Long Island Sound;
New York and the towns of the Jersey coast; the mouth
of the Delaware Philadelphia capes and bays, river

mouths and rocks, landlocked harbors and yellow sand
beaches places to play and places to work an intri

cate pattern of land edge against the sea.

From the standpoint of this study, Boston is not the

224
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fountainhead of American culture, the home of Harvard,
nor the scene of the Boston Tea Party ;

it is merely the

most northern of the great ports of the Atlantic and the

residence of nearly a million people, about one-third of

whom are of foreign races accustomed to drink alcohol.

For practically all immigrants into the United States

are from wet countries, and even ^Boston cannot select

all its incoming citizens from Turkey, Norway, and the

Aleutian Isles. The drink habits of the Irish, the Cana

dian, the Italian, the Russian, the Jew and the Negro
are the six great prohibition problems in Boston. Is

she solving them?

That depends on what you mean by solving !

Those fifty-two requests for information that make

up the preliminary questionnaire show great race groups

reacting true to type. The Irish are drinking of the

contentious fluid and are as much ag in the amendment
as though the British Parliament were trying to put it

over on them. The Italians are making and drinking

their own wine, and both the Jews and the Italians are

selling it, largely to the well-to-do Americans outside

of their own neighborhoods. The other races are react

ing each after its own kind, little drinking among the

Negroes, much among the Poles and the Lithuanians.

These reports show, also, social workers protesting that

conditions are becoming too bad to be endured, what

with poison liquor and boys and girls drinking and lax

enforcement bringing disrespect for all law; and then

these same social workers offering statistics and records,

the opinions of medical and health experts and the ex

perts in that rarer art of living and observing, the tes

timony of bankers and case workers and librarians and

lodging-house keepers and psychiatrists, to show that
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the whole level of health and happiness and law and

order and prosperity and education has risen since the

amendment was passed, though they are not prepared

to say, any of them, that prohibition is more than a

contributing cause.

&quot;Everybody felt that obedience to the law was the

first duty of a citizen, yet nobody felt that obedience

to this law was the first duty of any citizen/
7
writes

Mr. Albert J. Kennedy of South End House.

In Boston, as in other quarters, there was some en

forcement immediately after the law went into effect and

a great improvement was seen by the social workers at

South End House. The women came in with stories

of better family conditions, boasted of more time and

money for recreation.

The number of &quot;scratch houses&quot; men s cheap lodging

houses in the district was cut in half. Now, however,
there are as many as there ever were. Drinking among
young men is conspicuous and the mothers

7

clubs are

hopeless about the enforcement of the law, which they
believe to be good in itself.

It is the feeling of the resident group of South End
House that if a referendum on prohibition were taken
with the assurance that the law could be enforced, 99 per
cent of the women in the neighborhood would probably
vote for it

There are eight reports in from Boston, and when the

more or less formal work of filling out the questionnaire
was happily over and Boston got through this better

than most it shifted into the time-tested method of case

studies and personal records and sent in the raw material

of which statistics are made statistical skeletons with
the flesh and bones still on them. There are sixty-one
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personal stories and statements. It is these accounts that

embody the special characteristics of Boston as a port.

One of these is from an old neighborhood resident in

the South End who pessimistically believes that the

young people are all drinking. She feels that they con

sider it the thing to do and that a youth who once would

have been considered a bum because he carried a flask,

is now a hero. She finds that there has been a right

about-face in popular opinion among the young people

and that something like a moral revolution is taking

place as a result of the prohibition amendment. She

feels that all the good work of generations of temperance

propaganda has been wiped out.

Another neighborhood resident is convinced that some

of the police are corrupt and that the dance halls are

full of young people with flasks. He urges government

control and maintains that he sees as much drunken

ness on the streets as he did at any previous time in

the South End. A third person is of the opinion that

the parks are as bad as ever they were and that Franklin

and Blackstone parks are favorite stamping grounds for

drunks. This is not a condition peculiar to Boston and

the explanation is that men buying liquor and having

no saloon to drink in betake themselves to the privacy

of the park-

Boston knows how illicit liquor gets to the consumer,

where it comes from, and what it is, and also what it

does to the people who drink it. There is a group of

four physicians whose statements have come through

Mr. Kennedy.
The first, whom we shall call Dr. Brown, says: &quot;The

present method of producing whisky is to secure alcohol

of any sort and turn it into a drink of which kerosene oil
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is the base. Flavoring matter of molasses, wintergreen,

peppermint, and other aromatic oils is added. This stuff

can be sold very cheaply at a considerable profit and
is evidently quite heavily bought.&quot; He is inclined to

believe that a very great deal of liquor is consumed and
that there is not a great reduction in the amount used
over the prohibition period.

&quot;Dr. White&quot; says that he was called in professionally
several times a year to give aid to people who had been

drinking bootleg stuff. In every case the patients were
so far gone that either they had died in his care or at

the City Hospital. He said he saw no medical results

of bootleg liquor other than the cases of poisoning
above mentioned. As far as his own observation went
there has been no increase in the typical alcoholic dis

eases.

&quot;Dr. Black&quot; says: &quot;I am of the opinion that liquor is

more easy to secure and that the price is lower. Women,
I think, drink for the effect of alcohol and get them
selves in worse shape than men. Some of them will

drink a half to three-quarters of a tumblerful at one
time and then because they do not feel almost immediate
effects will take another dose. The results are often
disastrous. There is a very great dread of Ward at
the Hospital because of the practice of the hospital
of using the stomach pump. This was greatly dreaded,
with the result that the average man or woman always
tried to get a doctor to treat them.&quot;

&quot;Dr. Rose,&quot; head of an institution devoted to the treat

ment of inebriety and its results, &quot;is not only skeptical of
the results of prohibition, but feels that we have already
begun to slide below where we stood in pre-prohibitioii
times. According to him, when the prohibition law went
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into effect the immediate result was a heavy decrease in

admissions. At the end of the third year, 1920, admis

sions had dropped from 1,053 in 1917 to 410. Since 1920

the number of cases has increased, until in 1926 they

promised to reach the highest point in the history of the

institution. Probably the intake will be over 1,400. In

view of the fact that the trustees in 1920 considered

whether they ought to close the Home, the results of the

past six years are interesting. According to Dr. Rose,

the type of admission is very markedly changed. In the

period before 1920, admissions had been almost altogether

from the professional and business classes. Since 1920

this group no longer comes to the Home. Admissions to

day are made up for the most part from the artisan class.

According to Dr. Rose the most striking fact about the

group is that they are the beer drinkers who have changed

to bootleg liquor. They are in bad physical condition

when they reach the Home. The majority are brought by
their wives and the average story is the man used to get

drunk on Saturday night and kept for the most part

sober during the week. Under present conditions the

spree lasts longer and wholly incapacitates for work.

Men who are gripped by the bootleg liquor seem to get

themselves in such shape that they are unable to hold

a job at all. They are brought to the Home on account

of the economic stress of the family. The nationality of

the present group is chiefly Irish, though there is a

sprinkling of Americans and some of the other immi

grant nationalities. The Jews seem to be becoming vic

tims of bootleg liquor. Under the old days there had

been no patients from this race.&quot; &quot;Dr. Rose&quot; was of the

opinion that the physical condition of the present-day
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type of drinker is worse than that of the patients they

used to receive.

Two lodging-house keepers testify to the tippling that

goes on by people privately in their rooms, a tippling

which seems to have little result in either disorder or

health.

Mr. Thomas O Neill is a man who lives in the neighbor

hood of South End House and there is no piratical in

terest nor dramatic adventure for him in the way that

alcohol gets to the consumer. He very effectively takes

the wind of romance out of the sails of the rum-running

fleet. The fleet might very well be in itself an advertis

ing campaign or a camouflaging gesture.

Mr. O Neill spoke of one wholesale bootlegger in the

South End who does a very large trade. His equipment

consists of a supply of alcohol, not denatured, which is

obtained from the Distillery. His theory is that the

distillery produces its full legal quota for being dena

tured in an eight-hour working day and then operates

overtime and sells this product to the bootleg trade. The

government inspector is said to be paid to neglect this

aspect of the situation. Four gallons of pure alcohol are

diluted with three times their bulk of water, so that a

kind of 25 per cent alcohol is prepared. There is on

hand a very large assortment of flavoring extracts, and

products approximating the look of any particular brand

of liquor are made. These are packed in bottles of the

well-known English and foreign brands of liquor, fitted

out with foreign labels and all the necessary stamps.

There are certain printers who make a business of sup

plying labels and government stamps which are suffi

ciently accurate to pass with any purchaser. These are

then packed in straw and old sodden boxes so as to
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bear all the earmarks of having been landed offshore. A
very large business is done in this kind of liquor, and

according to Mr. O Neill, who saw the process, this

brewer considers himself a wholesaler in that he handles

only case lots. This is the general method of manufac

ture at the present time and there is almost no liquor

coming into the country, either from the sea or from

Canada. Mr. O Neill believes the days of large profits

in bootleg stuff have passed. The competition is now

very keen and the number of people engaged in the

business is so great as to cut down the excessive returns.

While stuff prepared as above, when retailed in bottles

with labels brings seven dollars a quart, exactly the

same kind of liquor sells around the neighborhood for

three dollars a quart. Such liquor, however, is in or

dinary round bottles or even in milk bottles. He cited

some of the ways used to sell liquor in the ordinary

store. Poolers Place was raided a considerable number
of times before it was finally discovered that his stock

was on the shelves in bluing bottles. Poole, after re

peated raids, has now retired from the bootleg business

in favor of real estate. He had a number of instances

of liquor being bought in generous quantities by Back

Bay people who apparently are now purchasing the

kind of stuff made by the wholesaler instanced above.

All kinds of manufactured tales of the seepage of liquor

through the coast guard and life-saving stations and
other such places are passed about in order to make tfee

fabricated bottle stuff appear to be real

Miss Ethel W. Dougherty of Ro&bury Nei^bborhood
House finds drinking among minors the most serious

manifestation of all It feas been her experience that

drinking among yorog |^rfe &&s greatly increased
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that very young boys in bootlegging families smuggle

some of their father s &quot;stuff&quot; and treat their friends. The

mothers clubs in this neighborhood would not go back to

pre-prohibition conditions. At the time of the passage

of the amendment they were keen for it, but many of

them feel now that things are just about as bad as they

can be and they favor modification with control through

some such medium as the family grocery store. When

interrogated in detail, these neighborhood women said

that they would not vote for a bootlegger or a habitual

drunkard at an election, but they would cast a ballot

for one who made his own home brew, or for an occa

sional drunkard, or a total abstainer, or a law enforcer.

&quot;Most people have had a decided change of view since

prohibition actually came into effect,&quot; Miss Dougherty

avers. &quot;They feel that it needs sufficient modification

to make it possible to have it observed as a law. One of

the oldest members of the settlement had a substantial

&amp;gt; sum offered him by a bootlegger neighbor for the use

of his attic as a storage place during police raids/

Frederick J. Soule of Norfolk House Center finds that

drinking today has become more of a dissipation and

less of a social custom. There is more prosperity. Bills

are paid promptly. The workingman is able to afford

recreation and holidays. The family well-being is higher

but drinking among the young persists. Mr. Soule points

oai that the church of the prevailing group in the neigh-

l^fcood does not favor prohibition. It is his own per

sonal observation that the state and local laws have

p$l ewngt te&th ai*d that federal enforcement is too

aad pcwteroro.

^^
;

$qtat Ckftddl Stew district worker among the

fepoite itet if one were to stand in front
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of the car barns on Tremont Street, every store within

sight, even the undertaking establishment, would be found

selling liquor quite openly. She cites the case of a local

caterer s shop which had always been tabooed by respect
able people, but has now become the meeting place for

young people. Another worker says the mothers com
plain continually that their girls of high-school age are

being offered wine at the parties they attend.

Miss Barbara MacKinnon of the North Brighton Com
munity Centre passes scathing comment on existing con
ditions.

&quot;In our particular neighborhood prohibition is to my
mind a complete failure and a perfect farce,&quot; she said.

&quot;The foreign groups, with the exception of the Finns
and Armenians, are breaking the law day and night. As
a result the children are far more unprotected than in

pre-prohibition days. Drink is flowing around them
and raids and drunkenness have become jokes to them.

Disgusting derelicts are being admitted to the inner cir

cle of the drink-selling home if they have the price, and
often the children are the go-betweens. Consequently,
there is no respect for the law and no fear of it on the

part of children who are being brought up in bootleg

ging families. The children have pretty clothes and

jewelry and perfectly understand how these luxuries

come. 77

And yet the social workers of Boston feel that in many
respects the situation is better than before the amend
ment was passed. There is less drunkenness in the

streets, less poverty, and fewer brawls.

&quot;It seems to me that Boston is pretty bad, Mr. Ken

nedy,&quot; I said. &quot;I heard a story about it the other day,
and I d like to ask you if it s true. A man came out of
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the old South Station and said to the first policeman he

saw, Can you tell me where I can get a drink? The
officer said to him, You go down that street and take

the first turn to the left. There is a milliner s store; it s

the only
&quot;

&quot;Mrs. Bruere,&quot; said Mr. Kennedy, fixing me with a

cold, stern eye, &quot;I have heard that story eleven times.&quot;

Philadelphia, at the southern end of this chain of

ports, is twice as large as Boston and a slightly more
American city.

Every questionnaire on prohibition which the Na
tional Federation of Settlements tossed into Philadelphia
seemed to fall with a splash.

When I read the eleven reports from the City of

Brotherly Love for the first time, I felt that there was

nothing so wet as this. When I reread them again, I

realized that pre-prohibition times must have been far

wetter than the present. When I reread them for the

third time, the rather spectacular wetness had subsided

and the path along which the city is traveling toward

prohibition began to rise above the flood.

That path the social workers feel is made exceedingly
difficult because public officials are not enforcing pro
hibition. In no other city do the reports show such

unanimous condemnation of those appointed to uphold
the law. For perfectly obvious reasons, I am not going
to give names or localities in connection, with these criti

cisms, but here are some of the things that the reports

say:
&quot;

Violators are politically protected by weekly bribes,
so-called hush money, that is regularly paid to a col

lector. Where raids are made it is as a punishment for

nonpayment of bribes/
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&quot;Although prohibition cannot be enforced in Phila

delphia with the present political and police situation,

the prevailing belief is that the Volstead Act should not

be repealed if it works in the majority of the states of

the Union.&quot;

&quot;Why should we report violators if paid prohibition

officers whose duty it is are open to bribes and protec

tion?&quot;

&quot;Bootlegging here is widespread, police cooperation

impossible to get. One bootlegger has been raided nine

teen times; he still continues.&quot;

&quot;Violators of the law are absolutely protected not only

by political bosses, but by the police. The police them

selves frequent bootleggers and one of the ward leaders

is a bootlegger.&quot;

&quot;The purveying of liquor is essentially a lawless occu

pation. When we raise a smoke screen of law between

ourselves and it we give cards and spades to the law

breaker and then try to beat him. The liquor industry

is essentially a bootlegging industry, essentially part of

prostitution, vice, and gambling.&quot;

&quot;The violators are politically protected by the police

officers.&quot;

&quot;The enforcement of prohibition is hindered by poli

ticians and police. Bootlegging is so openly practiced

and protected that liquor is easily available to all who

seek it.&quot;

One report states that &quot;saloons and bootleggers are

tipped off by agents of the law when a raid is due, and

the police go so far as to break in on christenings and

weddings among the ignorant to obtain bribes.&quot;

&quot;The grip of the paid politicians, instead of being

weakened by the elimination of the saloon, has in reality
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been strengthened by the protection offered by him

through the medium of graft and corruption/

There is no use going on with the quotations; there

are plenty more.

How wet was Philadelphia when the Eighteenth

Amendment got there?

Miss Jean W. Colesbury of St. Martha s House says:

&quot;The streets were often full of reeling men, young or

older, on Saturdays from noon to midnight, and little

children lay on saloon steps looking in under the doors

at the carousing within. Also, we remember many times

when boys followed drunken men who either handed out

money to them freely rolls of dollars in some cases

or fell down and could be easily robbed.&quot;

Mrs. Robert Bradford, who has lived in the Light

house for more than thirty years, says of this pre-pro-

hibition time: &quot;The wage earners of this neighborhood

were immigrants of the seventies and eighties, chiefly

weavers from the great textile centers of England, Scot

land, and Ireland, who had come suddenly from small

pay in the old country to comparatively big pay in the

new land and had been habitual drinkers from child

hood. Their small two-story houses, often without gas,

without water, without sewer drainage, without heat but

for the small grate fire, stretched without variety along

miles of right-angle streets. At the end of the streets,

large and small, and in their midst, stood the saloons.

Up and down the narrowest and dreariest ways were

the speak-easies where drink was sold over week-ends

and on holidays when the saloons were closed. The

speak-easies were the saloons annexes, provided directly

from the brewer and distiller to gather in on Sunday
whatever was left of the pay envelope on Saturday night.
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&quot;I wish that we might blot out forever the purely

sentimental picture of the drunken husband at the saloon

bar and the pious wife at home on her knees or seated in

despair at her empty table with grief-stricken children

clinging to her. It is false to assume that women do not

share the moral standards of their country, their class,

and their neighborhood. The men drank at night and

the women drank by day, gathering in this one s and

that one s kitchen, supplied from the corner saloon where

they carried their kettles. When too drunk to navigate

thither themselves they sent the children as their mes

sengers, who received their share on their return. I have

known the wage earner to stand all day at his work for

tified by the wife s solemn promises that the money left

for the rent agent and for the food supply for the week

should be spent for these purposes, only to return from

a hard day in the mill to find the fire out, the table bare,

but for the empty beer kettle or whisky flask and the

money left with the wife in the morning reckoned in the

day s receipts by the saloon keeper at the corner. This

situation was often aggravated by the pawning of fur

niture and necessary clothing and the wife in a state of

drunken stupor.

&quot;Some members of the men s club kept their good
clothes their Sunday blacks in some closet in the set

tlement building put at their service for this purpose.
A man was reduced to take this step only after long,

long experience in finding his closet at home empty and

the pawn ticket for his clothes in his wife s pocket.

&quot;Through these channels into one immense pocket, the

pocket of the big brewer and distiller, passed the hard-

earned wages of the week. When the day of great dis-
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aster came, no savings fund held the wherewithal to

counter the blow.

&quot;From the first, the Lighthouse has been known as

friendly to the drinker, and drunken neighbors prone to

take too much were our constant visitors. At pretty

much all hours the matter of entering and settling into

an easy-chair met with no hindrance. All the house has

spent many hours receiving these social calls. Among
the changes wrought by prohibition is the almost com

plete passing from our living room of the neighbors

who always remembered to visit us when drunk. In

1918 we missed one of these regular visitors. Six years

passed and we could not learn what had become of her.

In 1924 she returned and told us herself that she had not

been back because she had been sober.

&quot;When Prohibition became law in 1918 the immediate

effect upon this great industrial neighborhood was one

of almost stunned surprise, as great on the part of those

who felt the change would mean personal and financial

disaster as on the part of those who welcomed the law.

There was, however, immediate acquiescence from all.

The United States government had spoken. There could

be no successful resistance to that august authority.

Saloons closed their doors and did not then open up
their back doors and kitchens for sales. The Saturday
and Monday morning turnover in the mills diminished

to a point astonishing to the partisans of both sides.

No longer did the sober worker reporting on those days
for his job find himself without work because the chum
on whom his work depended had failed to come in.

&quot;Up
to this time special Saturday evening entertain

ments had been offered by the Lighthouse Men s Club
to men alone, because members said that men who had
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been drinking would shun the company of women when

meetings were held in orderly surroundings. Where men
were sure to find only men the necessity to clean up
and dress up

7 was not felt. Twice a year the conscience

of the committee was always stirred to invite the ladies/

arid regularly on these occasions the usual Saturday

evening crowd stayed away and the only men present

were the committee members themselves.

&quot;Prohibition at once made a new kind of entertain

ment necessary. The men said: We must provide some

thing for all the family, for men are now going out

with their wives.

&quot;During the panic of 1914-15 the Lighthouse was in

trusted with money to be spent in employing married

men. About 150 were on the pay roll. They were

anxious enough to earn their children s bread, but many
a man appeared late on Monday morning, many a wife

came to ask for extra relief because her husband had

taken some of his pay for drink.

&quot;In 1922 another period of unemployment made the

same sort of relief work necessary, but this time it was

found that those who applied for it had lived, sometimes

for many weeks, on their own savings before being

driven to seek help. The relief work was carried on from

November to May. There were many difficulties to be

met, but sober men reported for work on Mondays and

collected their pay on Saturday nights.

&quot;A leading business man said: During the panic of

1922 this neighborhood would not have passed through

this time of suffering without serious riots if we had not

had prohibition.

&quot;In a conference a few days ago with workingmen
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whose ages ranged from twenty plus to sixty plus the

following comments were made:
&quot;

It Is the greatest thing that has happened to work

ing people/
&quot; The average workingman comes to his work since

prohibition as bright on Monday morning as he left it

Saturday noon/
&quot;

I remember when I was the only man on the row
on Monday mornings. There was more in the saloon

than there was at the work. It would be about Wednes

day before we got started to work/

&quot;At a meeting of the leaders of the Women s and
Girls

7 Club held this autumn, after much discussion of

the neighborhood situation as regards prohibition, the

opinion of the whole group was expressed as follows:

&quot;In spite of the failure adequately to enforce the pro
hibition law the community is immensely better off under

prohibition, than it was in pre-prohibition days. The
law should be enforced and strengthened where it is

found to be weak, as in its inability to deal with shops
exposing in show windows, and selling equipment for

making home brew. This is an incitement to lawless

ness.

&quot;Leading employers and bank officials of this neigh
borhood are one with the settlement in its conclusions

about prohibition. The principal of the nearest public
school says: I did not think of it until six months after

prohibition, but suddenly I noticed that children were
no longer out of school for lack of shoes. The former
constant requests for shoes had vanished as if by magic
and I said to my teachers, &quot;This is prohibition.&quot; The
nearest real-estate agent says: Prohibition is a farce,
but it s true my collectors don t meet people drunk in
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their homes any more. They don t pay the rent any
better, but their excuse isn t drink it s &quot;I had to buy
an automobile tire last week.&quot;

? Another real-estate agent
tells of the bootlegger across the street from the office

who has been raided and released many times, and then

adds: But the steady procession of adults and children

carrying jugs and kettles and every other kind of ves

sel past this door and down the street for whisky and

beer has disappeared completely/
&quot;The day nurseries exist to keep home intact, but in

the history of our nursery again and again the day came

when we could no longer give our children into the hands

of their drinking mothers. Children still were and are

placed with us on account of a father s drinking, but not

once during the period from 1918 to 1923 did a mother

come for her children under the influence of alcohol. In

1926 the percentage of children placed in the nursery be

cause of complications arising from drink has dropped
from 33 per cent plus to 14 per cent.

&quot;It is a post-prohibition fact, recognized and la

mented by all, that minors have not ceased to drink since

the law went into effect. It is also lamented by those

in a position to know that they drank in pre-prohibition

days, A saloon not far from the Lighthouse was raided

before prohibition and the crowd of minors found drink

ing there at that time was taken into custody. Among
them was a lad of sixteen. He and his family were our

neighbors and friends. The father and mother were un
aware of what had occurred. The boy went alone to ap

pear before the License Court. Standing in the dock, he

told the truth about the place, stating how often he had

been there and had bought strong drink which he drank

at the bar with others of his age. On hearing the lad s
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testimony the judge decided that he could not receive it

without the father s corroboration. The boy told the

whole matter at home. The next day the father appeared

in court with him and said that he knew the boy to be

reliable in any statements he would make and felt con

fident that he was speaking the truth. The court dis

missed the case. The saloonkeeper returned to his

business.

&quot;Pre-prohibition days in connection with the life of

the girlhood and boyhood around us at the Lighthouse

rise before me in pictures. The first is of bright Memo
rial Days. From early morning, almost with the sunrise,

on till noon, I see the passing of a procession of wagons

milk wagons, grocery wagons, any wagons that could be

obtained decorated with gay red, white, and blue mate

rial. They were equipped with benches and filled with

girls and boys in their teens, each wearing a cap of the

same color and design. In each wagon was a keg of beer.

They were off for an all-day picnic to carouse till night,

when they would return with an empty keg.

&quot;I want to add my testimony as to the manner of men

and women who made and kept together by bitter strug

gle these homes to which I had such open access day and

night and in whose sorrows and joys I have shared

through over thirty years. They are men and women

of ability and worth, generous, able, cherishing high

ideals, nursing longings for better things in the darkest

hours of their drinking days. Many among them have

moved of late years into homes of their own, electrically

equipped, attractively furnished, provided with victrolas

and radios homes in which the art of hospitality is con

stantly practiced. These families have passed into years

in which summer vacations spent in their own country
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cottages are not unknown. And I believe that the sum
of all the failures of prohibition does not offset the sum
of its benefits.&quot;

The report from Miss Dorothy Mueller, head worker

of Webster House, shows an even more specialized neigh

borhood than the Lighthouse. The people here are sol

idly Irish-American and, like the neighborhood of the

Lighthouse, a stable population.

&quot;I have talked with many neighborhood men and

women who have lived on the same street for many
years. Two families now boast a fourth generation in

the same district.&quot; Of the pre-prohibition days Miss

Mueller says: &quot;Alcohol evidently was a minor cause of

poverty. Of course, to the Irish-American, alcohol

adds much to the lively discussion of neighborhood and

civic affairs. By alcohol, I mean beer, as the men tell

me that whisky was not consumed in large quantities

then, as it is now. The women say they always knew
where to find their husbands, and that the habitual

drunkards hung around the saloon. Now, they wander

all about the streets and alleys and with the large per

centage of bootleggers in this particular district, they

are, of course, harder to locate. It was impossible for

fifteen- or sixteen-year-old girls and boys to drink as

they do now.&quot; Immediately after the passage of the

amendment, social workers and family case workers re

ported less relief given in homes, owing to higher wages
and steady employment. Families began to own their

own homes. During this period, piano players, victrolas,

and other luxuries evidenced increasing prosperity.

But that does not hold for the present. &quot;I know at

least thirty bootleggers who live within a radius of two

blocks from the old Webster House,&quot; writes Miss Muel-
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ler. &quot;I believe poverty in our particular district is much
more dependent on alcohol than on the industrial situa

tion. More married women go to work, as husbands

who never drank more than beer before prohibition are

now becoming habitual drinkers of bootleggers products.

Many young people, boys and girls as young as fifteen,

are drinking. I know several women bootleggers who

encourage them by inviting them to house parties and

selling drinks to them. However, there are many fine

young people among our group who steadfastly refuse

to associate with the drinking crowd.&quot;

Practically the same word comes from Miss M. M.

Adams, of Southwark Neighborhood House, in an Irish-

American neighborhood, with Polish and Lithuanian ad

ditions. It was not drink that made them poor before

the amendment, but loss of work and shiftlessness. &quot;The

men had a congenial meeting place where they enjoyed

their glass of beer during the lunch period or after the

day s work. When one considers the millions of visits

paid to the saloon by a definite group, the number of

drunks would be proportionately very small. Imme

diately following the war, wages were still high and em

ployment fairly steady. The price of liquor went up,

but good liquor was still available. The consumption
was diminished due more to price than to any other

factor/
7

And then came the time when those who wished to sell

liquor had balanced fines against profits and decided that

lawbreaking was worth the chance. People became skill

ful in making their own and bootlegging grew to a pro

fession. &quot;There is widespread bootlegging and illicit

manufacture,&quot; says Miss Adams. &quot;This statement is

based not on belief, but on knowledge of their move-
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ments, associations, actual observation, common report

by the neighbors and friends. In the last few years

several still explosions have occurred. The number of

stupefied drunks has increased. It is almost impossible

to conduct a dance in a neighborhood house because of

the hip flasks smuggled in. Strict adherence to the

rules of the settlement house makes it unprofitable for

any organization to conduct a dance. Conditions in this

respect have improved during the last two years. Moon
shine is made in smaller quantities by the housewives

and the raw liquor frequently sampled and consumed

shortly afterward. Children frequently have access to

it. Young boys can buy half pints and pints from fifty

cents to one dollar. Hold-ups and robberies have very

markedly increased in number and daring. The gang

spirit has increased and the law of the gang has been

strengthened and made more sacred than the law of the

land. The political significance is that the grip of the

paid politician, instead of being weakened by the elimi

nation of the saloon, has in reality been strengthened by
the protection which is offered by him through the me
dium of graft and corruption.&quot;

Miss Anna F. Davies of the College Settlement says:

&quot;Children used to find amusement in watching the doors

of saloons and baiting drunks as they came out. This

no longer happens. The appearance of drunks from

private homes where a great deal of drinking is done is

too uncertain and irregular to make good and steady

hunting.
&quot;

It is things like these that stand out in a first reading

of the Philadelphia reports. They are undoubtedly true,

but there are quite different and equally true statements

to set against them.
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The questionnaire from the College Settlement quotes

a physician: &quot;There is not much change in diseases since

prohibition, but a marked change in Saturday night al

coholics in the hospitals. They used to come in in con

siderable numbers, knocked out by the drink they could

not stand. We put on rubber boots, set the stomach

pump going, and pumped them out regardless, washed

out their stomachs, gave them aromatic spirits of am
monia, and they could walk out sober. Maybe in two

or three hours they would be back again for the same

treatment but they could go to work on Monday or

Tuesday. That program is no longer on for Saturday

nights. Not nearly so many come, but if a man has

to be treated for alcoholism he is poisoned and may be

in bed for a week or two. 7

The prevailing opinion in the neighborhood is that

Italian and Jewish young people prefer tea, coffee, and
water to wine at meals. The opinion has been expressed

repeatedly that it is &quot;only the older people who make
wine. The young married people do not bother with it.

&quot;At a Jewish wedding in November, at which seventy-

five, mostly young people, were present, the bride s

mother provided three pints of whisky of which one and
one-half pints were left, two gallons of wine more than

half of which was left, four boxes of home-brewed beer,

of which two boxes and nine bottles were left, and eight
of soda water of which none was left and more

was needed. The whisky on this occasion was indulged
in by the older people only, and few of the younger peo
ple touched the wine.&quot;

Referring to Philadelphia s loss of General Butler

and many have mentioned it a neighborhood woman
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remarked, &quot;It looks like if a person is too good or too

honest in Philadelphia, he doesn t exist long.&quot;

A school-attendance officer who works in a Polish

neighborhood near the river front believes that in spite

of bootlegging, conditions are far better than in the old

saloon days. Fewer children are out of school; they
are better clothed and fed; they have much better homes.

The principal of a public school says: &quot;I was principal

in the days of the saloons and am a principal now, and

I can say that the general condition of the children is

100 per cent better; I was going to say 200 per cent.

They are better fed and clothed and I am not having to

provide shoes as I used to do
; they buy their own shoes.

&quot;I believe that the tendency of children of foreign-

born parents is to drink water or milk or cocoa instead

of wine. If the fathers didn t hold on to the old-country

custom of wine with meals, the mothers wouldn t serve it.&quot;

One Jewish woman thinks we should have the saloons

back. &quot;You know in the old, days if Mr. Solomon went

into a saloon for a drink the next day people wouldn t

be calling him Mr. Solomon; they would be calling him

Abie. He wouldn t be anybody because he had been in

drinking with a lot of bums.&quot;

The supervisor of a city playground says: &quot;Despite

the politicians and the police, there is no question that

prohibition has already accomplished great good/
A neighboring shoemaker says: &quot;Of course there is

less drinking; it costs too much. Certainly prohibition

has made it better for everybody. I think the working-
man ought to have a chance to buy a good glass of beer

for five cents, though.&quot;

Another public-school principal in an Italian neigh-
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borhood says: &quot;Despite Philadelphia s lamentable poli

tics, prohibition is doing remarkably well.&quot;

But balancing against this is the statement of Miss

Helen Hall, the head worker of University House: &quot;The

almost unanimous feeling in the neighborhood that the

present is so much worse than the past, makes me feel

that perhaps some of the horrors of the past have dimmed
with time and that present evils must always loom

largest. One has to remember, too, that we are in the

most politically powerful ward in the city. Watching
the results of prohibition from an Irish-American neigh

borhood has made me realize what a first-class breeder of

crime the prohibition law can be. One reason my neigh

bors feel so bitter about the present situation is, I think,

that it is so painful to watch the lawbreaking neighbors

grow rich. The prosperity of the wrongdoer has seldom

been so aggravatingly apparent. The saloonkeeper, they

feel, was at least paying for a license and doing a legiti

mate business, however harmful the result to his cus

tomers.&quot;

Mrs. Bradford says of the Lighthouse neighborhood:

&quot;Every spring before 1918 with the coming of the first

warm days, a crowd of eager children, most of them dirty

and unkempt, often barefooted, trooped up the steps of

the Neighborhood House to ask for the free country/
The Lighthouse found summer outings for an average
of 430 individuals every summer. Today the eager stream

is gone. Parents often come to make applications for

their children, but desire, if possible, to pay some board

for them, themselves. Instead of 388 a year as from

1917-18, an average of only 192 has depended on the

Lighthouse for summer outings during the period from
1920 to 1926.&quot;
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From the Deaconess Settlement in a working-class

neighborhood of about 90,000 people comes the report:

&quot;The law is still broken every law is. It is also en

forced but broken again so soon that one not familiar

with the places could discern little difference. But we
note many empty stores, many new and decent eating

houses where illegal business was formerly carried on

at all hours. We also note that the majority of the

men under the influence of the poison liquor are the

lodging-house occupants, widowed or single, whose years

of usefulness are practically over. Comparatively few

young people and women are now seen reeling on the

streets. As we enter the homes we find much less habit

ual drunkenness, with its accompanying poverty and

distress.&quot;

Then, again, comes one of the girls in the University;

House Club, speaking for youth. One girl of twenty-

eight said that &quot;the boys were beginning to quit drinking

and it was silly to expect to do everything in a minute.

As far as she was concerned
,
she knew it was better than

when she was a little girl.&quot;

From a curious source comes a report of changed con

ditions. &quot;Prohibition,&quot; writes a manufacturer of in

secticides in Pennsylvania, &quot;viewed in the light of the de

creased Saturday night tenancy of our country jails,

makes my business still more serious.

&quot;According to Officer Scanlon, We used to cram eleven

drunks into cell number 1 and there might be anywhere
from six to twenty more in the other five cells. The
&quot;ladies

7
cell&quot; usually held from one to three. Now we

rarely see a Saturday night drunk. Our drunks used to

bring with them a pretty lively bunch of &quot;cooties&quot; and we
had to use lots of your insecticides. We don t need any
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these days because both our boarders and their boarders

are scarce.

&quot;So little use has the Police Department of ville

for the stuff that the insecticide drum is being used for

target practice in the cell-room.&quot;

So that is what it s like in Philadelphia, which is a
far more American-born city than Boston or New York,
almost as solidly so as San Francisco. The reports of

the social workers show it to be wet, but not so wet as it

was before prohibition.

Wilmington, on the way to New York, seems per

petually overwhelmed with industrialism, and the busi

ness of being a port, and the memory of the great war
time shipbuilding. Miss Sarah W. Pyle, of the Peo

ple s Settlement Association, writes that the majority of

the members in their women s club felt &quot;that condi

tions were decidedly improved and when members of

the club were asked to voice an opinion as to whether
the situation would be improved by having the saloons
back again and things as they were before prohibition
went into effect, the result was a unanimous vote to the

contrary.

&quot;We feel decidedly that prohibition has raised the

neighborhood standard and that our families are better

cared for and protected at the present time than before
the act went into effect We have had no disturbances

during the evening on the playground of the kind that we
did in the days when the saloons were open and various

gangs came in at night under the influence of liquor,&quot;

In New York City the problems of the other Atlantic

ports are not only intensified, but are much harder to

analyze. And this because it is impossible to dissect
out any one part of the huge, inchoate mass as a scien-
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tist dissects out the eye of a fish and looks at it in the

isolation of a microscope. Each section is part of all

the places with which it is connected by bridge and

ferry, motor bus and commuters 7

train, subway and

elevated with Brooklyn, Staten Island, Westchester

County, Jersey City, Newark and the Oranges; yes,

and with the Atlantic that crowds hungrily up the bay.

To cut any one out of this setting is to denature it. But
it is too big to look at all at once the largest and

richest metropolitan area in the world. The twenty-five

reports we have from Manhattan, the eight from Brook

lyn, the four from Jersey City, the four from Newark,
the one from a New Jersey suburb, leave great sections

untouched. Only three of all these reports even men
tion Americans. There is no settlement in an American

neighborhood. The New York of the social workers is

a foreign city. Its drink problem is the, problem of

Europeans, Asiatics, and Africans who have come under

a law enacted by a different people.

Now, whatever the Eighteenth Amendment did not

do, it destroyed the saloon as a recognized, legalized fac

tor in the community. When it went into effect the New
York of the social workers lost something it had been

immemorially used to. It was like taking the saloons

out of Warsaw and Dublin, out of Moscow and Berlin

and Naples all at once. The settlements in every part

of the city testify to the fact that for the first few years

the amendment was reasonably observed. War disci

pline had trained people to obedience; the machinery for

illicit manufacture and distribution had not been devel

oped; and until the repeal of the Mullen-Gage law state

enforcement was expected to back up the federal of-
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ficials. What is the present situation? How is it work

ing now?
The largest race group is Jewish. Jews from Russia,

Rumania and Poland, Jews from Austria and Germany,
from Spain and Portugal, Oriental Jews who have never

touched European civilization over a million of them,
all with the traditional use of sacramental wine and all

with the race habit of sobriety.

The testimony of the seven settlements in Jewish neigh

borhoods is that their old men have not taken to drugs

nor their young men to drunkenness; that the increasing

prosperity and health among them is due more to high

wages, steady employment, health education, and public

health nursing than to the Eighteenth Amendment.

Head workers say: &quot;I have found very little difficulty

with the alcohol question . . . they are very sober and

good citizens. ... A few manufacture sacramental

wines. There is no flagrant violation of the prohibition

law. . .

On the lower East Side is the Henry Street Settlement

of which Lillian D. Wald is head resident. It is the cen

ter of the most typically Jewish neighborhood in the

city. It is a tenement-house region where the old style

dumb-bell tenement still prevails, four families to the

floor, twenty families to the house; in one block, 2,000 or

3,000 children, and occasionally more. The street is the

playground of children who are more beautiful when

very young than the children in other parts of the city*

When school is dismissed and the single school occa

sionally holds more than 4,000 lads and little girls

the children pour out from the schools. Home from work
the stream is greater, soberer. One wonders that even
four families on a floor, twenty families to the house,
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can take care of them all. They overflow from sidewalks

to streets, crowded roads, crowded cars, hardly standing

room for any.

No drinkers, these, but accustomed to wine in their

home, for the sacrament and the family celebrations,

the birth, the confirmation, the betrothal, the wedding,

the Sabbath, and all the holy days. To these people the

Eighteenth Amendment has meant little, even to the

Americanized children, who have not been brought up
under the influence of excesses in drink.

The report made by Miss Jennie Haxton for the Henry
Street Settlement says the older residents see little change
in conditions since the passage of the Volstead Act.

Although there is no visible change, there is the unde

sirable feature of illicit trading, and in trying to present

a picture of things as they are we must remember that

there is much excited talk about bootleggers; but upon
the earnest following up of the rumor little can be sub

stantiated, only hearsay evidence and generalization.

There was excitement in the block four or five streets

from the main house because of the startling appearance
and reappearance of a beautiful limousine filled with

Italian men, and as the car was, of course, far too grand
to belong to a worker in that part of the city, everybody
knew it was a bootlegger s car; but it proved to be the

property of a local undertaker, rented for funerals !

New residents in the settlement who cannot remember
the pre-Volstead period sometimes report that they have

seen drunken men, but it may be one person a week, or

perhaps the same person seen by two residents, which

sight in the memory of the older people is no problem
at all.

There is talk of speak-easies, and if this were not in-
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vestigated the impression would be left that they are to

be found on every corner. Challenged to locate them,
the residents were able to direct attention to three.

Two were closed at eleven o clock in the evening. The

other, bearing a sign, &quot;Herrings and Other Fish,&quot; was also

closed, but a sliding door panel gave those on the inside

a chance to inspect the applicant for admission.

&quot;Of course they wouldn t let you in unless they knew

you,&quot; said a boy who looked on.

Nevertheless there is secret trading.

&quot;It is bad/
7

said a neighborhood woman. &quot;My hus

band always had wine but never got drunk. He is very

gentle and always good to me. But one night since pro
hibition he came home drunk and tried to kill me and

the children. He was crazy. When he got over it he

said, I will not drink the poison any more, for I might
kill my children. So now I buy it for him good stuff

that does not make him crazy.&quot;

But she is one woman as against many women who

say, &quot;We have wine for the holidays, yes. My husband

don t drink. There is no difference now. Just like be

fore prohibition.&quot;

One place in the neighborhood was notorious and the

women brought their complaints to the settlement. Their

husbands got liquor there and it was evident that people
from out of the district came there for their drinks.

It was the one place operating flagrantly and openly.
The settlement succeeded in having it driven from one

corner, only to find that the man was doing business

near the old stand. The responsible men were put under

arrest and since this report was begun the place has been

padlocked.

Among the young men there is much boasting that
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&quot;Every one carries a flask/ but there is little evidence

of the fact. Some boys did say they had taken a flask

from a drunken man and had gone into a hallway to

drink its contents.

We have had no trouble at the settlement dances nor

at the dances held during the summer on the roof of the

Playhouse, which are attended by people of the neigh

borhood and their friends, as well as by our own club

members. There has been no single case of drinking or

disorder. The difficulty of substantiating evidence about

drink was again proven when a group of our older boys

gave a dance in a hotel uptown. The residents present

saw no one under the influence of liquor but, later, it

was reported that there was drunkenness. Upon care

fully sifting down to the facts, it was found that some

fellows who came in late smelled of liquor and had some

thing with them. In most cases the policy of following

down the rumors about bootlegging, flask carrying, and

drunkenness has not substantiated them.

Miss Lillian D. Wald, the head resident of the Henry
Street Settlement, says that the standard of family life

has been raised through the prohibition act, whicli she

regards as of the greatest social importance. The trucks

standing in front of the saloons on Saturday night, often

waiting there half the night, have entirely disappeared.

Very few problems now come to the house because of

drink.

A few blocks from the Henry Street Settlement is

Madison House, Miss Helen Alfred, head resident until

last August, writes me: &quot;Never has drink directly affected

the families in the neighborhood. . , .Bootlegging is the

greatest problem. There is undoubtedly a very heavy

traffic in illicit liquor. There is every reason to feel very
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sure that many of the settlement families
7

are enjoying
definite economic satisfaction from the manufacture and
sale of concoctions/ In these particular families there

is also obvious lower morale and a more elastic standard
of conduct. I have noticed it even in the very young
children. Among families where I feel sure there is

no bootlegging there is a most unfortunate attitude of

disrespect for the authorities who are, in varying degrees
of seriousness, trying to enforce the law. In blocks im

mediately touching that of Madison House I have seen

stills delivered and cases of liquor carried out and de

posited in cars.&quot;

The question is constantly asked: &quot;What of the young
people? If they are drinking, isn t prohibition a bad

thing?&quot;

Here is testimony on that phase of the problem from
Mr. Walter Leo Solomon, the head worker of the Uni

versity Settlement,

&quot;Drunkenness is no more common among our young
people now than heretofore, but the young men report
that in practically every home liquor of forbidden al-

cohojic content is both made and served; that at work,
at parties and elsewhere, they are offered drinks, and
that as salesmen they are expected to treat. As for re

porting violations, as one young man put it, If you have
been brought up on the East Side, you ve learned to mind
your own business and not get into trouble/ I should

sum up the whole thing by saying that our young people
do not regard violations of the prohibition law as im
moral and scarcely as illegal&quot;

The White Door Settlement on Clinton Street and the

Hebrew Educational Society in Brownsville report prac
tically the same thing.
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The great Jewish city within New York is little

changed by the amendment. The generation that did

not drink while the saloon was a recognized part of city
life is not drinking now, even with the added prosperity
of this post-war period. So far the race tradition has

held. But from three of the seven Jewish settlements

reporting comes the statement that their neighbors are

illegally manufacturing liquor and are bootlegging, and
that their young people have the idea that it is smart and

daring to drink and to carry a flask even though they do

not use it to excess; that there is a general disrespect

for law, though they do not want a return of the saloon.

Crowding the Jews on from section to section of the

city comes the next largest group, the Italians. Like

all Mediterranean peoples, they, too, are used to wine.

It has been part of their food supply for three thousand

years. Before the amendment was passed they bought
it as they bought bread in this new America, as a matter

of convenience. Now they make it as they would make
bread if the bread shops were suddenly closed. Three

estimates by social workers give the cost of materials

for wine making in an ordinary Italian family as from

fifty dollars to three hundred dollars every autumn. The
Italians are not so abstemious as the Jews, but they are

not drunkards.

The Jacob A. Riis Neighborhood Settlement stands in

the midst of a changing neighborhood. pBefore the amend
ment its people were largely Irish and drink was a seri

ous problem. With the going of the Irish and the incom

ing of the Jews, the problem passed temporarily. It was

just before and after the amendment, and bootlegging

bad not yet been organized, so that for the time being

the problem did not exist.
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In the past two years Poles and Italians have come in

and the Jews are moving on to better neighborhoods.

The Polish people have brought the problem back. The
Italians are the owners of the drinking dens in the neigh
borhood. The frequenters of these saloons are vagrant,

middle-aged men who live in other parts of the city.

There are, says the report, four places in the half block

below Riis House where liquor is publicly sold, but

where formerly from Chatham Square to City Hall there

was a solid phalanx of saloons there is now an almost

complete absence of them.

&quot;Not long ago/ says the report, &quot;I told a group of

senior boys I wanted to talk with them about prohibi

tion. They insisted there was no such thing. There is

nothing in our immediate neighborhood to indicate there

is. In general young people think that drinking is the

thing to do . . . the younger boys who drink do it in a

spirit of bravado, but excessive drinking is not common

among the boys we know.&quot;

There are six other reports from neighborhoods with

a large admixture of Italians three in Manhattan, three

in Brooklyn. Miss Martha Mixer of the Strong Place

Community House in Brooklyn says that they are scarce

ly aware in their work that there is a drink problem.
The report of Hall Memorial House, in a mixed Irish and

Italian neighborhood, says that the Italians welcomed
the amendment and went into the business of making
wine, but that the Irish were reduced to buying vile stuff

by the bottle and drinking it in the street. In spite of

this, drinking is not so prevalent as it used to be, They
say that conditions among their young people are better

and flasks have disappeared, the temporary protest is

spent and the club dances have reformed themselves.
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Mr. W. E. Davenport, secretary of the Italian Set

tlement of Brooklyn, which has a large Italian contin

gent, also sums up the situation: &quot;This area contains

ninety blocks, of which forty are mainly occupied by
factories. The population of our district exceeds 20,000.

Nine-tenths of our total male residents are factory hands.

In a section so strongly industrial one might expect

the speak-easy to flourish and we have some sixty de-

terminable resorts of this type. Wine presses are found

in twenty back yards, and in our Italian section much

wine is dispensed from the basements o^a few houses,

passing from family to family for private* use. Fifteen

of our old saloons, now scarcely distinguishable from the

newer speak-easies, still exist. Few of these places are

outwardly attractive and they enjoy but a fraction of

their former patronage. Their windows are heavily cur

tained and their entrances commonly fastened on the

inside. Today, however, the illicit trade in liquor, ex

cept in a few well-placed saloons, is not what it was*

The small saloon, even in our busier streets, but slightly

interests the progressive factory hand or business man.

The speak-easies reach unattached men and older men

whose addiction to liquor is strong and constitutes one

of their few remaining pleasures. The saloon or the

speak-easy finds an unfailing opponent in the great in

dustrial plants where the demand for efficiency develops

habits of attention, activity and self-control as well as

an appreciation of the necessity for personal hygiene.

Total abstinence among Italians, Lithuanians, and

Greeks is still a counsel of perfection which we cannot

expect to find realized in our time, even if we would.

Our federal legislation has not changed the habits of an

important section of our community made up in part
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of citizens once entirely law-abiding and still worthy
of regard and personal appreciation, even while they
fail to sustain the law of our land.&quot;

From the Church of the Sea and Land, from Judson

Neighborhood House, and from Harlem House came
accounts of neighborhoods making their own wine and

neither understanding the point of the Volstead law nor

having any sense of lawlessness in breaking it.

But the New York City of the social workers is not

all Irish or Jewish or Italian. There is the great group
of unspecialized neighborhoods a little of this and a

little of that. Prom them comes the universal testimony
as to the increased prosperity due largely to economic

conditions, to the prevalence of bootlegging and illicit

manufacture, though not for drunkenness, to increasing

lawlessness and crime though probably not due to al

cohol, and grave doubts as to whether even if the young

people are drinking it is anything more than a passing

gesture of bravado. The law, they feel, is not imme

diately enforceable in a foreign neighborhood. They all

bring out in different ways what the Rev. William N.

Hubbell, who has been a religious and social worker

below Fourteenth Street continuously since 1906, says:

&quot;The foreigner coming to America is greeted by a ma
terialistic attitude on every hand. From the govern
ment down to the business man on the block there is talk

of the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment and a cer

tain glorying in its evasion. I have been told over and

over again that the foreigner, noticing that the well-to-do

American breaks the Eighteenth Amendment by buying
wines from foreigners, argues that he, the foreigner, may
also break the law by stealing from the rich American,

What incentive has the man, unappreciative of Amer-
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ica s traditions and laws, to deny himself for the sake of

the weak and for the sake of the constitution?&quot;

Fronting the west windows of New York City is Jer

sey City a two-story city where the foreigners, the

poor, the workers, the unskilled live on the lower level

in what is known as Gamin Town, a little Warsaw. Long
stretches of ugly monotonous streets, flanked by blank

red-brick tenements with never a break in the uniform

ity. Dirty wharves black with smoke from a thou

sand snub-nosed tugs and wide-buttocked ferries. Dirty

stores with flyspecked goods, A huge foreign popula

tion. Stills everywhere, bootleg whisky, bootleg gin and

wine sold openly, secretly, defiantly, surreptitiously;

sold in bulk, in glass, in package; sold from groceries,

from express offices, from notion stores, from saloons and

speak-easies.

Down in Gamin Town, Whittier House has been the

Settlement Center for a long time. Mr. Nels Anderson,

the new head resident, has asked friends who formerly

lived in the neighborhood about the situation. They

say that the general well-being is not much changed,

though there is bootlegging everywhere. The poverty

is not because of alcohol Boys and girls, both of school

age, have learned to carry flasks. They say, &quot;It s the

sporting thing to do.&quot;

Once Jersey City had saloons now it has hundreds

of speak-easies, blind pigs, stills, presses, booze recipes,

flasks deceit, drunkenness, and crookedness.

Because Jersey City is overshadowed by New York

and goes there for color, life, and stimulus, because peo

ple s business, friendships, allegiances are across the Hud

son, the city is a part of New York. And the experience
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of social workers outside the settlements is indispensable

to this study.

There is Dr. M. W. O Gorman, chief of Division of

Child Hygiene, who is in charge of the Mothers Institute

and the twelve health centers in the public schools.

&quot;Do your visiting nurses find much drinking in the

homes?&quot;

&quot;Oh yes stills. And I would say, though I am not

speaking in terms of statistics, that more women are

drinking than before prohibition. Formerly men drank

in saloons. Now the home is the saloon.&quot;

Mr. Murray, the Poor Commissioner, has sat for eleven

years in the ugly bare office of the Social Service Bureau.

&quot;People better since prohibition? A hundred per cent

worse! There are more poor than ever. Our appropria

tion mounts and mounts far and away ahead of popula
tion growth. Worse ? Far worse ! IVe seen young people

drinking as they never did before. I knowl I visit in,

these homes.&quot;

Judge Thomas Meaney of the Court of Domestic

Relations said: &quot;What I say is, of course, only an opin

ion. Prohibition as it works out in Jersey City has

produced new social evils. The young people are drink

ing. The social center is the road house, the dance hall

The flask has come. I see a surprising number of very

young girls in this court. I do not see that breaking

the law in one field makes for lawbreaking in another.

People do not steal because they break the Eighteenth

Amendment.&quot;

Down on the edge of Gamin Town a huge lighted bulk

outlines itself against a dark sky Colgate s! Men from

Gamin Town work in Colgate s. Mr. Hulsizer, the as-

sietant superintendent, gave us his opinion.
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Things were better, conditions generally, he felt There

was Monday morning a sober Monday now and a

week s full wage Saturday night. Before prohibition

there were always men laid off for lateness or absence

due to the inevitable hangover. Never now. Full force

Monday! The only man they had had to lay off for

many, many months was an Englishman who celebrated

too merrily his admittance to American citizenship. One

sees drunks on the wharves, terrible drunks, drunks crazy

with the kind of booze they get now but not on every

corner as we used to.

His secretary came in. She had been with Colgate s

for twenty-seven years and was in charge of their pay
roll.

&quot;How do we see tEe effect of prohibition? In the pay
line Saturday night I never see a woman now. In the

days before prohibition there were always many women

coming for their husbands pay, fearing that the week s

wage would be spent in the saloons before they got

home. Women with shawls over their heads.

&quot;Now you should see the women who apply even for

scrubbing work fur coats, silk stockings, little felt hats

pulled down over their bobbed hair. One sees great

changes in twenty-seven years.&quot;

&quot;Is Jersey City better or worse since prohibition?&quot; I

asked the waitress in the Jersey City station.

&quot;Arr, say,&quot;
she answered, &quot;IVe been working around

this depot a long time. Better! WhereM you get that

idea?&quot;

Peyond the old estuary that once filled Jersey City s

back yard and is now reduced to the estate of a mere

marsh lies Newark an old city with lovely old houses

and churches of Colonial days, and new factories and
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department stores and public buildings. A city that

would be pursuing an independent existence if it were

not so tied to the apron strings of Greater New York by
train and trolley and bus, that thousands rush there

every morning and back every night. It has ships and
a harbor of its own, but still it is part of the great port
at the mouth of the Hudson.

The Germans have left their mark on Newark, three

large picturesque breweries on one of which Gambrinus
stands with Falstaffian humor holding above the dry
citizens a stein of foaming beer. Poles and Italians and
colored people put their mark upon the old Puritan town.

&quot;How is prohibition working here in Newark ?&quot; I asked

a man who has close knowledge of conditions in his city.

For answer he wheeled around in his chair and spoke
to a little pop-eyed woman who sat across the room,

holding a baby in a cotton blanket, a group of miserable,

sniveling children about her. With the customary obedi

ence of the poor, she removed the blanket from the

baby s head. A deep hollow lay across its blue-white

skull. She pushed the shawl back from her own strag

gling locks. A long, matted gash on her head.

&quot;Prohibition s a jokel That woman s husband came
home drunk and hit them with a hooch bottle while

they slept. Before prohibition workingmen got good
booze and they d sleep it off if they drank too much.
Now the booze doesn t make them sleepy; plain crazy I

And: workingmen could get beer. Now they can t;

they ve got to buy this poison stuff.&quot;

&quot;Is the law enforced here in Newark?&quot;

&quot;Sure it s enforced. We try our best, but what are you
going to do with everybody making it in their homes and

bootleggers paying graft good money to men who are
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paid only thirty dollars a week to enforce the law, and

the rich having all they want and judges and juries get

ting theirs? Prohibition s a joke.&quot;

&quot;What of the young people? Are they safe now that

we have prohibition?&quot;

&quot;I tell you prohibition s a joke and especially to the

young people. Why, the road houses are filled with

boys and girls, toting their own flasks. And the results

are told in the bastardy cases, in the unmarried mothers

the county takes care of, in the probation courts, in the

divorces. Trouble in the high schools, too. Take your

young wives! Their husbands are making good wages,
skilled workers in the big shoe factories, in the building

trades. Man s wife gets her little housework done.

She doesn t have a family. Out she goes. She meets

the white-collar flask sheik. He has an automobile, a

flask. At night her husband is too tired to go out with

her to road houses and dance. Who goes with the young
wife? The flask sheik. And then the trouble begins

brewing and it boils up into the courts.&quot;

&quot;What do you think is the remedy? Enforcement?&quot;

&quot;Yes if it can be done.&quot;

&quot;Is prohibition enforced?&quot; I asked a policeman.

&quot;Prohibition? Sure it s enforced strict! But the

Poles have stills in their homes. They drink on their

own premises.&quot;

&quot;Do you arrest them?&quot;

&quot;You can t arrest everybody, We arrest them when

the still blows up. But the Negroes give us a lot of trou

ble, r aring around Saturday night. I tell you a Negro

plus liquor is some problem 1&quot;

&quot;Then you still have work here, even though there is

prohibition?&quot;
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&quot;We sure do.&quot;

A social worker talked thoughtfully of the situation

in Newark.

Was there prohibition in Newark? And what were

the social consequences as he saw them?

&quot;Well&quot; he smiled &quot;prohibition hasn t been tried in

Newark yet.&quot;

&quot;Why?&quot;

&quot;There are many reasons. Newark is an old con

servative town. It had the old drinking habits of Puri

tans a bottle on the sideboard. It doesn t like changes,
doesn t take kindly to reforms. The old families, fine

old families of early ancestry, used liquor. They con

tinue to do so. Newark s conservative. Foreigners make
their liquor always have, and Newark has a large for

eign population working in its many factories. We are

a city of a half million.&quot;

&quot;Has prohibition prevented poverty, lessened your
work?&quot;

Here were figures ;
in 1923, 64 persons presented an in

temperance problem; in 1926, the number had risen to

211,

&quot;Our work is growing in spite of prohibition and every

year there is an increase. Prohibition can t prevent un

employment, illness, death. Unemployment heads our

listj illness is a close second.&quot;

I picked up a taxi to take me from Newark to one of

the New Jersey towns. Prohibition had not been strictly

enforced upon the driver and my arrival was unduly
delayed.

The report from this place says:
&quot;The community comprises all classes of society, the

very wealthy and the very poor. But the bulk of popu*
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lation is a huge middle, or clerical, class with incomes of

from $1,500 to $3,000, and it is this class whose contact

with the social workers is most direct and far-reaching.

&quot;The prohibition amendment has wrought marked

changes in many an individual family life. It has

changed the tone of community life as a whole. Taking
the family as a unit, it is among the extremely poor

families with small children that prohibition has been of

real benefit. Many of these families are Irish, and the

Irishman is by temperament incurably given to treating.

Now he has no saloon to go to and treat his small savings

away.
&quot;The only other group in the community that has

benefited from prohibition are those who have gone

into bootlegging. The bootleggers are not the only

persons who make wine or distill whisky. They do not

necessarily manufacture alcoholic drinks at all. They

may be merely middlemen who buy it from one person

to sell it to the next at a profit. Four families in the

community stand out as having decidedly risen in the

world through bootlegging, though there are undoubtedly

more. It is probable that all four of these families be

long to the same bootlegging ring, the leader of which not

only bootlegs i.e., traffics in alcoholic drinks but also

manufactures, judging from the following significant

little tale. In 1918 this fellow (let us call him Mr. Q.)

owned and ran a small general store in a poorer section

of town. Then came prohibition and by about 1924: he

was building a large mansion out in the country about

five miles from town, whither he and his family retired.

One night the house burned down. At that time the

settlement resident was ill and Q., Jr., the son of Mr. Q.,

a youth in his teens, came to pay her a visit. On being
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questioned about the fire, he exclaimed, enthusiastically,

Oh, you ought to have seen that house, Miss ! It

was one grand blue flame.

&quot;Evidently the bootlegging business can afford such

little reverses, however, for Mr. Q. has now bought him

self a house in one of the most exclusive residential sec

tions of the town. Bootlegging pays.

&quot;The number of persons who make their own wine is

steadily increasing. The town librarian says that in

the first days of prohibition there came a great rush for

recipe books, which, when returned, were found to have

such pages as contained wine recipes entirely torn out

of them. This necessitated the institution of a barroom

shelf where all recipe books are now kept and allowed to

be used only as reference books.

&quot;The biggest problem that the amendment has brought

to the settlement is that of its effect on the boys and girls

from seventeen to twenty-five years old. These, with

their hip flasks, U-drive cars, cheap autos, road houses,

and summer camps, seem to be in the possession of some

demoniac compulsion to break all bonds of restraint

and control and to keep breaking them. Drinking among
the young men is excessive, and the girls tag on behind*

The mothers are unable to control it in their homes, and

quite naturally, for there father gets his little drink, too,

despite the law. One mother wanted to give a party for

her sons and came to the settlement asking permission
to give it there, as she knew she could not keep the boys
from drinking at her home.

&quot;Ii is quite customary for parties of boys and girls to

go out evenings in an automobile and not come home
till two or three in the morning. The girls may be as

young as seventeen. When one asks the mothers what
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their daughters are doing, they shrug their shoulders

with a pathetic, I don t know. And if they are re

proached for their laxness, they say, as did one mother:

Well, what can I do? I don t want my daughter left

all alone here at home. She must go with the others/

Recently a dance was given at the settlement. Two hun

dred and fifty youngsters were present and the ordeal

proved too trying and risky ever to be repeated again.

The whole crowd came with their hip flasks and with

bottles in their cars. One cannot search them at the

door. No drinking is allowed on the floor, of course, but

they retire to their dressing rooms to imbibe. If fol

lowed into the dressing rooms, they retreat into the toi

lets, in which last stronghold, of course, they are safe.

The dance hall and dressing rooms are on the ground floor

of the building. Standing by the upstairs rear windows,

one could hear the constant crash of bottles hurtling

against the back fence from out the dressing-room win

dows. Next morning the lawn was littered with
,
the

debris of dead soldiers/ As the evening progressed the

vibrations of music, floor, and dancers became ever tenser

and quicker, the eyes of the boys took on that unmis

takable glassy, glossy look, and a state of suppressed

excitement, almost frenzy, seemed to pervade the whole

floor. One trembled lest at any moment some kind of

riot break out. After the dance they drove off in their

cars, many of them to finish out the evening in near-by

road houses before going home, since our dances end at

11:30.

&quot;It was asked in the questionnaire, Is the general

well-being of the group higher or lower than in 1921?

&quot;The answer was given: Economically higher, morally

lower/ and the behavior of these young people brings
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this out to a degree. Where once lack of restraint and
control was something to be ashamed of, now it is some

thing to be deliberately cultivated.

&quot;What are they getting out of it? At first glance it

would seem so pointless, even for young people, this

persistent, perpetual bibulosity of youth. The under

lying motive for defying the prohibition law is identical

in young and old, though it comes out in the older people

in a less extreme, more subdued fashion. With all of

them the pleasure of the drink itself is secondary to the

pleasure and pride they manifest in the fact that they
have been able to obtain it. Once they can show you
that they have it, they are the bigger and better men

they would like to be. The issue is one of potency, as is

so much of the seemingly blind rebelliousness of youth,
a proving of the personal strength and power of the indi

vidual.

&quot;Theoretically, the law is not at fault. From the

point of view of health it is admirable, for, as everyone

knows, alcohol is bad for the human system. But prac

tically, and because of its psychological implications,

it has rendered conditions in family, community, and

political life chaotic.

&quot;Youth is the age par excellence when outlets for the

testing, proving, and displaying of strength and potency
are everywhere sought, when, it might almost be said,

every act, thought, and situation of their lives presente

itself to them in this potency phase, willy-nilly. Youth
is also the age par excellence for rebellion, for the break

ing away from supervision and authority in an attempt
to establish the independent identity of the individual.

When one considers these two factors, one of which is

really corollary to the other, in addition to the actual and
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obvious behavior reactions of the young folk to the pro
hibition amendment, the reason for the excessive drink

ing among them becomes obvious. The prohibition law

through its psychological implications falls to their hands

like manna in the wilderness, affording them abundant

outlet for their psychic needs.&quot;

Back along the slender steel nerve that connects this

New Jersey ganglion with the medulla oblongata in Man
hattan, and to Hudson Guild. This settlement in the

midst of a neighborhood which, as much as any other, felt

drink to be a great problem. Here are longshoremen
and freight handlers and truckmen; here are sailors

from all over the world and the backwash that comes

up the bay and down the river.

Dr. John L. Elliott, the head of Hudson Guild, sums

up the situation not only for his neighborhood, but for

that New York which is the social workers city.

&quot;Serious as the situation is as it affects crime, health,

and moral standards, trying to judge as fairly and im

partially as I can, there is no question that the situation

in the Chelsea District is incomparably better than it

was years ago. Immediately after the adoption of the

Volstead Act there was a considerable period in which

it was enforced. . . . The community was orderly and

almost no drunken men were to be found upon the

streets. This was the time before the bootlegging inter

ests became organized. I cannot, without seeming ex

aggeration, state the benefits which the tenement-house

people at that time enjoyed. Since that time two evils

have sprung up, one less and one greater. The lesser

evil is that of the local still which manufactures not

only liquor, but misery, degradation, and crime. How
ever, were the law courts and police force free to deal
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with these local situations, they would not present

any great difficulty. Those who do the manufacturing
and those who consume it have little influence in the

community. The greater evil is that of the bootlegging

industry. I believe there is immense force in the

statement that what prohibition today has to encounter

is not the desire for personal liberty, nor the desire for

freedom, nearly so much as the force of money that is

on the side of breaking the prohibition law. The most

serious outbreaks of shooting and the most frequent cause

of assault and murder have come not from those who
want liquor, but from those who wish to make money out

v

of the liquor trade. This large organized liquor traffic,

animated not by the desire for freedom or personal lib

erty, but simply for money, is, as I understand it, the real

menace. It is this illicit trade which is supplying the

vast amount of liquor to the well-to-do that makes it

impossible to deal with the liquor situation.

&quot;There are many places manufacturing and some sell

ing liquor in the tenement houses themselves. Bad as

they are, their number is vastly less than that of the old

saloon. One decided difference in the kind of drinking
is today noticeable. It used to be the custom to consider

beer and whisky as a stimulus to work* They are today
used almost exclusively as a stimulus to amusement. The

drinking is not so much by working people as it was and
is confined very largely to those intending to have a gay
time at parties and dances or those who have become

hopeless addicts. It is because drinking is used as a

stimulus for pleasure and not for work that it so largely
affects younger people.

&quot;On the whole, the tenement-house districts of the

neighborhood which I know, and of the city as a whole
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so far as I can observe them, are unquestionably in a

better condition than they were before the passage of the

Volstead Act. It is true that prohibition is only one of

the grounds for this better situation. As has been pointed

out often, better wages, the more stringent health regu

lations, greater opportunities for amusement, especially

athletics, are playing a great part. But to my certain

knowledge, a great number of men who always stopped

in at the saloon on their way home and almost emptied

their pay envelopes now bring their wages home. They
and their families are in better health, are living more

peaceably than they did before.

&quot;To my mind, so far as the great mass of people is

concerned, the Eighteenth Amendment has justified it

self. After thirty years of observing the use and abuse

of alcoholic liquors, I believe it is working good even

now, and that, if the law were enforced, it would be an

immense blessing. The question is, Is it socially useful?

I believe that it is.&quot;

The people to whom the social workers are neighbors

throughout the great Atlantic port cities are not taking

the prohibition law very seriously. Nowhere in their

personal or race history have they had any preparation

for it. It is not a law which came upon them because

they felt the need for it, but because another people

with a different race experience wanted it for them.

Nothing could be more different than the way the fifth

or sixth generation of Americans in the cities of the

Northwest and the new citizens of the Atlantic ports are

reacting to the law. But the fact remains that the

social workers do see improved conditions even under

this imperfect observance.



CHAPTER XIX

WHAT WAS FOUND OUT

THE passage of the Eighteenth Amendment through

Congress was a little thing compared with its passage

through our times.

This study gives merely an indication of the way the

law is affecting a special group the people in the towns

and cities to whom the social workers are neighbors.

It shows, primarily, trends and relations and reactions.

If I could say that such and such a percentage of places

report alcohol to be no longer a social problem; that in

such and such a percentage conditions were improved;

that in this percentage there is little change and in that

things are worse then, I should have something that the

lovers of mathematics could happily set their teeth to.

Something also to answer those people who for months

have been asking me, &quot;What are you finding out in a

word?&quot;

An honest word, an honest reply, requires retrospect,

explanation, and particularly an understanding of the

setting of the problem; a setting composed of geology and

anthropology, history and industry, politics and psy

chology. Also it requires the determination of that pre

cise point in the process of civilization where we happen
now to be.

The Eighteenth Amendment is a distinctive American

product. It grew on American soil. It is the child of the

274
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rural district, offspring of the American farmer and the

village church. For half a century before the passage

of the amendment we had been experimenting with pro

hibition through local option and state laws. The idea

of it was familiar to those who had been in this country

for a number of generations and might, therefore, be

called Americans. They were largely Nordics a loose

term taken here to mean people of English, Scotch,

Welsh, Irish, German, and Scandinavian ancestry. It

was their votes that put it through in the thirty-three

states that went dry before the federal law was passed.

They must have grown to wish for prohibition under

the conditions existing in this country, since practically

none of them came from countries where it already ex

isted. To be sure, these Americans wished for prohibi

tion for widely different reasons. There was no common

objective between the Mississippi planter who wanted to

keep liquor away from Negro farm hands, and the Maine

clergyman who thought rum was the devil s deputy.

But they voted alike. And North and South, East and

West, in Maine where the first prohibition law was

passed, in Kansas, all through the American Belt, in New
Mexico and Iowa, wherever the Americans of the earlier

immigrations are still in control, our reports show that

prohibition works.

But this willingness to observe this exclusively Ameri

can law is not by any means common to all American

groups. It is not characteristic of those living in the

large industrial cities nor in the ocean ports. Here is

a much more cosmopolitan way of life, conflicting stand

ards, and a greater toleration of other ways as well as

an itch to try new things. The Americans of the great

cities are not standing conspicuously back of the enforce-
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ment of the law; quite the contrary! But still for that

great mass of Nordics who are living under conditions

distinctive to the United States, who have developed

their customs and ideas with a minimum of outside influ

ence, the Eighteenth Amendment operates.

It is extremely doubtful if such a law would have been

passed in the Colonies or by the original thirteen states

in the early days of independence. At that time we were

all immigrants but newly come from different folkways.

Certainly our recent immigrants would not have voted

for the amendment if they had had the chance and they

do not willingly observe it now.

These reports show that practically every foreign

group and the first generation born in this country are

drinking now and are making their own beverages. So

far as the social workers can see, prohibition is not

working among them any better than it would have

worked in the original thirteen states. The important

thing to determine is whether they will change in this

respect as the descendants of the original Colonists have

changed; whether the conditions operating now will

produce the same result on this slightly different human
material that the conditions of the previous century

produced.
These conditions are more substantial stuff than the

swirling public opinion that started the inquiry. What
are they?
The thing that stands out most conspicuously in the

returns is that we are so rich. Our forbears were poor.

Only through continuous toil and self-denial did they

manage to survive. But we have time and the intent for

pleasure. The Puritan idea has so far melted in the

warmth of a pretty widely distributed surplus as \&amp;lt;to
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break down a whole series of ancestral taboos. We have

become able to see a wide range of not unattractive grays

between the white of the total abstainer and the black of

the gutter. Prohibition has slid off the moral plane

and become a social and economic issue. One treats

drinking differently when it is merely a wasteful way of

using money or taking a chance with the law or a menace

to health, and when it is a thing one may be &quot;churched&quot;

for, or that &quot;no gentleman&quot; will do. In a country as

rich as ours, a man who pays $1.25 for a drink is not

necessarily taking the bread from his children s mouths.

There are a few reports which show that economic

conditions have remained about the same, or that the

rising cost of living has balanced the advance in wages*
One from Florida shows the economic slump after the

collapse of the real-estate boom and the tornado. One
from New Mexico shows the effect of a ten years

drought. Two show the real poverty and suffering among
the ex-brewery workers. Another shows the economic

stress of a group of Mexicans. Wages are low in the

cotton-mill towns. But with these exceptions, the paean
of prosperity is a full chorus. Our economic background
is inlaid with gold. Our psychology is that of a people

having money to spend. We have attained Simon Pat

ten s Civilization of a Surplus. What is the effect of

riches on the observance of the Eighteenth Amendment?
And we have attained an actual physical detachment

from localities, not only through railroads and airplanes,

but through 23,000,000 automobiles. We are as far

removed from our horse-riding grandfathers as the Rus
sian aviator is from the Russian serf who was bound to

the land. We know ourselves able to get away from our

crimes and our failures and to pursue our pleasures
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and our successes. We are less bound to face the conse

quences of our own acts than any people has ever been
before. Does this detachment affect the enforcement of

prohibition?

The new position of woman is part of the background.

Society, having first reduced the work of wife and mother
from a full-time to a half-time job and then through
the rising standard of living and the mounting cost of

things having tacitly refused to support her on this half-

time basis, has seen the migration of a sex from the rela

tively personal plane of domesticity to the impersonal
status of the gainfully employed. It has also seen her

change to the status of a citizen. Free women are less

inclined to stand for drunken husbands, and especially if

they happen to have children. They are not so helpless

as they were. The contentious fluid irks them as a home
companion. On the other hand, they are now in exactly
the same relation to alcohol that men are. They have

jobs outside the home millions of them and they can

pay for their own drinks if they want them. There
seems little doubt that women are drinking more than

they did. The religious restraints are gone, and the

legal controls, like the New Orleans law which prohibited
a woman from going into a saloon, are inoperative* Also,
the social stigma of the Victorian era is removed. If a
woman has a tendency to drink, there is nothing in the
relation of her sex to society to prevent her doing so.

But the restraints upon women s drinking have been re

moved not by the prohibition law, but by the times.

And to this freedom of women we must add th long-

simmering revolt of the intellectuals against Puritanism

against any sort of dogmatic religion, or emotional out
burst of altruism, against the accusation of being good
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or pious, and against the long campaign of the evan

gelical churches in which getting converted was a pre

liminary to signing the pledge. In people s minds the

two things are too closely tied together to keep out of

each other s way. Was not prohibition a blue law? Are

not blue laws fathered by the churches?

The fourth great factor in our present state of mind
that bears directly on prohibition is the &quot;post-war psy

chology.&quot; It is a hedge behind which we have acquired
the habit of hiding. Have we not been told that after

every war there comes an interval of lawlessness and

disregard of authority? That the hang-over of conflict

has always been crime? But this hedge has been broken

through too often to shelter many of us. Behind the little

remnant of the post-war hang-over there is no room to

hide all the lawlessness that is prevalent today.

How does the Eighteenth Amendment look against this

background of prosperity and freedom, growing detach

ment and irresponsibility, with the influence of the war

as an excuse ready to everybody s hand? If, in this

new state of civilization, we are continuing to drink, and

many of us are, why are we doing it?

Not because life is hard, certainly. The need to

drown our sorrows in the flowing bowl is not nearly

so poignant as it was. We are, take it by and large,

pretty comfortable, thank you, and growing better day

by day. From coast to coast, from Canada to the Mexi

can border, the social workers tell of automobiles and

homes, of silk stockings and insurance, of high school

for the children and hospital care for the sick, of mount

ing savings and visits to the country of the things the

poor have dreamed of, being actually in their hands.

There is no need in this country for any &quot;misery drink-
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ing.&quot;
We have food and clothes and shelter to spare.

JBut the habit of drinking to mitigate present ills may
continue long after the ills themselves have disappeared.

Do we drink as an aid to work? Whether alcohol is

a real help or not is beside the question. The truckman

of the old Chelsea district in New York thinks he cannot

start his day without a nip. The Danbury hatters be

lieve drink to be a necessary part of their job how else

could they work under the incubus of &quot;hatter s shakes&quot;?

All this may be mere rationalization. But what of that?

It is none the less real and compelling. To them alco

hol is an aid to work.

Two other reasons why men drink merge into one

a reward of merit and an incitement to pleasure. It

is an age-old habit to offer a man a drink when he has

done a good job, to drink the health of a guest, to offer

a pourboire to the cabby who drives one well. Alcohol

is not only a reward for exceptional service, but for the

common, ordinary work of finishing the week s job. It

is the way one rewards oneself. There used to be a song,

&quot;How pleasant is Saturday night when youVe tried all

the week to be good I&quot; It was not a reputable song, but

it embodied the idea. From the drinking at the week

end parties of the well to do, to the drinking of the Con
necticut tobacco workers who come down into Hartford

on Saturday night, alcohol is taken as a reward for the

six days of labor.

Pleasure is a regard, too, and drink has been an in

citement to it since the first grape fermented in the first

clay bowl. The psychological explanation of the cocktail

before dinner is that it relaxes the soul into easier stand

ards and makes the dinner
&quot;go.&quot;

And there is cham

pagne so that the feet may be light on the dancing floor!
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And wine to loosen the tongue to wit! This is the special

hold alcohol has on youth, that it is an incitement to

pleasure, a relaxation from the steady grind of speeded-

up machinery in the factory or the routine of the white-

collar job in the office. &quot;Wine that maketh glad the heart

of man&quot; and for the young is there any price too high

to pay for a glad heart? This is the lure of the cabaret

and of the hip flask.

There is another pleasure besides the direct consump
tion of alcohol and the subsequent relaxation; it is the

pleasure one gets in the imitation of the class higher up,

the pride in wearing the hall-mark of smartness by drink

ing and by serving drink, as one has been told that the

&quot;best people&quot; do. Young men have a wish to be as

daring as D Artagnan and as fashionable as the Prince

of Wales. The Broadway clerk whose hip flask is known
to be available is by just that much in the same class as

the scions of the great houses, and that his flask is as

forbidden as piracy makes it all the more alluring.

Youth has a wish to do forbidden things. The hold-up

men of today are hardly out of their teens; neither are

the bob-haired bandits, the unmarried mothers, and the

great mass of protestants against the rigid &quot;oughts&quot;
of

society. Eve was very young when she ate that apple.

But for the prohibition against it, might she not have pre

ferred a peach or a plum? Everywhere the public cries

out that the young people are drinking and in some places

the records show that it is true.

So these are the reasons why we drink: because it is

the custom of our race, because we have the habit, to

drown our sorrows, to help our work, to improve our

health, to be smart and do as those higher up do, to spur
us to pleasure or, just because we like the taste.
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Then who drinks?

Again the young, whose drinking is an adventure, a

gesture of daring, a sign of revolt, an illusion of power,

part of the game they call life; and so far not habit

forming nor a serious problem.
Then the professional objector who cries, &quot;Liberty,

liberty,&quot; and drinks not because alcohol is an adventure,

but because, &quot;By gum! I d like to see any person who
could stop me. I ll make it and I ll use it and I ll pay no

fines. If they want to jail me, they can!&quot; It is the cry

of the Irish when they break the law, vociferously; of

the Jew who is beginning to break it also. It is the cry
of the professional Bohemian in all the Greenwich Vil

lages in all the cities of the United States, where people
are busy &quot;expressing themselves . and getting a kick out

of things which they think only very, very radical and,

therefore, exceptional people do. And this is not an im

portant class, nor has their cry of &quot;Liberty, liberty&quot; a

menacing sound.

Then there are the old topers scattered sparsely from
ocean to ocean. Social workers of Caspar and Boise

City and Sioux Falls, of Topeka and St. Louis and

Chicago, of Fall River and Baltimore and all the other

cities, speak of them.

On a January night I walked through Chatham Square,
which is on the edge of New York s Chinatown. They
were still there, the bums and derelicts, as I had seen

them before the passage of the amendment, still plodding
about in the black ooze of the melting snow a man with
a wooden leg pegging uncertainly on ahead of me; a

pale, emaciated old skeleton of a man leaning against
a doorway; a bloated thing in rags swaying timorously
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at the crossing terrible pictures of the last stages! I

went down to Hudson Guild on a gay, fresh afternoon in

mid-July. A man clinging to a lamp-post wept pas

sionately; a singing woman caught at my arm. Oppo
site the Guild is an arid, open spot, fitted with wooden

seats, that calls itself a park. There were six bedraggled,

bleared old women and perhaps three times as many
drunken men in it. Over to Hell s Kitchen on a hot

August night a man, limp on a doorstep, being badgered

by laughing children; another following a tortuous path

from ash can to area railing and back again. But among
them all, not one young man or woman! The prob

lems of the old soon settle themselves.

The foreign born and the American born of foreign

parentage are another group who drink. Nobody who

comes to this country has been used to prohibition at

home, nor had his fathers before him. If they didn t

use alcohol, it was purely by personal preference. That

group has so far been unable to understand why we

Americans want prohibition, anyway. They take it to

be a form of semi-religious fanaticism. Alcohol is to

them part of the food supply, of their joyous festivities,

sometimes of their religious ceremonials, as it still is at

many of ours. Merely by removal across a border or an

ocean, these habits are not changed. These immigrants,

Mediterranean, Nordic, and Levantine, tend to follow

their folkways in this new land, each after his own kind.

Their drinking is the same problem in America as it is

in Italy, or Ireland, or Sweden, or France. We are

wrestling with our share in the collective race situation.

But that, again, is not overwhelmingly serious. We were

all aliens once; we all came from wet countries; and

since as a nation we have decided not to drink alcohol,
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there is no reason why the newer aliens cannot be

brought to the same decision. As a matter of fact, there

are signs here and there that this very thing is happening.

I talked with a public-school teacher in one of the

southern suburbs of Chicago where there is a district

almost exclusively Italian.

&quot;When I first taught down here,&quot; she told me, &quot;I got

a group of ladies in Chicago to send us boxes of clothes

in the old Lady ^Bountiful way the children needed them

so terribly! Now these boxes keep coming, but I can t

find anyone to give the clothes to. It is partly good

wages, of course, but it is partly, also, that their habits

are changing. There is Mike Spoleti, who used to be

in my classes. Three years ago he told me his father

had to have wine every day, so he made about five hun

dred gallons. That same year he began buying an auto

mobile on the installment plan. The next year, just when
it was time to make wine, there came some lovely

weather after a long spell of rain. They all went riding

in the new car evenings and Sundays and only a little

more than one hundred gallons were made. And this

year Mike said to me: So warm, so good roads every
where. My father not bother to make wine, only little,

maybe ten gallons for God s birthday at Christmas. Just

ride, ride in country, all the* time/ &quot;

There are other cases where the rivals of alcohol seem
to be winning out.

&quot;Insignificant in numbers,&quot; writes Charles C. Cooper
of Kingsley House, Pittsburgh, &quot;but important in show

ing, perhaps, the beginning of a new attitude on the part
of American-Italians is the fact that there have been
several Italian weddings in the settlement at none of

which wine was served. When one realizes that these in-
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significantly few instances mark a divergence from hal

lowed custom, sanctioned by centuries, one understands

the real meaning of their occurrence. These were not

Italian weddings, but Italians marrying in America and
under an American law.&quot;

/ Obviously, the drink habits of the foreigners are not an

insuperable barrier to the operation of the amendment.
The real menace comes out of our American life itself,

out of our riches and our advancing cosmopolitanism
and our characteristic lawlessness. It is the demand for

liquor by the rich American which supports the boot

legger and is the real jeopardy of the family and neigh
borhood life of the unprivileged. From the cities in the

Great Lakes basin, from the big steel centers, from the

Pacific and the Atlantic ports, wherever the proportion
of unassimilated people is high and the social ideals

are European rather than American, come complaints
of the patrons of this illicit trade; of those who buy
twenty dollar a quart whisky and one dollar a bottle

beer, and wine at any price, of those that keep the syn
thetic-gin men busy, who are willing to meet the flitting

bootlegger in the twilight of the alley to get something
to spike their near-beer with. For it is not for home
consumption that children &quot;tend stills&quot; in the tenements.

No rum-runner operates to supply the thirst of the man
who earns ^d^dollars a day.

It was on the 2d of August that I dined at one of the

New York City settlement houses and learned what this

demand of the rich did to the neighborhoods of the poor.

They told me about that new thing in the history of

alcohol the &quot;first-floor flat.&quot; The saloons were ostensibly
closed on January 16, 1920, and after they found that

enforcement might perhaps not be so serious a thing
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as they had feared, the former barkeepers, instead of

the social workers, began to establish substitutes for the

saloon. A candy store at a corner was a good beginning.
The children were charged so much more than the cur

rent rate that they left the place to their elders, who
knew how to slip into a back room and ask for what they
wanted. But even these were too easy to spot and the

&quot;first-floor flat&quot; took their place. It works this way: a

family rents a flat and then moves into the back room
of it. In the front room some one, possibly the father

of the family, possibly some one under the guise of a

lodger, establishes a speak-easy. They don t make the

liquor themselves; the Greeks, the Lithuanians, and the

Croatins of the neighborhood, the Italians and, more
recently, the Jews make it and smuggle it in. The
people in the front rooms of the flat sell it, usually by
the bottle, and word goes out about it by that strange
underground wireless which has sprung up to connect
such districts with the rest of the town, for the people
who drink these concoctions come from well-to-do

&quot;up

town.&quot;

The head resident invited in the wife of a janitor in

a neighboring building with a &quot;first-floor flat.&quot; She
was young and neat as a pin; her hair was short and
brushed fashionably flat, and she had with her hear small

black-eyed son.

&quot;Oh, it s terrible the way things is now,&quot; she said, &quot;and

I will say that I think it s worse than they wus before.

Ho, ma am, it s not our people that are drinking so much.
It s the rich bums that come from outside. Say, you d be

surprised the terrible women that you see. No, they re
not so young, and they re not so old, eitherthey re just
terrible 1 But what I hate worse about it is the way it s so
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nasty, . . . Oh, it s a terrible thing for the children. I

wouldn t dare live here if my husband wasn t pretty quick
with his hands. There ain t a day passes that he don t

have to go throw them out of the alleyway. It wouldn t

be so bad if they just could go and sleep it off. This

stuff you know ain t like the old stuff; it knocks em flat

sudden.

&quot;It used to be some lively down here before prohibi

tion, but that was our own people and you could say to

them, Jim, you go along home to Maggie til you get

sobered up. But these rich bums, you don t know
where to tell em to go. And what help do you get from

the police? Why, when I have to go out in the evening

to do my marketing, my husband he stands at the door

and watches me down to the store and back again. It

didn t used to be like that when it was only our own

people/
I went along to the next block. It was a quiet block;

lights were on in the ^first-floor flats&quot; all along the way,
and the street on both sides was thick with parked auto

mobiles, the autombiles of those outsiders who had

come to drink. The drink problem of the&quot; neighborhood

since prohibition is not the problem of its residents, but

the problem of its visitors. It is not always a problem
of intoxication, but a problem of filth, a problem of what

the children who live in the first-floor flats see and hear,

a problem of sanitation, a problem of the safety of

women.

Along about eleven o clock things began to liven up.

The theaters were closing; motors and taxis wandered

inquiringly along the street. In places the parking was

two deep instead of one. Nobody abroad but those who

had some interest in it as a place to exploit, either alco-
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holically or sexually or economically. I took a taxi

home.

This situation is not peculiar to New York. The rec

ords show it in Chicago and Boston; they show it in

Louisiana and Rhode Island, and even in the South.

The other menace in the situation is the corruption of

officials through which this drinking of the rich is made

possible. I am not going to give names or localities, for

the perfectly obvious reason that those who have con

tributed information to the study may suffer in conse

quence. There is no fact given here, however, that is

not from a signed statement in the possession of the

committee.

&quot;Take Nan s and Murphy s places; they pay three

different people for protection. I watch the cars come

up here every week and park, while the men from the

Police Department go across the street to collect. There s

the district, the lieutenant, and headquarters all to

pay.&quot;

Mrs. Flaherty said: &quot;No, indeed, I didn t vote for .

I don t believe in bootleggers. I know the other man
ain t any too good, but he is wet and Fm sick of prohibi

tion. Why, I got up the other morning at four o clock

and looked out at them chemical works across the way,
and there were two plain-clothes men I knew, standing
at each corner looking down the streets, and two cops

helping unload that stuff from the cellar of the chemical

works. When I looked out my door they poked their

heads in the automobile so I wouldn t be seeing who they

were, but I just stood there until they had to put their

heads out. The next day they came up to ask me if

I was going to squeal on them. I said, No, but I have

a mind to for your trying to hide on me. 7 &quot;
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&quot;Awhile ago, we had a very decent young policeman
on the beat/ another worker in another city told me.

&quot;He was, as a matter of fact, too good for the job that

he was expected to do. He said to me one day, I could

do something about it, maybe, if it wasn t for the way
everybody laughs about booze. You take up any of

the papers and they re all joshing the man that doesn t

drink and making fun of the law. And you go to the

movies and they do the same thing, and there s hardly a

voodevill you see where they don t make a joke about

getting drunk. Well, what am I going to do? Suppose
I run em in here, and get em up to the court, the

chances are pretty good that the judge laughs, too, and

dismisses the case. And then, if he sends them up it s

only five weeks, and I find them back on the benches

again. What are you going to do when everybody laughs

and joshes you?&quot;

Erom still another city comes this: &quot;The economic

rivalry is complicated because the entire business is ille

gal and, therefore, dependent upon methods of successful

corruption. The political influence which the whisky

ring formerly brought to bear upon state legislatures

and Congress has become decentralized and is now felt

by the patrolman on the beat and his superiors, extend

ing, also, to prosecutors and even to the judiciary itself.
&quot;

And from another place: &quot;The violators are politically

protected by weekly bribes, so-called hush money that

is regularly paid to a collector who may be a division

leader, or even a policeman. In the magistrate

system renders it especially easy to have a case thrown

out before it reaches any responsible court officers. What
raids are made are punishment for nonpayment of bribes,

or else upon some ignorant foreigner with a small estab-
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lishment, while the larger operators are free and fully

protected.

&quot;Bootlegging here is widespread, police cooperation

impossible to get. One bootlegger has been complained
of and raided nineteen times; he still continues.&quot;

These are a very few of the stories told in the reports

and they come from practically all of the great cities

a damning collection of evidence. Of course, the obvious

fact is that there is a far greater opportunity for official

graft now than before the amendment was passed, for

the whole traffic is illicit from manufacturer to consumer.

In order to operate at all, everyone from start to finish

needs protection and all along the line they are able to

pay for it. This official corruption is not difficult to

understand public officials are also human beings of

like passions with the rest of us. They have frequently

little sympathy with the law; they are not exorbitantly

paid and they know that in many places public opinion
is more strongly against than for enforcement. But the

thing is terribly serious, for bootlegging in some cities

has developed into a guerilla warfare between factions,

and murder and banditry have followed in its train.

There is no denying the fact that since the whole liquor

trade is without the law, it could not have reached its

present size and elaborate organization if it had been

vigilantly hunted from pillar to post. But who is to do

the hunting where the state does not back up the federal

law, or where the local officials feel that to send in federal

officers is an aspersion on them.

And yet, in spite of everything, the saloons are gone,

171,000 of them. This fact is not fully realized and the

profound social change that it implies.

It is true that again and again social workers have re-
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ported, &quot;The saloons are running&quot;; &quot;Liquor is sold

openly&quot;; and that in nearly every city which I visited

some one said:
&quot;Say, the other day a friend of mine

asked a policeman where he could get a drink. You
see that second turn to the left? the cop told him. Well,

you go down there till you come to an old house with

a broken gate where an old nigger woman lives that s

the only place you can t get it.
&quot; This is the GHEAT

AMEEICAN RTJM STORY. It has crossed the continent and
come back again, and some people believe it. But the

selling of liquor as an authorized, legalized activity in

the community is gone. It is no longer possible to get
a drink merely by going through the nearest swinging
doors. It takes some pains to find a place where they
will serve you wine with dinner, even in a teapot, for

there is no sign over the door advertising the fact. Only
with considerable effort can one ferret out a really re

liable bootlegger. Even the speak-easies are not BO

listed in the classified telephone directory. Blind tigers,

kitchen barrooms, &quot;first-floor flats/ &quot;drinkeries,&quot; and all

the other places where liquor is to be had must be hunted

for. The trade is furtive; it plays in and out of the dark.

The bootlegger of today is quite a different person from

the old saloon keeper; he may be higher or lower in the

social scale (this study has shown cases of both kinds),

but he is without the law. This is the risk that he is paid

for; without it he would have to seek another job.

Long before the amendment was passed, I heard one

of the &quot;Gray Wolves&quot; say in the Common Council of

Chicago, &quot;Misther Chairman, I rise to defind the down-

throdden saloon keeper.&quot; Even a &quot;Gray Wolf&quot; would

not do that now.

There have come in these reports accounts of boys
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wearing short trousers as a blind to the enforcement

officers, who support dependent mothers, buy shoes for

little sister, and put themselves through college by driv

ing liquor-loaded vans into the great cities. The prices

they are paid for this service vary beyond belief, and

probably depend on the demand and the risk. Twenty-
five dollars will bring a load from a near-by suburb into

New York City. It costs $1,000 a load from Indiana

into Chicago. From the cities of the Great Lakes basin,

the port cities, and the industrial centers, come accounts

of bootleggers who are getting rich. As a balance against

this, from all over the Northwest have come statements

of the poor bootleggers whose families are supported by

public charity while they languish in jail.

There are said to be many women in the business.

For them it is a new occupation. They are both boot

leggers and carriers. In Pittsburgh, I first heard about

this carrying trade. The foreign-born women were said

to be conveying it under their shawls for one dollar a

gallon. Later I met accounts of it in other places, with

various rates of payment; nowhere, however, any higher
rate than this. A fortnight ago I met it in New York. I

was waiting for a delayed subway train at ten in the

morning. &quot;Why are they so late? The crowd is gone,&quot;

said a stout, shabby woman beside me. &quot;That s why I

come now, I have bankers hours, but I get worker s pay
ten to three.&quot;

&quot;What do you do?&quot; I asked her,

&quot;Oh,
I carry the stuff, but I m scared to do it when

the subway s so packed.&quot;

The suit case she carried pulled heavily from the

handle, and as she eased it tenderly into the train there

was a clink of glass on glass.
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The situation of the Negro bootlegger is different from

either of these. Says Mr. W. P. Dabney of the Cincin

nati group: &quot;Stills abound in the JBlack Belt, a down
town section composed mainly of laborers, sports, and

floaters as well as reputable citizens. Hundreds of its

inhabitants have made money handling moonshine

whisky, and its sale in buffet flats and at private parties

is enormous. The evasion of the Eighteenth Amendment
is looked upon with pride and rarely is any exposure
made of those engaged in the traffic. An impartial in

vestigation of conditions among the colored people of

Cincinnati will show that the present prosperity of many
citizens can be attributed to higher wages, new posi

tions, better employment, and bootlegging, rather than to

prohibition.&quot;

Whether because the white race has made such strenu

ous efforts to keep alcohol from the Negro, enacting state

prohibition laws throughout the South and enforcing

them pretty effectively on the black race, or whether

alcohol does not tempt the Negroes as a whole, or whether

their wagea are still too low to afford the high cost of

liquor, is beside the point. Our records so far as they

go show that Negroes as a whole are not drinking, that

for them personally prohibition works.

Dr. Alain Locke interprets the situation among his

people: &quot;I do not know that the Negro has very much to

gain from an evenly administered and enlightened tem

perance enforcement, but feel that, in common with the

poor man, but to a greater proportional degree, the Negro
has borne in several ways the unjust brunt of the condi

tions produced by our present system of administration

of the Eighteenth Amendment, Negro districts, both

rural and urban, are regarded as the logical dumps for
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the worst and most harmful of the substitute concoc

tions; Negroes are enlisted in the most dangerous phases
of the liquor traffic the disposal to the retail customer.

&quot;In many of the larger cities bootlegging has offered

an especial attraction to Negroes who are so generally

shut out from quick-money activities and the speculative

chances in business. I have heard of many instances

where its economic chances have been accepted along
with the large risk as the only chance to get a start,

and justified as such; and a considerable number of

property investments and transfers to legitimate business

in such cases would seem to suggest a special economic

motive and pull due to thwarted expression in legitimate

business activity.

&quot;Belonging so largely to the evangelical denomina

tions, temperance has a personal and religious sanction,

primarily, for the average respectable Negro ; legal and

social welfare standards have for him a very secondary
and limited appeal. Temperance is regarded more as a

matter of a personal pledge and a duty as a church

member7 than as a matter of law and duty as a citizen.

This does not account, however, for the failure of the

modem scientific and social appeal on this issue to affect

any very considerable reaction from the thinking Negro.
To him the raising of so much discussion and controversy
and the expenditure of so many millions in the federal

enforcement of a constitutional amendment when there

is so little public conscience and effort over the flagrant

nonenforcement of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amend
ments, that nominally guarantee civic liberties and citi

zenship rights of the Negro, make this question of the

Eighteenth Amendment appear to him either a gigantic

hypocrisy or a typical American inconsistency. This
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attitude quite nullifies his normal reaction as an enlight

ened citizen on this particular question.

&quot;Considering this inevitable attitude, prohibition sen

timent and interest among Negroes is really exceptional

in spite of its admittedly limited amount and extent.

What there is has overcome this great dilemma, and in

doing so has had to take relatively higher and more im

personal moral ground than the same attitude on the

part of an average citizen.&quot;

Strange people are linked up with bootlegging. The

reports agree on the keepers of candy stores, garages,

drug stores, groceries, and the like; but there are other

occupations undertakers, garbage collectors, street

cleaners, old-clothes men, carnival troupes, ex-drunkards

and ex-criminals, beauty parlors, and barber shops.

These are the people who carry it about and sell it.

Who makes it? The foreigner who has always done

it and Americans who have learned how. During the

first few years after prohibition, the American amateur

made it poorly, but his skill improved. Recipes for

wine making were brought from France, Italy, and

Greece and handed about; there were new ways of telling

when the fermentation had gone far enough. There was

a great sale of kegs throughout the country and people

clubbed together to buy wine presses and stills. Some

times they soaked the mash in the bathtub. But wine

making is a great deal of bother, the brewing of beer is

a tedious occupation, and to watch the still is a day-

and-night job. The Americans have grown tired of this;

the novelty and the romance have worn off. The wine,

the beer, and the hard liquor they make are better in

quality but less in quantity.

The old moonshiners in the mountains are still at
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work; they are making it in Kentucky and Tennessee;

they are making it in Colorado
; they are making a little

bit even in New England and up above dry Spokane.
This is the same sort of lawbreaking that the revenue

officers have fought in the back valleys of the hills for

fifty years. It is not half so dangerous, socially or

physiologically, nor so important as the new group of

moonshiners in the tenements. We have records of this

tenement manufacture from Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Boston, and Greater New York. And in

these cities the industry is a dangerous and a menacing
thing. It is the source of an unexampled number of

fires in the crowded quarters; there are explosions and

people injured; and children in the home are taught to

&quot;tend still&quot; as they once tended the bobbins in the mill.

It is a new form of child labor of a most dangerous sort

a real social menace.

Then there is the commercial group who are making
it as a business, out of raw alcohol and flavoring ex

tracts, and kerosene and turpentine and canned heat and

coloring matter. There is no sort of fraud that they are

not using at the present time, and they are absolutely
safe from prosecution since all those who buy are also

without the law. I have seen the confiscated packsaddles
in which the liquor is supposed to come down from

Canada and which were captured while they were being
loaded with fresh brew manufactured one hundred miles

south of the border.

Down in New Jersey a brand of liquor is on the market
with French labels, made well to the west of the Atlantic

coast* Boston has, perhaps, the most flagrant examples
that have come in the reports. Much less than is be

lieved is getting over the border. Caveat emptor!
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All this lawbreaking being admitted, what are the

results that may be attributed to prohibition? The
whole country is, as it were, blanketed with prosperity.

Primary poverty, which means that people are hungry
and cold and homeless, has been almost eliminated from

the cities of the United States. How much of that is

due to prohibition no one can tell but it has certainly

accompanied the operation of the law. Health is better.

The testimony on this is not quite so universal as the

testimony on prosperity, but it is there. Cities report
fewer people in the alcoholic wards and great decrease

in alcoholic psychoses. Many places report closing of

the liquor cures. Many doctors state that diseases sup

posed to be due to alcohol have diminished. There is a

lack of &quot;clinical material&quot; on cirrhosis of the liver.

Dr. Maximilian Schulman, for many years in charge
of the home service of the Vanderbilt Clinic in New
York City says that cases of acute and chronic alcoholism

have practically disappeared from the medical service of

Vanderbilt Clinic, whereas in pre-prohibition days these

were very common; and he adds, &quot;Whatever prohibition

may have done for the idle rich, it certainly has done well

foPthe laboring poor.&quot;

. From all over the country comes the statement that

there is practically no drunkenness on the streets, and

this not only from dry places, but from spots that are

supposed to be &quot;ankle-deep in rum.&quot;

And education is increasing. From three widely sep

arated cities comes the report of a sudden increase in

school attendance since the passage of the amendment,
of crowded high schools and important additions to the

building programs of the school boards. Also, there has

been a long period of steady work. Whether this is
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because of prosperity or because of the amendment
is a subject of controversy, but that men work more

steadily since the amendment is testified to by employers

everywhere. We have many statements from employers

saying that Monday morning, which used to be a slack

time with men off for the week-end hang-over, is now
just like any other day.

&quot;I don t believe in prohibition,&quot; said an official in a

trucking company; &quot;the government has no right to

tell a man what he shall or shall not drink. But it is a

fact that before the law it was my job on Saturday night

to go around and collect our truck horses where the

drivers left them outside the saloons
;
and I always spent

Monday morning in the office receiving the wives of my
truckers who came to say: Well, Dan drunk it all up
Saturday night. Will you help us through till next

week? Now I don t believe in prohibition; the govern
ment has no right to tell a man what he shall or shall

not drink; but Im an honest man and I haven t had to

do either of those things since the amendment was

passed.&quot; And this in wet New York City 1

Taking before and after, here is about the worst that

pre-prohibition days could offer in a picture of the old

West Side a part of the water front along the Hudson
River in New York. There were no other pictures to

match this, though the elements that make it are found

in reports from many places. But this sort of thing,

sometimes exaggerated in the telling, is what made the

Eighteenth Amendment possible. Not wine for dinner,
nor beer for lunch, nor the good-night toddy at bedtime

lined up the white South, the Northwest, Kansas, Maine,
and the rest on the side of prohibition, but such things

as Mr* Mark McCloskey tells of Saturday night and
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Monday morning before prohibition such things and

the fear of them:

&quot;Preparation for Saturday night on the west water

front began on Friday afternoon when the burly brewery

drivers drove in their big horses and loads of big kegs.

There were two mysteries for children. How the saloon

cellar could hold the endless procession of kegs and how

the beer got from the kegs to the burnished brass handles

on the bar. Where the beer went from that place was no

mystery. One simply had to sit on the steps and look in

under the swinging door.

&quot;On Saturday morning children helped their mothers

put the house in shape and janitresses scrubbed the

stairs from the roof to the cellar. In the afternoon

women put on white aprons with wide hems, the children

were called in from the streets to put on clean clothes

before your father comes home.

&quot;Efficient restaurants were never better prepared for

the dinner rush than the bartenders were for the Satur

day-night jam. Beer glasses filled on the bar, quarter

bottles of whisky filled from the hogsheads, the shelves

in back of the bar lined with pints and half pints to

take home, the free-lunch counter well stocked lest

hunger tempt one home for supper, and a slate with the

week s tally of drinks hung up prominently exhibited.

&quot;From the foundry, dock, stable, and factory men

converged at the bar, while hundreds of women grew

impatient and nagged the children, for they knew that

the money they would get was in inverse proportion

to the hours that elapse after five o clock. As the strain

increases, children are sent off to go to the corner to

see if you can get your father/ Some hardier women
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send word to the bartender that if their husbands are

not sent out they will go in and make a scene.

&quot;Couples come home; sometimes the husband is

jovial, sometimes nasty. He threatens to break her

jaw for making a show of him on the street. A running

argument is carried on and all the time the children trail

at a respectful distance. The disappointment that is

felt when what is left of the money is handed over adds

fuel to the fire and the struggle is on.

&quot;By night the sense of neighborhood cleaning up is

gone. The shopkeepers, despairing of collecting more

money, put up their blinds. Only the saloons are open.
The hardest drinkers stick it out as long as they can

stand and have money. Here and there, a drunk rolls

home unsteadily, while young thieves hang out in hall

ways waiting for a chance to stiff arm 7
their prey.

&quot;Sunday morning brings quiet. The bartenders come
on about noon. Slowly the back room fills up with

those who want hard liquor. Constant trips of the beer

can are made to the corner to satisfy those who cannot
dress themselves to come out, and the bartenders shuttle

back and forth between the back room and the bar with

the same monotony that the hanger-on carries cans from
the side door to the barroom. The crowd in the back
room increases as night falls on the neighborhood again.

&quot;Monday morning and work, but not for everybody.
Factories with furnaces up but a third, naolders out,
horses idle in stalls, while boss truckmen bang on tene

ment doors to get the drivers out and men on the job
suffer from nasty hang-overs. Truckmen on the streets

curse one another in fancy style.

&quot;The old West Side punished itself with liquor on Sat

urday night and paid the penalty on Monday morning.
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&quot;Is this the case today? In spite of the presence of

innumerable speak-easies and the production of great

quantities of home brew, men do get on the job Monday
mornings. Tenement-house brawls are few and far be

tween. The Coffee Pots
7

are the meeting place of taxi

and truck drivers.

&quot;Pawnshops are places to store winter clothes and to

realize on stolen goods; not the place to hock the Sunday
suit and the wedding presents.

&quot;The policeman who has walked the beat for years

will tell you that he hasn t had to manhandle a wife

beater in an age.

&quot;Speak-easies and blind pigs there are on the West

Side, but the continual Saturday-night drunk and Mon
day-morning head are gone.&quot;

Employers everywhere are agreed that the law is a

great benefit to the workingmen and a great aid to

efficient operation of industry. They are for it.

Another thing that has changed in our great cities

since the amendment is prostitution. Its rapid decrease

marks startling and uniform changes in the past ten

years. Report after report says that disorderly houses

are gone and there is practically no solicitation on the

streets. Before the passage of the law, liquor was sold

in the disorderly houses at a very high price beer at

one dollar a bottle and whisky and champagne at a cor

responding increase. Not only was this a source of

revenue, but it was also an attraction. Our committee,

meeting in New York in January, agreed that commer

cialized prostitution as a social problem has practically

disappeared. Is this due to prohibition? Probably only

in part, although some of the reports insist that it is

the sole reason. The modern freedom between the sexes,
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the knowledge of contraceptive devices, and the use of

the automobile bear directly on this problem. The coun

try road houses are easily reached; they are freer from

supervision even than the city resorts. When they do

not sell liquor, it is at least possible for a man to carry

his flask with him. Instead of prostitution we have

license. It is one of the problems of liberty which has

not yet been solved.

Again and again we come around to this question of

the automobile. Its relation to prohibition is twofold:

It makes quick transportation of the liquor supply very-

easy and relatively cheap. It also makes it possible to

go long distances quickly to get a drink. As the mayor
of Boise City said, &quot;No way has ever been invented of

so quickly erasing the criminal from the scene of his

crime as the automobile. On the other hand, it is per

haps the most deadly rival of alcohol,&quot; Judge Elliott

of Sioux Falls says that &quot;gasoline and alcohol will not

mix&quot; and what he says is echoed from town to town.

It is a question of whether one prefers a hip flask to a

motor.

The results that seem to be directly due to prohibition

are that the lower wage group has profited everywhere ;

that business and production have profited; also, that

in general the business men and the manufacturers are

so well satisfied with the economic results as to be in

favor of the law; that open temptation is kept away
from the young and the weak and that the general feel

ing about the saloons is &quot;good riddance to bad rubbish*&quot;

I have tried to disregard dead issues. When people
have written, as they have frequently, that what they
are for is temperance, I have regretfully filed their let

ters in a desk drawer called the morgue. In the face of
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a law absolutely prohibiting the use of alcohol as a

beverage the question of using it temperately has become

as academic as the building code of Sparta. When social

workers have insisted that we ought to have tried the

Canadian system or perhaps the methods of the Bashuto

tribes, I have added their remarks to the collection in

the morgue, for the system we actually did select from all

other possible systems is the one this study is about.

And when other people have offered to provide statistics,

I have covertly discouraged them have, indeed, opened
the way to their redoing their statistical material back

into the human elements it is composed of. Not that I

undervalue statistics far from it! They are a lightning-

proof shelter in time of storm and may be terribly longed

for when this book is off the press. But the intent of

this study is to deal with humanity before it gets into

the statistical stage. If a statistic has eluded me here

and there, be sure that it came clinging to the hem of

somebody s questionnaire and did not drive boldly in

under its own steam.

When I am invited to &quot;look at the way the rich are

drinking,&quot; I have complied with tepid enthusiasm. This

is not a study of the rich. When it is intimated that

insane asylums and prisons keep accurate records, I

have failed to follow up the suggestion. This is not a

study of the insane or the criminal. I make these state

ments of the limitations of the study not to be amus

ing, but in self-defense.

What the study does cover is the neighborhoods which

the social workers know. These are always among the

poor and the lower middle class, always in cities or towns.

Where the cities are infrequent dots on vast rural areas,

the material for this study is extremely thin; where one
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metropolis shoulders another metropolis with never a

grass blade between there is more material than would
fill a dozen books. The bald spots in the book are where

the population, too, is thin. And the settlement neighbor
hoods are bound to show the prohibition problems inten

sified. If one man in a thousand staggers on the street

it may mean three to the block in New York s East Side

and thousands looking on the same proportion would

mean five in the whole city of Clarinda, Iowa, and maybe
only a passing robin the wiser anyway. It is as though
the old dumb-bell tenements of the East Side four fam
ilies to a floor, twenty families to a building were taken

as typical of the housing in Manhattan.

What this study does show is the circumstances under

which the law is operating satisfactorily; wherever there

is a Nordic-American population which for several gen
erations has not been in close contact with the newer im

migrations or the cosmopolitanism of the great cities,

there prohibition works. This is true in general in the

northwest, is true in general in the South and in Maine
and in parts of the Mississippi Valley. Wherever there

are large unassimilated foreign populations accustomed

to the making and use of alcoholic drinks and also an

eager market for their product, as in the great ports and

the industrial cities, there the law is halting and veering
and difficult to apply,

But the reports do show that all of the things hoped
for by the advocates of prohibition are being realized in

some places and that even where the law is least observed,

some of them have come true.
* * *

MARTHA BENSLEY BRUERE



CHAPTER XX

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS

.A STUDY OF PROHIBITION

QUESTIONNAIRE

THIS questionnaire does not call for
&quot;yes&quot;

or &quot;no&quot;

answers, but for detailed, descriptive information as ac

curate as you can make it and graphic enough to make

the reader understand the kind of people you are talking

about and the conditions under which they live. When
ever possible make your answers the records of individ

ual experiences and realistic pictures of family life as it

has been affected by drink or the lack of it since the

passage of the Eighteenth Amendment.

In order to paint a clear picture of the present it is

necessary to show the background of the past,

I. Before war-time prohibition and the passage of the

Eighteenth Amendment.

(Give a word picture of your neighborhood before

1918, showing both the good and bad r61es that al

cohol played in it.)

.(a) Was alcohol an important or a minor cause

of poverty or social hardship? In what spe-

- cificways?

(b) Had it any definite relation, to the mothers of

305
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young children going to work, or to the age
at which children left school?

(c) Was the &quot;demon rum&quot; as a disturber of do

mestic peace a reality or a creation of tem

perance propaganda?

(d) Was the saloon a hotbed of crime and disor

der, and a source of family quarrels, or a

cheerful meeting place offering welcome and
first aid in the assimilation of the immigrant?

(e) Was there any connection between the sa

loonkeeper and the ward boss? What was it?

(f) Had drinking anything to do with the dis

reputable dance halls? with commercialized

vice? with gambling?

(g) Did alcohol promote or discourage the growth
of a neighborly and civic spirit?

(h) What elements, good or bad, did it provide
that have since disappeared from your neigh
borhood?

II. The period between 1918 and 19S1, when in general
the prohibition law seems to have been more fully

observed than it is now.

(1) Was there any change in the general happiness
and well-being or in the amount of poverty in

your neighborhood?

(a) If so, do you think it was because less

money was spent on drink or because wages
were high and employment steady?

(Give some family histories to show why
you believe as you do. Get the opinions
of leading employers, public officials and
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:
others in the neighborhood whose judg-

ment is based on personal experience.)

(b) What changes did you notice in regard to

child labor and truancy?

(c) What do the dentists and doctors say about

the number of cases that came to them

and about the payment of their bills?

(d) Ask the school teachers if there was any

change in the amount of cooperation given

them by the parents.

(e) Is it your impression that there were as

many deserting fathers, cases brought be

fore the Court of Domestic Relations, as

many children removed from parental cus

tody? Did such cases as there were &quot;tend

to be different in character?

(Give examples to illustrate your impres

sions, and give the opinions of reliable

officials in the neighborhood, as well as

your own. Consult the child-placing

agencies and the S. P. C. C.

2. (a) There is a general impression that the mor

tality of infants under one year is higher

for the children of alcoholics than for the

rest of the population. Did your observa

tion tend to contradict or agree with this?

(b) Was there any change in the proportion of

industrial accidents to fathers of families?

Did doctors, hospitals and clinics notice a

difference in prevalent complaints which

they explain with changed drink habits?

(What do the health records of your city

show?)
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(c) It has been claimed that during this period
the use of drugs largely inci eased. Did
your observation tend to prove or disprove
this?

3. (a) Was there any change in the kind or

amount of crime and disorder? What is

your impression, and what do the local

police records show?

(b) Was there any change in the number of

women on the streets or in the number of

disorderly houses?

(c) Did anything take the place of the dance

halls where drink was sold?

4. (a) What did the different national and race

groups say about the effect of prohibition

enforcement upon them?

(b) How did they react to it in personal and

group behavior?

5. If families in general had more money to

spend, what did they spend it for?

6. What took the place of the saloon

(a) as a political center, if it was one in your
I

neighborhood?
i (b) as a social meeting place and a center of

recreation?

, (c) What part did your settlement take in ere-
^

ating a substitute for it?

III. The period from 19S1 to the present (when there i$

said to be widespread disregard of the Eighteenth

Amendment)*

L Do you believe that there is bootlegging
and illicit manufacture in your neighbor-
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hood? On what do you base your belief?

If there is, how does this fact affect

(a) The prevalence of poverty? How much
of the poverty do you believe to be

dependent on the industrial situation and

other causes, and how much on the use of

alcohol?

(b) Do you notice any change in the proportion
of working children and working mothers?

(c) If the families of the bootleggers are in

creasingly prosperous, what of the rest of

the neighbors? Can they afford better

clothes, food, and more recreation? Is the

general well-being of the group higher or

lower?

(d) What are the common amusements and

recreations now enjoyed as compared with

other times?

(Give several examples of families who are

economically affected by the disregard of

the law one way or another.)

2. (a) Do the more poisonous drinks now avail

able in any way affect the general health of

your neighborhood?

(b) Do more children die in their first year

than in the period between 1918 and 1921?

(Get any statistics available in your neigh

borhood.)

(c) As many as before the passage of the

amendment?

(Give the opinions of doctors and nurses

as well as your own.)

(d) Is there a return to a prevalence of pre-
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prohibition diseases and causes of death

specifically due to drink?

(e) Compare the provision for sickness, the
use of hospitals and nurses with the period
before 1918.

3, (a) Aside from the lawlessness involved in the

nonobservance of the amendment, have you
noticed any changes in the amount and na
ture of crime and disorder? Has the pas

sage of the amendment made any differ

ence one way or another?

(b) Have you any reason to believe that in

your neighborhood vice and prostitution

have become integrated with bootlegging?
What part does the cheap automobile play
in the situation?

(Give family stories to illustrate this.)

(c) What is the effect of the present situation

on the drinking of minors, both boys and

girls, to whom it was unlawful to sell al

cohol before the passage of the amend^
ment? Is there a feeling among them that

to drink in defiance of the law is a daring
and sporting thing to do? Are there any
movements among the young people them
selves to counteract this tendency?

4. How do the particular religious observances

and the racial character of your neighbor
hood affect the nonobservance of the law?
What do the different groups say about it

and what do they do?
5. What is the political significance of the

present disregard of the amendment? Are
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the violators in your neighborhood polit

ically protected? If they are, by what
method? Do they appear to be connected

with any political ring or party?
(If possible, talk this over with the polit

ical boss of your district.)

6. What changes in attitude toward drink

have occurred in the different neighborhood

groups?

(a) How do the mothers clubs feel about it?

(Call a special meeting and get their opin
ions in their own words. Ask them how
the different members of their families feel

about it and try to discover whether their

opinions have changed since the passage
of the amendment.)

(b) Ask the associations of men and boys simi

lar questions.

(c) Discuss the matter with the groups in the

summer camps.

(d) Get the opinion of the settlement resi

dents as a group as to any change of atti

tude in the neighborhoods. Be sure they
have a basis of comparison.

(e) Note particularly differences in the atti

tude of the two sexes, and of different oc

cupational, political, racial, national, re

ligious, and age groups represented in the

neighborhood.
7* Please give a number of typical family his

tories to show what the effect of the non-

observance of the law has been whether

there is more or less prosperity, more or
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less nappmess, neaitn ana general well-

being whether the moral attitudes are

changed, and in what direction.

IV. In conclusion, write what you as a settlement resi

dent think of the situation. Please give any in

formation which seems to you important in any
way, and any individual experiences which will

help the public to see it as you do.

If you cannot reply adequately to all these questions;

please send as much of the information and as many facts

as you can.



SOURCES OP INFORMATION

ALABAMA:

Florence Associated Charities, Louise R. Jolly.

ARIZONA:

Phoenix Social Service Center, Mrs. W. G. Elder.

CALIFORNIA:

Los Angeles Adult Probation Dept., Carl L. May.
Juvenile Protective Assn., Louise Drury.
Los Angeles Settlement Assn., Bessie B. Stoddart.

Judge of Superior Court, Carlos S. Hardy.

Supt. of Adult Education, Ethel Richardson.

Social Service
; Community and Home Teacher

Service.

San JFVancisco Canon Kip Community House, Rev^
J. Henry Ohlhoff.

Community Service Center (Booker T. Washington).

Supt. of Pub. Dance Hall Supervisors, M. Alice

Barrows.

Public School Teacher.

Community Center of Presita Valley.

Neighborhood House, Hazel Avery, Elizabeth Ashe,

Margaret Johnson, Alice Griffith.

Mills College, Mary R. Coolidge,

Physician, Philip K Brown,
Santo Barbara

San Diego County Welfare Commission, Helen

Ramage.
313
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COLORADO:

Colorado Springs Associated Charities, Justin L.

Hills.

Boulder Social Service Bureau, Anna F. Powless.

Denver Social Service Bureau, Anna S. Williams.

CONNECTICUT:

Bridgeport Family Welfare Society, Edward L.

Parker.

The Hall Home Settlement, Marguerite Tuohey.

Danbury Associated Charities, Mrs. A. W. More-
house.

Hartford Charity Organization Society, Mr. A.

Schaffer.

New Haven Neighborhood House, Marguerite Le-

Jeune.

Lowell House, Stella E. Monson.

Wilfymantic Welfare Bureau, Elizabeth P. Ander
son.

Waterbury Lincoln House Assn., Eugene Kerner.

DELAWABE:
. Wilmingtorir-feople s Settlement Assn., Sarah W.

Pyle.

DISTBICT OF COLUMBIA:

Washington Alain Locke.

FLORIDA:

rawpar-Family Service Assn., Emilie Wilkins,

GEOBGIA:

Atlanta V^mily Welfare Society, Ada S. Woolfolk.

IDAHO:

Boise City Mayor & Comr. of Public Affairs, E. G.

Eagleson.

Family Welfare Assn,, Mabelle Keyser,
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ILLINOIS:

Aurora Family Service Organization, Ellen Cook.

Chicago Hull House, Jane Addams.
United Charities, Mary Crane District.

Olivet Institute, Norman B. Barr.

Jewish People s Institute, Philip L. Seman.

University Settlement, Mary McDowell.

Chicago Commons, Prof. Graham Taylor and Lea
D. Taylor.

Chase House, Zilpha M. Guilfoil

Gad s Hill Center, Ruth Austin.

Rock Island West End Settlement, Mrs. W. B.

Barker,

INDIANA:

Fort Wayne Family Service Bureau, Ethel McLane.

Indianapolis Christamore House, Olive D. Edwards.

IOWA:

Des Moines Roadside Settlement, Flora Dunlap.
Keokuk Friendly House Community Center, Bertha

Schlotter.

KANSAS:

Emporia Emporia Welfare Assn., Mrs. G. H.

Randolph.

Emporia Gazette, William Allen White.

KANSAS:

Wichita League for Social Work, M. W. Woods.

Topeka Provident Assn., Mary Neiswanger.
KENTUCKY:
Pine ML, Harlan County Pine Mt. Settlement School,

Katherine Pettit.

LOXJISIANA:

Lafayette Home Relief Assn., Hattie W. Hart.

New Orleans Kingsley House, Eleanor McMain.
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MAINE:

Portland Associated Industries of Me., Judge
Benjamin Cleaves.

Associated Charities, Mrs. B. F. Pettengill.

Municipal Court, Judge Clarence W. Peabody,

Augusta Mrs. W. R. PattangalL

MABYLAND:

Baltimore Family Welfare Assn., Dorothy Pope.
MASSACHUSETTS:

Boston South End House, Albert J. Kennedy.
Ellis Memorial & Eldridge House, Jane R. McCrady,
Hawthorne Girls Club, Lillian V. Robinson.

Norfolk House Center, Frederick L. Soule.

Roxbury Neighborhood House, Ethel W. Dougherty.
Boston Social Union, Lillie M. Peck.

Lincoln House, Grace T. Wills,

Little House, Beata B. Cleary.

Brighton North. Brighton Community Center, Bar
bara MacKinnon.

New Bedford City Mission, Rev, C. F. Hersey.
Dennison House, John M. Trout.

Family Welfare Association, Marion E. Rowe.
New Bedford Children s Aid Society, Celeste P.

Thornton.

Fall Rivei* King Philip Settlement House, Florence

L. Nye,
MIKNBSOTA:

Minneapolis North East Neighborhood House, Rob-
bins Gilman*

Dakota Co. Family Welfare Assn., Amy B. Hoag.
Family Welfare Assn., Joanna C, Colcord
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St. Paul Secy. Presby. Bd. of Temperance & Moral

Welfare Rev. Wm. J. Johnstone.

Neighborhood House, Constance Currie.

MICHIGAN :

Detroit Dodge Community House, Ralph Cummings.
Franklin St. Settlement, Sarah Selminski.

Kalamazoo Methodist Community; House, Letta

Adams,

Saginaw Associated Charities, Elmer E. Bishop.

MISSISSIPPI:

Jackson Community Welfare Assn., Mrs. Freeman

Brougher.

MISSOURI:

St Louis Neighborhood Assn., L. C. Harnish.

Columbia Public Welfare Society, Ada C. Neider-

meyer.

NEBRASKA:

Omaha Omaha Social Settlement, Helen W. Gauss.

Union Pacific System, C. R. Gray.

NEVADA:

Reno Mrs. J. A. Fulton.

Mrs. F. E. Humphrey.
NEW JERSEY:

Jersey City Whittier House, Nels Anderson.

Mothers Institutes, Div. of Child Hygiene, Dr, M.

W. O Gorman.

Poor Commissioner.

Court of Domestic Relations, Judge Thomas F.

Meany.
Newark Jewish Day Nursery; & Neighborhood

House, Josephine Miller.
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West Orange W. Orange Community League, Treby
Moore.

Factory Town Head of Boys Clubs,

NEW HAMPSHIRE:

Dover Dr. Louis W. Flanders.

Mrs. Elizabeth P. Lazzari.

NEW MEXICO:

Gallup Supt. Defiance Coal Mine, George Miksch.

Santa Fe&M. of Public Health, Mrs. P. M. Ruleau.

Albuquerque Internal Rev. Service, C. E. Stearns.

Dawson State Bu. Child Welfare, Margaret Reeves.

Report from Lillian Franzen.

NEW YOKE::

Brooklyn Hebrew Educational Society, Alter P.

Landeman.

Strong Place Community House, Martha Mixer,

The Italian Settlement, W. E. Davenport.

Community League of Old S. Brooklyn,

Goodwill Center, S. C. Hearn.

Hall Memorial House, Rev. J. Howard Melish.

Willoughby House Settlement, Anna B, Van Nort*

Public Librarian.

Buffalo Welcome Hall, W. E. McLennan.

Memorial Chapel Social Center, Irene J. Graham.

Buffalo Foundation, Frances M. Hollingshead, MJX
NEW YOKE::

Olean Cattaraugus Co. Health Demonstration, Dr,

W. C. Jensen.

Rochester Social Welfare League, John, P. Sanderson,

Italian Housekeeping Center, Louise Naylor.

Baden St. Settlement, Gertrude M. Jerdone,

New York City Hudson Guild, Dr. J, L. Elliott.
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Judson Neighborhood House, Mab^l Merryfield &
the Rev. Wm. N. Hubbell.

Lenox Hill Neighborhood Assn., Rosalie Manning.
Neighborhood House of the Central Presby. Church.

Greenwich House, Ellen G. McDowell, Mary K.

Simkhovitch.

State Charities Aid, Dr. A. C. Burnham.
Madison House, Helen L. Alfred.

Union Settlement, Wm. W. Biddle.

College Settlement, Lillian Amiraux.

University Settlement, Walter L. Solomon.

N. Y. Nursery and Child s Hospital, Hilda C. Baker.

Presby. Church of the Sea & Land, Rev. J. A.

Villelli.

Jacob A. Riis Settlement, Margaret Gibson

Haarlem House, Elizabeth P. Lazzari.

Divine Paternity House, Miss Taylor.

White Door Settlement, Harriet Irwin.

Christadora House, C. I. MacColl.

Labor Temple, Rev. Edmund R. Chaffee.

Sisterhood of Spanish & Portuguese Synagogue

Neighborhood House.

Henry St. Settlement, Lillian D. Wald and Jennie

Haxton.

Mariner s Temple, Rev. Wm. H. Hubbell.

Hamilton House, Ira S. Robbins.

Bowling Green Neighborhood Assn., Alexander

Cleland.

OHIO:

Cleveland Goodrich Social Settlement, Alice P.

Gannett.

Hiram House, Mary E. Gilbert.

Alta Social Settlement, Edmund T. Anderson.
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The Friendly Inn, Winifred Salisbury.

Methodist Episcop. Deaconess Home, Harriet

Gilbert.

Akron Family Service Society, W. A. Bixby.

Lima Family Welfare Assn., Ella L. Brown,

Mansfield Friendly House, Stewart Knarr.

Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Brown.

Springfield Union Settlement House, Mrs. H, J.

- Swartz.

Toledo N. Toledo Community House, Stella B.

Rosenbaum.

Cincinnatir W. P. Dabney.
OKLAHOMA:

Oklahoma City United Provident Assn., Grace A.

Browning.

Tuka Family Welfare Society, Grace E. Cone.

OREGON:

Portland Public Welfare Bureau, Cora M. Davis.

PENNSYLVANIA:

Erie Associated Charities, A. M. Lopez.

Luzerne West Side Settlement, Margaret Thurston.

Philadelphia Southwark Neighborhood House, M, M.
Adams.

Friends Neighborhood Guild, Laura W. Smith.

Deaconess Home & Settlement, Winetta L. Stacks.

Webster House, Dorothy M. Mueller.

University House, Helen Hall

St. Martha s House, Jean W. Colesbury.

The Lighthouse, Mrs. Robert Bradford.

Workman Place House, M. E. Mott.

Soc. for Employment and Instruction of the Poor,

M. V. McCurdy,
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Jewish Neighborhood House, Eve R. Baker.

College Settlement, Anna F. Davies.

Pittsburgh Soho Community House, Mrs. A. B. Dick,

Irene Kaufman Settlement, Anna B. Heldman.

Kingsley House, C. C. Cooper, Helen Harris.

SOUTH CAKOLINA:

Charleston Bureau of Social Welfare, Louisa deB.

Fitzsimons.

SOUTH DAKOTA:

Sioux Falls County & City Welfare Assn., Estelle

Jamison, J. T. Sanders.

TEXAS:

El Pa*oY. M. C. A., A. L. Holm.

Houston Social Service Bureau, Rev. E. H. Willis-

ford, Elizabeth Lyles.

San Antonio Associated Charities, Mrs. Gray Leavell.

Dallas United Charities, Flora Saylor.

Civic Federation, Elmer Scott.

TENNESSEE:

Knoxville Associated Charities, Louise Bignall.

VIHGINIA:

Lynchburg Associated Charities, Mary E. Sayre.

WASHINGTON:

Seattle Social Welfare League, Rose B. Herford.

Educational Center, Council of Jewish Women, Rose

C. Alexander.

Pierce County W. C. T. TL, Carrie G. Benjamin,

Spokane Social Service Bureau, Bertha K. Bunn.

Tacoma Family Welfare Association, Anne 0.

Schwennsen.

Justice of the Peace, Blanche F. Miller.
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WISCONSIN :

Chippewa Falls Associated Charities, Mrs. I. D,

Wiltrout.

Madison Neighborhood House, Gay W. Braxton.

WYOMING:

Caspar Associated Charities, Isabelle Price.

CANADA:
Montreal Council of Social Agencies, J. H. T. Falk
Toronto Neighborhood Workers Association, F. N,

Stapleford.

Victoria Olive M. Snyder.
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Children, 9, 16, 59, 104, 164,
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137-138
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221
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St. Paul, 12

Tacoma, 44

Family Welfare Society (Tulsa,

Okla.), 116

Finns, 6, 233

Fisher, Prof, Irving, 151

Florida, 92-94

Frankino, Qaetaxxo, 187
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Franklin Street Settlement
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145
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